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I take great pleasure in presenting this volume of papers presented in the
conference on ‘Indian Cinema: Past, Present and Future’ under the
auspices of VPM’s Arts and Commerce College on 8th and 9th January,
2016.

VidyaPrasarak Mandal has a tradition of organizing various conferences,
seminars and workshops at National and International levels.

One of our institute, K.G Joshi College of Arts and N.G.Bedekar College
of Commerce is organizing a Two Day National Conference on ‘Indian
Cinema: Past, Present and Future’.

Such conferences provide a platform for researchers to express their
opinions and share their research findings with likeminded people, scholars
and students. It is through such conferences that we get an opportunity to
know, enhance and stimulate our thought process with new ideas, concepts
and understanding of the subject thus fulfilling the motive of
intellectual churning.

Over the last hundred years, Indian cinema has grown leaps and bounds
with its own transitions thus, giving ample scope for creative careers in
various spheres of media and creating a platform for research, innovation
and critical thinking.Indian cinema is majorly viewed as a source of
entertainment within the country as well as in the overseas market.
However, it plays a significant role in influencing the collective psyche of
the nation, thereby bringing about social change through its major genres
like classic films, realistic films ,regional movies, biopic, period films  etc.

This conference will attempt to understand and analyze the journey of
Indian cinema, focusing on its creative and technical aspects, business
and social relevance.

I wish them success in this objective.

Dr. Vijay V. Bedekar
Chairman

Vidya Prasarak Mandal, Thane, Maharashtra, India.

Chairman’s Message
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It is a tradition of VPM’s K.G. Joshi College of Arts and N.G. Bedekar

College of commerce, Thane to organise National and International

seminars on contemporary issues every year. Continuing with our

tradition, I take great pleasure in presenting to you this year’s National

conference on “Indian Cinema: Past, Present and Future”.

Indian movies are among the most widely viewed in the world.

However, despite increased availability and study, these films at times,

remain misinterpreted and underappreciated.  This conference, as the

theme suggests, is an attempt to critically examine the origins, evolution

and future of Indian Cinema in the ‘glocal’ context. The conference, thus

provides a platform to understand and re-learn the hundred and one years

of the world’s largest, most prolific and culturally diverse film industry.

I hope that the various forums at this conference will provide an

opportunity to recognize the artistic, cultural and historical contributions

of Indian Cinema- past, present and future.

I wish the Conference all success.

Dr. Shakuntala A. Singh
Principal

From the Principal’s desk
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Convener’s Message
 I am immensely glad and privileged to be the Convener of Two Day National Conference on

‘Indian Cinema: Past, Present and Future’.

VPM’s Joshi Bedekar College Film Society  was established in 2007 and inaugurated at the hands
of veteran Film Writer and Director Shri. ShyamBenegal. It was the first campus film society to be
established in the state of Maharashtra which is affiliated to the Federation of Film Societies in India
(FFSI). The VPM’s Joshi Bedekar College Film Society is running successfully for the last seven years
and has screened several internationally acclaimed films and organized  many film workshops and
festivals.

Department of Mass Media was started in the year 2007. The college runs Bachelor of Mass Media
(BMM)courses of University of Mumbai in English and Marathi medium. The college has also started
Masters of Arts in Communication and Journalism (MACJ) course of University of Mumbai from 2012.

Indian film industry is third largest film industry in world in terms of financial turnover and it is the
biggest one in terms of film production as every year nearly 1000 films are produced in India in Hindi
and in other regional languages .The Two Day Conference will attempt to understand and analyze the
journey of Indian cinema, throwing light on its creative, technical and business aspects as well as the
development of regional cinema and various genres.

As a Pre-Conference activity, we organized two guest lectures .first lecture was delivered by renowned
critic and writer ShriSudhirNandgaonkar on the topic of ‘History of Cinema ‘on 10th August 2015
,second lecture was delivered by Dr. KanchanaMahadevan ,Head of Department of Philosophy
,University of Mumbai  on 2nd September 2015 on the topic of ‘Aesthetics in Cinema’ .We organized
V.Shantaram film festival on 3rd September 2015 to honor the contribution of legendary Film director
,Producer ,Actor V. Shantaram . The festival was inaugurated by ShriKiranShantaram, Producer, Vice
President of FFSI and son of Late V.Shantaram. Total four films of V.Shantaram were screened in this
festival. We organized various inter-collegiate competitions such as Documentaryfilm, PowerPoint
Presentation,Poster Competitions on 15th December 2015, which received good response.

We received an overwhelming response in the form of research papers, from all over the country
and from various parts of world. Therefore, we will have parallel technical sessions in which these
papers will be presented.  Different avenues of expressions will also be used to address various faucets
of the film industry.

I thank all the members of the Advisory Board for their guidance. I place on record, my sincere
thanks to the Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Shakuntala A. Singh for her guidance and  cooperation  and for
giving me this opportunity. I thank Vice principal Prof Subhash Shinde, Prof. Narayan Barse, Prof
Sangita S. Mohanty, Prof  Vimukta Raje, Dr. Jayshree Singh, Prof  Manchu Thomas, Prof  Kranti
Doibole, and all the Members of our college’s Film Society and BMM department, without whose help
it would not have been possible to organize this conference.

- Mahesh Patil
Convener
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{gZo_m _| Jm±Yr : Ñí` AÑí` nhby

S>m°. í`m_gw§Xa nmÊS>ò

ì`m»`mVm - {hÝXr {d^mJ
{~‹S>bm _hm{dÚmb`, H$ë`mU
g§nH©$ : 09820114571

B©_ob: ssdpandey1gmail.com

_hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ {gÕm§V _mZdVmdmXr Wo Bg{bE CZHo$ OrdZ _| CZHo$ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo AmYma ~Zm H$a AZoH$ {μ\$ë_| ~ZmB© JBª {OZ_| gZ
1936 B©. _| ~Zr {\$ë_ "ANy>V H$Ý`m' Am¡a gZ 1940 B©. _| ~Zr "ANy>V' {\$ë_ àmapå^H$ {μ\$ë_| H$hr Om gH$Vr h¡§& `h gd©{d{XV h¡ {H$
_hmË_m Jm±Yr Zo ANy>VmoÕma Ho$ {bE ^r EH$ ~‹S>m AmÝXmobZ Mbm`m Wm Am¡a Ny>AmNy>V H$mo g_mO Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ {bE KmVH$ ~Vm`m Wm& AmμOmXr
go Hw$N> g_` nyd© hr gZ 1943 B©. _| lr {dO`^Å> Zo "am_amÁ`' Zm_H$ {\$ë_ ~ZmB© {Ogo _hmË_m Jm±Yr Zo ñd §̀  XoIm& g§̂ dV… Jm§YrOr Ûmam
XoIr OmZodmbr `h nhbr {\$ë_ Wr& `hm± `h H$hZo _| H$moB© g§H$moM Zht {H$ AmOmXr Ho$ nhbo Am¡a CgHo$ Hw$N> ~mX VH$ ^r Jm±Yr H$mo _yb AmYma
~ZmH$a H$moB© {\$ë_ Zht ~ZmB© JB©& hm± CZHo$ Hw$N> {gÕm§V Hw$N> {\$ë_m| Ho$ Hw$N> Ñí`m| _| Adí` {XImE J ò& gZ 1968 B©. _| "amï´>r` Jm±Yr ñ_¥{V
H$mof' Ûmam nm±M K§Q>o H$s EH$ S>m°Š ẁ_|Q´r {\$ë_ Jm±YrOr Ho$ OrdZ H$mo AmYma ~ZmH$a V¡̀ ma H$s JB© Wr& BgHo$ ~mX gZ 1982 B©. _| "Jm±Yr', gZ
1996 _| A§JaoOr {\$ë_ "X _oqH$J Am°μ\$$ _hmË_m Jm±Yr' gZ 2006 B©. _| ~Zr {\$ë_ "bJo ahmo _wÞm ̂ mB©' Am¡a gZ 2007 B©. _| ~Zr "Jm±Yr _m`
\$mXa' Am{X à_wI h¡§&

Cº$ {\$ë_m| H$s {dñV¥V g_rjm g{hV Bg ànÌ _| AÝ` g§̂ m{dV M{M©V q~Xw hm|Jo :-

1. Jm±Yr Ho$ OrdZ na ~ZZo dmbr {\$ë_m| H$s H$_r Š`m|?
2. CZHo$ OrdZ na ~Zr {\$ë_m| H$s dV©_mZ _| àmg§{JH$Vm&
3. _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ OrdZ_yë`m| Ho$ Hw$N> A§em| na AmYm[aV {\$ë_m| Am¡a JrVm| H$s g_rjm&
4. Hw$N> CZ A{^ZoVmAm| Ho$ OrdZ H$s KQ>ZmAm| H$s MMm© Omo Mmh H$a ^r ~mny H$s ŷ{_H$m Zht {Z^m nmE&

BgHo$ A{V[aº$ _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ OrdZ na AmYm[aV Hw$N> S>m°Š ẁ_|Q´r {\$ë_m| na ^r MMm© H$s Om òJr&

~rgdt eVmãXr Ho$ {dídnQ>b na _{X h_ EH$ ZμOa S>mb|
Vmo ñnï> ê$n go H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ Bg eVmãXr H$mo {OZ
_hmnwéfm| Zo gdm©{YH$ à^m{dV {H$`m CZ_§o _hmË_m Jm±Yr H$m
Zm_ AmXa go {b`m OmVm h¡& {Og gË` Am¡a Aqhgm H$mo _hmË_m
Jm±Yr Zo AnZo OrdZ H$m AmYma ~Zm`m dh AmO Ho$ g_` _| ^r
gdm©{YH$ àmg§{JH$ h¡& `hm± `{X h_ _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ amOZr{VH$
OrdZ Am¡a {gZo_m Ho$ B{Vhmg na EH$ ZμOa S>mb| Vmo {_boJm {H$
XmoZm| Zo Hw$N> df© nyd© bJ^J EH$ hr gmW AnZm eVmãXr df©
_Zm`m h¡& ^maVr` {\$ë_ Ho$ OZH$ Yw§S>ramO Jmo{dÝX \$mëHo$ Z|
{Og nhbr \$sMa {\$ë_ "amOm h[aûM§X«' H$m {Z_m©U Am¡a {ZX}eZ
{H$`m Wm CgH$m gdm©{YH$ àXe©Z 3 _B© 1913 H$mo hþAm Wm
Am¡a _hmË_m Jm±Yr gZ 1913 _| hr X{jU A\«$sH$m _| AnZm
H$m_ nyU© H$aHo$ gZ 1915 _| ^maV dmng Am`o Wo& CZHo$
AmJ_Z Ho$ nyd© hr CZHo$ {gÕm§Vm| H$s J§Y {μ\$ë_r Xw{Z`m _| AmZo
bJr Wr& _h gd©{d{XV h¡ {H$ {Og amOm h[aíM§Ð {\$ë_ H$m
{Z_m©U \$mëHo$ Or Zo gZ 1913 _| {H$`m dhr ZmQ>H$ XoI H$a
~MnZ _| Jm§YrOr gdm©{YH$ à^m{dV hþE Wo& Y_© _| CZH$m AQy>Q>

{dídmg Wm Am¡a dh am_ H$mo AnZm CÕmaH$ _mZVo Wo Xygar Va\$$
\$mëHo$ Or lr H¥$îU H$mo AnZm AmamÜ` _mZVo Wo& BgH$m g~go
~‹S>m à_mU `h h¡ {H$ Jm±Yr H$s àma§{^H$ g^mAm| H$m dmVmdaU
nyar Vah Ym{_©H$ hþAm H$aVm Wm& ^maVr` {gZo_m Ho$ nhbo XeH$
(1913-1922) VH$ Hw$b 91 {μ\$ë_| ~Zt Am¡a g^r nm¡am{UH$
H$WmAm| na AmYm[aV Wr§& Jm§Yr H$s Ym{_©H$Vm Am¡a {\$ë_m| H$s
nm¡am{UH$Vm H$m Amb_ `h Wm {H$ bmoJ OyVo - Mßnb {ZH$mb
H$a {gZo_m Kam| _| àdoe H$aVo Wo& em`X `hr H$maU ^r h¡ {H$
VËH$mbrZ {gZo_mKam| Ho$ Zm_ Ho$ gmW _§{Xa eãX OwS>m hþAm
{_bVm h¡& _Z_§{Xa, _amR>m _§{Xa, X`m _§{Xa Am{X Zm_ BgHo$
CXmhaU Ho$ ê$n _| XoIo Om gH$Vo h¡§& `hm± `h H$hZm AZw{MV Z
hmoJm {H$ Jm±Yr H$m {\$ë_m| Ho$ à{V H$moB© {deof bJmd Zht Wm
Am¡a Z hr CÝhm|Zo {\$ë_m| H$s H$^r gamhZm hr H$s& BgH$m g~go
~‹S>m à_mU `hr h¡ {H$ CÝhm|Zo AnZo OrdZ _| {JZr - MwZr {μ\$ë_|
hr XoIr {OZ_| "am_amÁ`'$ nhbr {\$ë_ Wr&

My±{H$, _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ {gÕm§V _mZdVmdmXr Wo Bg{bE
CZHo$ OrdZ _| CZHo$ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo AmYma ~ZmH$a AZoH$ {μ\$ë_|
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~ZmB© JB©§& BZ {\$ë_m| _| Jm±Yr H$ht grYo EH$ nmÌ Ho$ ê$n _|
CnpñWV hmoVo Vmo H$ht AÑí` ahH$a AnZo _mZdVmdmXr {gÕm§Vm|
H$mo gm_mÝ` OZVm VH$ nhþ±MmZo H$m H$m ©̀ H$aVo h¡§& CÝht {gÕm§Vm|
H$s MMm© _¢ `hm± H$aZm Mmhÿ±Jm& gZ 1936 B©. _| ~Zr {\$ë_
"ANy>V H$Ý`m' Am¡a gZ 1940 B©. _| ~Zr "ANy>V' {\$ë_ _hmË_m
Jm±Yr go à^m{dV àmapå^H$ {μ\$ë_| H$hr Om gH$Vr h¡§& `h
gd©{d{XV h¡ {H$ _hmË_m Jm±Yr Zo ANy>VmoÕma Ho$ {bE EH$ ~‹S>m
AmÝXmobZ Mbm`m Wm Am¡a Ny>AmNy>V H$mo g_mO Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$
{bE KmVH$ ~Vm`m Wm& Bgr ̂ mdZm H$m àMma BZ XmoZm| {\$ë_m| Ho$
_mÜ`_ go {H$`m J`m h¡&

Bgr àH$ma Omo nm¡am{UH$ {μ\$ë_| ~Zt  CZ_| Hw$N> {\$ë_m| _|
nm¡am{UH$ nmÌm| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go _hmË_m Jm§Yr Ho$ {dMmam| H$mo àgm[aV
{H$`m J`m& CXmhaU Ho$ ê$n _| gZ 1918 _| lr ÛmaH$m àgmX
g§nV Zo "_hmË_m {dXwa' Zm_H$ {\$ë_ ~ZmB©& {Og_o {dXwa H$m
A{^Z` H$aZo dmbo nmÌ H$mo Jm±Yr O¡gr hr nmoemH$ Xr JB©& MbZm
- {\$aZm Am¡a ~mobZm g~ Hw$N> VËH$mbrZ Jm±Yr O¡gm hr Wm
{Ogo XoI H$a Xe©H$ `h _hgyg H$a boVo Wo {H$ `h _hm^maV Zht
~pëH$ ̂ maV H$m ñdV§ÌVm g§J«m_ h¡& Bg g_` _hmË_m Jm±Yr AnZo
Xoedm{g`m| _| {Og {Z ©̂̀ Vm H$s ~mV H$a aho Wo Cgr H$mo AmYma
~Zm H$a \$mëHo$ Or Z| 1917 Ho$ Amg- nmg "b§H$m XhZ',
"H¥$îU OÝ_' Am¡a "H$m{b`m _X©Z' O¡gr {μ\$ë_| ~ZmB© &

h_ OmZVo h¢ {H$ _hmË_m Jm±Yr Z| _erZrH$aU H$m S>Q>H$a
{damoY {H$`m Wm Am¡a Bgo ~oamoOJmar H$m _mÜ`_ ~VmVo hþE _mZdr`
e{º$ Ho$ gXwn`moJ na Omoa {X`m Wm& gZ 1931 _| O~ Jm±Yr Or
bÝXZ JE Vmo Mmbu M¡n{bZ go {_bo Am¡a CÝh| ~Vm`m {H$ h_mam
CÔoí` AmOmXr àm{á Ho$ gmW - gmW _erZm| Ho$ ~‹T>Vo à`moJ H$m
{damoY ^r h¡& _mZdr` e{º$ H$m Cn`moJ H$aHo$ h_ Omo {dH$mg
H$a|Jo Cg_| g~H$mo amoOJma {_boJm Am¡a ny±Or H$m g§VwbZ ~Zm
ahoJm& Bg _wbmH$mV Ho$ Mma df© ~mX M¡n{bZ Zo "_m°S>Z© Q>mBåg'
Zm_H$ {\$ë_ ~ZmB© {Og_| _erZ H$m _Zwî` na emgZ ~‹S>o hr
_m{_©H$ T>§J go {XIm`m J`m h¡& {Og_| _erZ H$s g\$mB© H$aZo
dmbm EH$ _Zwî` CgHo$ n{h ò na boQ> OmVm h¡ Am¡a dh n{h`m
Ky_Zo bJVm h¡& `hm± Xe©H$ `h XoIVm h¡ {H$ _Zwî` Z| {Og _erZ
H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m h¡ Cgr _erZ H$m EH$ ^mJ ~Z H$a ah J`m h¡&
A~ dh {H$gr ì`{º$ H$m Zht ~pëH$ {ZOud _erZ H$m Jwbm_
~Z J`m h¡&

{H$gmZm| Ho$ {dH$mg H$m g_W©Z Am¡a CZHo$ emofU H$m {damoY
_hmË_m Jm§Yr Ho$ {gÕm§Vm| _| go EH$ Wm& `h g§̀ moJ hr H$hm Om òJm

{H$ {Og g_` ^maV _| Jm±Yr {H$gmZm| Ho$ CÕma H$s ~mV H$a aho Wo
Cgr g_` Om°Z ñQ>oZ ~¡H$ Ho$ CnÝ`mg "J«oßg Am°μ\  aoW' na gZ
1938 _| {\$ë_ ~Zr& {Og_| {H$gmZm| H$s XméU Xem Ho$ gmW-
gmW _mZdVmdmX H$s EH$ AØxV {_emb noe H$s OmVr h¡& `hm±
EH$ ̀ wdVr O~ EH$ ~ƒo H$mo OÝ_ XoVr h¡ Vmo CgHo$ Hw$N> Xoa ~mX Cg
~ƒo H$s _m¡V hmo OmVr h¡& Mmam| Va\$$ ~m‹T> H$s ÌmgXr _| dh XoIVr
h¡ {H$ EH$ AmX_r ŷI go V‹S>nVm hþAm _m¡V Ho$ H$Jma na nhþ±M
MwH$m h¡& Bg AdñWm _| dh AnZr gmg H$s AZw_{V boH$a Cg
AmX_r H$mo AnZm XyY {nbmVr h¡& _mZdVm H$s `h {_emb em`X
hr H$ht {XImB© Xo& Om°Z ñQ>oZ ~¡H$ Jm§Yr go à^m{dV Wo ̀ m Zht ̀ h _¢
Zht H$h gH$Vm bo{H$Z BVZm Vmo H$hm hr Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ Xmo
{dMmaH$ Xmo Xoem| _| EH$ hr {~ÝXw na qMVZ H$a aho Wo& Bgr Ho$ Amg
- nmg ̂ maVr` {gZo_m _| à|_M§X H$s Xmo ~¡bm| H$s H$hmZr H$mo AmYma
~Zm H$a {H$eZ Mmon‹S>m Z| "hram-_moVr' {\$ë_ ~ZmB©& ào_M§X Ho$
à{gÕ CnÝ`mg JmoXmZ na ^r {\$ë_ ~Zr ~mX _| Vmo J«m_rU OrdZ
H$s gmXJr H$mo AmYma ~ZmH$a ~ZZo dmbr {\$ë_m| H$m EH$ {gb{gbm
hr Mb n‹S>m Omo _ZmoOHw$_ma H$s "nhMmZ', aUYra H$nya H$s "nm|Jm
n§{S>V' Am¡a e{e H$nya H$s "O~-O~ \$yb pIbo' VWm CgH$m
ZdrZ g§ñH$aU "amOm {hÝXwñVmZr' _| Jm±d H$m dmñV{dH$ ê$n XoIm
J`m& ̀ h ~‹S>o hr AmíM ©̀ H$s ~mV h¡ {H$ {Og {\$ë_ CÚmoJ go Jm±Yr
H$m H$^r grYm [aíVm Zht ahm Cgr CÚmoJ OJV Zo CZH$s
Y_©{ZanojVm H$m gXm g_W©Z {H$`m& AmμOmXr go Hw$N> g_` nyd© hr
gZ 1943 B©. _| lr {dO`^Å> Zo "am_amÁ`' Zm_H$ {\$ë_ ~ZmB©
{Ogo _hmË_m Jm±Yr Zo ñd §̀ XoIm& g§̂ dV… Jm±YrOr Ûmam XoIr
OmZodmbr `h nhbr {\$ë_ Wr&

_hmË_m Jm±Yr H$s _¥Ë ẁ Z| ̂ r {\$ë_H$mam| H$mo à^m{dV {H$`m&
Bgr g_` "^maV' Zm_H$ {\$ë_ H$m {Z_m©U hþAm {Og_| Jm±Yr go
à^m{dV e¡boÝÐ EH$ JrV _| {bIVo h¢ -

{OÝXJr H$s AmJ _| {OÝXm Ob ahm hÿ±
_wPH$mo `h ZaH$ Zm Mm{hE

_wPH$mo Mm{hE ~hma
_wPH$mo Mm{h ò ß`ma &

gZ 1982 _| ga [aMS>© EQ>Z ~amo Z| "Jm±Yr' {\$ë_ V¡̀ ma
H$s Omo _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ OrdZ na AmYm[aV AË §̀V {dídgZr`
Am¡a H$bmË_H$ {\$ë_ _mZr JB© Bñm {\$ë_ Z| gd©loð> {\$ë_,
gd©loð> Zm`H$ Am{X Hw$b AmR> Am°ñH$a AdmS>© OrVo& Bg na H$B©
{H$Vm~| ^r {bIr JB©& Bg {\$ë_ Ho$ {Z_m©U Ho$ {bE EQ>Z~amo Zo
~rg df© go A{YH$ H$m g_` bJm`m Wm& BgHo$ {bE CÝhm|Zo
n§{S>V Odmha bmb Zohé go boH$a B§{XamJm§Yr VH$ go gbmh
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_e{dam H$s Wr& `h {\$ë_ CZH$s g~go AÀN>r {\$ë_ gm{~V
hþB© Am¡a _hmË_m Jm±Yr CZHo$ {bE nmag nËWa {gÕ hþE& gZ
1996 _| í`m_ ~oZoJb Z| _hmË_mJm§Yr Ho$ X{jU A{\«$H$m _|
{~Vm ò JE g_` H$mo AmYma ~Zm H$a "X _oqH$J Am°μ\$$ X _hmË_m'
{\$ë_ V¡̀ ma H$s& {Og_| aOV H$nya Zo ẁdm Jm±Yr H$s ŷ{_H$m nyao
{dídmg Ho$ gmW {Z^mB©²& gZ 1893 _| X{jU A{\«$H$m Ho$ nrQ>a
_[aÝg ~J© eha Ho$ aobdo ñQ>oeZ na Jm±Yr H$mo CZHo$ gm_mZ g{hV
CVma {X`m J`m Wm& `h KQ>Zm bmoH$ à{gÕ h¡& gZ 1996 _| `h
{\$ë_ ~Zr Am¡a gZ 1997 _| Cgr eha _| X{jU A{\«$H$m H$s
gaH$ma Zo gmd©O{ZH$ ê$n go j_m `mMZm H$s Am¡a _mohZXmg
H$a_MÝÐ Jm±Yr H$mo _aUmonam§V gå_m{ZV {H$`m& `h Xw{Z`m Ho$
B{Vhmg _| em`X nhbr KQ>Zm Wr {Og_| {H$gr Xoe Z| Xygao Xoe
Ho$ _hmnwéf go j_m `mMZm H$s hmo& BgHo$ nrN>o "X _oqH$J Am°μ\$$
X _hmË_m' {\$ë_ H$s ^r _hËdnyU© ŷ{_H$m Wr& gZ 1993 _|
Ho$VZ _ohVm Z| gaXma d„^ ^mB© nQ>ob Ho$ OrdZ na {\$ë_ ~ZmB©
{Og_| AÞy H$nya Z| _hmË_m Jm±Yr H$s ŷ{_H$m AXm H$s& gZ
2000 _| ~Zr {\$ë_ "ho am_'$ _| ZgréÔrZ emh Z| _hmË_m Jm±Yr
H$s ŷ{_H$m {Z^mB©& 2006 _| "bJo ahmo _wÞm ^mB©' {\$ë_ ~Zr
Am¡a Bg {\$ë_ Ho$ _mÜ`_ go Jm±Yr Ho$ {dMmam| H$mo O_rZ na
CVmaZo Am¡a CÝh| Adm_ go Omo‹S>Zo H$s H$mo{ee H$s JB©& Bg {\$ë_
_| Jm±Yr Am¡a Jm±Yr[Jar Ho$ ~hmZo ~mOma Am¡a ì`mdgm{`H$Vm Ho$
bnoQ>o _| AmVo hþE OrdZ H$s V_m_ {dg§J{V`m| H$mo gm_Zo bmZo H$m
à`mg {H$`m J`m h¡& Z\$o$- ZwH$gmZ Ho$ Omo‹S> - KQ>md _| H$Q>Vr
{OÝXJr Am¡a ì`{º$JV ñdmWm] H$s hX VH$ OmVo B§gmZ H$mo AmBZm
{XImZo H$m H$m_ H$aVr h¡ `h {\$ë_&

B¸$sgdt eVmãXr _| Hw$N> {μ\$ë_| Eogr ^r ~Zt Omo Jm±Yr
Am¡a CZH$s {dMmaYmam Ho$ {déÕ Wr§& Eogr {\$ë_m| _| _w»`ê$n go
2002 _| ^JV qgh Ho$ OrdZ na ~Zr {\$$ë_ _| Eogm {XIm`m
J`m {H$ _hmË_m Jm±Yr ^JV qgh H$mo Zmng§X H$aVo Wo& g~go
XwIX ~mV `h h¡ {H$ {\$ë_ Ho$ Hw$N> Ñí`m| _| Xe©H$ Jm±Yr H$m
{damoY H$aVo h¡§& `hm± gwaoÝÐ a§OZ Z| Jm±Yr H$s ŷ{_H$m {Z^mB© h¡&
Bgr àH$ma gZ 2007 _| A{Zb H$nya Ûmam {Z{_©V "Jm±Yr _m`
\$mXa' ^r Jm±Yr {damoYr {\$ë_ H$hr Om gH$Vr h¡ {Og_| _hmË_m
Jm±Yr Ho$ ~oQ>o H$mo `h {eH$m`V H$aVo hþE {XIm`m J`m h¡ {H$ CZHo$
{nVm Z| CZHo$ {bE Hw$N> Zht {H$`m&

{\$a ^r h_ `{X {gZo_m Ho$ {nN>bo gm¡ dfm] Ho$ B{Vhmg H$m
EH$ AdbmoH$Z H$a| Vmo nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ gm¡ dfm] go Jm±Yr {d{dY
ê$n _| {gZo_m Ho$ _mÜ`_ go g_mO Ho$ gm_Zo àñVwV {H$ ò Om aho h¢&

gZ 2005 _| hr AZwn_ Ioa Z| "_¢Zo Jm±Yr H$mo Zht _mam' {\$ë_
~ZmB©& Bg_| EH$ Jm±Yr ^º$ Ho$ ~oQ>o H$s pIbm¡Zo dmbr ~ÝXyH$ H$s
Jmobr Xrdma na bJr  Jm±Yr H$s Vñdra H$mo bJ OmVr h¡& Mmam| Va\$$
Jm±YrOr H$s hË`m H$m g_mMma \$¡bm {X`m OmVm h¡& H«$moY _| {nVm
Or Cg ~ƒo H$mo nrQ>Vo h¢, Bg KQ>Zm go dh ~ƒm ~hþV XwIr hmoVm h¡&
KQ>Zm H$s gƒmB© OmZ H$a {nVm Or AdgmX _| {H$ ò JE AnZo Bg
H$m ©̀ Ho$ {bE e{_ªXm hmoVo h¡§& gZ 2005 _| hr Xrnm _ohVm H$s
{\$$ë_ "dmQ>a' _| _mohZ P§{J`mZr Jm±Yr Or H$s ŷ{_H$m _| AmVo h¡§&
gZ 2009 _| A{_V am` Z| ~hþV H$_ ~OQ> H$s EH$ {\$ë_ ~ZmB©
"amoS> Qy> g§J_' {Og_o _hmË_m Jm±Yr H$s eof ApñW`m| Ho$ g§J_ _|
{dgO©Z H$s H$hmZr h¡& Bg {\$ë_ H$mo H$moB© A{YH$ Zm_ ^bo hr Z
{_bm hmo bo{H$Z Jm±Yr Ho$ à{V `h C{MV lÕm§O{b h¡& BgHo$
A{V[aº$ amḯ>{nVm _hmË_m Jm±Yr Ho$ OrdZ na AÝ` {μ\$ë_| ̂ r ~ZmB©
JBª {OZ_o gZ 1968 B©._| "amḯ>r` Jm±Yr ñ_¥{V H$mof' Ûmam nm±M K§Q>o
H$s EH$ S>m°Š ẁ_|Q́r {\$ë_ Jm±YrOr Ho$ OrdZ H$mo AmYma ~ZmH$a
V¡̀ ma H$s JB©& gZ 2012 _| ~r.~r.gr.Ûmam ^r "Jm±Yr Qy> {hQ>ba'
Zm_H$ EH$ S>mŠ ỳ_|Q́r {\$ë_ ~ZmB© JB© h¡&

Bg àH$ma `h H$hZo _| H$moB© g§H$moM Zht hmoZm Mm{hE {H$
Jm±Yr Am¡a {gZo_m XmoZm| gmW - gmW Mb aho h¡§& Jm±Yr Ho$ {gÕm§Vm|
Zo Am¡a Jm±Yr Zo {gZo_m H$mo gm_mÝ` OZVm go Omo‹S>Zo H$m _hÎdnyU©
H$m ©̀ {H$`m Vmo {gZo_m Z| ^r Jm±Yr Ho$ {bE dh g~ Hw$N> {H$`m Omo
EH$ àMma _mÜ`_ H$a gH$Vm   h¡& AmO ^r _hmË_m Jm±Yr g_mO
Ho$ {bE àmg§{JH$ h¢ Am¡a {gZo_m g_mO H$s gƒmB`m| H$mo CHo$aZo
Ho$ {bE H¥$Vg§H$ën h¡ Eogo _| XmoZm| EH$ Xygao Ho$ {bE nyaH$ Ho$ ê$n
_| gm_Zo AmVo h¡§& _wPo nyam {dídmg h¡ {H$ AmO AmV§H$ Ho$ Bg
~‹T>Vo hþE Xm¡a _| Jm±Yr Ho$ gË` Am¡a Aqhgm Ho$ {gÕm§V hr  Xw{Z`m
H$mo EH$ ZB© {Xem XoZo H$m H$m ©̀ H$a gH$Vo h¢ Am¡a {gZo_m gm_mÝ`
OZVm Ho$ μOohZ _| BZ {dMmam| H$mo CVmaZo H$m g~go C{MV _mÜ`_
~Z gH$Vm h¡& O~ - O~ _mZdVm H$s ~mV H$s Om òJr V~-V~
{gZo_m Am¡a Jm±Yr XmoZm| EH$ Xygao H$m hmW nH$S>o ZμOa Am |̀Jo&

gÝX ©̂ :

1."_hmË_m Jm±Yr Am¡a {gZo_m' - O` àH$me Mm¡Jwbo _m¡`m©
AmQ²g© àm.{b.,XÎmmÌ` amoS> gmÝVmH«w$μO ( n.)

2."AmOH$b' ( _m{gH$ n{ÌH$m ), AŠQy>~a-2012, A§H$ - 6

3."àJ{Verb dgwYm'$ (n{ÌH$m), df© -06, g§»`m - 01
({hÝXr {gZo_m - ~rgdt go B¸$sgdt gXr VH$ - {deofm§H$ )
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Auteurs of Indian Cinema

Dr. Amita Valmiki, Associate Professor and Head, Department of Philosophy

Ramniranjan Jhunjhunwala College

Abstract: Indian cinema – be it Bollywood or regional cinema (from different states), has produced great auteurs i.e. Authors
in French. What is Auteur theory? Auteur theory is ‘the theory of film-making in which the director is viewed as the major
creative force in a motion picture.’ (Encyclopedia Britannica). Andre Bazin (1918-1958) believed that it is the director who is
the ‘soul’ behind the film, and it is his or her personal signature that is imprinted in the film. Bazin believed that a film gets its
due credit when it depicts the realistic aspect of life (and manifest ‘the Real’); that each frame of the film is a part of ‘the
whole’, in fact it contributes and completes ‘the Whole’. In India, we have film makers who produced films that made them
‘the true auteur’ of their films. The paper concentrates on film-makers like Bimal Roy, Guru Dutt, Satyajit Ray, Ritwik
Ghatak, Jabbar Patel and Shyam Benegal– who captured the audience’s psyche by creating films that showed their personal
mark that is the remarkable contribution of the film-maker to make ‘only this movie’ and ‘not that movie’. Either by using the
surrealistic elements or symbolic elements or analogy from dream world, their style of making films spell-bound the audience
by producing the ‘the real on the screen’. They are the true auteurs who may have acted as dictators but if it wasn’t their
dictatorship they wouldn’t have produced films of “these” kinds. They brought about a paradigm shift in the film world in
India that put India at par with world cinema.

Keywords: Indian Cinema, Auteur Theory, Signature Mark, Realism.

Introduction:

‘Philosophy of Film’ is not as old as philosophizing
other areas of research or other art forms. It was late 20th

century that the subject gradually started crawling, no doubt
taking rapid strides in the following years. The content was
to know the ontology of film. What is ‘ontology of film?
Ontology as such is a branch of metaphysics dealing with
the nature of being. According to Merriam Webster’s
Dictionary, “Ontology is a particular theory about the nature
of being or the kinds of things that have existence”.
Therefore ontology of film means nature of films, what is
‘film’ exactly. There are many film theoreticians and
philosophers, those who have elucidated the concept of
cinema and what is film all about – they have tried to analyse
the fact of cinema. For instance, according to Rudolph
Arnheim (1904-2007) film as art form died as soon as talkies
were introduced. While Susanne Langer believes that film
is a dream; on the other hand Gregory Currie (1950) believes
that film is a form of language (though not ordinary
language). And Andre Bazin (1918-1958) and Stanley Cavell
(1926) say that film depicts the reality – though their
explanation differs. (2005)

In continuation with the above paragraph we find that
Andre Bazin is the ardent supporter of ‘realism in film’. Bazin
was a co-founder of film magazine Cahiers du Cinéma and
actively participated in film criticism after World War II. He
believed in ‘personalism’ in film i.e. film should represent a
director’s personal vision. Bazin’s personalism gave a big
boost to the Auteur theory.  ‘Auteur’ is a French word for
‘Author’. It says – ‘the way the author is to a piece of
literature, so is the director, the author of the film’ – who
leaves his/her personal signature on the film; that s/he
produces a film only of ‘this kind’ and ‘not of any other
kind’. S/he is a complete commander of the film. According
to Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Auteur theory, theory of

film making in which the director is viewed as the major
creative force in a motion picture. Arising in France in the
late 1940s, the auteur theory – as it was dubbed by the
American film critic Andrew Sarris – was an outgrowth of the
cinematic theories of Andre Bazin and Alexander Astruc. A
foundation stone of the French cinematic movement known
as the nouvelle vague, or New Wave, the theory of director-
as-author was principally advanced in Bazin’s periodical
Cahiers du cinema (founded 1951). Two of its theoreticians
– Francois Truffaut and Jean-Luc Goddard – later became
major directors of the French New Wave.” So, Bazin believed
that it is the director who is the ‘soul’ behind the film, and it is
his or her personal signature that is imprinted in the film.
Bazin believed that a film gets its due credit when it depicts
the realistic aspect of life (and manifest ‘the Real’); that each
frame of the film is a part of ‘the whole’, in fact it contributes
and completes ‘the Whole’. Many of the best Indian
filmmakers belong to this theory, like the great Bimal Roy,
Guru Dutt, Satyajit Ray, Jabbar Patel, Shyam Benegal, Ritwik
Ghatak, Vijay Anand, Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Ketan Mehta,
Gautam Ghosh and many others.

The paper concentrates on few of the greatest auteurs
of Indian cinema; taking one of their films that brings about
the ‘realism’ as put forward by Andre Bazin. Indian film-
makers like Bimal Roy, Guru Dutt, Satyajit Ray, Ritwik Ghatak,
Jabbar Patel and Shyam Benegal– who captured the
audience’s psyche by creating films that showed their
personal mark that is the remarkable contribution of the film-
maker to make ‘only this movie’ and ‘not that movie’. They
brought about a paradigm shift – from producing films that
is highly appealing to the crowd to ‘film as art-form by itself’.
(The paper elucidates one ‘women centric film’ of each of
the above mentioned six auteurs of Indian cinema.)

The Master Auteurs of Indian Cinema: Bimal Roy (1909-
1965)’s Sujata (1959) – I could have taken Bandini (1963) - a
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strong female protagonist – whose approach to life is quite
unique, where Nietzschean morality dominates, or I could
have selected Devdas (1955), where the portrayal of two
women lovers’ approach to their beloved keeping their self-
respect; but why Sujata? Sujata is a remarkable film in its
own way. Roy’s treatment of this film is unique as the simple
plain narrative is transformed into complete intriguing
intricacies of human life that runs bi-polar. The female
protagonist is named Sujata (means born of high position,
may be caste or lineage), who is born in extreme low caste,
but brought up in a high caste Brahmin family. The family’s
double standard and Sujata’s search for her own identity as
“human” is brought out vividly by Roy, maintaining high
aesthetic standard. Nutan (1936-1991) is a perfect choice of
Roy apart from all other characters; but always
underestimated is the role of the foster father Mr. Upendranath
Chowdhury (played by Tarun Bose [1928-1972]). Mr.
Chowdhary translates the a priori moral values at a-posteriori
level, a perfect Kantian synthesis of synthetic-a-priori example.
As said in the book ‘The Man Who Spoke in Pictures – Bimal
Roy’, “The collective unconscious is stirred by Roy’s choice
of story, the diegetic structuring with image, song, dance,
music, as also the ‘memories’ of the imagined, fictive and/or
social worlds deeply rooted in the Indian socio-cultural ethos.
By explaining its symbolic relationship with society, Roy’s
cinema creates a powerful landscape where the moral values
fuse into one representation.” (2009)

Guru Dutt (1925-1964)’s Pyaasa (1957) is absolutely a
Guru-Duttian style. The film narrates the story of a highly
philosophic poet Vijay (played by Guru Dutt himself) who is
completely unsuccessful though being a high calibre
poet.The two contrasting female characters - Meena (played
by Mala Sinha) and Gulabo – a prostitute (played by
Waheeda Rehman) spell-bounds the audience. In fact Sathya
Saran says about Waheeda Rehman in Pyaasa, “Two women
totally unconnected and unknown to each other contributed
to making Pyaasa the classic it is: Gulabo and Waheeda
Rehman……And Waheeda came to Guru Dutt Films as a
vamp……” (2008, p. 43) Meena is a pragmatic person, while
Gulabo is a completely selfless lover of a transcendental
kind, a mystical character who voluntarily loves
unconditionally. Poet Vijay is a vivacious observer who
could articulate his feelings. And the songs of the film
enhance the intensity of the plot. Vijay renounces the whole
world, while Gulabo renounces the whole world anchored
into the philosophic world of the poet. The fascinating
aspect of Guru Dutt’s Pyaasa is his auteurial directorial job
that the poet’s true philosophic character comes dominating
on screen due to these two female characters. Lighting, set
design, outdoor shoots and character actors (par excellence)
like Rehman, Mahmood, Johnny Walker and others shows
Guru Dutt’s selection of actors for the perfect job (roles).

Satyajit Ray (1921-1992)’s Charulata (1964) – Ray’s
master-piece, Charulata manifests his being a greatest of

all Indian Auteurs. Realism and aestheticity is Ray’s forte.
Ashish Rajadhyaksha quotes Cesare Zavattini (review by
Barthelemy Amengual of Mahanagar, quoted in Das Gupta
1981:61), “Sayajit Ray makes neorealist films in a way the
Italians did not know how.” (2009. p. 161) In his films,
especially Charulata, one can see music and hear the
visuals. It’s not reading this film but perceiving and
internalizing the film that makes it very bewitching. Film
Charulata is a beautiful melody at infinitum, so is the
character Charu (played by Madhbi Mukherjee). The film is
based on the novel by Rabindranath Tagore Nastanirh
(“The Broken Nest”). Charu is beautiful with sharp features
but soft actions, highly intelligent and lonely. She falls in
love with Amal (played by Soumitra Chatterjee), the cousin
of her husband Mr. Bhupati Dutta (played by Shailen
Mukherjee). Amal is invited by Bhupati to keep company to
lonely Charulata and guide her in her writing. Confessing
her love to Amal, Amal leaves her as he doesn’t want to
betray his cousin. Charu finds herself not guilty and guilty
at the same time and a ‘free-bird in a cage’. Later she
confesses to Bhupati who finds himself betrayed by his
wife but partaking in her wife’s situation reconciles with her.
Charu’s search for some engaging company is beautifully
presented by Ray. Her involvement in various activities and
engaging herself in keen observation like a true author is
depicted by Ray like one is reading a beautiful novel. Though
the film has been criticized as being inclined toward West,
Ray is very clear about its ‘real Indian-ness’. He says,
“Snatches of song, literary allusions, domestic details, an
entire scene where Charu and her beloved Amal talk in
alliterations (thereby setting a hopeless task for the subtitler)
– all give the film a density missed by the Western viewer in
his preoccupation with plot, character, the moral and
philosophical aspects of all story, and the apparent meaning
of images.” (2011. p. 84)

Ritwik Ghatak (1925-1976)’s Meghe Dhaka Tara (The
Cloud-Capped Star) (1960) – This film like other Ghatak’s
films shows the agony of partition (which remained life-
long in Ghatak’s life). As said by Bhaskar Sarkar, “Indeed,
partition and diaspora, both significant moments in the
evolution of the nation, define and locate the experience of
nationality in relation to, and within, the larger experiences
of modernity and globalization. The link between the two
terms was already apparent to film maker Ritwik Ghatak in
the early 1960’s…..” (2009. p. 43) The film is based on the
novel (with the same title) by Shaktipada Rajguru. Based on
the backdrop of partition of Bengal, a migrating family settles
at the outskirts of Calcutta (at that time). The female
protagonist Neeta (played by Supriya Choudhary) who is
self-sacrificing person, for running the family she lets her
fiancé marry her younger sister, later she loses her job and
lastly contracts tuberculosis. Ghatak considered cinema not
as a documentary portrayal of life but inserted dramatic
elements to make the audience understand the intensity of
the situation. For example Neeta’s pain is signified by self-
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lashing man with the drums beating in background and the
lady next door cooking with intense sound of putting
vegetables in boiling oil; in the end Neeta screaming to
survive by then taken care of by her musician brother played
by Anil Chatterjee, “Brother, I want to survive.”  The film is
not directly based on partition but the protagonist’s family
comes from East Pakistan and are refugees here. Neeta’s
character shows the universal epitome of a female.

Jabbar Patel (1942)’s Umbartha (Threshold) (1982) –
The film is based on the Marathi novel “Beghar” (Homeless)
by Shanta Nisal. According to Rajeshwar Sundar Rajan, “Film
is a major ideological site for the shaping and reflection of
public opinion and is particularly significant in defining gender
relations. In the films I choose for discussion, Jabbar Patel’s
Umbartha (1982) and Rajkumar Santoshi’s Damini (1993),
the representation of the (predominantly) middle-class female
protagonist exemplifies as much as it explores the
contradictions that underlie the “concerned” or activist
woman’s relationship to (her) family and to “other”.” (2003. p.
102) The main female protagonist Sulabha Mahajan (played
by Smita Patil) tries to break free from the four walls of her
family to do meaningful work for the society. Smita Patil is
excellent for the role. She finds a job of a Superintendent of a
Women’s Reformatory Home, where she has to face terrible
consequences. Unable to implement proper reforms,
completely frustrated she returns home to find her husband
Subhash (played by Girish Karnad) is involved with another
woman in her absence. Then she takes a u-turn and leaves
home in search of another missionary work. Patel’s films have
a strong and sharp story-line with piercing characters and
situations. Watching his films – be it Samna, Jait Re Jait or
Sinhansan, one is left with all of exclamatory marks on one’s
self, his films lingers in one’s mind for days. This is a typical
feature of Jabbar Patel.

Shyam Benegal (1934)’s Ankur (The Seedling) (1974)
– This film is the first film by Shyam Benegal. Benegal seems
to be highly influenced by Satyajit Ray; and one can see in
his film the obvious influence. “Shyam Benegal’s Ankur
attracted even Satyajit Ray’s attention for its camera work
and the aesthetic of realism as a dissemination of socio-
political ideology.” (2007. p. 18) The main female protagonist
Laxmi (played by Shabana Azmi) is to work as a servant
along with her husband Kishtayya (played by Sadhu Meher)
to the young landlord Surya (played by Anant Nag). Sexually
frustrated Surya has consensual sex with Laxmi whose
husband is away (as he is an alcoholic). She is then expecting
a child (which she really longed for); mean while her husband
comes back and finds her pregnant. He thanks the Goddess
for this and goes to ask for work of riding bullock cart to the
landlord. But Surya thinks that Kishtayya is coming to fight
with him; so he is whipped badly. At this juncture Laxmi
turns up and Benegal has portrayed vividly the situation
where Laxmi defends her husband and abuses and curses
the landlord in the open. In the end a small boy throws a
stone on Surya’s house (window), this is a seedling.

Benegal’s selection of actors is incredibly superb, Laxmi’s
sophisticated rawness, Kishtayya’s simpleton-innocent
character and handsome-cunning looks of Surya – Benegal
is too good with it.

Conclusion: Either by using the surrealistic elements or
symbolic elements or analogy from dream world, these Indian
auteurs’ style of making films spell-bound the audience by
producing ‘the Real’ on the screen. They are the true auteurs
who may have acted as dictators but if it wasn’t their
dictatorship they wouldn’t have produced films of “these”
kinds. They brought a complete change in the film world in
India that put India at par with world cinema. Films can, in
fact display philosophical concepts more clearly and
definitely. In fact, if the ‘real’ comes clearly through
documentaries, the ‘Real’ comes more precisely through
feature films. As said by Mary M. Litch, “Film, like other
forms of fictions, can never even make the transition to
philosophical thinking easier. A movie can be an effective
tool for introducing a philosophical topic, because it allows
the viewer to drop many preconceived notions. We are all
used to suspending our common-sense views about how
the world works in the context of fiction. This suspension
can be used to the philosopher’s advantage.” (2002, p. 2)
So ultimately these auteurs of Indian Cinema brought about
a paradigm shift in the film world in India that put India at
par with world cinema.
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Reflection of Mental Diseases in Select Marathi Cinema

                            Asst Prof Dr. Manisha Mujumdar
                  Br. B. K. College, Vengurla Dist-Sindhudurg

Abstract: Films have always been attracted the attention of audiences and critics. Recently, Indian cinema has celebrated its
101 years of its establishment. One of the outstanding features of Indian cinema is that it has a smell of various regional
cultures. Consequently, the canvas of Indian cinema is vast where every regional film has left its footprints to enrich its
tradition. Unfortunately, Indian cinema is treated equivalent to Hindi cinema. It is observed that Hindi film industry dominates
the regional films. As a result, Hindi films have overshadowed the contribution of regional films. However, the regional film
industry thrives and flourishes like a vigorous plant in the shadow of a giant tree. However, one must not ignore the fact that
a credit of the development of Indian cinema goes to an eminent Marathi personality, Dadasaheb Phalake. With his tireless
efforts and endeavors, the Indian cinema has now been appreciated and acclaimed worldwide today.

Marathi cinema also has handled various subjects as its themes. It is generally observed that family and familial relationships
are at a centre of Marathi cinema. Yet, social themes or issues also dominate Marathi cinema. P. K. Atre, P. L. Deshpande, Raja
Paranjape, Anant Mane have contributed to enrich the status and position of Marathi cinema. Thus, Marathi films don’t lag
behind in handling the social issues. They have reflected their concern towards burning social issues like corrupted education
system, dirty politics, women exploitation and empowerment, a plight of farmers etc.

Generally no one speaks loudly about mental diseases. A disease regarding mental disorder is never discussed publicly. Mental
diseases like schizophrenia, split schizophrenia or split personality, alzheimer, mentally challenged people and metal retarded
people etc. are given a space on the canvas of the films. But it is significant to note that Marathi cinemas have offered
remarkable contribution in this matter. Many films are produced in order to make people aware of mental disorder. They have
made people literate to treat these people not as patients but as human beings. Through cinemas many film makers have tried
to change the mind-set of a society towards mentally challenged people.  The present paper attempts to highlight the
contribution of Marathi cinemas in creating awareness regarding mental disease keeping in view select Marathi cinemas like
Chaukat Raja, Ratra Aarambh, Devrai, Aamhi Asu Ladake, Dhoosar, Mai, Astu-So Be It and Yellow. The paper also examines
whether Marathi films have succeeded in maintaining its glorious tradition of touching social issues.

Key Words- schizophrenia, split schizophrenia or split personality, alzheimer, mentally challenged or metal retarded,
exceptional people

Introduction:

Movies have always been a part of our life and culture.
They are treated as a popular form of recreation and
entertainment which also play the role of the instructor. Movies
are not only the windows to the societies and cultures but
they are mirrors too. They depict our emotions, anxieties,
worries, pleasure, grief etc. They fulfill our dreams, desires,
ambitions and aspirations as well as encourage us to pursue
them. Thus, they are the exact reflections of human psyche
and behaviour.  As a result, movies have occupied the firm
position in our life. Consequently, movies and social life or
social changes are closely interrelated, intermingled and
interconnected. And it is rightly pointed out by  Satyajit Ray:

The  raw  material of the cinema is life itself. It is
incredible that a country which has inspired so much
painting and music and poetry should fail to move the film
maker. He has only to keep his eyes open and his ears. Let
him to do (Ray 2).

Ray wanted films to be social documents and Marathi
films have proved it. Cursory surveys of contemporary
Marathi films show that they are social documents. One
may notice that the Marathi film has left the world of
landlords, businessman and so called rich society. It has
also crossed a threshold of mere entertainment and has
started taking note of severe human problems that hamper

human life. Bangarwadi is the best example of such type of
movie. a shift has played major role to make Marathi movie
more dynamic and problem oriented. The shift from fight to
fear, dance to disease and pleasure to pain has stamped on
Marathi movies as movies of people and for people. in short,
in recent years movie makers have kept pain at the centre of
their movies than pleasure because they know a pain teaches
more than pleasure.

The movies that are selected for discussion in this
paper deal with human pains and suffering. Whatever may
on the background-middle, upper or lower class- of the
movies, they effectively captured endless pains of human
beings.  One may notice that many film makers today have
drawn the attention of the society towards a delicate issue
of mental disorder very effectively. Over the years, movies
have thematically explored a broad range of disorders such
as pervasive developmental disorders, mental retardation,
anxiety, depression, sleep disorder, split personality,
alzheimer, schizophrenia, mood disorders, personality and
identity disorders etc.

The present paper aims to discuss the role of Marathi
movies in creating awareness of mental disorders and the
mental illness among their viewers. Keeping this in view
Marathi cinemas Caukat Raja, Ratra Aarambh, Devrai and
Aamhi Asu Ladake, Dhoosar and Mai are selected for
discussion and analyses. Keeping the title of the paper in a
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view, the mentally challenged characters are analyzed and
interpreted underlining the themes of the select movies.

Devrai (2004), directed by Sumitra Bhave and Sunil
Sukthankar,  is one of the worldwide and the most critically
acclaimed films. It is based on psychiatric disorder
schizophrenia. It is a story of the young, sensitive, and
intelligent but eccentric protagonist Shesh who is deeply
rooted to the soil of Devrai . He is increasingly obsessed
with a small patch of forest near his village home, which he
calls Devrai

As the film progress, Shesh appears to be more
nervous and disturbed which result in his irrelevant speech.
Moreover, Shesh has hallucination of the image of Parvati,
the goddess of forest. Her image is a projection of Shesh’s
disturbed psyche. Gradually, Shesh loses his control and
balance in thinking. He is later diagnosed as a patient of
Schizophrenia.

Devrai orients viewers with the knowledge that patient
of disorganized schizophrenia lacks coordination between
thinking and acting. Shesh also expresses contradiction in
thought, emotions and behaviour. This discontinuity is
observed in Shesh’s character at many levels like an
inconsistency between objective and action or action and
emotion and emotion and thought. Hallucinations and
delusions experienced by Shesh are nothing but the
expressions of his broken and split personality.

Like Devrai, Ratra Aarambh also focuses on paranoid
schizophrenia. It is a story of an old man suffering from split
personality. Phadake has fond of reading criminal and
mysterious stories and thus he developed a habit of
maintaining the diary. Through his writing, he generates
some fictitious characters. It is Phadke who lives the fake
and fictitious character of Vasudeo Balwant Thombre during
night time otherwise he is a normal person. His
transformation into the world of fantasy is at the centre of
the movie.

Thombre’s gradually occupies Phadake’s life.  In short,
Phadake forgets his real identity and accepts Thombre’s
identity as he is a blind and the owner of Thombre group of
industries. He has hallucinations that his sons are going to
murder him for the sake of property. At one point, in an
attack of hallucination,  he murders his own son, Madhav.
Surprising thing is that he is ignorant of this fact till the end
of the movie. In this way, the impact of fictitious character
clutches Phadake in such a way that he loses the control on
his thinking. As a result, Phadake is driven to hospital where
he is declared as a patient of paranoid schizophrenia which
is the result of disturbed thinking process.

According to psychiatrists, paranoid schizophrenic
patients’ thinking gets disturbed through five different modes.
They are suspicious, protective thinking, hostility, paranoid
innovations and delusions.  Thombre’s character appears to

be developing these five steps in his thinking and acting.
Phadake who moves in the movie as Thombre is a victim of
delusion of reference where he is suspicious about his two
imaginary sons’- Ashok and Anil-conspiracy of his own murder.
The film ends tragically with the death of Phadake.

In short, Ratra Aarambh is a tragic story of swinging
of mind- from unconscious to conscious level. It is also a
heartbreaking journey which begins with the birth of
Thombare and ends with the death of Phadake.

Amol Palekar’s Dhoosar and Mahesh Kodiyal’s Mai
deal with the alzheimer, loss of memory. Memories-happy or
sad are the source and cause of living. Living without
memory is a painful experience. Alzheimer creates a pitiful
trauma in patient’s life as well as their family members who
are treated as strangers by these patients.

Dhoosar depicts a story of the protagonist Suhasini,
who is eventually an alzheimer patient. It reflects mother-
daughter relationship bounded strongly by memories.
However, this relationship shatters when Suhasini loses her
past and present memories. It is really a heartbreaking
experience for Suniti, her daughter to go through. Suhasini’s
notes recorded in her diary make Suniti aware of her status
of mental disorder. Her diary reflects the remarks like, “Are
these my slippers?  How do I wear the blouse? What’s this?
Who’s he? What do these words mean? Questions keep
mounting… Those too will wither away… soon My eyes
are not wet… the lens is clean… Still why is everything out
focus? Why do I feel everything blurred? Moreover, Suhasini
treats her son-in-law, Arjun as a stranger. Suniti is seen
exhausted to cope with her mother’s deteriorating stage of
alzheimer. In short, the cinema tries to explore the life of a
person living with the mentally disorder and that of those
who are closely attached to her, yet blurring in her memory.

The film Mai is a family drama of how children abandon
their ailing old parents. It is a story of Mai, a widowed mother
of four. The 65-years-old woman who lives with her only
son Munna and suffers from alzheimer’s disease. When
Munna gets an opportunity to move to USA for his job, he
decides to admit Mai in an old age home. But Mai’s eldest
daughter Madhu objects to this. After the other two
daughters also abandon Mai for various reasons, Madhu
decides to bring Mai to her own home. Madhu’s husband
Subhash and teenage daughter Charu dislike this. After a
series of events Madhu’s family accepts Mai lovingly in
their family.

Sanjay Surkar’s Chaukat Raja (1999) and Abhiram
Bhadakamkar’s Aamhi Asu Ladake (2005) highlight the
conditions of mentally retarded and challenged persons.
The movies effectively record the panic and awkward
situation of such persons and their family members.

Chaukat Raja depicts a story of happy family consisting
of Rajan Ketkar, his wife Meenal and their daughter Rani
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reside in a society opposite to the chawl where Durga maushi
and her mentally challenged son Nandu stay. One day,
Meenal realises that Nandu is her childhood friend and she
is filled with compassion for him which doesn’t sit well with
Rajan. For his benefit, Meenal admits Nandu into a
rehabilitation centre.

The Ketkar’s visit the Centre for a function where
Nandu upon seeing Meenal after a long time, gets restless
and runs away. Durga maushi, who is taken ill, is hospitalized
while Nandu roams the streets of Mumbai. After the police
bring him home, Durga maushi passes away. Nandu is now
orphaned and he comes to Meenal for support. Rajan is not
ready to accept him and objects strongly, but after noticing
his innocence, agrees to adopt him. They encourage his
interest in painting for which Nandu attains fame as an artist
of international repute.

Aamhi Asu Ladake not only talks about the mentally
retarded children but also depicts the plight of the parents
in handling such children. Moreover, it harshly comments
on the tendency of people who give unnecessary importance
to intelligence. The movie also comments on  the mentality
of people who measure everything in the criteria of utility.

It is a story of Shalini Buddhisagar, successful principal
and an ambitious mother and her average son, Abhijit. As
he strikes that he is unable to fulfill the expectations of her
mother, he tries to commit suicide. Depressed and frustrated
Abhijit is supported by her uncle Raghunandan and he is
taken to Kolhapur where he attends an art exhibition by
mentally retarded children.  Looking at the enthusiasm and
the spirit of these mentally challenged children, he soon
forgets his own problems, and joins the institution as an art
teacher. While working in the institution among these
children, he, in real sense, gets acquainted with the struggle
for living. The painful and bitter experiences happened to
children, their parents disgusting feelings towards their
children collapses him thoroughly. But the same children
become a cause of his living afterwards.

It can be observed that the movies mentioned above
have explored mental diseases with more sensitivity and
specificity along with the entertainment factor. This reflects
film makers’ maturity and concern towards these serious,
familial and social issues.  These touching movies represent
the sincere and honest efforts of film makers thereby creating
awareness about certain mental diseases.

Movies like Devrai and Ratra Aarambh effectively
handles the theme of schizophrenia and successfully
highlight its symptoms. The psychiatrists in the films
provide the factual and genuine information about the
disease.  It is important to note that the very serious topic is
presented through an entertainment mode yet, it never lose
its function of orientation of society. People are made
acquainted with the genuine fact that mental disease is as

common as physical disease which can be treated normally.

As far as the movies regarding alzheimer are concerned,
they have brilliantly projected the restlessness and
helplessness condition of the patients and  their  family
members. It is significant to note the protagonists of both
films-Dhoosar and Mai are nursed only by their daughters-
Suniti and Madhu respectively.

Chaukat Raja and Aamhi Asu Ladake effectively bring
out the narrow minded society and its approach towards
mentally retarded children. The anxiety, pains and worries
of parents are exposed very effectively through the film. It
gives the message that being a below average person is not
a crime. It also appreciates the efforts taken by family
members while making these children to settle in their life.

Conclusion :

To conclude the paper it can be stated that cinema is a
popular form of entertainment in India. But its role in Indian
scenario is more challenging as far as mental disorders are
concerned.  In a country like India, where superstitions,
supernatural and paranormal beliefs and practices are
aplenty, mental disorders are often mistreated and
misunderstood. Sometimes they are undiagnosed due to
lack of or wrong information. On this background films
constitute an excellent medium for social awareness about
mental diseases. It seems that the role of Marathi cinema
has always been powerful in representing mental illness
extensively. The impact of movies on Indian society is
always worth noting. The movies discussed above are really
thought provoking as far as the theme of mental disorder is
concerned. The select movies project the positive and
hopeful picture of mental diseases. They try to provide the
authentic information about these mental disorders and
direct masses to behave normally with such patients. In
doing this, they have taught masses to treat such patients
as human beings. In short, contemporary Marathi film makers
have succeeded in changing the attitude of the people in
the case of mentally disordered patients. Theatres, full of
audience, have proved  the success of Marathi film makers.
This present journey of Marathi film shows its bright future
in coming years.
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Changing Paradigms of disability in Mainstream Bollywood Movies: A Study of
Select Post 2000 Bollywood Movies

Asst Prof Ms. Tanvi K. Pokhare
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Abstract: This paper attempts to analyze mainstream Bollywood films with reference to the issue of disability, particularly
of post 2000s decade. This would be highlighted largely through comparative analysis of Pre-2000 and Post-2000 handling of
disability concern in Hindi movies. Rather than portraying Persons with disabilities as subjects for comic interlude, object of
pity, heroic characters or as beings in need of patron; a more realistic and humanitarian approach has being engaged by
prominent movie-makers of the age in post-2000 decade. The paper critically examines popular Hindi movies which
characteristically have central characters with disability like Black(2005),Taare Zameen Par(2007), Ghajini(2008), Paa (2009),
My Name is Khan(2010) Barfi(2012) and Margarita with Straw(2014) with central disabled characters. The paper traces the
dynamics of sensitizing theme of disability and most influential means of mass communication that of films. It studies various
perspectives related to movies and disability with critical lens; attempting to present sociological understanding of disability
with reference to India.

Keywords: Disability, Persons with disability, Bollywood, visually impaired, Alzheimer, Dyslexia, Anterograde Amnesia,
Progeria, Autism, Deaf-mute, and Cerebral palsy, the Other, Narrative Prosthesis.

Introduction:

In Indian society, there lies a close association between
disability and discrimination. In order to understand disability
matrix of any society, it becomes quite important to know
social dynamics. It is in this relation the role of movies,
considered in an academic consideration becomes important.
While understanding disability component, an observation
by Robert Hensel, a disabled activist becomes vital, it says
“There is no greater disability in society than the inability
to see the person as more”. This starkly brings out our
attention towards societal discrimination with regard to
attitude towards disabled individuals. It is largely the
disabled condition of an individual that society draws its
attention and not the individual needs and aspirations. This
is argued further with the trend in disability academia and
activism which claims “See the person, not the disability”.
This trend states that it is quite unfair of society to focus
merely on disability, neglecting their personhood. However
further, this dichotomous propositions of disability and
personhood have also been severely criticized, by many
critics arguing that both person and disability have to be
viewed together. Disability is a reality attached to an
individual; there is no point in denying it. Further, the issue
of disability can be dealt with a humanistic perspective only
by adding personhood dimension to it.

In addition, it also quite essential to understand the
phenomenon of disability as an indispensable part of human
life. With new social movements and academic models
coming up in disability studies field based on post-
structuralism & postmodernism, thinkers suggest that
everyone of us is ‘disabled’, not just ‘disabled persons’.
Thus, this proposition makes the disability theme more
universal and not just a concern of a marginalized section.
As realistically observed by Lennard Davis, ‘...normativity

in narrative will by definition create the abnormal, the Other,
the disabled, the native, the colonized subject, and so on’
(9).Further, the issue of disability becomes more perennial
for developing country like India because of ‘lions’ share of
the disabled population of the world’(114). In addition, it
quite matter of importance to relate the concept of TAB
(Temporarily Abled Bodied), propounded in an article titled
‘Disability Studies: A New Normal’ in New York Times. The
concept relates largely the porous nature of disability and
thus arguing about in general relevance of disability theme
to human life.

Taking the disability debate further; whether disability
is a universal human phenomenon or matter of minority has
been diversely projected on the cinematic screen. The
relationship between society and cinema keeps playing
between real and imagined, fact and fiction, theme and
technique and so on. However, it is a matter of inquisitive
study to trace various transitions in disability projection in
Indian Bollywood mainstream Hindi films across decades.
This kind of transition study of films pertaining to disability
becomes essential because it helps to understand attitudinal
change of society towards disability. Disability as a trope
has been used across times; which points out handling of
disability issue in a particular time graph. Through disability
trope, thinkers and academicians have served various
societal functions such as to educate, entertain, and
sensitize masses pertaining to disability. In broad terms,
significance of disability issue has been strikingly expressed
by an association to promote disability films, which states,
disability community “bring together our community to
explore, discuss, embrace and celebrate the diversity of our
shared human experience” .Such broad aims would definitely
sensitize common audience in more humane manner towards
the cause.
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While understanding the representation of disability
in films, it becomes quite important to consider the critical
term of Narrative Prosthesis coined by disability thinkers
David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder. They observe, ‘Our
phrase narrative prosthesis is meant to indicate that
disability has been used throughout history as a crutch
upon which literary narratives lean for their representational
power, disruptive potentiality, and analytical insight.’(49).
They further argue that disability recurs in literary works as
a potent force that challenges cultural ideals of the normal
or whole body. This dependency upon the disabled bodies
is prominently observed in narratives of Indian films across
decades.

Though, Bollywood has played a pivotal role in
representation of disability through noteworthy movies like
Dosti (1964), Gulzar’s  Koshish (1972), Sparsh (1980), Sadma
(1983) with mature filmmakers, sensitive actors and socialist
thoughts; one cannot deny insensitivity or mishandling of
issue of disability in numerous Bollywood films. As observed
by disability scholar David T. Mitchell, in a conventional
disability reel representation disabled are largely shown as
monsters, freaks, madmen, hysterics or innocent souls and
Bollywood makers too are not exception to
misrepresentation of physical deformities and mental
illnesses. Peculiarly, the perversion is more prominent in
popular films of masses. Perhaps, the most offensive
portrayal of disability is in one of the most legendary film
that of Sholay (1975) through the character of  Thakur (role
played by Sanjeev Kumar) with hands amputated by the
bandit Gabbar (Amjad Khan) as a punishment. Further,
revenge on Gabbar is taken by imposing similar disability
on him by two mercenaries employed by Thakur. In numerous
popular films, handicapped characters are shown as an object
of pity or requiring patronizing attitude; to name few Nirupa
Roy as mother who is blinded in ‘ Amar, Akbar Anthony’
(1977), the orthopedically challenged boy in ‘Dream
Girl’(1977)the character of the actress Rakhee in ‘Great
Gambler’(1979) and many others.

Bollywood has come a long way in portrayal of
disability since post-2000. From pitiable, comic or subsidiary
role of disables; a more mature outlook has been given to
the disables. One striking aspect is that of disable character
as a protagonist in numerous recent films such as Black
(2005),Taare Zameen Par(2007), Ghajini(2008), Paa (2009), My
Name is Khan(2010) Barfi(2012) and Margarita with
Straw(2014) etc. Interestingly, Bollywood these days are
basing commercial mainstream film with big superstars for
subject of disability. These films have changed the equation
of Bollywood and entertainment. Let us understand the
disability dynamics of these milestone movies with regard
to disability.

Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Black (2005) starring Rani
Mukherjee and Amitabh Bachchan. Rani (Michelle McNally)

plays a girl who is deaf, dumb as well as blind while Amitabh
Bachchan (Debraj Sahai) plays her teacher. Black revolves
around a blind and deaf girl, and her relationship with her
teacher who himself later develops Alzheimer’s disease. The
movie is partly inspired by the life and times of infamous
poetess Helen Keller. Rani Mukherjee as well as Amitabh
Bachchan were appreciated for their performances of the
movie and have received positive reviews largely. At the
onset, we meet Rani Mukherjee’s character that of Michelle
was a girl who lost her eyesight and hearing a few months
after birth and exists in a black world where she is isolated in
the darkness of her own existence, trapped by her inability
to see, hear and express. She grows up becoming more and
more frustrated by the black and dark world around her,
making her a violent, uncontrollable eight-year old child.
Her world is “BLACK” and it is Debraj who leads her to
light and hope. He makes her discover her identity; this
makes her feel human rather than someone inferior with a
disability. This disability treatment is quite peculiar in the
movie and at the end of the story we find Michelle McNally
curing Debraj Sahai, her former teacher who suffers from
Alzheimer’s. The film has been described as melodramatic
by many critics but not depressing. There lies an essentially
optimistic vision of director and this has been carried out
successfully by lead actors, shedding their star personas’.

Taare Zameen Par (2007) is a landmark hindi movie,
which created a sensitive social awareness among the
common masses with regard to Dyslexia, a language learning
disorder .The film portrays the life of a young boy, Ishan
Awasthi (enacted by 8-year-old Darsheel Safary), who is
dyslexic and cannot read or write properly; he leads a
tormented life until he meets with his art teacher,
Ramashankar Nikumbh (enacted by Aamir Khan), who
discovers his artistic talents. It can be considered even as
conventional tug-at-your –heart movie where the underdog
rises above the adverse situation but with a disability issue.
Various markers of dyslexia such as poor writing, weak
memory, inability to recognize letters, poor motor skills etc
have been disclosed through varied incidents. The script
writer of the movie, Amol Gupte remarks “dyslexia is not a
disability but a neurological difference” Though the movie
has taken explorative view by unravelling the life of dyslexic
child, it has not become a documentary or feature film. The
character of Ramashankar Nikumbh Ishan’s art teacher
played by Superstar Aamir Khan is highly appreciable with
sensitive handling of disability issue. Also, the movie is an
eye-opener not only for dyslexic issue but also for all kinds
of learning disabilities faced by children across, with a
meaningful tagline ‘Every child is special’. The movie became
cult success and learning problem became comprehensible
to common indian masses.

The superhit romance and revenge thriller like
Ghajini(2008) has also centred the plot on the disability of
anterograde amnesia which the protagonist, Sanjay
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Singhania (played by Aamir Khan) suffers. The character of
Aamir Khan loses his memory and has to note down
everything on his body or take a snapshot to remember
them. The cause of this memory loss is associated with a
noble love story which broadens the issue of disability in
the movie. The villain-hero status given to the protagonist
is supported with a touching love theme, which gives
causative perspective towards disability.In the consequent
year, there was a release of Paa (2009), another disability-
based movie on rare genetic condition of Progeria. Paa’s
director R.Balki has created a genuine life experience of living
with degenerative genetic disorder and have touched the
chord of audiences with affectionate portrayal of father-
son relation. A big star cast including Amitabh-Abhishek
Bachchan with their best performances and warm intimate
family relations have enabled Paa to surpass the mere label
of disability to a great height with family at the centre.

In the movie, My name is Khan (2010) has shown
Shahrukh Khan’s character as suffering from Asperger’s
Syndrome. It is story of the fictional character Rizwan Khan,
a Muslim child who grew up in India with his brother Zakir
and mother Razia Khan in a middle class family. Through
varied instances, symptoms of Asperger’s have been shown
to lead character of Rizwan. He is shown quite different
from other children of his age and has a special ability to
repair mechanical things. His difference entitles him to get a
special attention from his mother and tutor. However, it is
only in his adulthood that he was diagnosed with Asperger’s
Syndrome. The disability depicted in the movie, has been
coupled with ever hit love formula and burning terrorism
issue. It is through numerous scenes that it is shown that
Asperger’s syndrome is not a burden but an asset in life.
The film never explicitly explains symptoms of Asperger’s
but through certain behaviour of Rizwan such as dislike for
yellow colour, sensory difficulties, problem in social
interaction and so on. Generally, disabled characters are
shown asexual; this taboo too is addressed quite
suggestively humorous manner in the movie with most
celebrated on screen couple Shahrukh and Kajol. The
nobility of Rizwan’s character helps in tackling the disability
issue at a broad level. It is not just a disabled person’s fight
with disability but disabled person’s fight against the
disability in the world muddled with hatred, war and terrorism.

One of the most high profile movies on disability is
that of Ranbir Kapoor & Priyanka Chopra starrer Barfi
(2012).Ranbir Kapoor plays the deaf-mute protagonist, Barfi.
Opposite him are two female leads – one with a disability,
another without. Priyanka Chopra plays a woman with a
mental disability of autism. In early depiction of disability in
films, disability was shown as social punishment. In this
movie, interestingly the disabled protagonist is shown
experiencing life to fullest. His romantic engagement with
an able beloved, role played by Illena D’Cruz faces failure
and yet he makes a fresh start with Jhilmil Chatterjee(Priyanka

Chopra) an autistic girl. The director has taken initiative to
portray disabled character at par with abled character, with
an inclusive societal attitude. Mutual care & compatibility
shown between the two disabled characters-Barfi and Jhilmil
is also a very heart-rending aspect of the movie.

The most recent movie, Margarita with a Straw(2014),
starring Kalki Koechlin and directed by Shonali Bose is a
poignant story about the journey of a young woman
suffering from cerebral palsy. The protagonist Laila(played
by Kalki) has cerebral palsy, a neurological disorder which
affects muscle function, so she is on a wheelchair and her
speech is impaired. Again, it is one of the few movies, which
moves away from pity model and lends dignity and grace to
lead disabled character throughout the movie. The dual
sensitive theme of disability and sexuality have also been
handled deftly by the director. Though the disability is a
prominent aspect of the movie, it fades away and at a certain
point in the movie it becomes tale of any growing adolescent
girl. The assertive and confident end of the movie takes the
movie to a different height with regard to disability in
Bollywood.

Conclusion: Thus it becomes quite important to note
that high prominence of disability issue in these post-2000
decade movies is not a matter of sheer coincidence or merely
a superficial trend but an indicator of important societal
change. In earlier decades too, there were noteworthy
directors and actors who had given justice to the issue of
disability but there is peculiar change in post-2000 decade.
The most prominent difference is that these recent movies
are not explicitly disability movies. To substantiate one can
note, in each these movies have coupled disability issue
with another substantial co-theme such as teacher-student
relation in Black, parenting in Taare Zameen Par, revenge
tragedy in Ghajini, father-son relation in Paa, love –triangle
in Barfi and growing up experience of adolescent in Margarita
with a straw. With each of these movies, the filmmakers are
becoming more realistic and promoting inclusive trend in
the society. Although these filmmakers are sensitive enough
to bother about disability theme, they have done it in quite
entertaining manner. This point can be supported with an
apt comment by R.Balki, director of Paa “A feature film needs
to entertain. This is not a medium for preaching. You have
to connect with the audience” These subject based movies
are playing vital role in strengthening the disability
awareness movement in India and also creating general
awareness but keeping the interests intact of masses. It
helps to bring social cognizance about disabilities across
sections and classes with an edutainment outlook. Thus
rather than giving minority status to disables, use of
disability theme in mainstream cinema  helps to bring
inclusive attitude with regard to disables in minds of common
masses.
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Women Adultery and Indian Cinema

Dr. Tabassum Sheikh, Associate Professor

G.M. Momin Women’s College, Bhiwandi.

Abstract: In our country it is always assumed that the eternal, adulterous triangle consists of the woman, her husband and her
lover not the woman, her husband and his mistress. Infact, the word adultery at once conjures up the figure of a wife who has
had a sexual relationship with a man other than her husband and not of a husband who has had sex with a woman not his wife,
which is integrated with the social ethos of Indian Culture. This, despite the fact that both configurations do occur in India. But
within the social realm, a wife who has committed adultery becomes a social outcast and her act of adultery is considered to
be a crime. The legal statutes do not agree. Yet both social norms and legal statutes, in their own different and sexiest ways,
victimize the woman and not the man.

In India, Chastity runs like a constant thread in all social relationships. A woman is legitimately involved in daughter, sister,
wife, mother, aunt, mother-in-law, and friend. Anything beyond this realm is unthinkable. The moment a married woman is
discovered having a physical relationship with another man; she is regarded as a whore. For thousands of years, adultery has
been considered a male monopoly just as much as monogamous sexual desire is interpreted as brings a female one.

People still shy away from a woman who has been known to commit adultery, either clandestinely or openly, either by
accident or by design. The same argument goes for film makers in India, since Indian society frowns on the woman infidel much
more than it is done today in the west.

Keywords : genres, images of  women, ideologies.

Introduction

Cinema is an entertainment industry, an art form, and a
means of thought and pleasure. It is social phenomenon,
bearing the marks of ongoing struggles over the control of
public life, personal freedoms and artistic achievement.
Feminist film practice, exercised by both spectators and
filmmakers, understands these domains as dynamic, where
power is exercised, perpetuated, or forged into new and
more progressive forms. Being the fluid medium it is, cinema
has drawn on many disciplines in the process of itself
becoming a discipline, a branch of knowledge, or, an area of
concentrated study. Whether we call it a ‘discipline’ or not,
does not really matter. Because, much depends on what we
mean by the term ‘cinema’, how we look at it, how we enjoy
it, how we react/respond to it, and finally, how we imbibe it
into our system, our lifestyle, our culture. John Ellis
conceives cinema as a composite site of cinematic
consumption, the institution of stars and genres, publicity
material, reviews, posters, advertisements, and finally the
fact that ‘cinema proposes a particular kind of spectator for
itself’, cinema-spectating being a ‘modality of existence’
that has ‘changed over the short history of cinema.

Women’s studies and cinema is a global issue today.
It encompasses a great diversity of questions around film
as a signifying practice, as a locus of pleasure and
entertainment, and as an instrument of dominant ideology.
There are many ways of practicing feminism in film. It is a
flexible set of possible strategies, adaptable, creative, at
occasionally at odds. The 20th century can easily be seen as
a time when the control and management of pleasure have
been primary areas of social contention. This is partly due
to cultural changes brought about by the slow development
of an urbanized, industrial economy through the first half of
the 20th century where new, working class populations came

to have two things they did not have under ancient and
medieval economic and social systems: regular wages and
leisure, though, admittedly, not much of either. Feminism
however, offers more of a perspective than a methodology.

Most kinds of feminist theory share a broad-based
concern to look at cultural products and institutions of a
patriarchal society from a feminist standpoint.  This includes
(a) sensitivity to what often goes unnoticed, (b) sensitivity
to what becomes naturalized or, what is taken for granted
within a sexist society. Feminist film theory starts with the
common aim of drawing attention to certain things that often
go unnoticed in dominant, or mainstream, or popular cinema.

This study aims at exploring and analyzing:

(1) The nature of the portrayal of women in popular
Indian cinema from the 1920s to 1998.

(2) Its role in upholding/breaking patriarchal
ideologies and social formations, and

(3) While analyzing textual negotiations, to try and
find out how ‘textual’ and ‘social’ subjects intersect in a
cultural products, in this case, films. This naturally extended
to explore factors like:

1. How aesthetic and fictional practice engaged by a
particular filmic text meet and negotiate with extra-textual
social, legal and historical practices?

2. How one can distinguish the patriarchal symbol of
“woman” from those discourses which speak from and
to the historical and socio-cultural experiences of
“women”?

The ‘image of woman’ has also been a site of gendered
discourse, drawn from the specific, socio-cultural
experiences of women and shared by women, which
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negotiates a space within , and sometimes resists patriarchal
domination. On the other hand, new definitions of gender
and sexually articulated by the women’s movement contest
the value and meaning of the female image, struggling for
different, female recognitions and identification.

Adultery and Indian Cinema:

Adultery was an especially fashionable theme in the
1980s, when the women’s movement took wing and urbane
Indians were growing anxious about the prevailing gender
equations. KalpanaLajmi’sEk Pal, from 1986, explores the
permissiveness that supposedly flourishes in Assam’s tea
estates through a love triangle between an unhappy wife,
her workaholic husband, and a former boyfriend who
irresponsibly impregnates her. Ek Pal is bolder in description
than in treatment, but it does includes scenes of heavy
breathing and demands of kisses and more by
ShabanaAzmi’s character.It is based on Maitreyce Devi’s
novel. It deals with the story of a beautiful Assamese girl
Priyam, (ShabanaAzmi) who falls in love with a dashing
playboy, only to realize that he was biding his time before
he left for higher studies abroad. She gets married to a man
of her father’s choice but the marriage after a miscarriage,
stagnates over time. When her husband goes abroad, the
lover boy re-enters her life and the affair takes on from where
it had left off.

In Kumar Sahani’sTarana (1984), the hero, Rahul, a
negative character throughout the film, commits adultery
with his child’s ayah, Janki, and with time is indifferent to
his wife’s reactions to the affair. But when the wife dies,
afraid of kicking up a social scandal, he throws her out,
making her walk all the way down from Lonavla (a hill-station
mid-way between Mumbai and Pune) to Mumbai.

Hindi cinema’s hesitant, very cautious footsteps into
the taboo world of the adulterous woman perhaps began
with EkBaarPhir (1979) which marked the debut of Deepti
Naval, Suresh Oberoi and Pradeep Verma. It portrayed the
story of a pretty, artistically inclined Lucknow girl who
suddenly finds herself married to the matinee idol of
Bollywood. Before she can get back her bearings, she goes
to London with her husband for a location shoot of a Hindi
film. She discovers that behind that mask of super looks
and dashing demeanour, lies the soul of a spoilt,
womanizing, drinking lech who flaunts his one-night-stands
right into her face. Shocked, she joins some painting classes
where she meets an Indian friend. The two fall in love and
consummate the relationship even when the husband leaves
for Bombay, leaving his wife to finish her course. When he
calls her back for a family reunion in Diwali, she says over
the telephone, “I am not coming back.” The final shot of film
shows the girl and her boyfriend sitting side by side on the
steps of the portico of the girl’s home. There is no
suggestion that they will tie the knot in future. They might.
They might not.

ShyamBenegal’sBhoomika (1976) was adapted from
the autobiography of a famous Marathi actress
HansaWadkar, a famous Marathi stage and film actress of
the 1930s, Bhoomika explores the invisible and little-known
areas of female subjectivity. This applies to Usha of
Bhoomika. In her case, the repeated acts of adultery are
expressions of autonomy which begins with sexual
autonomy but ends with a search for coming to terms with
herself, on her own terms, within her own space. Tired of
the world of men and of their attempts to curb her
independence, Usha decides to live alone, refusing a space
even in her now grownup daughter’s home. The end of the
film finds her alone in her hotel room, where her grownup
daughter comes to visit, understanding the mother’s need
to be left to herself. Usha’s adultery cannot quite be termed
adultery in the strict sense of the term because she leaves
her husband when she begins to live with other men.
Loneliness, she realize and accepts, is the price she must
pay if she is to retain her autonomy.

Ankur (1973), ShyamBenegal’s debut-making film as
director, is set in Andhra Pradesh in South India and uses the
local Hindi dialect with the thick accent picked up from the
regional lingo. Based on his own story, Ankur (Seeding) unfolds
the story of a Zamindar’s son, Surya, who arrives from the city
to oversee his father’s estate. Bored and sexually frustrated, he
seduces his attractive maidservant (ShabanaAzmi), wife of a
deaf-mute labourer (Sadhu Meher.) The arrival of his wife, who
senses her husband’s involvement and the discovery of the
maidservant’s pregnancy bring the situation to a head. Surya,
as his way of escaping the maid’s anger and /or retribution,
leashes the deaf-mute husband who is ecstatic on learning of
his wife’s conception, the truth veiled by his naiveté and
innocence. Though in sum, the affair clearly implies adultery
on the part of the maid, it is a power game where the employer
abuses his power over his victim first, by seducing her and
involving her in an adulterous relationship (he is married too),
second, by impregnating her, and finally, by disowning her and
taking out his frustrations on the low-caste, deaf-mute husband
of the maid. In a sub-theme, Benegal shows that the young
man’s father, the zamindar himself has a kept woman who has
borne children by him. But he is fairer to the woman than is his
city-bred son towards the woman he seduced.

In DulalGuha’s Do Anjaane (1976), the ambitious and
mate-realistic wife has starry aspirations. This does not stop
her from encouraging her lover (the husband’s friend) to
throw him off a running train and he is presumed to be
dead.Rekha, the famous Mumbai actress, portrayed the role
of this ambitious wife who is never happy with her modest
husband and is radical enough to cry when she learns she
is pregnant. She is ‘punished’ for this anti-social behavior
though, when her son refuses to address him an ‘mother’
and refers to her by her screen name, Sunita Devi. Yet, this
woman is a dramatic department from the usual heroine of
the mainstream film who is too good to be true. Amitabh
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Bachchan, who played the wronged husband, ran away with
the sympathy of the audience, thus, diluting the
whitewashing of the wife in the climactic scene of the film.

Fourteen years later, Ek Pal was echoed in Mahesh
Manjrekar’sAstitva, in which Tabu has a child from a former
lover and faces her husband’s understandable wrath he finds
out. The husband who’s wedded to his desk as an excuse
for wandering wives recurs, whether it’s in Ek Pal or
Astitva.History tells us that women are no less adulterous
than men. The only difference being men take pride in
flaunting their liaisons while women choose to play it down
because they have been conditioned to think that this is the
politically correct thing to do.

These feelings are echoed in the character of Maya in
Ketan Mehta’s Maya Memsaab (1993) adapted from Gustave
Flaubert’s 19th century novel, Madame Bovary. Shot with
stylistic contrast from his earlier films, Maya Memsaab
celebrates the sensuousness and the desire in a woman,
desire unleashed, to cut across all social codes dictated by
patriarchy. The colorist in Mehta who played with colour in
the ironic title of his first film Holi (1983), with red in his
Mirch Masala (1985), now turns on blue, infusing the story
and the persona of Maya with mystery, even with
psychological imbalance as blue is the colour of insanity.
For once, we come across a woman who is obsessively in
love with herself, a brilliant illustration of narcissistic feelings
and casual about marital loyalty.

In the cinema version of R.K. Narayan’s Guide (1965),
directed by Vijay Anand. Rosy, the girl from adevdasifamily,
is forced into an arranged marriage by her prostitute mother
in order that she does not have to join the trade. Ironically,
the man she is married to, a famous archeologist, is not only
old enough to be her father, but is also impotent and
lecherous and denies her the freedom to do what she loves
the most.

Fire (1996), directed by the Canada-based Deepa
Mehta, bagged many awards at international film festivals,
with quite a few of them going to one of its lead actresses,
ShabanaAzmi. The film deals, for the first time in the scheme
of Indian films, with the rather touchy subject of a lesbian
relationship between tow sisters-in-law of a conservative
Punjabi family located in old Delhi.

This is totally counter to Shekhar Kapoor’s beautiful
film Masoom (1982) (adapted from the Erich Segal novel
Man, Woman and Child) Where the both the
cinematographic and the narrative space are treated so that
the adulterous husband whose illegitimate son comes to
live with the legitimate family, is actually martyred while the
wife (played again by ShabanaAzmi), is almost drawn and
quartered. Both the man and the children run away with the
audience’s unfailing sympathy whereas the wife brings out
a biased response, except from a section of women viewers
who understand her dilemma and can identify with her

feelings of betrayal.ArunaRaje’sRihaee (1988) starring
HemaMalini and Vinod Khanna in the lead, is the most
scathing attack ever, on the promiscuity of male migrant
labour vis-à-vis their assumption of sexual fidelity from their
sex-starved wives. Set in Gujarat, noted for its male migrant
labour from villages to cities in search of employment,
Rihaee’s main thrust is on the married woman’s right to an
active sex life.

Prakash Jha’sMrityudand (1997), is all about the
oppression of women in Indian villages today, which has
not changed with time, except for the rebellion that can
sometimes break out, when one woman triggers off this
rebellion among all the women in the village. The older of
the two sisters-in-law Chandravati (ShabanaAzmi), is
supposedly barren. Accusing her of her infertility, her
husband Abhay Singh (KulbhushanKharbanda), deserts her
and the family and becomes the chief priest of the main
temple after having his predecessor murdered. Chandravati
falls seriously ill from the shock of desertion and is sent
away to the city for medical treatment. The low-caste family
loyal Rambharan (Om Puri), who is now affluent, nurses her
back to health. They fall in love and the relationship
transcends the emotional to step into the physical. When
she discovers she is pregnant, she is thrilled at the discovery
that she is not barren at all instead of panicking at the social
stigma she will have to face back in the village. When Ketaki
(Madhuri Dixit), the younger sister-in-law asks her whose
child it is, she smiles and simply says, “Mine.” This is the
strongest statement in the entire film.

A significant observation in the analysis of adultery
in Hindi cinema is the role actress ShabanaAzmi has played
in essaying many of these women. She has played both
victim of adultery and the adulterous wife herself, in film
after film, embellishing each with her own, inimitable way of
expression, manifesting in so doing, her extreme versatility
as an actress par excellence. Placed in perspective, she is
comparable to neither Bette Davis nor to Barbara Stanwyck
nor to Marlyn Dietrich or Lane Turner, who have played
similar roles during their career. This is not to play down the
contribution of these stars to the evolution of the celluloid
woman, but rather, to stress the uniqueness of ShabanaAzmi
as an actress, whose oeuvre is as varied in its manifestations
as life itself.

One of the best-known Hindi movies about adultery
makes the potent observation that husbands are never
lovers.Many Indian men and some women might disagree,
but the line makes perfect sense in the context of Silsila,
directed by Yash Chopra, with dialogue by SagarSarhadi.
The 1981 production is best known for its “casting coup”: it
features real-life couple Amitabh and Jaya Bachchan as
husband and wife and Rekha as the married woman with
whom Amitabh Bachchan’s character has an extra-marital
relationship, Rumours of an off-screen affair between
Bachchan and Rekha in the 1980s lent immense frisson to
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Silsila’s scenes of amour . Was Bachchan really acting when
he stared deep into Rekha’s eyes and buried his nose in her
lustrous locks? Was Jaya Bachchan only putting it on when
she confronted Rekha in the famous sequence in which
both women stand with their backs to each other? The movie
is clever enough to let the ambiguity linger.

Silsila has lovely songs, glamorous settings, a top-
notch cast, and crackling scenes of passion bwtween the
characters played by Bachachan and Rekha. Though the
movie didn’t work with audience, it has earned its place in
popular film history as the high point in the Bachchan-Rekha
pairing and for its controversial theme of adultery. Every
time a movie featuring  a wandering spouse surfaces,
memories of Silsila resurface to remind us of how to, and not
be, depict unhappy husbands and wives seeking solace in
the arms of others.

The film ends with thelovers limping back to their
respective marriage, but it at least leaves them on a
deceptively happy-ever-after note. Mohit Suri’s Humari
Adhuri Kahani, on the other hand, allows a single mother
whose husband has disappeared to briefly experience
happiness with another man, while also ensuring that the
lover conveniently disappears from the scene at the
appropriate moment. A series of contrivances ensures that
Vidya Balan’s character, Vasudha, retains the sanctiy of  her
mangal sutra. Vasudha doesn’t initiate the romance and
appears more relieved than aroused when Emraan Hashmi’s
hotelier proposes to her. Hashmi has played a more
lascivious version of the man who snatches another’s wife
in Murder, Anurag Basu’s copy of the Hollywood movie
Unfaithful. Atleast Malika Sherawat’s character had some
fun between the sheets in Murder before the chips
collapsed, unlike Vasudha, who weeps as she breaks her
vows, like countries screen adulteresses before her.

There’s the conventional romance between man and
woman, there’s the love triangle, and then there is the
adulterous affair, considered the most grown-up and
therefore the most dangerous of romantic states. A subset
of the challenges to marital fidelity is the bigamy comedy.
Films such as Pati Patni Aur Woh, Saajan Chale Sasural
and Gharwali Baharwali mine one-sided comedy out of
the putative plight of the man who has to clandestinely
satisfy the desires of two different women. Errant husbands
who stray or remarry are usually left off the hook, their
transgressions explained as acts of charity or the quirks of
fate, such as in Yash Chopra’s Daag, in which the hero gets
married for the second time to a woman to save her honour
without realizing that his first wife is still alive, or
ShekharKapur’sMasoom, in which Naseeruddin Shah has a
child by a lonely woman he befriends.

When women breach the boundaries of a socially
sanctioned union, the consequences include fears, tears,
and punishment ranging from insanity to death. Karan

Johar’sKabhiAlvidaNaaKehna allows Shah Rukh Khan and
Rani Mukherji, who leave their spouses (PreityZinta and
Abhishek Bachchan, respectively), to finally unite only after
they have irrigated a dry riverbed with their suffering.

Even Mahesh Bhatt’s Arth one of the bast-known
explorations of a marriage tom apart by infidelity, has an
adulterous who needs a psychiatrist rather than a lover.
SmitaPatil has played her share of “bold” women in arthouse
and populist cinema. In Arth, her Kavita, modeled on
Parveen Babi, clings to KulbhushanKharbanda’s character
out of a mixture of physical desire and psychological need.
Patil also starred in a more conventional exploration of
straying sopuses in AakhirKyon?, in which she leaves her
unfaithful husband and has a relationship with Rajesh
Khann’s character. She finally remarries, but only after
Khanna’s prodding. Feminist speeches do sound best when
they are delivered by men, allowing wanton wives to
overcome their guilt and audiences to reconcile to the fact
ladies too need to occasionally change beds.

Any adulterous relationship for a woman, as long as it
lasts, is a tightrope walk between agony and ecstacy. On
the one hand, the woman feels physically liberated through
the fulfillment of her sexual fantasies. On the other hand,
there is this ever-present trauma of being found out, the
guilt arising out of the furtive encounters and the growing
failure to fit neatly into the mould she has deliberately broken
out of . Most adulterous affairs feter out naturally because
for most women, feelings of guilt override the excitement
and the thrill the women, feelings of guilt override the
excitement and the thrill the affair itself brings.
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Cinema, A Medium of Popular Culture among teenagers: A Sociological Study

Asst Prof Sangita S. Mohanty
Joshi-Bedekar College Thane

Abstract: Cinema has been recognized as a preferred medium of entertainment for a long time. And as observed the target
audience of movies is mostly young adults and movies that depict their hope and aspirations are hugely successful (commercially)
in Indian scenario. Though the emergence of TV, Internet. Mobile technology and social media the craze on cinema has reduced,
but it is still the most preferred source of entertainment cutting across all barriers of segmentation; and hence rightly termed
as a popular culture. This study is to understand the preference of teenager on movie going and the impact it makes on them
on a social perspective in addition to entertainment. It also tries to differentiate about the choice of preference of different
segment of teenage audience (on the basis of sex, age and education) on different types of cinemas. The study was conducted
among 100 respondents of college students on convenient sampling and a comparative analysis has been made. At the end a
corroborative inference was done on the impact of cinema among the youth as a whole.

Key words: Popular Culture, Cinema and Sociological Impact

Introduction

Popular culture or pop culture is the combinations of ideas,
perspectives, attitudes, images and other phenomena that are
within the mainstream of a given culture, especially western culture
of the early to mid 20th century and the emerging global
mainstream of late 20th and early 21st century. The expression
‘popular culture’ is preferred as it denotes what majority of
population like. Popular culture includes any cultural product
appreciated by large number of ordinary people with no great
pretensions to cultural expertise. The most common popular
culture categories are entertainment (cinema, music, T.V soaps,
sports, news politics, fashion, clothes, technology etc).

Heavily influenced by mass media innovations the
meaning of popular culture began to overlap with those of
mass culture, media culture, image culture, consumer culture
and culture for mass consumption. This is seen as a
commercial culture, mass-produced for mass consumption
by mass media. In other way this may be termed as
dominance of American culture over other culture.

Neo- Gramscian hegemony theory sees popular culture
as a site of struggle between the resistance of subordinate
groups in society and the forces of ‘incorporation’ operating
in the interests of dominant groups in the society. A post
modernist approach to popular culture would no longer
recognize the distinction between high and popular culture.

Popular culture emerges from the urbanization,
changes constantly and occurs uniquely in place and time.
It forms currents and eddies, and represents a complex of
mutually interdependent perspectives and values that
influence society and its institutions in various ways. Items
of popular culture most typically appeal to a broad spectrum
of the public. Cinema has been one of the greatest influences
in our modern life, and it’s also a form of art, the seventh art
along with photography, architecture, literature, play,
painting, sound and music. It is the combination of
technology, business, entertainment and aesthetics, each
and everything of these four has important role in present
day world and it is also visible in the variation of its forms.

Film is technology (picture taken in the celluloid camera and
editing), movie is the business and entertainment and cinema
is the aesthetics, emerged as popular culture among all and
particularly attracted youth.

Cinema as a popular visual art of storytelling with rich
inputs of music, screenplay,script,sound mirrors the
contemporary society in which it functions. From emotional
family drama to candy floss romances to action thrillers to
issue based dramatization, cinema derives its sustenance,
ideas and imaginations from its surroundings. The images
cinema creates need to be in sync with societal aspirations
and basic urge of humanity to recreate and have fun and
entertainment. In its long journey of more than a century,
cinema has transformed itself from being a taboo to a virtual
way of life. Social dynamics have always regulated the
content of cinema. Cinema is the reflection of society
depicting the social evils from village money lender to land
lords to advocates of dowry, sexual abuse of women,
violence against children, don and modern day terrorists.
Cinema provides a platform that reflects the growth of
economy politics, technological advancements. Films are
used to know the history of ancient world, the contemporary
socio political and cultural issues. Thus a movie is not only
a visual treat to its audience but it also an account of social,
economic and political set up in which a person is living.

Introduction to Indian Cinema

The birth of Indian cinema can be very well attributed
to the Lumiere brother’s only a few months after the Lumeire
brothers introduced the art of cinematography in Paris in
1895, cinema made its presence felt in India. The Lumeire
brothers held their first public showing at Watson Hotel in
Mumbai(then Bombay) on 7th July, 1896 and the Times of
India glowingly reffered to it as the the miracle of the century.
Westerners, who were quick to realize the value of India as
a site of filmmaking both because of its natural beauty and
its exotic culture, were inspired to make films that used Indian
scenery and culture. However this phenomenon did not
create much of a ripple. The Indian viewer took the new
experience as something already familiar to him, thanks to
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the art of shadow play and tradition of storytelling with
hand- drawn images accompanied by live sound.

Genre of Cinema

Genre is used a lot around the movie industry to break
down the type of film into categories. It’s difficult to place a
lot of films in a single category. For this reason a lot of films
have multiple genres. For convenience all the movies are
placed into following genre series.

Animated, action, comedy, action-comedy, satirical,
western, urban, documentary, children’s, political, thriller,
suspense, war, historical, fantasy, horror, science fiction,
romantic, romantic- comedy, musical period (set in a different
time) and mystery. Many can be a combination of any of
thesei.e musical comedy.

Objectives

The present study aims to find out popularity of cinema
among youth and its positive and negative impact on their
attitudes, perception and overall personalities.

� To study the movie viewing pattern among youth.

� To highlight the influence of cinema both positive and
negative in attitude formation of youth.

Methodology

The researcher has used the random sampling to collect
primary data from 100 college going students both male and
female. The main techniques has been used in this study to
collect primary data by using questionnaire containing 16
questions both open ended and close ended. The first part of
the questionnaire deals with the interest of respondents in
cinema on young adults, by which it emerged as a popular
medium of entertainment both among boys and girls.

Observation and Analysis

The study   revealed that watching movie and hangout
are two preferred spare time engagement of young adults.
Among them boys are more interested to use spare time in
watching a movie(70% rating)as compared to hangout(40%
rating).Girls on the other hand give more preference to
hangout(76% rating) as compared to watching movie(35%
rating).But it is definite that watching movie is certainly one
of the spare time engagement of youth(Figure 1).
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The driving factor that makes the youth to visit cinema
hall does not show any similarity between boys and girls.
Curiosity is most important factor for boys(Rating of 46%)
and for girls it is the imagination(Rating of 36%).Curiosity is
second important factor(with a rating of 30%) and for boys
it is studying the craft(Rating of 37%).Imagination is a very
low rating for boys(Rating of 17%).Girls do visit movie at
times to kill time(Rating of 27%).However boys give a low
rating to visit movie to kill time(17%).It can be concluded
that on the factors affecting the movie going habit boys are
more sensible than that of girls(Figure 2).
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Movie going frequency is mostly once in month for
boys and once in a quarter for girls(Figure 3).This is also
evident from the fact that movie going is a more preferred
option for boys than that of girls in spare time.
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When it comes to choice on types of movies both
boys and girls prefer romantic movies on a priority (Rating
of 55% and 59% respectively).Thriller, science fiction and
action movies are more preferred among boys (Rating of
51%, 50% and 46%) and the same is less preferred among
girls(Rating of 39%,17% and 19% respectively).Comedy is
a preferred option among girls(rating of 57% )as compared
to boys(Rating of 49%). Comparatively horror movie is more
popular among girls as compared to boys and in both the
case biographical movies are least preferred (Figure 4).
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Both boys and girls are of opinion that they preferred
to watch movie with their friend circle. All other companions
are much less preferred as compared to friends (Rating of
59% and 71% respectively). It is also observed that girls are
having substantial high rating, indicating that girls rather
avoid to visit a movie if not accompanied with a friend
(Figure 5).
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Romantic is the first preferred genre for girls(Rating of
59%) and second preferred genre for boys(Rating of
36%).Boys do equally preferred genre of action(rating of
36%).But thriller is most preferred genre for boys(Rating of
64%) (Figure 6).This depicts that there is a mismatch between
the expectation of boys(not girls) from bollywood and the
quality of product available, if we compare their genre and
preference of seeing a movie.
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The important  elements of movie that is generally
liked by college going young adults is story at the foremost
preference.This is followed by cast & crew,dialogues and

fun & comics respectively.Each of the parameter is more
liked by boys as compared to girls.Only exception is that
girls prefer song and dance over fun and comics.And song&
dance is least preferred rating for boys(Figure 7).
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On imitating bollywood girls prefer to imitate clothes
and boys are more fascinated with lifestyle
accessories.Clothes happens to be second most influence
on boys and aesthetics is least preferred.In case of girls
after clothes the imitating preference is same for both
aesthetics and life style accessories(Figure 8).
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It is interesting to observe that boys are more influenced
to use product endorsed by bollywood personality(Rating
of 60%) as compared to girls(Rating of 35%)(Figure 9).This
may be due to the fact that boys preferred more to visit movies
in their spare time as compared to girls.
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Majority of respondents are of the view that
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bollywood has a positive influence on youth and make them
a sensible rational person(Rating of 53% for boys and Rating
of 61% for girls). A substantial rating too indicated that
bollywood also makes youth mentally violent (Rating of
50% for boys and Rating of 37% for girls)(Figure 10).
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Another interesting fact is that girls are fantasizing on
lifestyle of bollywood(Rating of 53%) more as compared to
boys(Rating of 50%).To analyse further we can say that
boys have a equal rating of accepting or rejecting fantasy
of bollywood life on equal rating(Figure 11).
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Other than movie, cell phone (Rating of 82% for boys
and 77% for girls) is the most preferred media used by
teenagers. This is followed by internet (Rating of 71% for
both boys and girls). Social networking and newspaper are
the next preferred medias used by young adults. The pattern
of preference is identical for both boys and girls. Only in
case of SMS and Social networking girls give higher rating
as compared to boys (Figure 12).
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Findings and Conclusion

It is inferred from the current study that for young
adult  viewing cinema as a powerful medium of information
, education, and entertainment results in the process of
opinion building in various social groups . Cinema has been
emerged as a powerful media of communication that
reciprocates in bringing social change.

Film as a medium continues to play an important role
in leisure pattern of our society.People visit to multiplex for
watching movie and enjoy the photography,music, sound
effects, whenever they want to relax.Some people also view
it on television and on video at their convenience, without
being under the pressure of following the time schedule of
a theatre or television.

Many Hollywood films and other foreign films are also
being shown in theatres as well as on television.These films
help people to know the culture, values and people of the
world as well as the technology use in film making,
photography, music and sound.

As a result, young adults are able to select their value
system with more wisdom and maturity, because cultural
openness also contributes to the development of mind.

Conclusion

Movies affect many young adults in a powerful way
because of the combined impact of images, music, dialogue,
lighting, sound and special effects can elicit deep feelings
and help them to reflect on their lives. Movies help them to
better understand their lives, the other people around them
and the socio cultural realities. Cinema also acts as a
powerful medium for youth to learn fashion, latest trend in
clothes, hairstyle and also the use of language that play
vital role in framing their personalities and in their daily
lives. Cinema attracts the young mind towards art, craft and
serves as a medium of learning various skills and a source
of inspiration for many. At the same time the negative impact
of cinema on youth may not be ignored as it is revealed from
the study that cinema serves as a source of mental violence,
that makes the young mind disturb and indecisive. Cinema
being a visual medium has a mesmerizing effect on
individuals. Due to this everybody tries to imitate cinema in
real life, very well knowing that what has been viewed is
fiction and exaggeration to a large extent.
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Emotional Impact of Music
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Abstract : Music is an integral part of human life. It affects the mood of a person. Soothing music plays an important role in
psychological well being. This research paper tries to determine the various aspects  of music that create an emotional impact
on an individual. The main aim of the paper is to examine the interrelationship between  music and the emotions experienced
by  different individuals.

Keywords :- Emotions, Music.

Introduction

Lot of research has been done on the psychological
effect of music on the emotional wellbeing of an individual.
The researcher is interested in investigating into the depth
of music and its effects on the life of human being.

The term music is comprehensive and will include film
music, traditional music, instrumental music ,non-film music
,classical music (Indian and western ),rock music, jazz music,
devotional songs (bhakti sangeet),musical dramas (natya
sangeet) etc..

Literature Review

Baumgartner et al. (2006) studied the emotions evoked
in people by observing cinema and the responses to classical
music track.  They conducted first brain study of emotions
which are aroused as a result of brain responses  (using
EEG) to visual and musical stimuli provided by watching
cinema. They concluded that main emotions induced
through cinematic exposure were that of happiness, sadness
and fear.

Patrik and Vastfjall  (2008) presented a theoretical
framework that induce emotions experienced after music
listening.

This framework focused on the factors stated below :

� Brain stem reflexes

� Emotional contagion

� Episodic memory

� Evaluative conditioning

� Visual imagery

� Musical expectancy

They have defined emotions as   “relatively intense
affective responses that usually involve a number of sub
components- subjective feeling, physiological arousal,
expression, action, tendency and regulations .Emotions
focus on specific objects and last minutes to a few hours  “.

They concluded that the study of musical emotions
would provide novel paradigms for inducing emotions
influenced by music on people.

Schellenberg E. (2011) studied the relationship between
music lessons, emotional intelligence and IQ. He states that
Mozart Effect reflects that music can improve the mood of
person (Husain,Thompson and Schellenberg, 2002 ;
Thompson , Schellenberg and Husain, 2001 ).

Nawasalar and Butey  (2012 )  analysed the effect of
Indian Classical music on human body using EEG based
signals. They stated that music enhances moods. People
listen to different Ragas at different points of time in a day
and during different seasons. They quote that the hymns in
Samveda indicate the presence of music in India from ancient
times. It is expressed that music acts as a tool to lessen
tension and also improves their mood (Lonsdale and
North,1953) They conclude that Indian classical music
affects a person more as compared to rock music.

Padmasiri and Dr. Dhammika (2014) examined the effect
of background music on work performance of people
employed in garment manufacturing units in Sri Lanka.

They put forward the following conclusions for
improving work performance :

· Usage of songs with fast rhythm

· Music of employee ‘s choice

· Situational music based on particular occasions eg.
New year jubiliant mood

Research Methodology

Primary data was collected from 73 people by self
administration of a survey Questionnaire .Out of that one
form was rejected because it was incomplete.

The questionnaire included the questions based on
following topics:

1. Demographic Information

2. Type of music heard (music preferences)

3. Places where music is heard

4. Instrument used for playing music

5. Emotions generated by listening to music and moods
during which it is heard
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6. Occasions on which  music is played

The results were analysed and can be depicted in the
form of table given below:

It is observed from the figure that nearly 98 % of people
listen to filmy songs

It can be seen that maximum people enjoy music at
home.

It can be stated the most popular instrument used for
music listening is mobile

It can be seen that maximum people experience the
feeling of happiness after listening to music.

It can be observed from the above bar diagram that
most of people   like to spend their free time to listen to
music.

Conclusion

From History it can be seen that when Tansen had
performed  Deepak raga ;he was able to light all diyas in
Akbar’s palace. But as so much heat was generated in him
as its aftereffect that his daughter had to sing some soothing
ragas to calm him.Similarly it is observed that effective
singing of the raga Meghmalhar could bring about rain
showers.

UNESCO has included Varanasi in its list of “cities of
music “, (The Times of India dated 14th December 2015).This
indicates that even UNESCO has given importance to Indian
music legacy.

 On the basis of literature review, primary data
collection and analysis it can be stated that there is a positive
emtional impact of music on human life. Music affects all
aspects of human life like mental health, physical health,
work performance etc..

The emotions generated and affected by listening to
different types of music are feelings  like happiness, sadness,
depressed,excited, romantic and relaxed Maximum people
were happy and relaxed after listening to different types of
music.This can be concluded on the basis of data actually
collected and analysed by the researcher.

This conclusion has been further confirmed by survey
conducted by Nielsen India on Generational Lifestyles 2015
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(Business Standard, 14th December,2015). They found out
that 21% of people surveyed in India listen to music in their
spare time.
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Understanding the Success Factors behind 100-Crore Bollywood Films

                           Asst. Prof.  Dr. Sagar Thakkar
                          Joshi-Bedekar College, Thane

Abstract:  Bollywood has completed 100 years of its journey which had begun in1913 with Dada SahebPhalke’sRaja
Harishchandra. Since then there has been several changes in different aspects of the film making, distribution, marketing,
location, direction etc. Time and again, different parameters have been used to determine the success of the film.

Today, the 100-crore club has become a bench-mark of the success of a movie. Time span required for entering into a 100-crore
club is now a parameter for the comparison of successful films within a club.

The present paper is an attempt to understand underlying factors behind the films entering into 100-crore club mark in the
changing scenario of the new era.

Key words: Bollywood Films, 100-Crore club, Success Factors.

1. Introduction:

Bollywood has completed 100 years of its journey
which had begun in 1913 with Dada Saheb Phalke’s
Raja Harishchandra. Since then there has been several
changes in different aspects of the film making,
distribution, marketing, location, direction etc. Time and
again, different parameters have been used to determine
the success of the film.

Today, the 100-crore club has become a bench-mark of
the success of movie. Time span required for entering
into a 100-crore club is now a parameter for the
comparison of successful films within a club.

The present paper is an attempt to understand
underlying factors behind the films entering into 100-
crore club mark.

2. Objectives of the study:

The study has been conducted with the following
objectives:

To study the trends of 100-crore club Indian bollywood
movies since 2008 ( upto 2014).

To analyse the success factors behind the 100-crore
club Indian bollywood movies.

3. Research Methodology and Data Collection:

The present study is based on the secondary sources
of data collected from research articles, newspaper
articles, film magazines, journals etc. the collected data
is tabulated and averaged for the analysis.

4. Concept of- 100-crore club:

100 Crore Club of Bollywood’s an unofficial
designation given to Hindi Bollywood films that have
netcollection of Rs. 100 crore or more in India after
deducting the Entertainment tax. Now-a-days the 100
crore box office collection target has become a new
benchmark for a film to be declared a hit or superhit.
The actors, actresses and directors associated with

the 100 Crore Club are considered part of the “elite
strata” in the film community of Bollywood. Further,
special category of award is created to recognise such
success of bollywood movie like Zee Cine Annual
Awards has a category called “The Power Club Box
Office”for the recognitionof those directors whose films
reach the 100 crore benchmark.

Thus, the 100 Crore Club designations have replaced
previous traditional indications of success of
Bollywoodmovies like number of weeks movie runs in
the theatres eg. the”Silver Jubilee”(films that ran for 25
weeks in theatres)or the “Diamond Jubilee” (films that
ran for 75 weeks in theatres) or  cost - profit ratio etc.

5. Trends of 100-crore club movies:

Before analyzing the common success factors behind
the 100-crore club Bollywood movies, it is essential to
understand the trends of according to the box office
collections. The trend of 100-cr. Club movies started in
the year 2008 when Amir Khan Starr ‘Ghajini’ for the
first time ever collected Rs.114.7 cr.and became the first
first time movie and to the entre the the club and set up
the landmark in the history of the bollywood. From
that beginning till 2014, so far 55 movies have a achieved
the honour as given in the table below.

Table 1: 100-Crore Club Bollywood Movies from 2008 To
2014

Movie Name Release year Collection (in Rs.
Crores)

Ghajini 2008 114

3 Idiots 2009 202.47

Dabangg 2010 138.88

Golmaal 3 2010 106.34

Bodyguard 2011 148.86

Ready 2011 119.78
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RA.One 2011 114.29

Don 2 2011 106.71

Singham 2011 100.3

EkTha Tiger 2012 198.78

Dabangg 2 2012 155

Rowdy Rathore 2012 133.25

Jab Tak Hai Jaan 2012 120.85

Agneepath 2012 115

Barfi! 2012 112.15

Housefull 2 2012 106

Son Of Sardaar 2012 105.03

BolBachchan 2012 102.94

Dhoom 3 2013 284.27

Krrish 3 2013 244.92

Chennai Express 2013 227.13

Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani 2013 188.57

Goliyon Ki Raasleela 2013 116.33

Ram-Leela

Bhaag Milkha Bhaag 2013 108.93

Grand Masti 2013 102

Race 2 2013 100.45

PK 2014 340.8

Kick 2014 231.85

Happy New Year 2014 203

Bang Bang! 2014 181.03

Singham Returns 2014 140.62

Jai Ho 2014 116

Holiday - A Soldier Is 2014 112.18

Never Off Duty

Ek Villain 2014 105.62

2 States 2014 102.13

Sources: Research Articles, Newspaper Articles, Film
Magazines, Journals Etc.

Thus, the number of movies entering into the club
has been multiplied by manifolds.

The table given below shows year wise distribution
of 100-cr. Club movies.

Table 2 Year Wise Distribution of 100-Cr. Club Movies

Sr no. Year No. Of movies

1 2008 1

2 2009 1

3 2010 2

4 2011 5

5 2012 9

6 2013 8

7 2014 9

Sources:Researcharticles,Newspaperarticles,Filmmagazines,
Journalsetc.

From the table given above, it becomes clear that year
after year the number of movies making into the club has
increased. Starting with one movie in 2008 and 2009, 09
movies have been a part of the club in the year 2014.

6. Success Factors:

Though in 2008 and 2009 there were only one 100-
crore film each, since 2010 onwards the number ofmovies
entering into the 100-cr. Club has increased by manifolds
with entry of Salman Khan (Dabangg) and Ajay Devgn
(Golmaal 3) entering the club. However, along with this there
has been decrease in number of days it has taken to enter
into the club.

In the year 2011, the figure of films entering into the
100-crore club rose to five films (As per table given above)
with Bodyguard garnering 100 crore in a record-time of 7
days. Thus, every top Bollywood actor (including the Khans)
was in a race to make it to the 100-crore club. But, since 2012
onwards till the end of 2014, eight films have grossed 100
crores on an average. Now, it seems that actors like Salman
Khan, are becoming their own competitors when it comes to
box-office collections. Eg: Bettered by his previous record
set by Bodyguard, Salman Khan’s Ek Tha Tiger broke into
the 100-crore club in five days flat.

Thus, from one to two to five to eight films, and from
the Khans and Akshay Kumar, Ajay Devgan to Hrithik
Roshan to Ranbir Kapoor – Bollywood’s 100-crore club has
grown manifold. Similarly, with the number of films making
to the club has increased, the time taken to achieve the
benchmark has gradually come down.

Here are some ofthe factors which have impacted such
a success in recent times different from the traditional ones.

Inflated Ticket Prices: The average ticket size at a
multiplex today is Rs 140-150, compared to Rs 70-80 in single-
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screen theatres. Prices at premium chains like Inox and PVR
can be as high as Rs 300-350 on weekends (Friday-Sunday),
which fetch almost 80% of theatrical revenues earned by a
film. (The rest of the business happens during the “lean”
Monday-Thursday period.) On festive weekends, multiplex
operators undertake a 10-15% hike in ticket prices. For 3D
films, the rate is even higher. In big cities, single screen
theatres, too, have increased ticket prices. For instance, the
average ticket price across single screens in south Bombay
is Rs 90-100. This factor has, thus, contributed tremendously
to such a big revenue collection by the bollywood movies.

Growth of Multiplexes: Multiplexes have grown
phenomenally in the last five years and completely changed
the dynamics of the film business. There are close to 1,400
multiplex screens [India has a total of 12,900 screens] which
constitute nearly 70-75% of a film’s box-office revenues. By
2015, the number of multiplex screens is estimated to rise to
1,925, according to the FICCI-KPMG Report on the Indian
Media and Entertainment industry. Despite high ticket
prices, multiplexes have become a preferred choice for cine-
goers; the variety of films on offer, a better viewing
experience, food and beverage counters and gaming zones
etc ensure that audiences keep coming back.

Digital Prints and Wider Releases: Both are correlated.
With the adoption of digital technology, more and more
screens in India are becoming digitised from analog. This is
allowing producers to have a much wider release of their
films with a massive number of prints. (Digital prints save
costs and can be attained fast.) For instance, in 1995, Hum
Aapke Hai Kaun released with 500 prints which was a
landmark then; in 2009, 3 Idiots released with 1,000 prints
which were considered a huge number; in 2011, Eros released
Ra.One in 3,100 plus screens and in 2012, Yashraj released
Ek Tha Tiger with 3,400 prints in India and 500-600 prints
overseas. This number will only grow and with releases
getting wider by the day, sky-high theatrical revenues are
becoming a routine of sorts.

Extended Weekends/Festivals: Most 100-crore films
have utilised long weekends and festivals to the fullest,
during which audiences drop in huge numbers and a film’s
repeat value is high. Producers have often sacrificed a Friday
(a release day) and tweaked their schedules to make the
most of festivals by clubbing them with the traditional three-
day weekend. For instance, Bodyguard released on a
Wednesday and a five-day weekend surrounding Eid
followed; Ek Tha Tiger released on a Tuesday and a six-day
weekend with Independence Day and Eid followed; Golmaal
3, Ra.One, Son of Sardaar and Jab Tak Hai Jaan released on
Diwali which fell in the middle of the week and a lengthy
festive weekend followed; Ghajini, 3 Idiots and Don 2
released on the Christmas week, gaining heavily from the
festive spirit and New Years’ holiday.

All these elements simultaneously create a 100-crore
blockbuster. Gone are the days of silver jubilees and golden
jubilees which measured the success or failure of a film.
Today, the fate of a film is sealed on the opening day itself
or at best, on the first week. The biggest of films have a run
of only three to four weeks at the theatres as more and more
new releases knock at the door and eventually push the
incumbent out.

Convenience of Booking Tickets and Lucrative Offers:
Today obtaining a movie tickets is a task of some clicks on
computer, laptop, table or even mobiles. The facility of
booking movie tickets from home or office has been made
easier with the help of interactive websites like
bookmyshow.com or ticket please.com. People can book
movie tickets of desired shows, can read reviews of movies
and write comments, giveratings and can evencompare
prices multiplex, category, show - wise. Customers are also
offered offers like 10%to 50% off, BOGO (Buy One Get one
Free), discounts in food combos and loyalty points by the
credit card /debit card companies /banks with easy online
payment options. Specialised mobile friendly application
(apps) have further reduced labour and has movie ticket
booking on the go task.

Ancillary income streams: Modern era has provided
numerous avenues of earnings income for the bollywood
movies.  There is availability of various Ancillary income
streams which has helped movies to makehuge box office
collections  some of the avenues are:satellite right,  music
rights, distribution rights, home video, digital prints, brand
partnership, media partnership etc.

New promotion techniques: Promotion of movie is now
an important part of the marketing.  Earlier promotion was
limited to newspaper advertisements, handbills, posters and
publicity booklets to market the movie. The emergence of
television, the transformation of urban space, the expansion
of Internet and the arrival of newer technologies have made
their mark on Bollywood, determining the marketing strategies.
Now almost cast of every movie visitin many cities to promote
movies. Reality shows are used widely used for promoting
movies. Along with these, developing the Game, making
posters in different languages are also used.

7. Conclusion: Some myths surrounding the 100-crore
film need to be revealed. The film trade, today, is mostly
concerned about the gross collections at the box-office and
not the real amount pocketed by the producer. After
deducting entertainment tax (35%), the gross collection
reduces; the exhibitor’s share of 49-52% (depending on the
week) from the new amount further brings down the
producer’s share. It is rare when a producer manages to
pocket a profit on his film. At this rate, the recent year should
have many more films and many more actors inhabiting this
club but it is fast losing its exclusivity.For example, Ra.One
which netted Rs 107 crore in India failed to recover its cost
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of production (Rs 150 crore) from theatres alone. But
overseas collections and other ancillary revenue streams
(satellite rights, home video and digital format) helped it in
recovering the cost and earn some profit. But there are
exceptions like 3 Idiots, on the other hand, earned nearly
four times (Rs 202 crore) its production cost (Rs 55 crore) at
the domestic box office itself.

In an increasingly competitive film business, it is left
to be seen how many films truly qualify as “100-crore”
successes in the years to come and if this club expands to
be renamed as ‘500-cr Club’.
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_Ywa §̂S>maH$a H$s {\$ë_m| (M`{ZV) _| ór H$s Xþ{Z`m

Amerf Hw$_ma

emoYmWu, nrEM.S>r.,àXe©ZH$mar H$bm ({μ\$ë_ Ed§ a§J_§M) {d^mJ,
_hmË_m Jm±Yr A§Vam©ï´>r` qhXr {díd{dÚmb`, dYm©, _hmamï´> - 442001

g§nH©$ - + 91-9579667774,+ 91-9067490974

B© _ob- ashishkumar1913gmail.com

 {hÝXr {gZo_m _| ór H$s N>{d Ho$ Omo ê$n {_bVo h¢ CZ_| A{YH$m§e H$m CX²Xoí` H$_modoe EH$ hr hmoVm h¡- nwéf loð>Vm H$s YmaUm H$mo ~b

àXmZ H$aZm Am¡a ór H$mo Xmò _ XO} H$m ZmJ[aH$ ~ZmE aIZm& bo{H$Z BgH$m AW© ̀ h ̂ r Zht h¡ H$s ór OrdZ H$s dmñV{dH$VmAm|, CgHo$ _Zmô md,
AmH$m§jmAm| Am¡a Xmohao emofU H$mo ghr n[aàoú` _| {gZo_m Ho$ _mÜ`_ go XoIm hr Zht J`m h¡& ^maV _| CXmarH$aU Ho$ AmJ_Z Ho$ gmW hr 1990
B©. VH$ AmVo AmVo {hÝXr {gZo_m Ho$ ZB© Ymam Ho$ g^r {\$ë_H$mam| Zo ì`mdgm{`H$ {\$ë_m| H$s Va\$ AnZm éI {H$`m& Eogo g_` _| hr 2001 B©. _|
_Ywa §̂S>maH$a "Mm±XZr ~ma' {\$ë_ Ho$ gmW nXmn©U {H$`m Am¡a AnZo Bg {\$ë_ Ho$ _mÜ`_ go ^maVr` g_mO _| ì`má doí`m d¥{Îm/ ~ma ~mbmAm|
Ho$ OrdZ Ho$ `WmW© go Xe©H$m| H$mo ê$-~-ê$ H$am`m& Mm±XZr ~ma (2001 B©.) go hramoBZ (2012 B©.) VH$ CÝhm|Zo Xg {\$ë_m| H$m {ZX}eZ {H$`m
{OZ_| N>… {\$ë_m| _| àmoQ>mJmo{ZñQ> H$s ŷ{_H$m _| _{hbm nmÌ hr h¡& Bg emoY AmboI _| _Ywa §̂S>maH$a Ûmam {ZX}{eV "noO W«r', "μ\$¡eZ' Am¡a

"hramoBZ' H$m M`Z Ho$g ñQ>S>r Ho$ ~Vm¡a {H$`m J`m h¡& VrZm| {\$ë_m| H$m AÜ``Z {díbofU d¡km{ZH$ emoY {d{Y go H$aZo H$m à`mg {H$`m OmEJm&

“The present portrayal of women on screen
merely perpetrates the Indian cultural devaluation
theory. I am a girl,therefore bad and therefore destined
to suffer is the message that is sent forth in movie
after movie. This space between a strong woman real
life and her portrayal on celluloid needs to be negotiated
and the positive ambience fore-grounded. Indian
cinema has a double role to play in shaping the mindset
of its people. It is loved greatly and has tremendous
mass appeal but that is not enough. It must also set the
stage for social change. Can woman be redefined and
recategorized in to ‘I am a woman, therefore strong,
therefore invincible’, only then can the women
characters come alive on screen. Until then they shall
continue to be what they are mere fictional constructs
and one dimensional figures who are distant from the

ordinary, real life women.” - d¥§Xm _mWwa, Women in India
cinema: Fictional constructs’

Cn ẁ©º$ g§X ©̂ _| d¥§Xm _mWwa H$hVr h¢ {H$ qhXr-{gZo_m {\$ë_
-Xa-{\$ë_t AnZr Zm{`H$mAm| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go `h g§Xoe XoVm h¡
{H$-"My±{H$ _¢ ór /_{hbm hÿ± Bg{bE ~war hÿ± Am¡a Bg{bE _oar
{Z`{V h¡ H$ï PobZm&' {ó`m| Ho$ dmñV{dH$ OrdZ Am¡a {\$ë_t
nXm] na {XImE OmZo dmbo OrdZ _| Omo A§Va h¡ dh Am_-Xe©H$
Ho$ _Z Ed§ _pñVîH$ XmoZm| H$mo à^m{dV H$aVm h¡ {Oggo nwéf-
loð>Vm H$s YmaUm H$mo ~b {_bVm h¡ VWm ór$ H$mo Xmò _ XO} H$s
ZmJ[aH$ ~ZmE aIZo H$s H$mo{ee H$mo ^r ~b {_bVm h¡& AmJo
d¥§Xm H$hVr h¢ {H$ Š`m EH$ ór H$mo H$^r qhXr-{gZo_m Bg ê$n _|

loUr~Õ VWm nwZ: n[a^m{fV H$a gH$Vr h¡ {H$-"My±{H$ _¢ ór /
_{hbm hÿ±, Bg{bE _¢ {d{eï> hÿ± Am¡a Bg{bE AOò  ^r'? d¥§Xm
_mWwa Ho$ AmboI "Women in India Cinema : Fictional

Constructs' H$mo n‹T>Vo hþE _oao {X_mJ _| `h {dMma H$m¢Ym {H$
_Ywa §̂S>maH$a H$s {\$ë_m| _| ZmardmXr-Ñ{ï>H$moU go emoY g§̂ d
h¡& Bg emoY AmboI _| _Ywa §̂S>maH$a Ûmam {ZX}{eV noO W«r,
μ\$¡eZ Am¡a hramoBZ H$m M`Z Ho$g ñQ>S>r Ho$ ~Vm¡a {H$`m J`m h¡&

   "noO W«r' (2005) H$hmZr h¡ ^maV Xoe Ho$ {d{^Þ
{hñgm| go _w§~B© AmB© VrZ b‹S>{H$`m| H$s& _mYdr (H$m|H$Um goZ
e_m©) Omo EH$ gƒm nÌH$ma ~ZZm MmhVr h¡& nb© (g§Ü`m§ _¥Xwb)
Omo EH$ EAa hmoñQ>o>g h¡ Am¡a A_o[aH$m OmZo H$s V_Þm$aIVr h¡&
Vrgar b‹S>H$s h¡ Jm`Ìr (Vmam e_m©) Omo {X„r go AmB© h¡ Am¡a
`hm± ~m°brdwS> H$s M_H$sbr Xw{Z`m _| hramoBZ ~ZZm MmhVr h¡&
_mYdr Am¡a nb© nhbo go ê$__oQ> h¢ Am¡a ~mX _| Jm`Ìr ^r CZH$s
ê$__oQ> ~Z OmVr h¡& {\$ë_ Ho$ ewê$AmVr Ñí`m| _| hr `h ñnï> hmo
OmVm h¡ {H$ _mYdr H$^r-H$^r H$daoO Ho$ Xm¡amZ noO W«r nm{Q>`m|
_| _{Xam godZ H$aVr h¡& O~{H$ nb© H$m `h amoOmZm H$m {H$ñgm
h¡& Jm`Ìr BZ g~ MrOm| go AnZo AmnH$mo Xya aIVr h¡& Jm`Ìr
O~ nhbo hr {XZ EH$ à{gÕ H$bm-{\$ë_ {ZX}eH$ go {_bZo
CgHo$ Am°{\$g OmVr h¡ V~ Cgo H$m_ Ho$ ~Xbo {ZX}eH$ AnZo
gmW gmoZo H$m Am°\$a H$aVm h¡& dh amoVr hþB© dmng Mbr AmVr h¡&
_mYdr {\$a Cgo ~m°brdwS> Ho$ gwnañQ>ma go {_bdmVr h¡ Omo CgH$m
X¡{hH$-emofU H$aVm h¡& J ©̂dVr hmoZo H$s I~a {_bZo na Jm`Ìr
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H$mo J ©̂nmV H$am boZo H$s gbmh Xr OmVr h¡& BZ g~ KQ>ZmAm| go
dh _mZ{gH$ ê$n go àVm{‹S>V hmoVr h¡ Am¡a AmË_hË`m H$s H$mo{ee
H$aVr h¡& AmJo MbH$a nb© ^r EH$ AYo‹S> EZ.Ama.AmB©. go
emXr H$a A_o[aH$m Mbr OmVr h¡& EH$ ñQ´JqbJ EŠQ>oa Ho$ gmW
_mYdr H$m A\o$`a ^r BgHo$ g_mZm§Va Mb ahm hmoVm h¡ qH$Vw EH$
{XZ Cgo nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ dh (EŠQ>a) EH$ Jo _oH$An _¡Z Ho$
gmW [aboeZ _| h¡& Š`m|{H$ Cgo qOXJr _| Va¸$s H$aZr h¡& nyao
{\$ë_ _| {\$ë_ H$ma Zo H$B© AbJ-AbJ _wÔm| na EH$ gmW H$m_
H$aZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s h¡& O¡go- Jo H$s g_ñ`m>, ñQ´Jb H$aZo dmbo
A{^ZoVm/_m°S>b H$s g_ñ`m, S´½g H$m H$mamo~ma H$aZo dmbm| H$s
g_ñ`m, Aëng§»`mH$m| H$mo nw{bg Ûmam naoemZ H$aZo H$s g_ñ`m>
Am{X-Am{X& {H$gr ̂ r g_ñ`m H$mo _Ywa ̂ §S>maH$a Zo ~hþV {dñVma
_| OmH$a {XImZo H$s H$mo{ee Zht H$s h¡& nyar {\$ë_ _| {ó`m| H$mo
qOXJr _| AmJo ~‹T>Zo Ho$ {bE `m Vmo {H$gr nwéf H$r _XX boVo
{XIm`m J`m h¡ `m Z MmhVo hþE ^r AbJ-AbJ VarHo$ go
g_Pm¡Vm H$aVo hþE& Š`m {\$ë_ H$m `h treatment {ZX}eH$ H$s
nwéfdmXr gmoM H$m ZVrOm Zht h¡? "noO W«r' Ho$ Ûmam {ZX}eH$
ñnï> ê$n go `h g§Xoe XoZm MmhVm h¡ {H$ ór Mmho H$ht ^r hmo Cgo
h_oem nwéf gÎmm Ho$ ZrMo hr H$m ©̀ H$aZm n‹S>Vm h¡& {ZX}eH$ AnZr
Bg {\$ë_ _| {ó`m| H$mo _mZ{gH$ ê$n go nwéfm| Ho$ _wH$m~bo H$m\$s
H$_Omoa {XIm`m h¡&

{\$ë_ g_rjH$ g§̀ wº$m ~gw AnZo EH$ AmboI _| {bIVr
h¢- _Ywa §̂S>maH$a H$s ór-H|${ÐV {\$ë_| ~ma-~ma EH$ AÀN>r
b‹S>H$s H$mo ~war Xw{Z`m _| ôOVr h¡& Am¡a ~ma-~ma `h XmohamVr h¡
{H$ ̀ h Xw{Z`m {ó`m| Ho$ {bE ~hþV ~war h¡& CZHo$ {bE ̀ h AÀN>m&
hmoJm {H$ do {H$MZ VWm ~oS>ê$_ VH$ hr gr{_V aho& AJa do ~mha
AmH$a ImZm ~ZmZo, ~ƒmo§ Ho$ nmbZ-nmofU Ho$ Abmdo Hw$N> Am¡a
H$aZo H$m gmhg H$aVo h¢ Vmo CZHo$ gmW ~wam hmoJm& Hw$b {_bmH$a
`h H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a H$s `h {\$ë_| H$m\$s
{ZamemdmXr A§V Ho$ gmW ór  Ho$ {bE ~hþV hr KmVH$ g§Xoe XoZo
H$m H$m ©̀ H$aVr h¡&

"\$¡eZ' (2008) ZB© Am{W©H$ Zr{V`m|, CXmarH$aU Am¡a
d¡ídrH$aU Zo {nN>bo ~rg gmbm| _| ^maV H$s Am{W©H$-gm_m{OH$
g§aMZm H$mo ~Xb {X`m h¡& ò ~Xbmd H$ht-H$ht ór Ho$ nj _|
^r hþE& _gbZ nwamZr gm_§Vr ì`dñWm H$s O‹S§>o {hbt, {nV¥gÎmm
H$s nH$‹S> Hw$N> ‹T>rbr hþB©& hmbm±{H$ Bg_| Hw$N> ZB© MwZm¡{V`m| Zo ̀ hm±
^r ór H$m ñdmJV {H$`m& bo{H$Z AmO H$s ór  ^rJr-^mJr,
Nw>B©-_wB© Zht h¡& n[adV©Z Ho$ Bg Xm¡a Am¡a BÝht ZB© n[apñW{V`m|
H$s {\$ë_  h¡-"\$¡eZ'&

"\$¡eZ' _Ywa ^§S>maH$a Ho$ BZmodo{Q>d b|g H$m EH$ Am¡a
CXmhaU h¡& `h {\$ë_  \$¡eZ d _m°S>qbJ H$s Xw{Z`m go ê$-~-
ê$ H$amVr h¡& EH$ b‹S>H$s Ho$ _m°S>b ~ZZo Ho$ gnZo, CgHo$ g§Kf©,
CgHo$ D$±MmB`m| na nhþ±MZo, {\$a dhm± go {JaZo-g§̂ bZo H$s H$hmZr
H$mo g_oQ>o `h {\$ë_  \$¡eZ OJV Ho$ A§Yoam| go ^r n[aM` H$amVr
h¡& H$h gH$Vo h¢ {H$ "\$¡eZ' dJ©-{deof H$s ór$ H$mo g§~mo{YV h¡,
Ohm± ~mOma ór H$s _hËd H$m§jmAm| H$mo H«¡$e H$aVm h¡& Xoh _w{º$
Ho$ {OZ àíZm| go AmO H$m ór -{d_e© Q>H$am ahm h¡, `h {\$ë_
CÝht  àíZm|  H$mo g§~mo{YV H$aVr h¡& Bg_| H$moB© g§Xoh Zht {H$ Xoh
{OgH$s h¡, Cg na A{YH$ma ^r Cgr H$m hmoZm Mm{hE, bo{H$Z
AnZr Xoh Ho$ à{V Š`m h_mar H$moB© Z¡{VH$ {Oå_oXmar ̂ r ~ZVr h¡?
Š`m Xoh Am¡a _Z _| Eogm nmW©Š` g§̂ d h¡ {H$ EH$ Ho$ Xwê$n`moJ go
Xygam CXmgrZ aho? AmO H$m _Ü`rdJ© {Og VoOr go ^moJ Ho$ nrN>o
Xm¡‹S> ahm h¡, CVZr hr VoOr go dh ~mOma Ho$ {H$bo _| H¡$X hmoVm Om
ahm h¡& ~mOma Ho$ {bE ór  EH$ Xoh h¡- EH$ Eogr "Iy~gyaV
{ZOud S>_r' {Ogo _h±Jo H$n‹S>o nhZmH$a emo-Ho$g _| gOm {X`m
OmVm h¡& {OgHo$ ghmao AYmodóm|  go boH$a naâ`y_, OyVm,
MßnOb, Jm‹S>r, H$m°ÝS>_, H$mÝQ´mgopßQ>d g~ Hw$N> ~oMm Om gH$Vm
h¡&

"\$¡eZ' H$hmZr h¡ _oKZm _mWwa H$s& M§S>rJ‹T> Ho$ EH$
_Ü`_dJu` n[adma H$s A{V_hËdmH$m§jr b‹S>H$s H$s& _oKZm
M§S>rJ‹T> _| EH$ N>moQ>m gm ã ỳQ>r H$m°ZQ>opñQ> OrVVr h¡& Ohm± OO Ho$
Ûmam gamho OmZo na dh _w§~B© OmZo H$m \$¡gbm H$aVr h¡& _w§~B© OmZm
CgH$m AnZm \¡$gbm h¡ Am¡a \$¡gbo H$mo nyam H$aZo Ho$ IVao ^r
CR>mZm dh OmZVr h¡& ^maVr` b‹S>H$s/ór Ho$ _w±h go {ZH$bZo
dmbm `h {~bHw$b Z`m dmŠ` h¡- "_¢Zo V` H$a {b`m h¡'-
{~bHw$b Z`m& _w§~B© nhþ±MH$a _oKZm g§Kf© H$aVo hþE gwna-_m°S>b
H$s nm`XmZ VH$ ^r nhþ±MVr h¡& Bg Xm¡amZ Cgo EH$ gmWr _ob
_m°S>b go ào_ ^r hmoVm h¡& dh Cgr _m°S>b Ho$ gmW AnmQ>©_|Q>
eò a H$a ahr hmoVr h¡& amV H$mo dmng Xoa go AmZo na eH$ H$s dOh
go XmoZm| _| AbJmd hmoVm h¡ Am¡a dh nZme Ho$ _m{bH$ _r.garZ
Ho$ ~ZmE Omb _| \$±g OmVr h¡ Am¡a J ©̂dVr ^r hmo OmVr h¡& garZ
VWm _m°S>qbJ H$mÝQ´>m°ŠQ> H$s dOh go hr dh J ©̂nmV H$adm boVr
h¡, qH$Vw dh H$m\$s Qy>Q> OmVr h¡ CgH$m AmË_{dídmg {~bHw$b
IË_ hmo OmVm h¡ Am¡a dh dmng M§S>rJ‹T> bm¡Q> OmVr h¡&

{\$ë_ Ho$ Bg n‹S>md na H$m\$s AmíM ©̀ hmoVm h¡ {H$ _Ywa
§̂S>maH$a Zo O~ ̀ h {\$ë_ ~ZmB© ̀ m{Z gZ 2008 _| V~ VH$ ̂ maV

_| \$¡eZ-~y_ AmE 10 gmb hmo MwH$m Wm& ^maV Ho$ H$B© _m°S>b
AnZr A§Vaamï´>r` nhMmZ ~Zm MwHo$ Wo Vmo H$B© {S>Om`Zam| Zo ^r
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AnZr g\$$bVm Ho$ P§S>o Xoe-{dXoe XmoZm| OJhm| na bham MwHo$
Wo& {_qbX gmo_Z, _Yw gào, AOw©Z am_nmb, _oha Oogr`m, amo{hV
~b Ed§ _Zrf _bhmoÌm Am{X H$mo CXmhaU ñdê$n {b`m Om
gH$Vm h¡& Eogo g_` _| EH$ _ehÿa _m°S>b H$mo `h nVm Zht hmoZm
{H$ AZw~§Y _| "No marriage and no pregnancy clause'
hmoVm h¡ {ZX}eH$ Ûmam Xe©H$ H$mo dmñV{dH$Vm Ho$ Zm_ na Hw$N> ^r
{XImZo H$s Amoa B©emam H$aVm h¡& Eogo g_` _| O~ condom  Ed§
i-pills AmgmZr go CnbãY h¢ V~ ̀ h g§dmX {H$ "_¢ Vwåhmao ~ƒo H$s
_m± ~ZZo dmbr hÿ±' H$m\$s hmñ`mñnX bJVm h¡& hX Vmo V~ hmo OmVr
h¡ {H$ J ©̂nmV Ho$ ~mX _oKZm H$m H$m°Zg|Q́oeZ §̂J hmoZo bJVm h¡ Am¡a
CgH$m H¡$[a`a J«m\$$ ZrMo {JaZo bJVm h¡& Š`m {\$ë_H$ma Bg nyao
gr¹|$g Ho$ Ûmam ̀ h g§Xoe XoZm MmhVm h¡ {H$ ór Mmho Omo ̂ r hmo, nyU©
V^r hmoJr O~ dh EH$ ~ƒo H$s _m± ~Zo& `{X Cgo Bggo amoH$m J`m
Vmo dh Zd©g ~«oH$S>mCZ H$m {eH$ma hmo gH$Vr h¡& ̀ mX aho {H$ ̀ h dhr
_oKZm _mWwa h¡ {OgZo nmQ>u Ho$ ~mX nZme Ho$ _m{bH$ garZ go H$hm
Wm- "_¢ ^r `hm± EH$ gŠgog \w$b _m°S>b ~ZZo ~mB© hÿ±²& ~g EH$
N>moQ>m gm \$H©$ h¡- `hr {H$ _¢ CZ hOmam| b‹S>{H$`m| go ~ohVa hÿ±²& _¢
OmZVr hÿ±, _wPo H$hm± VH$ nhþ±MZm h¡&'

{\$ë_ _| h_ AmJo XoIVo h¢ {H$ _oKZm M§S>rJ‹T> _| EH$
gmb ~rVmH$a, nyU©V R>rH$ hmoH$a dmng _w§~B© AmVr h¡ Am¡a {\$a
go gŠg|g\$wb _m°S>b ~ZVr h¡& A~ dh Xoe _| hr Zht {dXoe _|
^r emoO - Q>m°na h¡& `hm± h_ XoIVo h¢ {H$ dhr _Ü`_dJu` {nVm
Omo AnZo ê${‹T>dmXr gmoM Ho$ H$maU ~oQ>r Ho$ _m°S>b ~ZZo Ho$ \$¡gbo
H$m {damoY H$aVm h¡& {\$a dhr {nVm AnZr Cg ~oQ>r H$mo ~mn H$m
_O~yV H§$Ym XoVm h¡ {Og na {ga aIH$a dh amo gHo$& Ohm± go dh
OrdZ H$s ZB© D$Om© boH$a EH$ ZB© ewê$AmV H$a gHo$& _oKZm Ho$
{nVm H$m g§dmX AmO Ho$ ~XbVo nwéf Am¡a ~XbVo {nVmAm| go
h_mam n[aM` H$admVm h¡- "Xm¡‹S> _| hma CgH$s Zht hmoVr Omo
{\$gb OmVm h¡, hma CgH$s hmoVr h¡ Omo {\$gbH$a Zht CR>Vm,
_oar ~oQ>r hmaoJr Zhr§&' `h dh {nVm h¡ {OgHo$ ^rVa H$m nwéf [ag
J`m h¡, ~Mm h¡ {g\$©$ {nVm& dh _m\$$s _m±JVm h¡ AnZr ~oQ>r go
CgHo$ gnZm| na ^amogm Zht H$aZo Ho$ {bE& Bg ZE {nVm H$mo
AnZr ~oQ>r na nyam ^amogm h¡& "dm{ng Om ~oQ>m, ỳ {db AMrd'&

\$¡eZ-dëS© _| O~ VH$ Amn Q>m°n na h¢ g~ AmnHo$
gmW h¢ Am¡a O¡go hr Amn ZrMo AmVo h¢ g~ Ny>Q>Vo OmVo h¡§& Bg
pñW{V _| OrdZ _| g~ Hw$N> hmoVm h¡ na H$moB© AnZm Zht hmoVm& Bg
AHo$bonZ H$mo ̂ aZo Ho$ {bE Bg dJ© H$s {ó`m± IwX H$mo Zeo _| Sw>~mo
boVr h¡§& Zeo _| Sy>~r gmoZmbr hmo `m _oKZm `m Ho$VZ _ohVm H$s
_m`m_o_ gmh~& I¡a "\$¡$eZ' H$m g§Xoe {~bHw$b gm\$$ h¡ {H$

EH$ ór H$mo AnZo gnZo nyam H$aZo Ho$ Xm¡amZ Mmho {OVZr ̂ r _w{íH$bm|
H$m gm_Zm H$aZm n‹S>o, Cgo IwX (ór) H$aZm hmoJm Am¡a A§VV:
`h {nV¥gÎmm em{gV ^maVr` g_mO CgH$s Bg CnbpãY na
~o_Z hr ghr, dmhdmhr Oê$a H$aoJm&

       "hramoBZ' (2012) _Ywa ̂ §S>maH$a AnZr àË òH$ {\$ë_
_| h_oem EH$ ZE {df` Ho$ gmW ZOa AmVo aho h¡§& ~ma - Jëg© Ho$
OrdZ na "Mm±XZr - ~ma' EH$ ór  Ho$ O~aZ amOZr{V _| KgrQ>o
OmZo na "gÎmm', gm_m{OH$ H$m ©̀H$Îmm©Am| Ed§ _r{S>`m _| ór H$s
pñW{V na "noO W«r', H$m°anmoaoQ> dëS>©  _| ór H$s Xw{Z`m na "H$m°anmoaoQ'
VWm \$¡$eZ dëS>©n _| _{hbm Ed§ nwéf _m°S>b Ho$ OrdZ na "\$¡eZ'
VWm ~m°brdwS> _| EH$ ñQ>ma A{^ZoÌr H$s pñW{V na "hramoBZ'
Am{X {\$ë_ CXmhaU ñdê$n h_mao gm_Zo h¡§&

AnZr {\$ë_  hramoBZ go _Ywa §̂S>maH$a EH$ ñQ>ma A{^ZoÌr
Ho$ H¡$[a`a Ho$ ½b¡_a Ed§ MH$mMm¢Y go h_mam n[aM` Vmo H$admVo hr
h¢, gmW hr gmW Bg à{g{Õ Ed§ à{Vð>m Ho$ A§Yoao nj go ̂ r h_mam
n[aM` hmoVm h¡& "hramoBZ' _| eJwâVm Or Ûmam _mhr go ò H$hZm
{H$- "emohaV {OVZm XoVr h¡ Cggo H$ht Á`mXm h_go N>rZ boVr
h¡& ½b¡_a H$s M_H$ _| h_| {XImB© Zht XoVm {H$ h_Zo {H$VZm
Imò m h¡ Am¡a O~ nVm MbVm h¡ V~ ~hþV Xoa hmo OmVr h¡&' {\$ë_H$ma
Ûmam ~m°brdwS> H$s MH$mMm¢Y Ho$ nrN>o Ho$ VëI A§Yoam| go h_mam
n[aM` H$amZo H$m à`mg h¡& Bg {\$$ë_ _| _w»` {H$aXma EH$
Zm{`H$m h¡ Omo gwnañQ>ma h¡& nwéf - àYmZ _w§~B© {\$ë_-CÚmoJ-
OJV _| dh EH$ gƒo ào_r H$s Vbme _| {XIVr h¡& AnZo eH$
H$s AmXV VWm Agwajm Ho$ ^md Ho$ H$maU dh H$^r ^r AnZo
[aíVm|  H$mo {Z^m nmZo _| Ag_W© {XIVr h¡& n[aUm_ñdê$n Cgo
g^r N>mo‹S> H$a Mbo OmVo h¡§& dh AHo$bo hmo OmVr h¡& AnZr
nhMmZ Nw>nmH$a Cgo Iwer {_b JB© h¡ Eogm Bg {\$ë_ H$m g§Xoe
h¡& `m{Z H$s EH$ ór ~m°brdwS> _| Q>m°n nmoOreZ na {~Zm
compromise Ho$ hmo hr Zht gH$Vr&

"hramoBZ' _| Vmo _mhr Zo g\$bVm Ho$ {bE Š`m Zht {H$`m& AnZr
à{VÛ§{Û H$s {\$ë_ h‹S>nZoHo$ {bE EH$ amOZoVm Omo CgH$s _m± H$m
nwéf-{_Ì ^r h¡ go _XX br Am¡a nmgnmoQ>© _| PyR>r C_« ~VmZo H$mo
boH$a Cgo {JaâVma H$adm {X`m& AnZo {H«$Ho$Q>a ã`m°̀ \o«§$S> go n¡adr
H$admH$a IwX Cg {\$ë_¡ H$s hramoBZ ~Zr& hX Vmo V~ hmo JB© O~
CgZo AnZo VWm Am ©̀Z Ho$ goŠgo dr{S>`mo (_OmH$ _| ~ZmE JE)
H$mo AnZo {\$ë_ Ho$ à_moeZ hoVw brH$ H$a {X`m& {\$ë_ _| EH$
OJh H$_|Q>ar _| `h H$hm ^r J`m h¡ {H$ Bg ½b¡_a B§S>ñQ´r _| H$m¡Z
\$m°S> Zht h¡?
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Cnamoº$ {\$ë_m| Ho$ H$B© Ñí`m| _| {\$ë_H$ma Zo ór Ho$ ê$‹T>
N>{d `m `m| H$h| {H$ ór H$mo h_oem ZH$mamË_H$ M[aÌ _| hr noe
{H$`m h¡& Hw$b {_bmH$a `h H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a
AnZr àË òH$ {\$ë_ _| EH$ Img g§Xoe XoVo h¢ Omo {ó`m| H$s ^mfm
_| Bg àH$ma h¡ - "My±{H$ _¢ b‹S>H$s/ór hÿ± Bg{bE _¢ ~war hÿ± Am¡a
Bg{bE _oar Zr`{V h¡ H$ï PobZm&'

Hw$b {_bmH$a `h H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a
Z`m {gZo_m Am§XmobZ H$s H$bmË_H$ nr‹T>r go H$bmË_H$Vm Am¡a
Iwbr AW©ì`mdñWm VWm ny±Or Ho$ àdmh go ZB© VH$ZrH$ Am¡a
^ì`VVm H$m g_mdoe AnZr {\$ë_mo§ _| H$aVo h¡§& do AnZr {\$ë_mo§
_| ór H$s Xw{Z`m H$mo H|$Ðr` {df` Ho$ ~Vm¡a aIVo h¡§& BZ {\$ë_mo| _|
do _{hbmAm| H$mo geº$ ŷ{_H$m _| Vmo aIVo h¢ qH$Vw Eogm Zht
H$hm Om gH$Vm {H$ CZH$s {\$ë_m|  H$s Zm{`H$mE± nwéfdmXr MoVZm
Ho$ {déÕ EH$ ór dmXr MoVZm H$s Z{`H$mE± h¡§& M`{ZV {\$ë_m| Ho$
AÜ``Z Ed§ {díbofU (ZmardmXr-Ñ{ï>H$moU) go à{V Cnamoº$
g§Xoem| Ho$ AmYma na `h H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a
AnZr {\$ë_m|  _|- ór -OrdZ H$s dmñV{dH$VmAm|, CgHo$
_Zmô md, AmH$m§jmAm| VWm Xmohao emofU H$mo ghr n[aàoú` _| Zht
{XIm nmVo h¢ n[aUm_ñdê$n CZH$s {\$ë_m| go nwéf-loð>Vm H$s
YmaUm H$mo ~b àXmZ hmoVm h¡ Am¡a ót H$mo Xmò _ XO} H$m ZmJ[aH$
~ZmE aIZo H$s g_mO H$s H$mo{ee H$mo gh`moJ {_bVm h¡&

_Ywa §̂S>maH$a  AnZr {\$ë_m|  Ho$ _mÜ`_ go ór H$s ê$‹T>
N>{d (stereotype image) H$mo Vmo‹S>Vo h¢, qH$Vw ~hþV MmbmH$s
go AnZr {\$ë_m| Ho$ A§V:Am»`mZ _| `h ^r {‹T>T>moam nrQ>Vo h¢ {H$
ê$‹T> N>{d go AbJ N>{d (non-stereotype image) {ó`m| Ho$
{bE IVaZmH$ h¡& XaAgb dmo Bg à`mg _| IwX EH$ ZE {H$ñ_
H$s ê$‹T> N>{d H$mo àmoS>çyg H$aZo bJVo h¡§& O¡go- CZH$s A{YH$m§e

geº$ Zm{`H$m AnZo àmo\$oeZ _| _m°S>b, {hamoBZ `m Bgr Vah H$s
_{hbmE± h¢ {OÝh| g_mO Bgr àH$ma XoIVm h¡& qhXr-{gZo_m Zo
{Og Vah go AmO VH$ {ó`m| Ho$ {MÌU H$mo Omo à{V_mZ
(paradigm) J‹T>m Wm dhr à{V_mZ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a ^r AnZr
{\$ë_m| _| J‹T>Vo h¡§& CZHo$ à{V_mZ _| H$moB© {dMbZ Zht {XImB©
XoVm& a¡{S>H$b \$¡{_{ZñQ>m| Zo ór H$s Omo N>{d J‹T>r h¡ R>rH$ Cgr Ho$
Amgnmg _Ywa §̂S>maH$a ^r AnZr Zm{`H$mAm| H$m {MÌU H$aVo
h¢ qH$Vw CZH$s {\$ë_m| Ho$ A§V:Am»`mZ _| ór H$mo CËnmX
(commodit)Ho$ ê$n _| namogZo H$s H$mo{ee ^r gm\$$ {XIVr h¡&
Eogm bJVm h¡ {H$ _Ywa §̂S>maH$a ^r {gZo_m Ho$ _w»` Û§Û (CgHo$
ì`dgm` hmoZo Am¡a H$bm hmoZo) Ho$ ~rM _| \$§gH$a, X~md _| h¢
Am¡a ór H$mo EH$ CËnmX (commodity) Ho$ ê$n _| hr namog aho h¢
Mmho dh namoj ê$n _| hr hmo&
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{hÝXr {\$ë_m| _o eha Am¡a g§ñH¥${V
({μ\$ë_H$ma _wOâ\$a Abr H$s {\$ë_m| Ho$ {deof g§X ©̂ _|)

_Zrf Hw$_ma O¡gb

emoYmWu, nrEM. S>r. àXe©ZH$mar H$bm {d^mJ,
_hmË_m Jm§Yr A§Vaamï´>r` qhXr {díd{dÚmb`, dYm©, _hmamï´>

g§nH©$ :- 9616730363

      nX} na {H$gr eha Am¡a g§ñH¥${V H$mo {XImZm {H$gr {ZX}eH$ Ho$ {bE Q>o‹T>r Ira hmoVr h¡ Š`mo§{H$ {ZX}eH$ H$mo Cg eha go CVZm hr Ow‹S>Zm

hmoVm h¡ O¡go Cg eha H$m {Zdmgr& {\$ë_m| _o eha H$mo {XImZo H$s na§nam H$m\$s nwamZr h¡ bo{H$Z eha Ho$ Zm_ na ~§~B© (_w§~B©) {X„r Ho$ Abmdm {H$gr
eha H$mo XoIZm _w{íH$b hmoVm Wm & bo{H$Z Yrao Yrao g_` ~Xbm Am¡a {ZX}eH$m| Zo N>moQ>o eham§o H$mo {\$ë_m| _o {XImZo H$s na§nam ewê$ H$s& Bgr H$‹S>r
_o EH$ Zm_ _wOâ\$a Abr H$m ^r h¡& {hÝXr {\$ë_ OJV _| _wOâ\$a Abr EH$ bãY-à{V{ð>V ì`{º$Ëd h¡§& EH$ g§doXZerb Am¡a gamoH$mar {\$ë_
{ZX}eH$ Ho$ ê$n _| CÝhmoZo VrZ XeH$ go Á`mXm H$m dº$ ^maVr` {gZo_m H$mo {X`m h¡&  gmW hr AnZr {d{eï> nhMmZ ^r A{O©V H$s h¡& gZ 1944
_| bIZD$ Ho$ EH$ amOgr n[adma _| OÝ_o _wOâ\$a H$s Vmbr_ Am¡a Va{~_V bIZD$ _| hr hþB©& Bgr dOh go bIZD$ Ho$ àmMrZ d¡̂ d Ed§
g_H$mbrZ _yë`m| H$mo CÝhmoZo ~ohX H$ar~ go OmZm g_Pm&  Bgr g_P Zo CZHo$ {\$ë_m| H$mo EH$ M_ËH$mar _m¡{bH$Vm go ZdmμOm& CZH$s ~ZmB© A{YH$m§e
{\$ë_m| _| bIZD$ h_| {H$gr nmÌ H$s Vah ZμOa AmVm h¡&  O~ H$^r bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ na ~Zr {\$ë_m| H$s ~mV hmoVr h¡ _Z _| nhbr N>{d
_wOâ\$a Abr H$s hr C^aVr h¡& CZH$s g~go nhbr {\$ë_ "J_Z', CZH$s hñVmja {\$ë_ "C_amd OmZ' Am¡a CZH$s EH$ AàX{e©V {\$ë_
"A§Ow_Z' BZ g^r {\$ë_m| _| bIZD$ AnZr _μO~yV _m¡OyXJr XμO© H$admVm h¡& hmbm§{H$ _wOâ\$a Abr Ho$ {\$ë_ OJV _| nXmn©U go nhbo ^r
bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ na Mm¡Xhdt H$m Mm§°X, nmbH$s, _oao _h~y~ Am¡a ~hÿ ~oJ_ O¡gr H$B© ~‹S>r {\$ë_| ~Zr h¢ bo{H$Z bIZD$ Ho$ g_mO H$m O¡gm
à^mdr {MÌU _wOâ\$a Abr H$s {\$ë_m| {deofH$a "J_Z', "C_amd OmZ' Am¡a "A§Ow_Z' _| {H$`m J`m d¡gm AÝ`Ì H$ht g§̂ d Zht hmo gH$m& Bg
emoY nÌ _o§ _wOâ\$a Abr H$s {\$ë_m| _§o eha Am¡a g§ñH¥${V Ho$ VËdmo H$mo OmZZo Am¡a naIZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s OmEJr VWm qhXr {gZo_m _o eha Am¡a
g§ñH¥${V H$mo _wOâ\$a Abr {H$VZm AnZr {\$ë_m| Ho$ O[a ò {XIm nm ò h§¡ `h A§Vd©ñVw {díbofU Ho$ Ûmam OmZZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s OmEJr&

~rO eãX :- qhXr {gZo_m _o§ eha, _wOâ\$a Abr, bIZD$ H$m g_mO&

{hÝXr {\$ë_ OJV _| _wOâ\$a Abr EH$ bãY-à{V{ð>V
ì`{º$Ëd h¡& EH$ g§doXZerb Am¡a gamoH$mar {\$ë_ {ZX}eH$ Ho$
ê$n _| CÝhm|Zo VrZ XeH$ go Á`mXm H$m dº$ ^maVr` {gZo_m H$mo
{X`m h¡& gmW hr AnZr {d{eï> nhMmZ ^r A{O©V H$s h¡& gZ
1944 _| bIZD$ Ho$ EH$ amOgr n[adma _| OÝ_o _wOâ\$a H$s
Vmbr_ Am¡a Va{~`V bIZD$ _| hr hþB©& Bgr dOh go bIZD$
Ho$ àmMrZ d¡̂ d Ed§ g_H$mbrZ _yë`m| H$mo CÝhm|Zo ~ohX H$ar~ go
OmZm g_Pm&

CZH$s ~ZmB© A{YH$m§e {\$ë_m| _| bIZD$ h_| {H$gr nmÌ
H$s Vah ZμOa AmVm h¡& O~ H$^r bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ na ~Zr
{\$ë_m| H$s ~mV hmoVr h¡ _Z _| nhbr N>{d _wOâ\$a Abr H$s hr
C^aVr h¡& CZH$s g~go nhbr {\$ë_ "J_Z', CZH$s hñVmja
{\$ë_ "C_amd OmZ' Am¡a CZH$s EH$ AàX{e©V {\$ë_ "A§Ow_Z'
BZ g^r {\$ë_m| _| bIZD$ AnZr _μO~yV _m¡OyXJr XμO© H$admVm
h¡&

hmbm§{H$ _wOâ\$a Ho$ {\$ë_ OJV _| nXmn©U go nhbo ^r
bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ na "Mm¡Xhdt H$m Mm§°X', "nmbH$s', "_oao

_h~y~' Am¡a "~hÿ ~oJ_' O¡gr H$B© ~‹S>r {\$ë_| ~Zr h¢ bo{H$Z
bIZD$ Ho$ g_mO H$m O¡gm à^mdr {MÌU _wOâ\$a Abr H$s
{\$ë_m| {deofH$a "J_Z', "C_amd OmZ' Am¡a "A§Ow_Z' _| {H$`m
J`m d¡gm AÝ`Ì H$ht g§̂ d Zht hmo gH$m&

J_Z _| amoμOr amoQ>r H$s Vbme _| AnZo dVZ bIZD$ Am¡a
n[adma go Xya hþE EH$ {ZåZ-_Ü` dJu` AmX_r H$s nr‹S>m h¡
bIZD$ ~ma ~ma dmng ~wbmVm h¡ bo{H$Z ~‹S>o eha H$m IyZr n§Om
Cgo dmng Zht AmZo XoVm& C_amd OmZ Zdm~r Ho$ Xm¡a dmbo bIZD$
H$mo {XImVr h¡ {Og_| \$¡μOm~mX H$s EH$ gmYmaU b‹S>H$s A_raZ
Ho$ bIZD$ H$s _ehÿa Vdm`\$$ C_amd OmZ AXm ~ZZo H$s XX©
^ar XmñVmZ h¡& Vrgar {\$ë_ A§Ow_Z bIZD$ Ho$ _Ü` dJu`
OrdZ H$m OrdÝV {MÌU H$aVr h¡& {MH$Z H$marJam| Ho$ emofU
g§Kf© Am¡a OrdZ H$mo {XImVr ò {\$ë_ hmbm§{H$ Am{YH$m[aH$
Vm¡a na [abrO Zht hmo gH$s Wr bo{H$Z AmO ^r bIZD$ Am¡a
bIZD$ Ho$ ~mha bIZD$ Ho$ Am_ OZOrdZ H$mo g_PZo Ho$ {bE
g~go Iy~gyaV {\$ë_ h¡&

bIZdr VhOr~, C_amd OmZ, aoIm Am¡a _wOâ\$a Abr
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ò Mmam| Eogo {H$aXma h¢, Omo OwXm hmoVo hþE ̂ r EH$-Xygao H$s nhMmZ
~Z MwHo$ h¡§& BZ Mmam| _| go EH$ H$m ^r {OH«$ hmo Vmo ~mH$s H$s
Vñdra IwX-~-IwX gm_Zo Am OmVr h¡& "C_amd OmZ' ~m°brdwS>
Ho$ {bE EH$ Eogm H¡$aoŠQ>a h¡, {Ogo énhbo nX} na CVmaZo H$s VrZ
~ma H$mo{ee H$s Om MwH$s h¡& VrZm| ~ma hr AnZo O_mZo H$s _ehÿa
A{^Zo{Ì`m| Zo Bg {H$aXma H$mo nX} na OrZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s,
bo{H$Z {Og Vah aoIm Zo "C_amd OmZ' H$mo {O`m h¡, em`X hr
H$moB© Bg {H$aXma H$mo Or gH$Vm h¡& C_amd OmZ Ho$ {H$aXma H$mo
A_a ~ZmZo dmbo \$¡eZ {S>OmBZa, S>m`aoŠQ>a-àmoS>çyga Am¡a
bIZD$ H$s gaO_t H$mo Xw{Z`m ^a _| _ehÿa H$aZo dmbo _wOâ\$a
Abr go O~ _oar ~mV hþB© Vmo ~VmVo h¡ {H$ aoIm H$s Am§Im| _| Img
H¡${\$`V h¡, Omo C_amd OmZ Ho$ {H$aXma go nyar Vah go _ob ImVr
Wr& CZH$s Am§Im| H$mo XoIH$a bJVm Wm {H$ dh Bg {H$aXma Ho$
gmW nyam B§gm\$$ H$a gH$Vr h¡§& C_amd OmZ H$m H¡$aoŠQ>a Wm {H$
{H$g VarHo$ go EH$ _mgy_ b‹S>H$s H$moR>o na AmVr h¡, H$B© ~ma
{JaVr-g§̂ bVr h¡ Am¡a {\$$a EH$ {H«$E{Q>d àmogog _| XmpIb
hmoVr h¡& _wOâ\$a Abr H$hVo h¢ {H$ _¢ g_PVm h°ÿ§ {H$ ~m°{bdwS>
H$mo d¡{ídH$ hmoZo H$s Oê$aV h¡& h_ A^r ^r {\$ë_m| Ho$ {Z_m©U _|
_Ü`dJu` _mZ{gH$Vm go D$na Zht CR> nmE h¢ {Og_| AmO H$s
VmarI _| IwX ~hþV ~Xbmd Am MwHo$ h¡§&

bIZD$ H$mo H$m\$s g§doXZerb Am¡a Iy~gyaV _mZZo dmbo
Abr gmh~ g§JrV, H${dVm, JObm|, em`ar H$mo {Xb Ny>Zo dmbr
H$bm _mZVo hþE 1857 Ho$ g_` go nhbo Ho$ bIZD$ H$mo BZ
{dYmAm§o go n[anyU© _mZVo h¡²§& _wOâ\$a Abr EH$ Eogo {μ\$ë_H$ma h¢
{OÝh| {\$ë_m| H$m {Z_m©U n¡gm H$_mZo Ho$ {bE Zht ~pëH$ AnZo
{dMmam§o Am¡a AnZo XX© H$mo g_mO Ho$ gm_Zo bmZo Ho$ {bE H$aVo h¡§&
BZHo$ Ûmam {ZX}{eV {\$ë_§o Bg ~mV H$s CXmhaU h¡§&

eoamo em`ar Ho$ Abmdm Abr gmh~ H$mo {MÌH$mar Am¡a
gy\$s g§JrVm| H$m ̂ r ~hþV em¡H$ ahm h¢ & AnZr {\$ë_m| H$s ñH¡$qMJ
CÝhmoZo IwX H$s & bIZD$ H$s gaO_r _o§ ~MnZ {~VmZo dmbo
_wOâ\$a Abr H$s {\$ë_o§ ^r bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ go nyar Vah
_ob ImVr ZOa AmVr h¡§& Mmho {\$a dmo CZH$s nhbr {\$ë_ "J_Z'
1978 Omo bIZD$ Ho$ nmg Ho$ Jm±d H$moQ>dmam H$s H$hmZr {Og_o
J«m_rU n[adma H$s {X¸$Vm| Am¡a ~‹S>o ehamo H$s Vah nbm`Z H$aZo
H$s ì`Wm H$mo CÝhm§oZo {XIm`m Bgr {\$ë_ _o CÝhm§oZo òo ^r {XIm`m
H$s ~‹S>o eha H$m IyZr n§Om Cgo {H$g Vah Ka dmng Zht OmZo
XoVm Am¡a dmo h_oem Ho$ {bE dhr H$m hmoH$a ah OmVm h¡§&

Xygar Am¡a BZH$s g~go Á`mXm M{M©V {\$ë_ "C_amd OmZ'

1857 Ho$ nhbo Ho$ bIZD$ H$s g§ñH¥${V Am¡a H$moR>o dm{b`m| Ho$
XX© H$s XmñVm± H$mo ~`m± H$aVr h¡§& AdY Ho$ Zdm~m§oH$s Zdm~r Am¡a
Cg Xm¡a Ho$ g_mO H$mo AnZr Bg {\$ë_ _o§ CÝhmoZo em`ar Am¡a
gy\$s JrVm§o Ho$ gmW noe {H$`m&

Vrgar Am¡a ^maV _o Am{YH$m[aH$ Vm¡a na àX{e©V Z hmoZo
dmbr {\$ë_ A§Ow_Z H$s H$hmZr _o§ dmo bIZD$ H$mo hr Cg A§Ow_Z
H$s ZOa _o XoIVo hþE nm ò JE h¢, EH$ nwamZo _H$mZ _o§ ah ahr
A§Ow_Z H$s Img {H$ñ_ H$s BÀN>mE± Am¡a EH$ Vah H$s M_H$ H$mo
{\$ë_ _o§ {XIm`m J`m h¢, Bg {\$ë_ H$m AmB{S>̀ m Vmo IwX _wOâ\$a
Abr H$m Wm {H$ÝVw {\$ë_ Ho$ H$WmZH$ H$mo amOZr{VH$ {dñVma
Am¡a g§X ©̂ XoZo Ho$ {bE CÝhmo§Zo AnZr nËZr gwhm{gZr go am` _edam
^r {H$`m& A§Ow_Z hmbm§{H$ ̂ maV _o [abrO Zht hþB© na {dXoemo§ _§o
bmoJmo Zo Bgo hmWm§o hmW {b`m Š`m§o{H$ {\$ë_ H$m {df` A§Vam©ï´>r`
n[aÑí` go H$m\$s {_bVm h¡, _oao ñd §̀ Ûmam {H$E JE gmjmËH$ma _o
CÝhm§oZo Bg {\$ë_ Ho$ ^maV _o [abrO Z hmoZo H$m H$maU {\$ë_ Ho$
àmoS>çyga H$s AnZr gmoM _mZr _mZr h¡§&

bIZD$ H$s H$bm, g§JrV ImZ nmZ, ì`dgm` VWm A{^dmXZ
Ho$ VarH$m| H$m AnZm EH$ Img A§XmO hmoVm h¡§& BZH$mo _wOâ\$$a Abr
Zo AnZr {\$ë_m| Ho$ _mÜ__ go {XIZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s h¡&

M`{ZV {\$ë_| :-

� "J_Z' 1978 :-  B§Q´rJoQ>oS> {μ\$ëåg Ho$ VËdmdYmZ _§o
~Zr 1978 _o ~Zr {\$$ë_ _wOâ\$$a Abr H$s {ZX}eZ H$s
nhbr {\$ë_ _mZr OmVr h¢ &{\$$ë_ AdY Ho$ g_mO Am¡a
dhm± H$s g§ñH¥${V H$mo Xem©Vr h¡§& AdY H$m g_mO Zdm~r
Am¡a emZmo-em¡H$V go n[anyU© _mZm OmVm ahm h¢ VWm BgHo$
à_mU ^r h_o XoIZo H$mo {_bVo h¡§&{\$ë_o g_mO H$mo  AmB©Zm
{XImZo _§o g~go Ah_ ^y{_H$m {Z^mVr h¡, Bgr VO© na
_wOâ\$$a Abr Zo Bg {\$ë_ H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m&

� "C_amd OmZ'$ 1981 :-  C_amd OmZ 1981 _| ~Zr
{hÝXr ^mfm H$s {\$ë_ h¡& `h {\$ë_ {_μOm© hmXr éñdm
(1857 go 1931) Ho$ CnÝ`mg C_amd OmZ "AXm' na
AmYm[aV h¡& Bg ~mV H$mo boH$a AmO ^r {ddmX h¡ {H$
C_amd OmZ H$moB© dmñV{dH$ M[aÌ Wm `m {\$$a {_μOm© hmXr
éñdm H$s H$ënZm&

� "A§Ow_Z' 1986 :-  bIZD$ H$s {MH$ZH$mar ì`dgm`
EH$ ~‹S>o VmZmemhr Xm¡a go JwOaZo Hr XmñVmZ H$mo O~
1986_o {μ\$ë_H$ma _wOâ\$a Abr Zo {\$ë_ A§Ow_Z _§o
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{XIm`m Vmo bmoJmo Zo  {damoY ̂ r {H$`m Am¡a Bg H$mo g|ga~moS>©
Zo ~¡Z H$a {X`m&

_wμOâμ\$a Abr Ûmam {ZX}{eV {\$ë_m| _§o bIZD$ Ho$ g_mO
H$m gyú_ AÜ``Z H$aZo na nm`m {H$ {Og Xm¡a _| BZH$s nhbr
{\$ë_ "J_Z' AmB© Cg Xm¡a Ho$ g_mO Am¡a BZH$s Xygar {\$ë_ `m
H$ho CZH$s hñVmja {\$ë_ "C_amd OmZ' _§o {XIm ò bIZD$ _|
g_mO VWm AàX{e©V {\$ë_ "A§Ow_Z' _o§ XoIo JE bIZD$ _§o
Omo g~go ~‹S>m A§Va h¢ dh AbJ-AbJ Xm¡a Ho$ bIZD$ Ho$
g_mO H$m {MÌU hr h¡&

XaAgb bIZD$ AnZo Amn _| dmo \$gmZm h¡ {Ogo {OVZm
gwZVo OmBE CVZm hr {XbMñn hmoVm OmVm h¡& Omo ^r BgH$m
~`mZ gwZmVm h¡, EH$ ZB© XmñVmZ gwZmVm h¡, EH$ eha {OgH$m
I`mb AmVo hr μOhZ _| VhμOr~ H$s e_mE°§ amoeZ hmo CR>Vr h¢,
{OgH$m {OH«$ {N>‹S>Vo hr {Xb H$s J{b`m§° JwbeZ hmo CR>Vr h¡§&
bIZD$ dmo {V{bñ_ h¡ {Og_| H¡$X hþAm e»g H$^r AmμOmX Zht
hmoZm MmhVm, Omo Xŵ m©½` Ho$ H$maU `hm°§ go {ZH$b ^r OmVo h¢ dmo
AnZr Am§Im| _| bIZD$ Ho$ _§μOa {bE ^Q>H$Vo h¢ Am¡a BgH$s
`mXm| H$mo AnZo H$boOo go haX_ bJmE ahVo h¡§&

dm{OX Abr emh Ho$ hdmbo go B{Vhmg Jdmh ahm h¡ {H$
Eogo XrdmZo Ohm°§ ̂ r OmVo h¢ EH$ Z`m bIZD$ ~gm XoVo h¢, bIZD$
dmbo H$ht ^r ah| bIZdr AmXm~ H$^r Zht ŵbmVo& Bgr YmaUm
go EH$X_ _ob ImVr 1978 _§o ~Zr {\$ë_ J_Z _§o Abr gmh~
Zo EH$ ì`{º$ "Jwbm_' Omo amoOr amoQ>r H$_mZo Ho$ {bE AnZm eha,
AnZm n[adma N>mo‹S> Cgo ~‹S>o eha H$s Va\$$ OmZm hmoVm h¡ Am¡a
{\$a AmpIa VH$ dmo AnZo eha H$mo {Xb H$m {Xb _o ~gm ò hr ah
OmVm h¡ na ~‹S>o eha H$m IyZr n§Om Am¡a amoOr amoQ>r Ho$ Omb _§o
μ\$gm Jwbm_ Ka AmZo Ho$ {bE VagVm ahVm h¡, Jwbm_ Ho$ gmW
gmW `hr g_ñ`m bJ^J nyao J«m_rU bIZD$ Ho$ _Ü__ dJu`
g_ñ`m H$s ^r Wr {Ogo {\$ë_ _§o Jwbm_ d CgHo$ n[adma H$mo
Ho$pÝÐV H$aVo hþE {XIm`m J`m h¡&

dht 1981 _§o bIZD$ H$s _ehÿa Vdm μ̀\$$ "C_amd OmZ
AXm' na ~Zr {\$ë_ C_amd OmZ _o _wOâ\$a Abr Zo 1857 Ho$
Amg nmg Ho$ bIZD$ Ho$ g_mO _§o _{hbmAm| H$s pñW{V, Zdm~m|
Ho$ em¡H$, g§JrV Ho$ à{V {XbMñnr, VWm Cg Xm¡a Ho$ JμOb, eoam|
em`ar, _§o bmoJmo Ho$ bJmd H$mo noe {H$`m & hmbm§{H$ _ehÿa Vdm μ̀\$$
C_amd na ~Zr {\$ë_ _§o C_amd OmZ H$mo Ho$pÝÐV H$a Vdm μ̀\$m|
H$s {ZOr qμOXJr go Ow‹S>o gdmbm| H$mo CR>mZo H$m à`mg {H$`m&
1986 _o ~Zr {\$ë_ "A§Ow_Z' _§o Zã~o Ho$ XeH$ _o bIZD$ Ho$

_Ü` dJu` g_mO Ho$ OrdZ VWm {MH$Z H$marJam| Ho$ emofU H$s
H$hmZr ~VmVr h¡ & d¡go {\$ë_ ̂ maV _§o Vmo [abrO Zht hmo nm`r na
_wOâ\$a Abr go {bE gmjmËH$ma _o CÝhm§oZo {\$ë_ A§Ow_Z Ho$
{dXoem| _o àX{e©V  hmoZo H$s ~mV ñdrH$mar h¡ &

dmñVd _| bIZD$ AnZr g_¥Õ gm§ñH¥${VH$ {damgV H$mo
öX` go bJmE hþE AnZo g_` go H$X_ {_bm ahm h¡, {Og Vah
ha {XZ ì`{º$ Ho$ H$n‹S>o ~XbZo _mÌ go CgH$s AmË_m _| H$moB©
n[adV©Z Zht hmoVm Bgr Vah g_` Ho$ AZwgma Bg eha _| hþE
V_m_ ~mhar n[adV©Zm| Ho$ ~mX ^r bIZD$ H$s ê$h Am¡a CgHo$
{H$aXma _| μOam ^r VãXrbr Zht hþB© h¡& bIZD$ AJa ~Xbm ^r
h¡ Vmo ~ohVar Ho$ {bE ~Xbm h¡ &

{hÝXr {gZo_m _o bIZD$ H$s CnpñW{V H$s Vmo nhbo go hr
"Mm¡Xhdt H$m Mm§°X', "nmbH$s', "_oao _h~y~', "~hÿ ~oJ_' Am¡a
"eVa§O Ho$ pIbm‹S>r' O¡gr ~‹S>r {\$ë_o§ ~Z MwH$s h¢ BgHo$ ~mdOyX
AJa H$moB© bIZD$ H$s n¥ð> ŷ{_ na H$moB© {\$ë_ XoIZm MmhoJm Vmo
CgH$s Ow~mZ na g~go nhbo _wOâ\$a Abr H$s "C_amd OmZ'
H$m Zm_ AmVm h¡ &

{\$ë_ _§o à`moJ {H$E JE AdYr g§dmX, Rw>_ar, _{g©̀ o,
Zdm~r amOR>mQ>, doe ̂ yfm, ImZ nmZ, JμOb, eoamo em`ar _w»`V…
{\$ë_ J_Z _§o _IXy_ _mo{hCÔrZ H$s JμOb AmnH$s `mX AmVr
ahr amV ^a Am¡a {\$ë_ A§Ow_Z _§o _ehÿa em`a \$¡O Ah_X \$¡O
Am¡a eha`ma H$s JμOb|  CZ {\$ë_m| H$s g\$bVm H$m H$maU h¢
{Ogo {\$ë_ H$s A{^ZoÌr e~mZm AmμO_r Zo AnZr AmdmO Zo
Jm`m h¡& dht hmXr égdm Ho$ CnÝ`mg C_amdOmZ AXm na
AmYm[aV {\$ë_ C_amd OmZ _§o Agb qμOXJr _§o C_amd Ho$ H$ho
eoamo H$m BñVo_mb {\$ë_ H$mo AnZr nhMmZ XoVm h¡§&

_wOâ\$a Abr H$m ì`{º$Ëd Am¡a H¥${VËd nyar Vah go
bIZD$ Ho$ {bE g_{n©V ahm h¡& bIZD$ Ho$ XX© Am¡a AdY H$s
g§ñH¥${V Ho$ XrdmZo _wOâ\$$a gmh~ h_oem AnZr {μ\$ë_H$mar go
bIZD$ `m H$ho nyao AdY H$s emZmo em¡H$V H$mo AmO ^r qOXm
~ZmE aIZo H$s nyar H$mo{ee H$s h¡&

EH$ em`a O~mZ go -
E ehao - bIZD$ VwPo _oam gbm_ h¡&
Voam hr Zm_ Xygam, OÞV H$m Zm_ h¡&&

g§X ©̂ -

� gha gm{XH$m Zdm~, bmoH${à` em`a, _Oê$h gwëVmZ nwar,
g§ñH$aU 2002 dmUr àH$meZ, ZB© {X„r &
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� àdrZ _moJoe,nrbr H$moR>r, g§ñH$aU 2010, gwb^ àH$meZ,
bIZD$

� àdrZ _moJoe, Sy>~Vm AdY, V¥Vr` g§ñH$aU 2010, gwb^
àH$meZ ,bIZD$

� àdrZ _moJoe , bIZD$ Zm_m,MVwW© g§ñH$aU 2011, ^maV
~wH$ g|Q>a, bIZD$

� n§{S>V àH$me, Jm{b~, ZdrZ g§ñH$aU 2012, {hÝX nmHo$Q>
~wH$, ZB© {X„r

� {Vdmar A^`, ê$_r, ZdrZ g§ñH$aU 2012, {hÝX nmHo$Q>
~wH$, ZB© {X„r

� Ho$gdmZr amOHw$_ma, OhmZ - E- ê$_r g§ñH$aU 2007 ,
dmUr àH$meZ ZB© {X„r

� {gÔrH$s eH$sb, nwamZm bIZD$,g§ñH$aU 2007 ̂ maV ~wH$
g|Q>a bIZD$

� http://janhitnewslcom/national/72-raiskhanraaj

� http://khabardarsahrilblogspotlin/2013/03/blog-
post_12lhtml

� http://kamalkiqalamselblogspotlin/2012/09/blog
post_15lhtml

� http:/ /akshaymann lblogspot l in/2013/06/blog

postlhtml

n{ÌH$mE± -

� ~hþdMZ, {gZo_m Ho$ gm¡ gmb, g§nmXH$ AemoH$ {_l àH$meZ
dYm© {hÝXr {díd{dÚmb` A§H$ Aºy$~a - {Xg§~a 2013

� ~hþdMZ, {gZo_m Ho$ gm¡ gmb, g§nmXH$ AemoH$ {_l àH$meZ
dYm© {hÝXr {díd{dÚmb` A§H$ OZdar - _mM© 2014

� ~hþdMZ, {gZo_m Ho$ gm¡ gmb, g§nmXH$ AemoH$ {_l àH$meZ
dYm© {hÝXr {díd{dÚmb` Aà¡b -OyZ 2013

� h§g, g§nmXH$ amO|Ð `mXd, A§H$  \$adar 2013, A{V{W
g§nmXH$s` {gZo_m H$s ~mV ZB© {X„r

� b_hr, g§nmXH$ F$pËdH$ am`, A§H$ OwbmB© -{gV§~a 2010
àH$meZ Jmo_Vr ZJa bIZD$ g§nmXH$s` (ñH«sZßbo ;
AmewVmof nmR>H$)

� n[aH$Wm, g§nmXH$ S>m° Zm_da qgh, ẁdm {gZo_m A§H$ Zd§~a
- {Xg§~a 2011

� ^maVr` {gZo_m H$m g\$aZm_m, g§nmXZ àH$meZ {d^mJ, ZB©
{X„r
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{~_b am°̀  H$s {\$ë_m| _| {dMmaYmam

^JdV àgmX nQ>ob

emoYmWu, nrEM.S>r. H$_am Z§-18, JmoaI nm§S>o N>mÌmdmg,
 _hmË_m Jm±Yr A§Vam©ï´>r` qhXr {díd{dÚmb`, dYm©, _hmamï´>

g§nH©$: 8308353537
     B© _ob : bhagwatdfsgmail.com

{~_b am°̀  Ho$ {\$ë_m| go h_| nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ do {H$gr EH$ ̀ m Img {dMmaYmam _| ~§YH$a H$m_ H$aZo Ho$ H$m`b Zht Wo, ~pëH$ do gm_m{OH$
gm§ñH¥${VH$ Am¡a Z¡{VH$ (Xwa) XemAm| na ̂ anya àhma H$aZo na ̀ H$sZ H$aVo Wo& AnZr {\$ë_m| _| do nr‹S>m Am¡a nr{‹S>V Ho$ à{V JhZ, AmË_r` g§doXZm
Am¡a ghmZŵ y{V àX{e©V H$aVo hþE ZμOa AmVo h¡§& hmbm±{H$, `h {~_b am°̀  Ho$ ˜mg H$bmË_H$ AmXe© h¢ {H$ Qy>Q>o ì`{º$ H$s bmMmaJr _| {Zamem H$m
KQ>mQ>mon Zht {XImVo, ~pëH$ BZ pñW{V`m| H$mo do EH$ ZE g_mO H$s {Z{_©{V H$s bm¡ {XImZo Ho$ {bE aMVo h¡§ {~_b am°̀  Zo AnZo {ZX}eZ _| ~ZZo dmbr
nhbr {\$ë_ go hr CÝhm|Zo ̀ h gm\$$ H$a {X`m Wm H$s CZH$m CÔoí` OZmoÝ_wIr {gZo_m ~ZmZm h¡& {~_b am°̀  _ybJm_r g_mOdmXr {μ\$ë_H$ma Zht Wo,
bo{H$Z CZH$s {μ\$ë_| Bg ~mV {H$ Jdmh h¢ {H$ do EH$ Eogo g_mO Ho$ njYa Wo Ohm± {H$gr Vah H$s J¡a-~am~ar Z hmo Am¡a {H$gr H$mo {H$gr Vah go
emo{fV Am¡a CËnrS>Z Z {H$`m Om`& AnZo Bg gmoM Ho$ H$maU CÝhm|Zo ór, X{bV, Am{Xdmgr Am¡a μJar~ {H$gmZ Ho$ gmW {H$ ò OmZo dmbo ôX^md
Ho$ {damoY _| {μ\$ë_| ~ZmB©&

~rO eãX :-  {~_b am°̀  H$s {μ\$ë_| _mZdVmdmX Ed§ gm_m{OH$ `WmW©&

"{dMmaYmam OrdZnÕ{V H$mo g§Mm{bV Am¡a {ZX}{eV H$aZo
dmbo {dMmam| H$s g_w{MV ì`dñWm h¡& Hw$N> Img {dMmaYmam Ho$
g§X^© _| {dMmaYmam H$mo "{dMmam| H$m {dkmZ' _mZm J`m h¡&
"{dMmaYmam Ho$ gm_mÝ` {gÕm§Vm| Am¡a {d{eï> {H$ñ_ Ho$ éPmZm| _|
μ\$H©$ H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡& gm_mÝ` {gÕmÝV EH$
Eo{Vhm{gH$ {dH$mg_mZVm H$s ghO n¡XmBe hmoVo h¢ O~{H$ {d{eï>
éPmZ B{Vhmg - {Z_m©U H$s à{H«$`m _| gH$mamË_H$ hñVjon H$aZo
Am¡a na§namJV Am¡a àM{bV gm_m{OH$ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo ~XbZo Ho$
{bhmO go g{H«$`Vm Am¡a ì`dpñWV kmZ H$m n[aUm_ hmoVo h¡§&

    "{dMmaYmam' eãX Ed§ BgH$s n[a^mfm \«$m§grgr à~moYH$
Ed§ {dÛmZ XogVV X Jogr Ho$ Zm_ go Ow‹S>r hþB© h¡ {OÝhm|Zo g~go
nhbo `h H$hm Wm {H$ "gm_m{OH$ Ed§ amOZr{VH$ {dMmam| H$m
g§gma kmZ Ho$ AnZo n¥WH$ {d^mJ H$mo {Z{_©V H$aVm h¡ Omo {H$
ñd §̀ VH©$ H$m AZwgaU H$aVm h¡ VWm {Og_| ñd §̀ Ho$ {gÕmÝV Ed§
{Z`_ hmoVo h¢, `mZr Omo AñV-ì`ñV {dMmam| H$m Kmb-_ob Zht
hmoVm A{nVw {Z{íMV Ed§ AH$mQ>ç {Z`_m| go g§Mm{bV hmoVm h¡&'

Bg àH$ma {dMmaYmam Ho$ n[anoú` g_` Am¡a g_mO gmnoj
hmoVo h¢ AV…CZ_| J{V_mZVm hmoVr h¡& g¥OZerbVm ^r g_` Am¡a
g_mO gmnoj hmoVr h¢ Am¡a Cg_| ^r J{VerbVm hmoVr h¡& {~_b
am°̀  H$s {\$ë_m| _| `h n‹S>Vmb {H$`m OmEJm {H$ CÝhm|Zo {OZ
g_` Am¡a g_mO Ho$ g§X^m] H$mo CR>m`m h¡ Cg_| {H$g Vah H$s
J{V_mZVm h¡&

CZH$s nhbr {\$ë_ "CX òa nmWo' Omo qhXr _| "h_amhr' Zm_
go AmB© {Og_| emofH$ Am¡a emo{fV H$s H$Wm h¡& Bg {\$ë_ _|
emofH$ Am¡a emo{fV H$m Û§Û gm\$$ C^aVm h¡, Omo g_mOdmXr
gmoM H$mo Xem©Vr h¡& "n[aUrVm' EH$ ào_H$Wm na AmYm[aV {\$ë_
h¡& Bg {\$ë_ _| ào_ H$mo ñdrH¥${V àmá h¡&

"{~amO ~hÿ' _| {~_b am°̀  Zo g_mO Ho$ ~XgyaV nhbwAm|
H$mo COmJa {H$`m h¡& {\$ë_ _| {~amO ~hÿ {ZXm}f h¡ bo{H$Z EH$
nwéf Cg na AË`mMma H$aVm h¡& Xygam nwéf, Omo CgH$m n{V h¡,
Cgo {\$a go ñdrH$ma H$aZo go _Zm H$aVm h¡& "naI'{\$ë_ ^maV
H$s MwZmdr amOZr{V na VrIm ì §̀½` H$aVr h¡& "~§{XZr' H$s ór
_mZdr` H$mo_bVmAm| AmoVàmoV h¡ O~{H$ g_mO CgHo$ gmW
A_mZdr` h¡& {\$ë_ "Xmo ~rKm μO_rZ' _| dUm©Ë_H$ e¡br _|
e{º$embr N>{d`m| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go {MÌm§{H$V Ed§ _wI[aV hþB©, gmar
~wamB`m± VËH$mbrZ gm_m{OH$-amO{Z{VH$ OrdZ _| ApñVËd_mZ
h¡§ & Xmo gmb go gyIm n‹S>m h¡, μO_t \$Q> JB© h¡& gmb ^a ImZo Ho$
{bE n`m©á AÞ CËnÞ Zht hmoVm Vmo Xmo gmb H¡$go H$mQ>|Jo? Eogr
pñW{V _| _hmOZ Am¡a O_rXma h¢, Omo H$O© XoVo h¢, ~Xbo _| ~oJma
H$amVo h¡§& gm_§VdmX A^r ^r qOXm h¡& D$na go ny§Orn{V H$m ŷV
^r gdma hmo ahm h¡& H¡$gm XmoZm| Ho$ ~rM H$m g§H«$_U h¡& ~rM _|
{H$gmZ {ng ahm h¡& {\$ë_ Ho$ ~rM ~mVMrV go nVm MbVm h¡ {H$
~rM _| e§̂ y H$s Xmo ~rKm μO_rZ H$mo N>mo‹S>H$a ~mH$s gmar μO_rZ
μO_rXma H$s h¡§& ñdVÝÌ ̂ maV _| O_tXmar CÝ_ybZ H$m Š`m _Vb~
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ah J`m O~ {H$gmZm| Ho$ nmg AnZr μO_rZ| Zht hmo§ & [H$gmZ
O_tXma H$s μO_rZ OmoVVo h¢ CËnmXZ H$m ~‹S>m ̂ mJ CÝht H$mo Xo XoVo h¡§&
{H$VZm ~‹S>m emofU h¡& {H$gmZm| H$mo μO_rZ| {_bZo H$s OJh {N>Z ahr
h¡§& {\$ë_ Ho$ Amaå^ go μO_rXma Ho$ Ka na e§̂ y H$s CnpñW{V VH$,
gm_§VdmX H$s A_mZdr`Vm COmJa hmoVr h¡& ̀ ht nVm MbVm h¡ {H$
μH$μO© Ho$ ~Xbo ~oJma H$am`m OmVm h¡& `ht na, Bgr Jm±d _| \$¡ŠQ́r
~ZoJr, dh ̂ r OmoV Ho$ μO_rZ na H¡$gr {dS>å~Zm h¡, Zohê$ EH$ Va\$$
ImÚmZ ~‹T>mZm MmhVo h¢ Am¡a Xygar Va\$$, μO_rZ H$mo \$¡ŠQ́r {ZJb
ahr h¡& \$¡ŠQ́r Š`m| CnOmD$ μO_rZ _| bJmB© Om ahr h¡ dmo ^r {H$gr
{ZOr CÚ_ H$s& `hr H$hmZr e§̂ y H$s h¡& dh H$bH$Îmm OmVm h¡
AnZr {Jadr μO_rZ ~MmZo Ho$ {bE H$_mZo& {~_b am°̀  Xe©H$m| H$mo
e§̂ y Ho$ gmW H$bH$Îmm bo AmVo h¢ Am¡a dhm°§ H$s J{V{d{Y`m°§ {XImVo
h¡§& dhm§° B§gmZ Am¡a B§gmZ Ho$ ~rM Kmoa Ag_mZVmE§° ì`má h¡& EH$
Va\$$ D$§Mr AÅ>m{bH$mE°§ h¢ Vmo Xygar Va\$$ EH$ N>V go ^r _hé_
bmoJ h¢, Ohm°§ Vhm°§ amV JwOmaZo Ho$ {bE {dde h¡§& amoO H$_mZo-ImZo
dmbm| Ho$ nmg Pmon{‹S>̀ m°§ h¡§& gånÞ bmoJm| _| g§doXZmE§ Zht h¢, Jar~m|
_| Xygao Ho$ {bE g§doXZm ̂ ar n‹S>r h¡ naÝVw Xm¡bV {d{hZ h¡§& EH$-Xygao
Ho$ gwI-XwI _| gmW h¡§& gånÞ bmoJ Jar~m| Ho$ gmW OmZdam| O¡gm
ì`dhma H$aVo h¡§&

    {~_b am°̀  H$s "gwOmVm' {\$ë_ g_mO _| ì`má ANy>V
O¡gr {KZm¡Zr gm_m{OH$ ~r_mar Ho$ CÝ_ybZ go gå~§{YV h¡& `h
CÝ_ybZ Jm±Yr Ho$ ANy>VmoÕma AmÝXmobZ go ào[aV h¡& ̂ maVr` g_mO
_| ANy>V O¡gr g_ñ`m hμOmam| gmb go ì`má h¡& `h Om{V-àWm
Ho$ ~~©a, Agä` Am¡a A_mZdr` g§aMZm H$s XoZ h¡ {H$ `h Bg
Vah go OohZ _| g_m MwH$s h¡ {H$ BgHo$ CÝ_ybZ Ho$ {bE H$B©
eVmpãX`m± bJ JBª {\$a ^r BgH$m O‹S> go CÝ_ybZ Zht hmo nm`m&
`h ^maV Ho$ g_mO H$s Img àd¥{Îm h¡& Bgr H$‹S>r _| ~§Jmb Ho$
H$WmH$ma gw~moY Kmof H$s H$hm{Z`m| na ~§Jmb Am¡a qhXr _| H$B©
{\$ë_| ~Z MwH$s h¡§& {\$ë_ 1959 _| AmB© H$hmZr nhbo hr hr
{bIr Om MwH$s Wr& Jm±Yr H$s hË`m hþE A^r Xg hr gmb hþE Wo&
Nw>AmNy>V H$s g_ñ`m A^r {dÚ_mZ Wr& {~_b am°̀  H$s AmË_m
Bg A_mZdr`Vm go μOê$a AmhmV Wr, V^r CÝhm|Zo Eogo {df` na
BVZr geº$, gmW©H$ Am¡a _hËdnyU© H$hmZr ~ZmB©& H$hmZr Eogr
Wr {H$ H$Å>an§Wr VmH$V| ^r Bg {\$ë_ H$m {damoY Zht H$a gH$Vr
Wt Š`m|{H$ gwOmVm n¡Xm Vmo "ANy>V' Ho$ Ka _| hþB© h¡ na nbr ~‹T>r
gdU© Ho$ Ka _| h¡& n[adma Ho$ à{V CgHo$ g_n©U H$s EH$ {_gmb
Am¡a XoIZo H$mo {_bVr h¡ O~ dh Mmê$ Ho$ ZmamO hmoZo Ho$ ~mdOyX,
MmoQ> bJZo na Cgo AnZm IyZ XoVr h¡& CgH$m BVZm Ë`mJ bmoJm|
Ho$ öX` H$mo n[ad{V©V H$a XoVm h¡& bmoJ Cgo {Xb go AnZm boVo

h¡²§& Nw>AmNy>V H$m àoV ̀ hm±, _Zwî`Vm Ho$ AmJo KwQ>Zo Q>oH$ XoVm h¡& ̀ h
Om{V-ì`dñWm Ho$ VmËH$m{bH$ namO` O¡gm h¡, Š`m|{H$
XrK©H$mbrZ Vm¡a go Om{V-ì`dñWm H$mo V~ VH$ namñV Zht {H$`m
Om gH$Vm, O~ VH$ {H$ CgH$m nyar Vah go, ha ê$n _|, OohZ Ho$
^rVa VH$ go, CÝ_ybZ Zht hmoVm h¡& Agb _m`Zo _|, _mZdVm H$s
ñWmnZm H$m _mJ© Vmo V^r Iwb gHo$Jm&

{~_b am°̀  Nw>AmNy>V Xya H$aZo Ho$ {bE OmVr` Apñ_Vm Ho$
g§Kf© H$m H$ht à`moJ Zht H$aVo& Omo g§Kf© h¡ dh gdUm| H$m
Amngr g§Kf© h¡ dh ^r d¡Mm[aH$& `hm± Z H$moB© IbZm`H$ h¡, Z
H$moB© Zm`H$& {\$a ^r H$hmZr _| g§Kf© h¡, Û§Û h¡& g§Kf© Am¡a ÛÛ
_mZdVm H$mo ñWm{nV H$aZo Ho$ {bE h¡§& BgH$s EH$ AÝ` ì`m»`m
`h h¡ {H$ OmVr- ì`dñWm Ho$ pIbm\$$ àmW{_H$ Vm¡a na g§Kf©
"gdUm]' H$mo hr H$aZm hmoJm, Š`m|{H$ Bg {KZm¡Zr Am¡a A_mZdr`
àWm H$mo hOmam| gmb go BÝht dUm] Am¡a dJm] Zo AnZo {hVm| Ho$
{bE Am¡a {hVm| Ho$ AZwHy$b ̂ r {Z{_©V {H$`m h¡& X{bV Vmo na§namJV
Vm¡a go ôX^md, An_mZ Am¡a d§MZm H$s Bg Hw$pËgV ar{V Ho$

ŵº$^moJr h¡§& Agbr g§Kf© Vmo CÝh| H$aZm hmoJm Omo BgHo$ OZH$,
AJwAm Am¡a bm^mWu aho h¡§& CÝh| hr AnZr _mZ{gH$Vm _|
VãXr{b`m± bmZr hm|Jr&

"XodXmg' {\$ë_ H$s H$hmZr eaVM§X Ho$ XodXmg Zm_H$
CnÝ`mg go br J`r h¡ Omo Qy>Q>Vo gm_§Vr ì`dñWm Ho$ `WmW© H$m
{MÌU H$aVr h¡& ò H$hmZr ì`dñWm Ho$ à{V nmR>H$m| Ho$ _Z _|
Z\$aV n¡Xm H$aVr h¡& {~_b am°̀  "XodXmg' H$s H$hmZr Ho$ _mÜ`_
go _mZdr`Vm Ho$ {bE A_mZdr`Vm H$m à{Vq~~ H$aVo h¡§& EH$
Eogr A_mZdr`Vm Omo ì`{º$ H$mo ~~m©Xr Ho$ amñVo na bo OmVr h¡&
bmoJm| H$mo ~o~e qOXJr OrZo Ho$ {bE {dde H$aVr h¡& Bg gm_§Vr
ì`dñWm _| ì`{º$ AnZm OrdZgmWr AnZr _Ou go Zht MwZ
gH$Vm& ò ^r _m§° ~mn hr V` H$aVo h¢ {H$ {H$gH$s emXr {H$gHo$
gmW hmoZm h¡& emXr {Z^mZm ~g b‹S>Ho$-b‹S>{H$`m| H$m Y_© h¡&
nmamo ^r Bgr J{h©V _yë` H$s {eH$ma hmoVr h¡& O~ AYo‹S> C_« Ho$
EH$ {dYwa O_tXma go dh ã`mh Xr OmVr h¡& dmo B§H$ma Zht H$a
gH$Vr& EH$ ór H$m Y_© h¡ n{V H$mo, CgHo$ n[adma H$mo Iwe
aIZm& nmamo ^r Bgr H$mo{ee _| Ë`mJ H$s _y{V© O¡go {XZ amV bJr
ahVr h¡& XodXmg _m°§-~mn H$s BÀN>mAm| Ho$ pIbm\$$ Zht Om gH$Vm&
A~ Cgo Ka AÀN>m Zht bJVm& nmamo H$s `mX gVmVr h¡ bo{H$Z
{H$grgo Hw$N> H$h ^r Zht gH$Vm& dmo AnZo Amn _| KwQ>Vm h¡&
g_mO H$m S>a h¡& dmo nmamo H$mo ŷbZm MmhVm h¡ bo{H$Z ŷb Zht
nmVm& H$bH$Îmm _| BgH$m gmWr Cggo M§Ð_wIr Ho$ nmg bo OmVm
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h¡ {\$a ^r nmamo H$s `mX CgH$m nrN>m Zht N>mo‹S>Vr& nmamo H$s `mX
H$mo ŷbmZo Ho$ {bE dmo eam~r hmo OmVm h¡&

gm_§Vr _yë`m| Ho$ AZwgma ór EH$ dñVw h¡& emXr H$aHo$
{nVm Ûmam nwÌr H$m dñVw H$s ^m°§{V XmZ {H$`m OmVm h¡& ór H$mo
n{dÌ hmoZm Mm{hE& n{dÌVm Ho$ _mZX§S> {Z{íMV h¡§& ̀ m¡{ZH$ n{dÌVm
gdm©{YH$ àM{bV Y_© h¡& d¡dm{hH$ OrdZ H$m {H$gr ^r hmb _|
EH$ hr nwéf go g§~§Y hmoZm Mm{hE& dmo {g\$©$ CgH$m n{V hmo
gH$Vm h¡& nwéfm| Ho$ {bE gm_§Vr g§aMZm _| R>rH$ BgHo$ {dnarV
_yë` h¡ dmo h¡ doí`mJ_Z& doí`m n¡go dmbm|, O_tXmam| H$s emZm|
em¡H$V Ho$ {bE _Z~hbmd H$s dñVw h¡& Ka _| nËZr h¡, ~mha Am¡a
{ó`m°§ h¢ {Ogo dh doí`m Zm_ XoVm h¡& nwéf Ho$ {bE n{dÌVm,
An{dÌVm H$m H$moB© _mZX§S> Zht h¡& CgHo$ {bE gmao Hw$H$_© d¡Y
h¡§& doí`m H$m g_mO _| H$moB© gå_mZ Zht h¡& dh hò  Ñ{ï> go XoIr
OmVr h¡& bo{H$Z {~_b am°̀  Zo {\$ë_ _| ~‹S>r Hw$ebVm go Eogr
_{hbmAm| H$s H$mo_b Am¡a JhZ ^mdZmAm| H$mo C^mar h¡& dmo ^r
{H$gr H$mo ß`ma H$a gH$Vr h¡& CZHo$ A§Xa ^r ß`ma Ho$ OÁ~mV
hmoVo h¡§& dmo ^r gmoMVr h¡ {H$ gwhmJZ ~Zo& M§Ð_wIr XodXmg Ho$
à^md _| AmH$a ZmMZo JmZo H$m Y§Ym N>mo‹S> XoVr h¡& dmo Jm§d _|
OmH$a ahZo bJVr h¡& dhm§ XodXmg Cggo {_bZo Zht AmVm Vmo
XodXmg Ho$ à{V CgH$m ß`ma {\$$a Cgo H$bH$Îmm ItM bmVm h¡&

{\$ë_ _| aMo J ò M[aÌm| H$m _mZdr` nj, CZH$s _mZdr`
H$_Omo[a`m§ ^r ~‹S>o H$bmË_H$ T>§J Am¡a Hw$ebVm go C^aVm h¡&
XodXmg gm_§Vr g§ñH$ma go ~moPJ«ñV h¡& bo{H$Z dmo ~JmdV Zhr
H$a nmVm& dmo AnZo _| hr A§Xa A§Xa KwQ>Vm ahVm h¡& AË`{YH$
eam~ godZ go dmo ~r_ma hmo OmVm h¡& XodXmg M§Ð_wIr H$mo Vmo ß`ma
H$aZo bJVm h¡ bo{H$Z Cgo gmW bo MbZo H$m gmhg Zht H$a
nmVm& dh gμ\$$a _| AHo$bo {ZH$bVm h¡&

{~_b am°̀  {XImVo h¢ {H$ XodXmg AnZr qOXJr H$s AmpIar
K‹S>r _| nmamo Ho$ `hm§° OmVm h¡ Ohm§° nmamo Ho$ n{V Ho$ _hb Ho$ AmJo
CgH$m X_ Qy>Q> OmVm h¡& {~_b am°̀  `hm°§ EH$ Ñí` _| XodXmg H$s
{MVm go CR>Vo YwE°§ Am¡a Mm°§X H$mo EH$ gmW {XImVo h¢ {OgHo$
à{VH$mË_H$ _hËd h¡§& ò XodXmg go M§Ð_wIr go _aZo Ho$ ~mX gmW
ahZo H$m dMZ {Z^mZm h¡& ò àVrH$ `h ^r H$hVm h¡ {H$ XodXmg
gm_§Vr g§ñH$mam| go nam{OV ì`{º$ h¡& Omo OrVo Or AnZo CZ
H$V©ì`m| H$m {Zd©hZ Zht H$a nm`m {OÝh| Cgo g§Kf© H$aHo$ {Z^mZm
Mm{hE Wm& bo{H$Z AnZm {X`m dMZ {Og_| gm_§Vr g§ñH$ma Hw$N>
Zht H$a gH$Vm, {Z^mVm h¡& qOXJr Ho$ A§{V_ nha _| dh nmamo Ho$
`hm§° OmZo H$s H$mo{ee H$aVm h¡ Am¡a _aZo Ho$ ~mX M§Ð_wIr Ho$

nmñm& {~_b am°̀  gm_§Vr g_mO H$s A_mZdr`Vm, XodXmg Am¡a
M§Ð_wIr H$s ÌmgXr VWm nmamo H$s ~o~gr Ho$ gmW C^maVo h¡§& Bggo
nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ do _mZdVm Ho$ Hw$eb {MVoao h¡§& _mZdVm H$s
ñWmnZm CZH$m Ü ò̀  h¡&

{~_b am°̀  Ho$ {\$ë_m| go h_| nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ do {H$gr
EH$ `m Img {dMmaYmam _| ~§YH$a H$m_ H$aZo Ho$ H$m`b Zht Wo,
~pëH$ do gm_m{OH$ gm§ñH¥${VH$ Am¡a Z¡{VH$ (Xwa) XemAm| na
^anya àhma H$aZo na `H$sZ H$aVo Wo& AnZr {\$ë_m| _| do nr‹S>m
Am¡a nr{‹S>V Ho$ à{V JhZ, AmË_r` g§doXZm Am¡a ghmZw^y{V
àX{e©V H$aVo hþE ZμOa AmVo h¡§& Bg Vah {~_b am°̀  AnZr {\$ë_m|
_| _mZdVm H$s ñWmnZm Ho$ {bE àVrH$ Am¡a énH$ J‹T>Vo h¡§& Xmo
~rKm O_rZ _| _mZdVm H$mo ñWm{nV H$aZo Ho$ {bE Ho$db Cg_|
K{Q>V A_mZdr`Vm H$mo Xem©Vo h¡§& XodXmg _| gm_§Vr ì`dñWm Ho$
J ©̂ _| nb ahr Hw§$R>mAm| H$m {\$ë_m§H$Z H$a do _Zwî`Vm H$m AmBZm
{XImVo h¡§&

"gwOmVm' _| do ewé go hr _mZdr` H$mo_bVmAm| H$mo ~MmVm
hþAm {XImVo h¡§& "öX` n[adV©Z' H$s Vm{H©$H$ A{^ì`{º$ Am¡a
VËníMmV _mZdVm H$s Amoa AJ«ga hmoZo Ho$ {bE ào_ O¡gr _yb ŷV
^mdZm H$mo _Zwî` H$s g~go H$s_Vr g§nXm ~VmVo h¡§& BZH$s {\$ë_m|
_| à{V{H«$`m ñdén dJ© g§Kf© Ho$ Ñí` Zht h¡& {~_b am°̀  Bggo Xya
hr aho h¡§& `hm°§ VH$ H$s "Xmo ~rKm O_rZ' _| ^r dJ© g§Kf© Zhr h¡§&
O~{H$ ì`{º$ g_yMr ì`dñWm H$s g§J{R>V MmoQ>m| go AmhV h¡&
`hm°§ _mZdr` H$_Omo[a`m°§ _Zwî` H$s Am§V[aH$ g§MmbH$ e{º$
Zht h¡§& ~pëH$ EH$ ì`dñWm H$s {dÐznVmE°§ h¢, {OgHo$ à{V OmJéH$
hmoZo na ì`{º$ {dÐmoh H$s ^mdZm go V‹S>n CR>Vm h¡& "XodXmg'
{\$ë_ _| XodXmg g_mO go g§Kf© H$aZo H$mo V¡̀ ma Zht h¡& dmo gnZo
H$mo hr hH$sH$V H$s Xw{Z`m g_P ahm h¡& Am¡a CÝh| AmH$ma àH$ma
XoH$a gOmZo g§dmaZo _| bJm hþAm h¡& {~_b am°̀  Zo AnZr {\$ë_m|
Ho$ _mÜ`_ go dm_n§Wr amOZrVr H$m g_W©Z H$aVo hþE ^r H$^r
H$moB© Xmdm noe Zht {H$`m AnZo {ZX}eZ _| ~ZZo dmbr nhbr
{\$ë_ go hr CÝhm|Zo `h gm\$$H$a {X`m Wm {H$ CZH$m CÔoí`
OZmoÝ_wIr {gZo_m ~ZmZm h¡& bo{H$Z, CÝhm|Zo Bg ~mV H$mo H$^r ̂ r
AnZo gm_Zo go AmoPb Zht hmoZo {X`m {H$ `{X CZH$s {μ\$ë_|
OZgmYmaU VH$ Zht nh°þ§MVr h¢ Am¡a Cgo {g\$©$ _wÇ>r^a _Ü`dJu`
~w{ÕOrdr hr ng§X H$aVo h¢ Vmo OZm|_wIVm H$m CZH$m Xmdm ImoIbm
hr h¡& {~_b am°̀  _ybJm_r g_mOdmXr {μ\$ë_H$ma Zht Wo, bo{H$Z
CZH$s {μ\$ë_| Bg ~mV H$s Jdmh h¢ {H$ do EH$ Eogo g_mO Ho$
njYa Wo Ohm± {H$gr Vah H$s J¡a-~am~ar Z hmo Am¡a {H$gr H$mo
{H$gr Vah go emo{fV Am¡a CËnr‹S>Z Z {H$`m Om`&
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Bg àH$ma {~_b am°̀  _mZdVmdmXr {\$ë_H$ma h¡§& do {H$gr
{dMmaYmam H$s gr_mAm| _| ~§YZo H$mo V¡̀ ma Zht hmoVo h¡§& do AnZr
{\$ë_m| _| H$moB© _yë` {ZU©̀  Zht XoVo h¡§& {ZU©̀  H$s {Oå_oXmar
Xe©H$m| na N>mo‹S> XoVo h¡§& EH$ _yë`{Zð> {\$ë_H$ma hmoZo H$m `h
gdm©{YH$ _m¡Oy§ CXmhaU h¡§&

g§X ©̂ -

1. The man who spoke in Pictures; Bimal Roy, Edited
by- Rinki Roy Bhattacharya, Viking, Penguin, New

Delhi,2009.

2. E~. ~r. {~Ho${ZZ, g_mOdmXr {dMmaYmam, amOñWmZ
nrnwëg npãbqeJ hmD$g, O`nwa, 1985.

3. A. ~wμOw_od, ny§OrdmX Š`m h¡, àJ{V àH$meZ, _mñH$mo,
1987.

4. H$mb© _mŠg©, amOZr{VH$ AW©emó H$s g_rjm, àJ{V
àH$meZ, _mñH$mo, 1971.

5. h. g~ramod, H$å_w{ZμÁ_ Š`m h¡, àJ{V àH$meZ, _mñH$mo,
1988.

6. Odar_„ nmaI, {hÝXr {gZo_m H$m g_mOemó, J«§W{eënr,
ZB© {X„r  2006.

7. AZwn_ AmoPm, ^maVr` {gZo {gÕm§V, dmUr àH$meZ, ZB©
{X„r  2007.

8. _Z_mohZ M–m, qhXr {gZo_m H$m B{Vhmg, g{MZ àH$meZ,
ZB© {X„r, 1990.

9. {gZo_m Ho$ gm¡ ~ag, g§nmXH$- _¥Ë ẁ§O`, {eënm`Z, {X„r
2008.

10. nhbr {H$Vm~, JmoaInwa {μ\$ë_ gmogmBQ>r Ûmam {d{eï>
{μ\$ë_H$mam| na Ho$pÝÐV àH$meZ, g§nmXH$- `moJ|Ð AmhÿOm,
JmoaInwa, 2009.

11. {~_b am°̀  H$m XodXmg, g§nmXH$- gwaoe e_m©, amYmH¥$îU,
ZB© {X„r, 2003.
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1   J§Jm Am ò H$hm±go - JwbOma … EH$m {X½Xe©H$mMm àdmg - {dO` nmS>iH$a, _°OopñQ>H$ àH$meZ, _w§~B© - àAm Am°JñQ> 2008, n¥.5.

JwbOmam§Mm "BOmOV' nS>Úmdarb "H$mì`'

àm. {d_wº$m amOo

nÌH$m[aVm d g§kmnZ {d^mJ,
Omoer-~oSo>H$a _hm{dÚmb`, R>mUo.

àñVmdZm … JwbOma `m§Mr n{hbr AmoiI H$dr Aer Amho. nwT>o Ë`m§Mr {d{dY én§ g_moa Ambr. H$WmH$ma, nQ>H$WmH$ma, gh-{X½Xe©H$, g§dmX
boIH$, JrVH$ma, {X½Xe©H$  Ago Ë`m§Mo ~hþAm`m_r ì`{º$_Ëd Amho. {X½Xe©H$ åhUyZ nXmn©U H$aÊ`mnyduM g§JrVmMr CÎm_ OmU Agbobo
JrVH$ma åhUyZ Ë`m§Mo Zmd gwn[a{MV Pmbo hmoVo.

`m ~hþAm`m_r ì`{º$_ËdmZo qhXr {gZo_mV Amnbo Ago EH$ {d{eï> ñWmZ ~Zdbo Amho. ^maVr` {MÌnQ>g¥ï>rg Amnë`m {d{dYm§Jr
H$V¥©ËdmZo ~hþ_mob Ago `moJXmZ {Xbo Amho. JwbOmam§À`m g§nyU© `moJXmZmMm Aä`mg hm nrEM.S>r Mm {df` Amho. A{V{dñVmamÀ`m ^`mñVd
àñVwV emoY {Z~§YmV Ë`m§À`m ì`{º$_ËdmMo n¡by COiyZ Q>mH$Umμa`m "BOmOV' `m {MÌnQ>mMm {dMma Aä`mg åhUyZ Ho$bm Amho. `m {MÌnQ>mMr

AmoiI "H$drMm {gZo_m' Aer _ZmV R>gbr Amho. `m {Z~§YmÀ`m _mÜ`_mVyZ JwbOma d Ë`m§À`m H$mì`mË_ "BOmOV'Mm emoY KoVbm Amho.

JwbOmam§Mo M[aÌ d H$V¥©Ëd

JwbOma `m §Mm OÝ_ 19 Am °JñQ> 1936 am oOr
{~«{Q>eH$mbrZ ^maVmVrb Pob_ {OømV XrZm `m Jmdr Pmbm.
Ë`m§Mo _yi Zmd "g§nyaU qgJ H$mbam' Ago Amho. boIH$ H$dr
åhUyZ H$m_ gwê$ Ho$ë`mda Ë`m§Zr "JwbOma' ho Q>monU Zmd KoVbo.

{X„rV hm`ñHy$bMo {ejU KoV AgVmZmM JwbOma
H${dVoH$So> AmH¥$ï> Pmbo. emioVrb A§VmjarÀ`m ñnY}V Vo Zoh_r
^mJ KoV. `m A§VmjarV Ë`m§Mm à{VñnYu AH$~a aerX ZmdmMm
_wgb_mZ {_Ì hmoVm. Ë`mbm Ag§»` eoa nmR> AgV. Ë`m_wio
JwbOmam§Zrhr eoa, JOb, H${dVm nmR> H$aÊ`mg àma§̂  Ho$bm.
eãXm§Mr ̂ yb Ë`m§À`m _Zmda nS>Ê`mg Ë`mMdoir gwê$dmV Pmbr.
H$mhr doim JwbOma A§Ë`Aja Owi{dÊ`mgmR>r H${dVoV ~Xbhr
H$arV. hiyhiy ñdV…Mr EImXr aMZmhr Vo BVam§À`m Zmdmda Iwndy
bmJbo. `m g§X^m©V JwbOma J§_VrZo åhUVmV "Out of

Convenience, I have become poet''1.

JwbOmam§Zm AZoH$ nwañH$ma {_imbo AmhoV. CËH¥$ï> {MÌnQ>
{X½Xe©H$, CËH¥$ï> JrVH$ma, CËH¥$ï> H$Wm `m {d^mJm§~amo~aM
"OrdZ Jm¡ad' Ago AZoH$ {\$ë_\o$Aa nwañH$ma Ë`m§Zm àmá Pmbo
AmhoV. CËH¥$ï> {X½Xe©H$ d JrVH$ma åhUyZ "amï´>r` nwañH$mahr'
{_imbo AmhoV. gm{hË` AH$mX_r nwañH$ma, nÙ^yfU Vo WoQ>
Am°ñH$a E°dmS©> Am{U {MÌnQ>_hfu XmXmgmho~ \$miHo$ nwañH$ma
Aem {d{dY ^maVr` d OmJ{VH$ nmVirdarb gdm}ƒ
nwañH$mam§da Ë`m§Zr Amnbo Zmd H$moabo Amho.

 JwbOmam§Mo à{V^m {deof

qhXr {MÌnQ>m§À`m ê$T> MmH$moarnojm JwbOma n{hë`m
{MÌnQ>mnmgyZM H$mhrer hQ>Ho$ dmQ>Mmb H$ê$ bmJbobo {XgVmV.
Ago Agbo Var Ë`m MmH$moarMm nyU©nUo Ë`mJ Ë`m§Zr H$YrM Ho$bm
Zmhr. qhXr {gZo_mV JrV g§JrVmMo EH$ {d{eï> Ago _hÎdmMo
ñWmZ Amho. JwbOmam§Zr hr na§nam H$m`_ R>odrV {Vbm A{YH$
g_¥Õ Ho$bo. AË`§V H$mì`mË_ JrVo Am{U _Ywa g§JrV hr
JwbOmam§À`m {MÌnQ>m§Mr ~bñWmZo AmhoV.

H$WoMr CÎm_ OmU Agë`m_wio JwbOmam§Mr nQ>H$Wm hr
~§{XñV AgVo. Ë`m§À`m {MÌnQ>mVrb nmÌo, Ë`m§Mo nañnam§er g§~§Y,
nmÌm§Mo ñd^md d ñd^mdmV hmoV OmUmao ~Xb `m§Mm {dMma
H$WmH$ma JwbOma gyú_nUo H$aVmV. _mUgm§Mo EH$_oH$m§er AgUmao
ZmVo, Ë`m ZmË`m§Mo VwQ>Uo-OwiUo! hm JwbOmam§À`m qMVZmMm
AmdS>Vm {df` Amho. JwbOmam§Mo eãX A{Ve` Zo_Ho$, nmÌm§À`m
Vm|S>r MnIb ~gUmao Ago AgVmV.

ór-nwê$f ZmË`mVrb {H$VrVar Abdma, ZmOyH$, hiydma,
_mXH$, E|{Ð`, Abm¡{H$H$, gwImdUmao, XþImdUmao Ago {d{dY
g§X ©̂ Ë`m§Mr H${dVmê$nr JmUr OmJdVmV. Ë`m§À`m à{V ôÀ`m
n[agñnem©Zo j{UH$ g§X^m©Zmhr {Ma§VZËd àmá hmoVo.

{X½Xe©H$ JwbOma `m§Mr n{hbr AmoiI H$dr åhUyZ Amho.
nwT>o ZOaog nS>bobr Ë`m§Mr gmar én§ hr _ybV… EH$m H$drMr
{d{dY ê$n§ AmhoV, ho bjmV òV§. ZdZì`m An[a{MV eãXm§Zm,
^mdZm§Zm, à{V_m§Zm H${dVoÀ`m nmVirda ZoD$Z Ë`m§Mo gm¢X ©̀ AZoH$
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nQ>tZr dmT>{dÊ`mMo gm_Ï ©̀ Ë`m§À`m àË òH$ JmÊ`mVyZ àH$Q> hmoV
amhVo.

JwbOma ho _mZdr ZmË`m§Mm Jw§Vm hiwdma gmoS>{dÊ`mMm
à`ËZ H$aUmao H${döX`mMo H$bmd§V AmhoV. ""BÝgmZr [aûmVm|H$s
nS>Vmb _oar {\$ë_mo H$m H|$Ðr` {df` ahm h¡''2. Ago Ë`m§Zr EH$m
_wbmIVrV åhQ>bo Amho.

JwbOma Am{U âb°e~°H$ `m§Mo EH$ ZmVo Amho. âb°e~°H$
hm Ë`m§À`m {MÌnQ>m§Mm Q´>oS>_mH©$M ~Zbobm {XgVmo. âb°e~°H$_wio
ZmQ>μ`_`Vm dmT>Vo.àË`oH$mg ^yVH$mi AgVmoM Ago JwbOma
_mZVmV. `m_wio âb°e~°H$Mm à^mdr dmna JwbOmam§Zr Ho$bobm
{XgVmo.

JwbOma ̀ m§Zr ì`mdgm{`H$ qhXr {gZo_mÀ`m Mm¡H$Q>rV amhÿZ
H$bmË_H$ {MÌnQ>m§Mr {Z{_©Vr Ho$br Amho. ^mdnyU© H$Wm, {VMo
CËH$Q> gmXarH$aU, gd§J ̂ S>H$nUm Q>miyZ Ho$bobo ̂ mdZm§Mo g§̀ V
{MÌU, H$mì`mË_Vm, gwaob g§JrV d H$bmH$mam§Mm CÎm_ A{^Z`
hr JwbOmam§À`m {MÌnQ>m§Mr d¡{eï>μ̀ o gm§JVm òVmV.

{MÌnQ>mVrb Ë`m§Mr JmUr hr H$mì`mË_ boUr ê$nmZo
AdVaVmV. D$Xÿ© ^mfoMr ZOmH$V d JwbOmam§Mo Ame`KZ
Aënmjar H$mì` Agm g§J_ Ë`m§À`m H${dVm§_Ü`o, JrVm§_Ü`o
AmT>iVmo. Ë`m§À`m H${dVoMo d¡{eï>μ̀  åhUOo Vr eãXm§VyZ \$ma
H$_r ~mobVo Am{U A~mobnUmVyZ OmñV ì`º$ hmoVo. Meaning

between the lines A{YH$ ~mobVmV. JwbOmam§À`m H${dVoVyZ
àm_w»`mZo {^S>Vo Vr Ë`m§À`m A§VamVrb "Im_moer'. Ë`m§Mr
H${dVmê$nr {MÌnQ>JrVo hr _rVmjar d Vab AmhoV. hr H${dVm
{à` ì`º$sÀ`m hadÊ`mZo ì`mHy$i AgVo. H$mì`mVyZ, {MÌnQ>m§Vyh
JwbOmam§Zr Ë`m§À`m g_¥Õ AmH$bZmVyZ Ambob§ ^mî` Am{U
OJÊ`mVb§ {ZIi gË` g_moa _m§S>bo.

`m gd© JwbOma {deofm§Mm nS>Vmim, {deofV… H$drMm
{gZo_m hr AmoiI "BOmOV'_Ü ò R>iH$nUo {XgyZ òVo.

"BOmOV'… EH$ Vab "H$mì`'

BOmOV hm g§nyU© {MÌnQ>M EH$ H${dVm ~Zbm Amho. `mMo
H$maU emoYVmZm Ago bjmV òVo, `m H$bmH¥$VrMm àË òH$ KQ>H$
H$mì`ê$n hmoD$Z AdVabm Amho. {MÌnQ>mMr H$Wm Va H$mì`mË_
AmhoM, nU _m§S>Ur, g§dmX, N>m`m{MÌU, g§JrV d JrV `m àË òH$

A§JmMo àñVwVrH$aU H$mì`mË_ Amho. BVHo$M Zmhr Va A{^Z`
Am{U nmÌm§À`m hmbMmbr `m§Zmhr EH$ A§J ŷV b` Amho.

H$WoVrb H$mì` … VrZ _mUgm§À`m Am`wî`mVrb gmV-AmR>
dfmªÀ`m H$mbI§S>mMr hr H$hmUr Amho. gwYm Am{U _h|Ð `m§Mo
bJ R>abobo AgVo. gwYm hr g§JrV {e{jH$m Amho. _h|Ð EH$
\$moQ>moJ«m\$a Amho. H$mhr H$maUmñVd `m§Mo bJ bm§~Urda nS>Vo.
_Yë`m H$mimV _h|Ð _m`m ZmdmÀ`m EH$m CËH$Q> H$d{`ÌrÀ`m
ào_mV nS>Vmo.

Amnbo gwYmer bJ R>abobo Amho hr dñVwpñWVr Ë`mÀ`m
_Zmbm gVV Q>moMV am{hbobr AgVo. EH$sH$So> H$V©ì` Am{U
XþgarH$So> ào_ `m§À`m H$mÌrV Ë`mMo _Z gmnS>Vo. H$moUVm {ZU©̀
¿`mdm.... Hw$Umbm gmW Úmdr... Hw$UmMr gmW gmoS>mdr? Ë`mbm
g_OV Zmhr. _J Vmo {ZU©`mgmR>r gwYmH$So>M `oVmo. {Vbm
_m`m{df`r ñnï>nUo gm§JVmo. _m`mer bJ Pmbobo Zgbo Var
AZoH$Xm Vo XmoKo EH$Ì amhVmV. 'Live in Relationship' _Ü ò
AmhoV ho hr gm§JVmo.

nQ>H$WoVrb H$mì`

_h|Ð d gwYm aoëdo ñQ>oeZdarb doqQ>Jê$__Ü ò nañnam§g_moa
òVmV. doE{Q>Jê$_ hr H$mhr H$miÀ`m {dlm§VrgmR>r AgVo. {VWo

Wm§~yZ àdmgmMm nwT>Mm Q>ßnm gwê$ hmoVmo. H$dr JwbOmam§Zr
AMyH$nUo doqQ>Jê$_ ho ñWi nQ>H$WoV {ZdS>bobo {XgVo. H$maU
Am ẁî`mMm AYm© àdmg Pmbm Amho, nwT>À`m àdmgmg {ZKÊ`mnydu
j{UH$ {dlm§VrgmR>r hr doqQ>Jê$_ dmnabr OmVo. BWoM {VÝhr
nmÌm§Mm OrdZnQ> CbJS>Vmo. H$Wm nwT>o gaH$Vo EH$ H$mì`mË_
àdmg gwê$ hmoVmo.

_m`m EH$Xm _h|ÐÀ`m Kar `oD$Z OmVo, Vmo ZgVmo. {VZo
Amaemda {bnpñQ>H$Zo {Zamon {bhÿZ R>odbobm AgVmo. Amaemda
{bnpñQ>H$Zo {Zamon {b{hUo `mV H$dr JwbOma S>moH$mdVmV.
H$d{`ÌrM {bnpñQ>H$Zo Amaemda {bhÿ eH$Vo. `mVyZ EH$
amo_±{Q>H$Vm {XgVo.

BOmOV_Ü`o _m`mMm _¥Ë`y hr nQ>H$WoVrb A{Ve`
_hÎdmMr OmJm. {VMm _¥Ë ỳ An[ahm ©̀ AgmM Amho. H$maU _m`m
hr _h|ÐMr à{V^m Amho. à{V ôMm ghdmg hm AënH$mi AgVmo.
j{UH$ AgVmo. _m`mMm _¥Ë ỳ AQ>i Amho. BWo H$dr nQ>H$WmH$ma
JwbOma `m§Mo H$m¡eë` OmUdVo.

2   boI ^yVH$mimVrb nS>gmX - JwbOma, AZwdmX - g{dVm Xm_bo, nwñVH$ - A{dñ_aUr`, g§nmXZ - AéU eodVo, AZKm àH$meZ, R>mUo,
    à. Am. gßQ>|~a 2009 (n¥. 74)
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g§dmXmVrb H$mì`

JwbOmam§Mr ^mfm AmYrM H$mì`mË_, Ë`mVyZ EH$m
H$d{`ÌrÀ`m ̂ md^mdZm ì`º$ H$aVmZm Ë`m§À`m ̂ mfobm A{YH$M
~ha Ambobm {XgVmo. "BOmOV' Mr JrVo Va Aà{V_ AmhoVM,
nU AYyZ_YyZ noaboë`m JÚH${dVm d g§dmXhr A{Ve` Vab
AmhoV.

EH$Xm _h|Ð gwYmbm ̂ oQ>m`bm OmVmo. Ë`mdoir _m`m Ë`mÀ`m
Kar òD$Z OmVo. Kar {VZo "Amaemda' {Zamon {bhÿZ R>odbobm
AgVmo. {VMm emoY KoV KoV _h|Ð {VÀ`m _¡{ÌUrH$So> OmVo Va
{VWo _m`mZo {bhÿZ R>odbobr H${dVm Ë`mg {_iVo...

MbVo MbVo _oam gm`m H$^r ỳ§ H$aVm h¡
O_rZ go CR>H$a, hmW nH$S>H$a H$hVm h¡
A~H$s ~ma _¢ AmJo AmJo MbVr hÿ±
Vy _oam nrN>m H$aHo$ XoI Š`m hmoVm h¡...

_m`mbm Hw$R>o emoYy Ago _h|Ð {VÀ`m _¡{ÌUrbm {dMmaVmo.
Ë`mda Vr CÎmaVo ....

dh Tw>§T>Zo go Zhr {_boJr

IaoM emoYÊ`mZo H${dVm {_iV ZgVo... ào_hr {_iV ZgV§.
gwI Va ZmhrM... H${dVm åhUOo à{V^m Am{U à{V^m AàË`j
AgVo.

JrVm§Vrb H$mì`

"BOmOV' _Ü ò AdKr MmaM JmUr AmhoV. na§Vw Ë`m§À`m
à^mdembr ApñVËdm_wio Ë`m {MÌnQ>mbm g§Jr{VHo$Mo ê$n Ambo
Amho. "BOmOV'À`m H$mì`mË_ H$Wobm AZwê$n AgoM JwbOmam§Mo
{dbjU hiwdma eãX AmhoV. Ë`m§Zm Ama.S>t. Zr Amnë`m
g§JrVmV AbJX bnoQ>bo Amho.

{MÌnQ>mÀ`m lò Zm_mdbrÀ`m nmíd©̂ y_rda "N>moQ>rgr H$hmZr
go' JmU§ gwê$ hmoV§. ho JmU§ åhUOo nmdgmVrb H${dVmM dmQ>Vo.
nmdgmÀ`m {d{dY énm§Zr {MÌnQ> gwê$ hmoVmo JwbOmam§Mr H${dVm
WaWaV nS>Úmda {XgVo.

emIm| no nÎmo Wo, nÎmmo _| Amgy Wo
~w§Xmo _o nmZr Wm, nmZr _| Amgy Wo
nwT>o JwbOmam§Mo eãX A{YH$ hiydma hmoVmV.
éH$Vr h¡ W_Vr h¡ H$^r ~agVr h¡
~mXb no nmd aIo ~m[ae _MbVr h¡

{MÌnQ>mMm gmam Amobm _yS> eãXm§V nH$S>Umao ho JrV Amho.

{MÌnQ>mVrb Xþgao JrV

H$Vam H$Vam {_bVr h¡

H$Vam H$aVm OrZo Xmo
qOXJr h¡, ~hZo Xmo
ß`mgr hÿ± _¢, ß`mgr ahZo Xmo
ahZo Xmo Zm.....

ho "BOmOV'_Yrb JmU§ H$mhrgo \$mñQ> Q>oånmoVrb Amho.
Amnë`m ào_m~Ôb nPo{gìh, AmJ«hr Agboë`m gwYmÀ`m Vm|S>r
ho JrV Amho.

hbHo$ hbHo$ H$mohao Ho$ YwE _|
em`X Amg_m± VH$ Am J`r hÿ±
Voar Xmo {ZJmhm| Ho$ ghmao
XoImo Vmo H$hm VH$ Am J`r hÿ±
H$mohao _| ~hZo Xmo...
ß`mgr hÿ± _¡, ß`mgr ahZo Xmo....
ahZo Xmo Zm....

JwbOmam§Zr A{Ve` Vab eãXm§V ào_mMm A{dîH$ma H$gm
AgVmo ho ì`º$ Ho$bo Amho. H$mì`mË_Vm, CËH$Q>Vm hr gmar
^mdH${dVoMr d¡{eï>μ̀ o `m JrVmV {XgVmV. CËH$Q> amo_±{Q>{g{P_
hr {XgVmo.

nwT>o gwYm d _h|ÐmÀ`m ghOrdZmV _m`mê$nr dmXi òVo.
Aem doir JwbOmam§Mo eãX A{YH$M J{hao d A§V_w©I hmoVmV.

Imbr hmW em_ Am`r h¡
Imbr hmW OmEJr....

_mUgm§_mUgmVrb ZmVo H$m VwQ>Vo `mMm emoY Vo `m JrVmV
KoVmZm {XgVmV. VwQ>boë`m ZmË`m§Mo d Ë`m§Zm nwÝhm Owidy nmhUmμa`m
_mUgm§Mo {MÌU AmT>iVo.

AmO ^r Z Am ò Am±gy
AmO ^r Zm ^rJo Z¡Zm
AmO ^r ò H$moar a¡Zm...
H$moar bm¡Q> Om òJr

gwYmMo EH$Q>onU darb AmoitVyZ A{YH$ JS>X hmoV OmVo.
ór AgUo ho EH$mM doir {H$Vr gw§Xa Am{U {H$Vr ^rfU Agy
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eH$Vo ̀ mMo {MÌU ̀ m JmÊ`mV {XgVo. A_`m©X ào_ Am{U A_`m©X
j_merbVm ̀ m ~m~VrV nwê$f H$YrM ómrMr ~amo~ar H$ê$ eH$Uma
Zmhr.

amV H$s {g`mhr H$moB©
Am ò Vmo {_Q>m ò Zm
AmO Zm {_Q>m`r Vmo ò,
H$b ^r bm¡Q> Am`moJr

`mVyZM gwYmMr j_merb d¥Îmr Am{U WaWaVm AmemdmX
JwbOmam§Zr ì`º$ Ho$bm Amho.

gwYm d _h|ÐMo ghOrdZ gwê$ AgVo Iao, nU nmdbmonmdbr
gwYmbm OmUdV AgVo H$s _m`m AÑûm`nUo `m KamV dmdaV
Amho. _m`mMm \$moZ Ambobm gwYmbm AmdS>V Zmhr. _h|Ð gwYmbm
g_OmdyZ gm§JÊ`mMm à`ËZ H$aVmo.

nU _h|ÐZo _m`m~Ôb EdT>r gmhZŵ yVr XmIdmdr ho gwYmbm
AmdS>V Zmhr. n[apñWVrZo YmJo Ago {dUbo AmhoV H$s Ë`mMm
VmU Hw$UmbmM ghZ hmoV Zmhr. _m`mbm EH$mH$snU ghZ hmoV
Zmhr... Va gwYmbm _h|ÐMo _m`mV Jw§Vbobo AgUo ghZ hmoV
Zmhr.

_m`mÀ`m IwUm KamV AOyZ {e„H$ AgVmV. EHo$ {Xder
gwYmbm _m`mMm _\$ba gmnS>Vmo. AgmM Jm°Jb gmnS>Vmo..
_m`mMm H$moQ> gmnS>Vmo. Vr _h|Ðbm ho gmao gm_mZ naV H$am`bm
bmdVo.

_m`mMo gm_mZ naV Ho$ë`mda EHo$ {Xder {VMr bm§~bMH$
Vma òVo. VmaoÛmao _m`mZo Amnbr Zdr H${dVm nmR>dbobr AgVo.

EH$ AHo$br N>Ìr _| O~
AmYo AmYo ^rJ aho Wo

_h|Ð H${dVm dmMV AgVmo. dmMVm dmMVm Ñûm` ~XbVo,
AmVm VrM H${dVm _m`m JwUJwUVo Amho, nS>Úmda JmV Amho.

_oam Hw$N> gm_mZ
Vwåhmao nmg nS>m h¡...

"BOmOV'Mo gdm©{YH$ JmObobo d Ë`m {MÌnQ>mMm OUy
àmU Agmdm Ago ho JmUo...

EH$ doJirM A§J ŷV b` `mV Amho. _wº$N>§XmMm dmna `m
JmÊ`mV JwbOmam§Zr Ho$bm Amho. `m_wio "_oam Hw$N> gm_mZ'hr EH$
A{Ve` gw§Xa ^mdH${dVm R>aVo.

EH$ AHo$br N>Ìr _| O~
AmYo AmYo ^rJ aho Wo
AmYo gwIo AmYo Jrbo...
gyIm Vmo _¢ Vo bo Am`r Wr,
Jrbm _Z em`X {~ñVa Ho$ nmg nS>m hmo....
dmo {^OdmXmo... _oam dmo gm_mZ bm¡Q>m Xmo...

dñVw EH$_oH$m§Zm naV H$aVm òVmV, Zï> H$aVm òVmV, nU
_ZmVë`m _yi AmR>dUr H$em Zï> H$aUma? EH$_oH$m§À`m
ghdmgmVbo gw§Xa jU H$go Hw$Umbm naV H$aVm òVrb? Am{U
AmR>dUr Va Ag§»` AgVmV, N>moQ>μ̀ m N>moQ>μ̀ m AmR>dUr H$Yr
EH$m N>ÌrV XmoKo AY} H$moaSo>, AY} Amobo {\$abobo AgVmV.
N>Ìr H$Xm{MV naV H$aVm òB©b, nU Amob§ _Z.... JwbOmam§À`m
eãXm§Vrb hr AmV©Vm, hiwdmaVm AñdñW H$aVo.

nVPS> _o Hw$N> nÎmmo Ho$ {JaZo H$s AmhQ>
H$mZm| _| EH$ ~ma nhZ Ho$ bm¡Q>mB© Wr
nVPS> H$s dmo emI A^r VH$ H$m±n ahr h¡
dmo emI {Jam Xmo, _oam dmo gm_mZ bm¡Q>m Xmo..

nmZJirÀ`m Ë`m {XdgmV nmZm§À`m nS>Ê`mMm AmdmO
H$mZmV OS>dyZ _m`m EH$Xm naVbr hmoVr. PmS>mMr Vr \$m§Xr
AOyZ WaWaVo Amho. {Vbm H$go VmoS>Vm ̀ oB©b? _m`mÀ`m _ZmVrb
^mdZm A{Ve` VabnUo JwbOmam§Zr eãX~Õ Ho$ë`m AmhoV.

EH$ gm¡ gmobh Mm±X H$s amVo
EH$ Vwåhmao H$m±Yo H$m Vrb
Jrbr _oh|Xr H$s Iwe~y
PyR>_yR> Ho$ {eH$do Hw$N>
PyR>_yR> Ho$ dmXo ^r

_h|ÐÀ`m Im§ÚmdaMm Vri, Amoë`m _|XrMm gwJ§Y...
ào_mVrb CËH$Q> emara ^mdZm JwbOmam§Zr g§̀ V eãXmV ~m§YVmZm
Ë`mVrb gm¢X ©̀ Hw$R>ohr H$_r hmoD$ {Xbo Zmhr. Iμa`mImoQ>μ̀ m VH«$mar,
Iar ImoQ>r dMZo ho gmao H$g§ naV H$aVm òB©b...? JwbOmam§Mo ho
eãX H$miOmg nri nmS>VmV h o Ë`m §À`m H$mì`mMo,
"BOmOV'_Yrb JrVm§Mo d¡{eï>μ̀  Amho.

JwbOmam§Mr JrVo hr gd©gm_mÝ` qhXr {MÌnQ> JrVm§gmaIr
Hw$R>ë`mhr {gZo_mV ~gy eH$Umar ZgVmV. Ë`m§Mr Zmi Ë`m
{MÌnQ>m§er, Ë`mVrb H$WmZH$mer d nmÌmer Owibobr Amho ho
"BOmOV'À`m g§X^m©V {deofËdmZo OmUdVo.
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{X½Xe©ZmVrb H$mì` … ̀ m {MÌnQ>mVrb gwYm hr em§V g_OyVXma
nU Amnë`m nVr~Ôb åhUOoM _h|Ð~Ôb nPo{gìh Amho. _h|Ð
{Vbm nyU©nUo hdm Amho. Vgm Vmo {_iV Zmhr åhUyZ Vr ~oM¡Z
Amho. _h|ÐMo g§nyU© ào_ g§nyU©nUo {_imdo `mgmR>r Amgwgbobr
Amho.

"BOmOV' _Yrb _h|ÐMo ì`{º$_Ëd CËH$Q>, ^mZ {dgê$Z
ào_ H$aUmao Ago Amho. Hw$R>bmhr {ZU©̀  ñdV… KoD$ eH$Umao Zmhr.
noemZo Vmo \$moQ>moJ«m\$a Amho åhUOoM H$bmd§V Amho. H$bmd§Vmg
àm{V^ eº$sMo daXmZ AgVo. _h|ÐMr à{V^meº$s åhUyZ OUy
H$mhr _m`m AdVaVmZm {XgVo. `m {R>H$mUr H$dr JwbOma
S>moH$mdVmV. H$maU H$drMr à{V^m åhUOoM Ë`mMr H${dVm.
_h|ÐÀ`m ~m~VrV _m`m hr H${dVm ~ZyZM Ë`mÀ`m Am ẁî`mV
AdVaVo.

amYmH¥$îUmÀ`m {_WH$mZwgma àË òH$ nwéfmÀ`m _ZmV EH$
amYm AgVo. Vr Ë`mÀ`m _ZmVrb "ëhm{XZr eº$s' (AmZ§X
XoUmar) Amho. _m`m hr _h|ÐMr àò gr Amho Am{U gwYm hr Ë`mMr
nËZr Amho. Cë\w$bVm, D$_u åhUOo àò gr Am{U D$Om© åhUOo
nËZr ho \$º$ EH$m H$drbmM gwMy eH$Vo.

"_m`m' hr "BOmOV'_YrbM Zmhr Va g§nyU© qhXr
{MÌnQ>mVrb EH$ {dbjU ì`{º$aoIm Amho. JwbOmam§Mr Vr
{deof {Z{_©Vr Amho. _ZñdrnUm, CËH$Q>Vm, _Z_moH$ionUm,
H${dËd ho gmao ñdV…Mo JwU JwbOmam§Zr _m`mbm ~hmb Ho$bo AmhoV.
OUy Vr Ë`m§Mr _mZgH$Ý`mM R>aVo. EH$Xm _m`m AZmWml_mV
OmD$Z EH$m _wbmg KoD$Z òVo. Ë`mMm gm§̂ mi H$am`Mm R>adVo.
`mVyZM {VÀ`mVrb __Îd, dËgbVm {XgyZ òVo. Ago Agbo
Var Vr ñdV§Ì à{V ôMr Amho. e¥§JmamV nyU© gyI XoUmar Amho.
Varhr A{bá Amho. åhUyZ EH$Xm _h|ÐZo bJmMo {dMmaë`mda
Vr Ë`mg CÎmaM XoV Zmhr. _m`m ho nmÌ EImÚm ^mdH${dVogmaIo
Amho. Yyga, JyT>, _mohH$ Ago {VMo ì`{º$_Ëd Amho.

{MÌnQ>mV ^ÞmQ> _moQ>agm`H$b MmbdrV {VMo nS>Úmda
nXmn©U hmoVo Am{U {VMm _¥Ë`yhr _moQ>a gm`H$b Mmb{dVmZm
KS>dyZ JwbOmam§Zr EH$ H$bmË_H$ dVw©i nyU© Ho$bo Amho. `mVyZ
H$dr, {X½Xe©H$ {XgVmo. âb°e~°H$ ho JwbOmam§Mo AmdS>Vo V§Ì
Ë`m§Zr BOmOV_Ü ò à^mdrnUo dmnabo Amho. dV©_mZH$mimVyZ

ŷVH$mi d ̂ yVH$mimVyZ dV©_mZH$mi Aer gVV H$mimMr XþnoS>r
drU hm H$dr, {X½Xe©H$ {dUVmZm {XgVmo.

erf©H$mVrb H$mì` …  BOmOV `m eãXmMm AW© AZw_Vr Agm

Amho. {MÌnQ>mV BOmOV `m eãXmMm VrZ {R>H$mUr g§X ©̂ òVmo.
n{hbm - _m`m hr _h|ÐMr àò gr Ë`mÀ`m Am ẁî`mV AZw_Vr
åhUOoM BOmOV Z KoVm Ambr Amho. {VÀ`m `oÊ`mZo _h|ÐMo
g§nyU© Am ẁî` ~XbyZ Jobo Amho. Vo A{YH$ Vab Am{U H$mì`mË_
Pmbo Amho. _m`mMo ApñVËd Ë`mÀ`m H$UmH$UmV {^Zbo Amho.

Xþgam - _m`m Ooìhm _oam Hw$N> gm_mZ hr Amnbr H${dVm
_h|Ðbm nmR>dVo Ë`mV Vr eodQ>r åhUVo,

EH$ BOmOV Xo Xmo ~g..
O~ BgH$mo X\$ZmD$±Jr..
_¡ ^r dhr gmo OmD$§Jr...

_h|ÐÀ`m Am ẁî`mV àdoeVmZm _m`m AZw_Vr KoV Zmhr,
EImÚm dmdQ>irgmaIr òVo Am{U _h|Ðbm doTy>Z Q>mH$Vo. nU
Ë`mÀ`m Am ẁî`mVyZ OmÊ`mMr _mÌ BOmOV _mJV Amho. H$maU
{VMo AmVm ñdV§Ì ApñVËdM Cabobo Zmhr. Vr EH$ ^mg_mZ
~ZyZ am{hbr Amho. åhUyZM doJio hmoUo _m`mbm ng§V Zmhr.
Ë`mH$[aVmM _¥Ë ỳénr {ZKyZ OmUo hdo Amho.

{Vgam - {MÌnQ>mÀ`m eodQ>r gwYm Amnë`m gÜ`mÀ`m
nVr~amo~a doqQ>Jê$__YyZ {ZKy bmJVo. Voìhm nwÝhm EH$Xm _mJo
òD$Z _h|ÐÀ`m nm`m nS>Vo. OUy H$mhr "AmO OmÊ`mgmR>r _bm

BOmOV Úm' Aer gwYm AmO Oar nadmZJr _mJV Agbr Var
Ë`mg H$mhrM AW© Zmhr.

EHy$UM BOmOV `m eãXmg H$mì`JV Ý`m` (nmoE{Q>H$
OpñQ>g) {MÌnQ>mV {VÝhr g§X^m©V AmT>iVmo. Am{U BOmOV
XoUo-KoUo gd©M H$mì`mË_ hmoD$Z OmVo.

N>m`m{MÌUmVrb H$mì` … "BOmOV'bm Oo H${dVmê$n {_imbo
Amho Ë`mV AemoH$ _ohVm§À`m Aà{V_ N>m`m{MÌUmMmhr _moR>m
dmQ>m Amho. Ë`m§Zr {Q>nboë`m {ZgJ©Ñí`mVhr EH$ b` Am{U ̂ md
H${dVogma»`mM gm§̂ mibobm {XgVmo.

g§JrVmVrb H$mì` … "BOmOV'_Yrb Ad¿`m MmaM JmÊ`m§Zr
`m {MÌnQ>mg g§Jr{VHo$Mo ê$n AmUbo, Ë`mV JwbOmam§À`m
eãXm§BVH$mM Ama.S>r. ~_©ZÀ`m g§JrVmMmhr dmQ>m Amho.
"BOmOV'À`m H$mì`mË_ H$Wobm hiydmanUo, AbJXnUo Ama.S>r.
~_©ZÀ`m AZdQ> MmbtZr bnoQy>Z KoVbo Amho. eãXm§BVHo$M
MmbtMo doJionUhr Ë`m_wio bjmV amhVo.

gyamVrb H$mì` … "BOmOV'À`m JmÊ`m_Yrb eãX Am{U gya
Á`m§À`m_wio Ajae… {Od§V Pmbo Vr OmXÿ Amem ^mogbo `m§À`m
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AmdmOmMr Amho. Amem~mBªÀ`m AmdmOmMr a|O {H$Vr àM§S>
Amho Vo `m {MÌnQ>mV nwÝhm EH$Xm OmUdVo. gwYmMo gwg§ñH¥$V
AmJ«hr ì`{º$_Ëd VgoM _m`mMo _Zñdr d hiydma ì`{º$_Ëd
Ë`m§Zr Amnë`m AmdmOmVyZ ghOnUo C ô Ho$bo Amho.

Ia§Va "BOmOV'_Yrb àË òH$ Jmoï>rda ñdV§ÌnUo {b{hVm
òB©b BVHo$ gdmªMo ̀ moJXmZ Amho. na§Vw eãX_`m©XoñVd VgoM emoY

{Z~§YmMm {df` "BOmOV'_Yrb "H$mì`' Agm Agë`mZo
~mH$sÀ`m A§Jm§Mm {dMma _m§S>bm Zmhr.

g_mamon

"BOmOV' `m {MÌnQ>mMm Aä`mg H$arV AgVmZm
JwbOmam§Mo AZoH$ n¡by g_moa Ambo.  `m n¡by§À`m Aä`mgmVyZ
_mUyg åhUyZ, àojH$ åhUyZ AmnU g_¥Õ hmoV OmVmo. Ë`m§À`m
{MÌnQ>m§_wio Amnë`mbm ñdV…Mm EH$ Zdm n[aM` hmoVmo.
BVam§Mrhr Zdr AmoiI hmoVo. EH$Xm _mUg§ Amnbr _mZbr,
Ë`m§À`mda ào_ Ho$bo H$s Ë`m ì`º$sÀ`m JwUm§gh Xmofm§dahr ào_
Ho$bo nm{hOo, ho _Zmda A{YH$M R>gVo. JwbOmam§À`m {MÌnQ>m§_wio
g§doXZerbVm hr A{YH$ Vab hmoVo. JwbOmam§Mo {MÌnQ> ho
àojH$m§À`m A{^éMrMm ñVahr C§MmdVmV.

JrV, g§JrV, {X½Xe©Z, g§dmX, nQ>H$Wm `m gdmªZm
JwbOmam§À`m H${dVoZo "BOmOV'_Ü`o bnoQy>Z KoVbobo {XgVo.
BOmOV_Yrb JmUr hr `m {MÌnQ>mMo _hÎdmMo A§J R>aVo. hr
JmUr AË §̀V AW©nyU© d H$mì`mË_ AmhoV. AZoH$Xm g§dmXmVyZ Oo
gm§JVm òV Zmhr Vo JwbOma JmÊ`mVyZ ì`º$ H$aVmV. {MÌnQ>^a
"JwbOma _wÐm' C_Q>bobr {XgVo. åhUyZM "BOmOV' hm {MÌnQ>
nS>Úmdarb H$mì` ~ZyZ OmVmo.

g§X ©̂ …

1. JwbOma, (2009) ^yVH$mimVrb nS>gmX (boI)-
AZwdmX Xm_bo g{dVm, nw.- A{dñ_aUr`, g§nmXZ- eodVo
Aê$U, R>mUo, AZKm àH$meZ, n¥ð>- 59 Vo 77.

2. JwbOma, (2004) {ÌdoUr, AZwdmX em§Vm eoiHo$, nwUo,
_ohVm npãbqeJ hmD$g.

3. nmS>iH$a {dO`, (2008) J§Jm Am ò H$hm± go - JwbOma
… EH$m {X½Xe©H$mMm àdmg, _w§~B©, _°{OpñQ>H$ àH$meZ.

4. n§T>arZmW aqdÐ épŠ_Ur, _mohZr AZwamYm (AZwdmX),
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Indianizing the English Classic Othello in Vishal Bharadwajs Hindi Movie
Omkara: A Case Study

Vipul Parmarthi, Lecturer, Govt. Women’s Polytechnic College, Gwalior
Dr. Lajwanti Kishnani, Assistant Professor , BITS Pilani University

Abstarct :Indians are a spicy race who are crazy about two things : Cricket and Bollywood. The Hindi Cinema has seen
a major transformation in the last twenty years with Directors like Meera Nair, Gurinder Chadda ,Raju Hirani ,Anurag
Kashyap ,Vishal Bharadwaj etc. Among them Vishal Bharadwaj has phenomenally experimented with different themes in
Hindi Cinema. One of his favorite themes is Shakespearean Tragedy ; he has given the Indian audiences a feast to the eyes
through his Movie Omkara ,movie based on the  Shakespearean Tragedy –‘Othello’. Bharadwaj has intelligently relocated
the movie into the Indian taste and has shaped and colored it in the typical Bollywood Masala Movie genre of dance
sequences, fights and emotional drama. This paper attempts to highlight the Indianess of the Classsic Othello made into the
popular Hindi Film Omkara.

Keywords: Shakespearean Tragedy, Indianess , myths, epics

Introduction:

Colonialism brought Shakespeare to Indian
Subcontinent. India’s extensive history of colonial
domination extends to cultural domination. The colonial
education system in India was filled by western texts,
including Shakespeare .Theme, characterization, genre,
structure –there are many ways in which the works of
Shakespeare have influenced and been absorbed in Indian
literature and culture. Further the developments in
translation and adaption studies, performance and cultural
studies, spread of globalization have indeed lessened the
gap between the West and the rest of the world.

Shakespeare’s idea of family relationships, same sex
relationships, generational conflicts, the idea of the twin or
double, gender, women, ideas of masculinity, friendship, the
outsider, violence, conflict, emotions, the idea of empire,
the idea of the nation, kingship, good governance, politics,
law, order, disguise, appearance, and reality, nature,
landscape, geography, supernatural, and prophecy have an
enduring wisdom which found strong foothold in the global
cinema. Adapting Shakespeare’s work to Indian ethos is the
latest trend in Indian cinema.Bollywood has become
synonymous with popular Indian culture and lives the
consciousness of the country. Bollywood can be said to be
bluntly Shakespearean in its temperament featuring song
and dance, love triangles, comedy, drama, lovers, angry
parents, conniving villains, convenient coincidences and
mistaken identitites.Vishal Bharadwaj’s movie Maqbool
(released in 2004;based on Shakespeare’s adaptation of
Macbeth), Omkara (released in 2006;based on
Shakespeare’s adaptation of Othello) director Manish
Tiwari’s Issaqzade (released in 2012;based on Shakespeare’s
adaptation of Romeo and Juliet) all have tried to Indianize
the classic stories of Shakespeare and have held the
audiences in trance for the same.

The Classic Saga Retold In The Masala Movie Genre:

Omkara begins with a credit that reads, Vishal
Bharadwaj‘s adaptation of Othello. The characters in the movie
share the first letters as their counterparts in the Shakespearean
play-Omkara(Othello),Ishwar (Iago),Dolly (Desdemona), Indu
(Emilia), Kesu (Cassio),Billo (Bianca) and so on.

Set in the rural areas of the north Indian state of Uttar
Pradesh,the story of Omkara goes something like this –
Omkara or Omi (Ajay Devgan) is a political goon in love
with Dolly (Kareena Kapoor), a lawyer’s daughter .As her
father had arranged for her to marry Rajoh (Deepak
Dobriyal),Dolly elopes with her love,Omkara.Omkara has
two trusted right-hand men namely Ishwar “langda” Tyagi
(Saif Ali Khan) and Kesu (Vivek Oberoi).Nicknamed
“Langda”or “Lame”,Ishwar  is a sharpshooter –
smart,ruthless and power – hungry. He is married to Indu
(Konkana Sen),who is the big sister to all the goons of
Omkara’s gang,including Omkara.Kesu is an educated ,loyal
goon whose whose mistress is a local dancer named Billo
(Bipasha Basu).

When it comes to naming his chief lieutenant, Omkara
chooses Kesu over Langda to attract Kesu’s large political
base and thereby ensure an electoral win for Bhai Sahib.
When the astute Bhai Sahib asks, “What about Langda?”
Omkara naively replies, “He is like my brother. He will
understand.” Omkara trusts and values Langda implicitly
but never bothers to explain his reasons to him. This single
incident sets off Langda to bring down Omkara and Kesu
by sowing suspicions in Omkara of Dolly and Kesu having
an affair.Langda teams up with Rajoh, who is vengeful over
Dolly’s refusal to marry him, and they slowly create
circumstantial evidence that makes Omkara begin to suspect
Dolly of adultery.

Bhardwaj‘s Omkara focuses on the Hindu tradition
and uses  many  of  its  symbols,  colors  and  iconography,
one  of  which  is  his  transcription Shakespearean names to
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Hindu names that orient the viewer into regional and caste
identities of the characters. They also have metaphysical
resonance because of being names of deities with whom
Indians feel an identity based connection that has nothing
to do with belief, but concerns individual dispositions and
other scripts associated with deities who, through
iconography, festival, song and seasonal ritual, are part of
lived life in India.

 In Omkara, the time in-between the interrupted
nuptial and the ill fated wedding, through insistent and deft
crosscutting, is linked to campaign activities of politicians
and  their  gangster-activists  who  consistently  use  violent
and  criminal  means  to achieve political ends. Clearly, the
changes Bhardwaj makes in the original story do not alter
the basic plot line, nor crucial parts of dialogue that become
nodes for plot transformation and changes in characters‘
moods, mood congruent emotions and mind set; he only
changes the emotion micro-genres or scripts at critical
moments. In this adaptation, Bhardwaj‘s aesthetics is
consistent with laws of emotion as they are discussed by
cognitive psychologists and as they operate in stories and
films that always use many micro-genres (or scripts) to elicit
emotion (such as little melodramatic scripts of sacrifice and/
or comic segments in tragedies, and so forth).

Like the original play, the Hindi film presents a tragic
vision, imbued with moral questioning that leads to a
philosophical reflection on domestic violence occurring in
a broader context of socio-political violence, especially
criminalization of electoral politics in many regions in India.

Shakespeare‘s play, the broader context of violence is
deliberately muted, or occluded, and the focus is on the
domestic realm, while in the film Omkara‘s direct engagement
in violent acts is given comprehensive visual coverage, and
makes up a much larger portion of the plot. Shakespeare,
clearly, addresses concerns regarding inter-racial marriage,
sex, and love, and the play strives to show these emotions
as natural, not unnatural. The focus is on presenting a
counterpoint to racialist ideologies about human interaction,
especially intimate human exchanges between men and
women. As one would expect, Bhardwaj‘s film is not
concerned with the race issue, but with the issue of violence
in general, as it affects public and private life of all the people
revolving around these characters.

The Brahmin Background:

What is in the names in Omkara  is not as pretty and
heart-warming as the color symmetry- dissymmetry.  Since
socially  and  interpersonally  destructive  violence
foregrounds  anger, jealousy, rage, wrath, resentment,
grudge of the perpetrator matched by the
uncomprehending bewilderment, willing submission or fear
of the victim, my contention is that these emotions are
elicited  by  appraisals  that  are  not  merely  biological,  but

take  into  account  culture  and socialization of emotion.
One aspect of the socialization of emotion that the film uses
is the reference to castes and, thus, the caste dharmas and
their relation to violence. Tied to this are myths and
metaphysics of creation, destruction and preservation of
social forms and of mankind: the sacred role that violence
plays in this cosmic drama. Quite often, the burden of the
myths, epics, puranic stories, is to determine how much
violence, under what conditions, all the whys, hows and
whereforths of it.   Ironically, Bhardwaj‘s counterparts to
Shakespeare‘s characters, Ishwar Tyagi (Iago), Omkara
Shukla  (Othello),  Dolly  Mishra  (Desdemona)  Keshav
Upadhyaya  (Cassio),  and everyone else is given easily
recognizable Brahmin surnames. The departure from
tradition, where Brahmins did not bear arms but wore the
sacred thread that primarily emphasized their commitment
to  the  basic  dharma  of  truth  and  non-violence  is
striking,  because  the  main characters (well, not Dollly)
take up arms and resort to violence to settle disputes, even
minor disputes. The disjunction between a material culture
of violence interspersed with sacred rites calibrated to tunes
of Vedic mantras at various occasions creates a timeless
world of Indian myth and social life that had always, in one
way or another, carried within it these tensions, but that
were, somehow, contained. The caste identities of the
principal characters are emphasized in repeated shots of
their  sacred-threads, with special focus  on the unclothed
torso of  Ishwar Langda Tyagi (Iago) as well as several
front, back and side shots of Omkara‘s sacred thread.In the
end when Omkara makes an Othello like speech he says to
Tyagi:There is no mukti either for you or me.He does not
refer to any violence against Dolly but their violation of
basic Hindu Principles in general. Through abundant
spectacle of local culture, the documentary focus of the film
is on a community in the remote, rural areas of Uttar
Predesh/Bihar/Madhya Predesh that evokes an antiquated,
but still practiced heroic age ethos of strong armed violence
juxtaposed with modernity and its many gadgets, such as
cell phones, trains, cars, most prominently guns and
soldiers. While in Shakespeare‘s play, Iago‘s villainy is
thought to be motiveless, with the statedreason‘  (that
Othello  made  Cassio  his  captain)  only  intended  to  gull
Roderigo,  Vishal Bhardwaj‘s Ishwar Tyagi‘s malevolence is
motivated. He feels deeply wronged because Omkara
chooses a less heroic figure, a mere college student, Kesu
(Keshav Uppadhyay), as his bahu-bali, the party leader in
his place because Omkara has been promoted in the party
hierarchy to a place in the local assembly. As one would
expect, Langda Tyagi carries out his revenge by making
Omkara believe that Dolly has an affair with Kesu, because
they studied at the same college and have much in common,
while Omkara and Dolly come from very different worlds
and have nothing in common. While the law of concern
guides what the film shows and how it links character and
plot elements symptomatically to concerns about domestic
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violence, requirements of chastity and virginity, as well as
larger social concerns about electoral violence that steals
and sabotages free and fair elections, the flow of story time
and action is predicated on the emotion law of closure. It is
not a circular closure, but a linear one.

Conclusion

Bhardwaj said in an interview, post the year 2000 has
started what we can doubtlessly call the golden age of Indian
cinema. This is an obvious result of the rapid development
in filmmaking techniques along with other peripheral
advances- the huge leap in the development of the
communication system in the internet age etc. in short, the
phenomena we call globalization. Such rapid growth, along
with the aid of certain other socio-cultural and economic
factors, has almost completely changed the viewing practice
of the urban audience. Now, there is a gamut of audience for
every kind of cinema. Owing to such reassuring conditions,
producers are also more willing to experiment with both
content and form of cinema and break free from the
boundaries of the traditional storytelling modes and
preferences. Also, Bollywood today readily finds at its
disposala widespread global audience, enjoys simultaneous
international releases and higher ticket prices. The overseas
market today generates 65% of a film’s total income. Keeping
this figures in mind, one may say that in the recent
tumultuous years of global economic crisis, Bollywood
perhaps enjoys a larger viewership than any other film
industry in the world. In such times, artists with a sensibility
steeped in literary and cultural tradition can afford to revisit
old practices, and not merely grind their talent in mindless
money churners. When “all the world’s a stage” to the bard,
Indian cinema has proven to be no exception the sub
continental, as well as in a global context, Bhardwaj’s films
can be seen as works that string together disparate aspects
of a global trans-cultural history of art, across mediums of
expression, adapting the English master in a foreign tongue
and still managing to keep both cultural elements intact with
all their nuances and flavor. In a global context, Bollywood
films can be understood and enjoyed as a requiem for world
peace, sung in a foreign (firang) tongue at the turn of 21st
century.
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A Study of Yash Chopra’s Cinema and Audience Reception Trends

       Asst.Prof. Kanika Arya
         Dnyanasadhana College,Thane.

Abstract: Yash Chopra: The unforgettable king of romance has given us some of the most beautiful love stories on screen. Not
only romance but a kind of romance which changed with time and generations and which created fashion trends for men and
woman. His movies defined the lifestyle of youngsters through 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s; his creations also became the bringer of
glamour to ‘big fat Indian weddings’.

     He started his career with Dhool Ka Phool (1959), afterwards Waqt (1965) which did really well on box office and started
the trend of ‘ensemble cast’. With Daag (1973) and later Kabhie Kabhie (1976) he established himself as specialist in romantic
genre. Exotic locations, melodious music, steamy yet serene romance, keeping Indian values intact yet challenging them,
gripping storyline and subtle camera movements, rich and visually pleasing sets and locations, stars who created fashion
statements and dialogues and lyrics to be remembered for ages  held audiences to their seats for his epic romances. He also gets
the credit for being the creator of legend Deewar (1975) which had a power packed much remembered performance by
Amitabh Bachchan. Movies like Trishul (1978) and later Silsila(1981) established the magical combo of Bachchan and Chopra.

     Silsila had all the ingredients mentioned above and a questioning over taboo issues like pre marriage pregnancy and extra
marital affairs in those times but an audience and society friendly ending. Lamhe (1991) is his self confessed best work till date
which was an average performer for box office but a critically acclaimed movie; it left many questions unanswered regarding
societal bindings and the heart’s way. Chandni (1989) gets the credit for starting the ‘georgette clad sensuous actress’ image
through Sri devi , one of her most memorable roles. Darr (1993) was a love story with a different bent which made us feel
sympathetic towards the wrong doer but established Shah Rukh Khan as a super star cum super villain. Dil To Pagal hai and
Veer Zaara have immortalized Shah Rukh in the hearts of youngsters of 90’s. These movies along with his production Dilwale
Dhulniya Le Jayenge (1995) established him unchallenged as the king of romance genre in bollywood. The last movie is not just
a super hit but it is a ‘cult’ lived by many youngsters of 90’s; the movie is still running at Maratha Mandir, Mumbai

     His movies were well received by the audiences and appreciated by the film fraternity. Big budget and out of the box
marketing added in his favour. His actresses created fashion statements and weddings were designed like his movie sets,
banging with Chopra movie music. A focused interview with few families from Punjab and Delhi, purposive sample, reveal
how Chopra’s sagas were ingredient for dream marriages of 90’s and even 2000’s. The ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ and
fantasy lived by them through his movies is revealed, the lifestyle changes are discussed.

Keywords : Yash Chopra, dialogues, roles

Introduction

Yash Chopra (1932-2012) during his lifetime was the
unofficial king and one of the most successful director and
producer in Bollywood. His legacy continues through the
successful working of Yash Raj banner. Chopra’s cinema is
a separate genre in Bollywood, not only were his movies a
commercial success but experimental as well as critically
appreciated. In contemporary times, his banner is creating
cinema which touches the cords with audiences and
experiments with new talent. The creator as well as the
banner have been extremely successful, considered to be
one of the strongest pillars of Bollywood. Besides churning
out cinema which the audience adores, the director during
his times was successful in affecting lifestyles of youngsters,
creating fashion trends, and cinema viewing with which the
viewer fantasized as well as laughed and cried. Movie
viewing was a family experience and the dialogues and lyrics
became part and parcel of their life.

Literature Review

Yash Chopra’s work was a part of journey of Hindi
cinema from the 1950s to the contemporary India. His films
offer visions into the imagining of India and its society

through these six decades. Chopra was a Punjabi and defined
modern Punjabi in his films, ‘“a cheerful, emotional and
boisterous character, the women as spirited as the men,
whether living in Punjab, Delhi or Bombay or
London.”’(Dwyer, BFI, 2014). His style included giving
importance to music, working with a close knit production
team, and casting stars; working several decades with same
people. His inspiration was Raj Kapoor, the shadow of later
work can be seen in formers with melodious music and
woman in white being inevitable in Yash Chopra’s movies.
He worked with Kapoor’s through several generations. His
earliest work Dhool Ka Phool (1959) and Dharamputra
(1961) were socially conscious movies. Another landmark
movie by Chopra was Waqt ( 1965) it showed the face of
urban India and defined lifestyle trends of its youth. He is
credited with ‘Punjabification’ (Dwyer, 2014) of Indian
Cinema, creating it with Punjabi music, costumes and
language as an essential ingredient of his movies.

Yash Chopra started his own banner in 1971 with Daag
being released in 1973, this was also the time when he started
working with Amitabh Bachchan, two sets of movies were
created the , the ‘Vijay’ series, written by famous duo Salim
Javed, where a wronged child avenges the atrocities done
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to his family, some cult movies in this genre include Deewaar
(1975), Trishul (1978), Kaala Patthar (1979). These films are
about denied justice, law and society being of no help, Vijay
left to himself to attain righteousness. Shashi Kapoor is
shown in contrast to Vijay, the ideal righteous hero, the
paradoxes between the two underlines the theme. The
second are the ‘Amit’ films in which Bachchan played a
romantic hero whose love is unquenched within the norms
of society but finally accepts that he must find love within
societal bindings, famous ones in this genre include Kabhi
Kabhie (1976) and Silsila (1981).

In 1980s his movies were not much successful, some
of his work of this era include Mashaal(1984), Faasle (1985)
and Vijay (1988), his success returned with Chandani (1989),
it  recreated his brand of romantic cinema which was loved
and adored by audiences for years to come. He created the
dark Darr (1993) and unconventional Lamhe (1991); Darr
established Shah Rukh Khan as vile but still lovable, and
Lamhe was a strong question on our society. Aditya Chopra
directed Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) was a tribute
to Yash Chopra’s brand of romantic movies, a cult in romantic
genre. The movie was a big commercial success and one of
the first few to show diasporic Indians. It showed the
modern and consumerist India but with tradition intact.
According to Dwyer, “Yashji’s aesthetic of ‘glamorous
realism’, where wealthy and beautiful people had to deal
with emotional issues, embodied the aspirations of the
youth” (BFI, 2014). His next, Veer Zaara (2004) was a movie
which glorified Punjabi culture, border issues and India
Pakistan conflict were shown belittled in front of the
undivided cultural similarity on both sides. Jab Tak Hai
Jaan (2012) was his last directorial venture, it had formulaic
love triangle with exotic locations and superstars, his
trademark style.

Rana Sinha in his paper ‘How does Indian Cinema
communicate with India Viewers’ (2009) discusses the
relationship between audience and cinema in India.
According to him, it is very important to consider the socio
cultural context in which cinema is experienced. Indian
audiences are very different from western audiences, while
as the latter has a silent watching experience the former
likes an interactive style of viewing. According to the writer,
“we know very little of actual process of engagement with a
mass cultural product like cinema when it happens in public
settings” (Communication: Silent Noise, 2009, p.5). Western
cinema is a ‘quasi-sacramental act’ while as Indian viewer
shares an organic relationship with world of films, actors,
producers and directors.

Indian Cinema is a variety show rather than a thematic
narrative. The defining character of Indian viewers is the
social dimension of their interaction. Yash Chopra
understood this group viewing experience and thus, in his
own words his motto was, ‘“We must make clean and decent

entertainers. I shouldn’t feel ashamed to sit with members
of my family in a movie theatre”’ (qtd. in Silent Noise, p.5).
Social Philosophy of Theodor Adorno (1903-1969) and Max
Horkhiemer (1895-1973) predicted that popular culture makes
people passive but Sinha writes that this doesn’t hold true
for Indian audiences as their social and participatory
interaction with cinema reconstructs the movie experience
for them (Silent Noise, p.6). Also colourful and rich folk
tradition of India has been the basis of cinematic storytelling,
thus, making it full of myth, symbolism, melodrama, and
folklore. Also making music, dance and colourful settings
part of our cinema.

Objectives of the Study

     The objectives of this study are:

1. To study the cinema of Yash Chopra.

2. To understand the relationship between Chopra’s
cinema and its audiences

3. Changes that Yash Chopra’s cinema brought to his

audiences lifestyle.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis statement here: Yash Chopra’s cinema
has affected the lifestyle of audiences of his work
significantly.

Research Methodology

In-depth interviews, observation and focus group
sessions were used as data collection tools. The sample
chosen was purposive, men and women in the age group 25
to 35 from middle and upper middle class Punjabi families of
Noida, few upper middle class and upper class families of
Noida and Ghaziabad. The in-depth interviews were done
with couples between the ages 25-35, they were asked about
their preferences in cinema, and few of the questions asked
were: Have they seen Yash Chopra’s Cinema? How do they
feel about it? Is it a family viewing experience? Have they
emulated the fashion and lifestyle trends ever from movies
and how? What fashion trends do they follow and what are
their sources for trending. Also how do they choose their
holiday destinations, or honeymoon destinations. Women
were more open while answering, they were happy to admit
most of their fashion trends are inspired from movies, they
even admitted to being influenced by Chopra’s movies when
it came to choosing themes for their weddings, kitty parties
or Karwa Chauth festivities. Also many of them revealed
that Shah Rukh Khan’s character in Dilwale Dhulania Le
Jayenge has been and still is their image of perfect man.
They also admitted to undergo a ‘willing suspension of
disbelief’ while watching the movies, laughing and crying
loudly whenever they experienced his cinema. Men were a
little apprehensive while answering, it took a bit longer for
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them to open up. They communicated that most of the get-
togethers, and family ceremonies in 90’s had Yash Raj music
as background, besides shopping for the events was greatly
influenced by his cinema. It was also interesting to note
that honeymoon destinations and wedding photoshoot in
most of Punjabi weddings of 90’s emulated lifestyle shown
in his movies.

Observation as a tool was used to understand
interaction of the sample with Chopra’s movies. Few families
agreed for a collective watching experience. The researcher
could see them laugh and cry with the change of scenes on
screen, humming the music each time songs erupted
onscreen typical Bollywood style; also talking, sitting
together, holding hands, enjoying tea was a part of the movie
watching experience. For them it was more of celebration
rather than watching a movie. Focus group session was
held with a few families (Punjabi middle and upper middle
class), many opinions were collected. The audience was
family members between ages 25 to 60, the family discussion
led us to understand that the director’s movies were most
comfortable to show from the parent’s viewpoints as it never
challenged the Indian sensibilities and also according to
them had no inappropriate scenes. The youngsters, 25 to 40
age group members who were teenagers when most of
Chopra’s romantic movies were released discussed their
experiences with his cinema. They revealed how they would
love the foreign locales in the movies, the palatial houses
and extremely affluent style of the stars; besides they talked
about the fairy-tale romances which they loved watching
and the melodious music which enhanced their dreamy
romantic ride.

Conclusion

Yash Chopra was a successful producer and director
from Bollywood. His production house still maintains the
legacy by churning out cinema which the audience
accolades and adores. The limited research study done
above suggests that his cinema was quite influential upon
the lifestyle of audiences, not only did it create romantic
dreams for them but churned lifestyle trends too. Audiences
through 90’s and early 2000’s emulated the fashion trend of
stars in his movies, imitated the sets and costumes of his
movies as a part of their wedding themes, choose the foreign
locales shown in his movies as honeymoon destinations.
They even idolised some of the character from his movies,
Thus, Yash Chopra’s cinema did influence the lifestyle of a
set of audiences.
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(1977), "gwOmVm' (1980), "MH«$' (1981), "AW©' (1982), "~mOma' (1982), "ào_amoJ' (1982), "_§S>r' (1984), "BOmOV'
(1987), "{_M© _gmbm' (1987), "éXmbr' (1993), "~¢{S>S> ¹$sZ' (1994), "AmñWm' (1997), "gZ_ ~od\$m'$ (1999), "{μ\$Om'$
(2000), "ApñVËd' (2000), "b‚mm' (2001), "Mm±XZr ~ma' (2001), "Ow~¡Xm' (2001), "{μ\$bhmb' (2002), "M_obr'$ (2003),
"VhOr~' (2003), "gÎmm' (2003), "qnOa' (2003), "ãb¡H$' (2005), "n[aUrVm' (2005), "dmo båh|' (2006), "S>moa' (2006),
"μ\$¡eZ' (2008), "Zmo dZ H¡$Z {H$b Oo{gH$m'(2011), "X S>Q>u {nŠMa' (2011), "hramoBZ' (2012), "a‚mmo' (2013), "¹$sZ' (2014)
O¡go {\$ë_m| Ho$ AmYma na BZH$s H$WmdñVw, nmÌ Ed§ M[aÌ - {MÌU, n[adoe Ed§ ̂ mfme¡br, CX²Xoí` Ed§ gr_mE± BË`m{X nhbwAm| na àH$me S>mbVo
hþE BZ {\$ë_m| Ho$ {ZX}eZ, A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$ Hw$eb A{^Z`, à{g{Õ, AdmS>© Ed§ CnbpãY`m± O¡go Hw$N> _hËdnyU© {~ÝXwAm| H$m Bg emoYnÌ _| H«$_e…
AÜ``Z {H$`m Om òJm&

~rO eãX (Key Words) - {gZo_m H$s Xw{Z`m _| ór H$s {hñgoXmar, ór Xoh Am¡a ~mOma, Zmar ñdmV§Í`, AnZo O_rZ H$s Vbme, {Za§Va
à{V`mo{JVm Ed§ g§Kf© VWm AnZo ~yVo na AnZr nhMmZ ~Zm nmZo H$s N>Q>nQ>mhQ>, {\$ë_m| Ho$ {ZX}eZ, A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$ Hw$eb A{^Z`, à{g{Õ,

AdmS>© Ed§ CnbpãY`m±, {\$ë_ H$m CÔoí` Ed§ gr_mE±&

~mV Mmho gm{hË` H$s hmo `m {gZo_m H$s ór H$s Xem ha
H$ht EH$ gr ahr h¡& Mmho dh {hÝXr CnÝ_mgm| H$s Y{Z`m - ~w{Y`m
hmo `m {\$a M_M_mVo nX} H$s hramoBZ, XmoZm| H$s pñW{V _| H$moB©
{deof A§Va Zht h¡& ha H$ht `m Vmo dh XrZ - XwpI`mar h¡ `m ò
H$h b| {H$ An_mZ Ho$ XX© H$s _mar h¡& {H$Vm~m| - H$hm{Z`m| _|
ór H$s Xem - XwX©em H$mo h_ g{X`m| go n‹T>Vo - gwZVo Am ò h¢ na§Vw
½b¡_a H$s M_M_mVr Xw{Z`m ̂ r Bg X§e go ANy>Vr Zht h¡& d¡go Vmo
{hÝXr {gZo_m Zo AnZo gm¡ df© nyao H$a {bE h¢ Am¡a AmO Bg a§JrZ
nX} H$s g\$b A{^Zo{Ì`m± AnZo hþZa Ho$ ~b na H$amo‹S>m| ê$n ò ^r
Am±H$ aht h¡§& na§Vw gm¡ df© nrN>o Om H$a BgHo$ B{Vhmg H$mo XoI| Vmo
EH$ Xm¡a Eogm ^r {_bVm h¡ Ohm± {\$ë_m| _| Zm{`H$m Ho$ {H$aXma H$s
ImZmny{V© _w{íH$b go hr hmo nmVr Wr& AmJo Mb H$a {\$ë_m| H$m
ì`dgm`rH$aU hmoVm Mbm J`m Am¡a Yrao- Yrao {gëda ñH«$sZ H$m
OmXy {~IaVm J`m& {\$a Š`m Wm, {\$a Vmo bmBQ> - H¡$_am -
EŠeZ H$s Xw{Z`m _| hgrZmE± Ow‹S>Vr Mbr J`t Am¡a nX} - Xa -
nX} nXm] na ór na go nXm© CR>Vm J`m& Z{J©g, ZyVZ, _rZmHw$_mar,
_Yw~mbm, Amem nmaoI, pñ_Vm nmQ>rb, e~mZm AmμO_r O¡gr
Hw$eb A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$ gmW - gmW gm{hË` H$m \$o{_{ZO_ nX}

na CVaVm Mbm J`m Am¡a BgàH$ma Zm{`H$m H$mo H|$Ð _| aI H$a
{\$ë_m| H$m MbZ àma§̂  hþAm&

[hÝXr {gZo_m _| dw_Z g|{Q´H$ (_{hbm àYmZ) {\$ë_m| H$m
B{Vhmg H$m\$s nwamZm h¡& "_Xa B§{S>`m' (1957) Ho$ ~mX go XoI|
Vmo "H$mJμO Ho$ \$yb' (1959), "~§{XZr' (1963), "A{^ZoÌr'
(1970), "H$Q>r nV§J' (1970), "AMmZH$' (1973),
"Am±Yr' (1975), "emobo' (1975), "^y{_H$m' (1977),
"gwOmVm' (1980), "MH«$' (1981), "AW©' (1982),
"~mOma' (1982), "ào_amoJ' (1982), "_§S>r' (1984),
"BOmOV' (1987), "{_M© _gmbm' (1987), "éXmbr'
(1993), "~¢{S>S> ¹$sZ' (1994), "AmñWm' (1997),
"gZ_ ~od\$m'$ (1999), "{μ\$Om' (2000), "ApñVËd'
(2000), "b‚mm' (2001), "Mm±XZr ~ma' (2001),
"Ow~¡Xm' (2001), "{μ\$bhmb' (2002), "M_obr' (2003),
"VhOr~' (2003), "gÎmm' (2003), "qnOa' (2003),
"ãb¡H$' (2005), "n[aUrVm' (2005), "dmo båh|' (2006),
"S>moa' (2006), "μ\$¡eZ' (2008), "Zmo dZ H¡$Z {H$b Oo{gH$m'
(2011), "X S>Q>u {nŠMa' (2011), "hramoBZ' (2012),
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"a‚mmo' (2013), "¹$sZ' (2014) O¡gr H$B© {\$ë_m| Ho$ H|$Ð _|
{ó`m± hr μ\$moH$g _| aht h¡§& BZ_| go H$B© {\$ë_m| _| A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$
_mÜ`_ go g_mO _| ór Ho$ g§Kf© H$mo XoIm Om gH$Vm h¡& "μ\$¡eZ'
Am¡a "X S>Q>u {nŠMa' O¡gr {\$ë_m| Zo Vmo {μ\$ë_r Xw{Z`m± H$s hgrZmAm|
VH$ H$s XwX©em H$mo ^r a§JrZ nX} na ~onXm© H$a {X`m h¡& {\$a Jbr
- Hy±$Mo _| ahZo dmbr AWdm {Za§Va AnZo ApñVËd H$s b‹S>mB©
b‹S>Zo dmbr gm_mÝ` ór H$s Xem H$m Vmo H$hZm hr Š`m?

{\$ë_m| _| ór H$s ŷ{_H$m H$mo Omo‹S> H$a XoI| Vmo nMmg Am¡a
gmR> Ho$ XeH$ _| {hÝXr {gZo_m _| AZoH$ AÀN>r A{^Zo{Ì`m± Am`r§&
Cg XeH$ Ho$ {\$ë_m| _| CZ A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$ amob ^r Wmo‹S>o - ~hþV
AW©nyU© hþAm H$aVo Wo na§Vw AÀN>o {ZX}eH$ Am¡a nQ>H$Wm boIH$
Ho$ A^md _| CZ A{^Zo{Ì`m| H$s à{V^m H$m nyam - nyam BñVo_mb
Z hmo gH$m& dhrXm ah_mZ Am¡a ZyVZ O¡gr A{^Zo{Ì`m± na§namJV
T>m±Mo _| hr AnZr à{V^m Ho$ AZwgma AnZr ŷ{_H$m H$m n[aM` Xo
nmVr Wr§& EH$ ~‹S>r gƒmB© `h ^r `h {H$ gÎma Ho$ XeH$ Ho$ ~mX
Omo {μ\$ë_| Am`t CZ_| nwéfm| H$m μO~aXñV emgZ ahm& {hamoB©Z H$s

ŷ{_H$mE± bJ^J gOmdQ>r hmoVr Mbr J`t bo{H$Z CÝht {XZm|
{hÝXr {\$ë_m| _| gmW©H$Vm H$s ZB© g§̂ mdZmE± OmJt Am¡a {hÝXr
{gZo_m _| A{^Zo{Ì`m| H$mo Eogo Adga {_bo Omo ór H$s ~XbVr
N>{d Ho$ gmW Ý`m`g§JV bJo& Bgr XeH$ _| e~mZm AmO_r Am¡a
pñ_Vm nm{Q>b O¡gr A{^Zo{Ì`m| H$mo C^aZo H$m _m¡H$m {_bm& í`m_
~oZoJb, gË`OrV am` O¡go {\$ë_H$mam| Zo BZ A{^Zo{Ì`m| H$s
AØxV à{V^m H$m bm^ CR>mH$a "A§Hw$a', "{ZemV', "_§S>r',
" ŷ{_H$m' O¡gr H$B© _hËdnyU© {μ\$ë_| ~Zm`r§&

AmR>d| XeH$ Ho$ {\$ë_H$mam| Zo Zm{`H$mAm| H$mo H¡$_ao H$s
EH$ AØxV amoeZr _| XoIm& í`m_ ~oZoJb Zo AnZo {μ\$ë_r gμ\$a _|
Zm{`H$m àYmZ geº$ {μ\$ë_ ~ZmH$a {μ\$ë_m| H$s Xw{Z`m H$mo n[anyU©
H$aZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s& "A§Hw$a', "^y{_H$m', "_§S>r', "_å_mo',
"Ow~¡Xm' O¡gr {\$ë_m| _| í`m_ ~oZoJb H$s Zm{`H$mE± H$ht Am¡a
A{YH$ AW©nyU© h¡§& EH$ Ñ{ï> go XoIm Om` Vmo 1977 _| àX{e©V
" ŷ{_H$m' Am¡a 2001 _| àX{e©V "Ow~¡Xm' BZ XmoZm| hr {\$ë_m| _|
gVhr g_mZVm |̀ XoIZo H$mo {_bVr h¡§& XmoZm| {μ\$ë_m| _| {ó`m± AnZo
n[adma, n[adoe Am¡a g_mO go {dÐmoh H$aVr h¡§& ò H$moB© H$pënV
{ó`m± Zht ~pëH$ gƒo nmÌm| go A{^ào[aV h¡§& "^y{_H$m' H$s
Zm{`H$m Cfm "h§gm dmS>H$a' Zm_H$ A{^ZoÌr H$s AmË_H$Wm go
ào[aV h¡ Vmo "Ow~¡Xm'H$hmZrH$ma Im{bX _mohå_X H$s AnZr _m±
H$s H$hmZr go ào[aV h¡& " ŷ{_H$m' {\$ë_ _| pñ_Vm nm{Q>b H$s
A{^Z` j_Vm AZmoIr h¡& {\$ë_ _| Cfm Ho$ nmÌ H$mo pñ_Vm
nmQ>rb Zo H$B© AW© {XE h¡§& Cfm Ho$ OrdZ _| ha Vah Ho$ nwéf AmVo

- OmVo ahVo h¡§& AnZo OrdZ _| Cgo H$B© MwZm¡{V`m| H$m gm_Zm
H$aZm n‹S>Vm h¡& bJmVma CgH$m emofU H$aZo dmbm CgH$m n{V
(Am_mob nmboH$a), CgHo$ {Oñ_ H$s Mmh aIZo dmbm {μ\$ë_H$ma
(ZgréÔrZ emh) Am¡a H$m_wH$ μO_rXma (A_are nwar) Omo Cgo
Xygar nËZr ~ZmH$a ~§X XadmOm| H$s Va\$$ T>Ho$b XoVm h¡& EH$
g§dmX _| dh Cfm go H$hVm h¢ - _oar XmXr Bg Mma {Xdmar go ~mha
H$^r Zht J`r, _oar _m± Zht J`r, _oar nËZr Zo ^r H$^r ~mha
H$X_ Zht aIm& Vmo {\$$a Vw_ ^bm ~mha OmZo H$m gmhg H¡$go
{XIm gH$Vr hmo& na§Vw Cfm na BZ X~mAm| H$m H$moB© Aga Zht
n‹S>Vm& dh A{YH$ gmhgr, O{Q>b Am¡a ~hþñVar` OrdZ Ho$
X~mAm| go g§Kf© H$aZo dmbr ór gm{~V hmoVr h¡&

í`m_ ~oZoJb H$s Z`r {\$ë_ "Ow~¡Xm' (2001), " ŷ{_H$m'
H$s H$Wm H$mo EH$ Z`m OÝ_ XoVr h¡& na§Vw Ow~¡Xm Ho$ {H$aXma _|
" ŷ{_H$m'$ H$s Cfm Ho$ AZŵ d g§gma H$s {d{dYVm Zht {_bVr&
EH$ gmYmaU _Ü`_dJu_ n[adma _| {ddmh, ~ƒm Am¡a VbmμH$
Ho$ ~mX dh amOñWmZ Ho$ EH$ _hmamO H$s Xygar nËZr ~ZH$a
AmVr h¡ Am¡a AnZo n{V Ho$ _hb Am¡a OrdZ _| AnZr nX -
à{Vð>m Ho$ {bE g§Kf© H$aVr h¡& Bg {ddmh Ho$ ~mX Ow~¡Xm ^r Cfm
H$s Vah AnZo Xygao n{V Ho$ Ka _| ~§X XadmOm| H$s H¡$Xr ~Z OmVr
h¡& {\$ë_ _| _ZmoO ~mOnò r H$s nhbr nËZr aoIm ^r " ŷ{_H$m'
{\$ë_ Ho$ A_are nwar Ho$ g§dmXm| H$mo gmW©H$ Xem©Vo hþE Cg
na§namJV H¡$X H$mo ñdrH$ma H$a boVr h¡& na§Vw Ow~¡Xm Bg na§nam H$mo
AW©hrZ _mZVr h¡& dh ~§X XadmOo Vmo‹S> H$a Iwbo AmH$me _|
C‹S>Zm MmhVr h¡ Am¡a Bg àH$ma H¡$X _| Z Or H$a Amg_mZ H$s
EH$ XwK©Q>Zm _| _m¡V H$mo ñdrH$ma H$a boVr h¡& í`m_ ~oZoJb H$s
{dÐmohr {ó`m| _| ^r EH$ ^rVar AmbmoH$ h¡& "Ow~¡Xm' XaAgb
" ŷ{_H$m' H$m EH$ Z_m g§ñH$aU h¡& _o b‹S>mB`m± AVrV H$s hr
Zht g_H$mbrZ ^r h¡§& AVrV H$m _moh BZ nmÌm| H$mo Am¡a ^r gw§Xa
Am¡a VmμH$Vda ~ZmVm ahVm h¡&

{μ\$ë_ " ŷ{_H$m' _| _amR>r A{^ZoÌr h§gm dmS>H$a Ho$ OrdZ
H$mo {gZo_m Ho$ naXo na CVmaZo H$s MwZm¡Vr Zo pñ_Vm nmQ>rb H$mo EH$
~‹S>r A{^ZoÌr gm{~V H$a {X`m& {\$ë_ _| pñ_Vm nmQ>rb Ho$ AØxV
A{^Z` Ho$ H$maU CÝh| amḯ>r` nwañH$ma àmá hþAm gmW hr " ŷ{_H$m'
H$mo í`m_ ~oZoJb H$s gd©loð> {\$ë_ _mZm J`m& " ŷ{_H$m' Ho$ ~mX
"MH«$' _| Aå_m Ho$ {H$aXma _| ^r pñ_Vm nmQ>rb H$mo Xygam amï´>r`
nwañH$ma àXmZ {H$`m J`m& EH$ A{^ZoÌr Ho$ ê$n _| pñ_Vm nmQ>rb
H$s j_Vm H$mo g_PZo Ho$ {bE " ŷ{_H$m', "MH«$', "~mOma' BZ
{\$ë_m| Ho$ CXmhaU {bE Om gH$Vo h¡§&
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 Añgr Ho$ XeH$ _| ^r "AW©', "MH«$', "~mOma',
"{_M©_gmbm', "_§S>r' O¡gr {\$ë_m| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go EH$ ~ma {\$a
pñ_Vm nmQ>rb Am¡a e~mZm AmO_r O¡gr A{^Zo{Ì`m| H$mo H$‹S>r
_ohZV Ho$ ~mX AnZo Mohao H$mo nX} na ñWm{nV H$aZo H$m _m¡H$m
{_bm& "MH«$' _| ^r Aå_m H$m {H$aXma gmhgr Am¡a g§Kf©nyU©
ahm& `hm± ór H$s {Z`{V Cgo ~bmËH$ma go hmoVo hþE JÝXr ~ñVr _|
AnZr O‹S>| μO_mZo H$s _μO~yar _| n{V H$s _m¡V Ho$ ~mX AÝ` nwéfm|
Ho$ gmW ZmOm μ̀O g§~§Ym| VH$ nhþ±Mm XoVr h¡& n[apñW{V`m± Cgo ha
hmb _| OrZo Ho$ {bE _O~ya H$a XoVr h¢ Am¡a OrdZ H$m MH«$ ^r
~oe_© gm MbVm ahVm h¡&

"~mOma' {\$ë_ _| ^r ZO_m (pñ_Vm nmQ>rb) AnZo ào_r
Ho$ gmW CgHo$ ~y‹T>o ~m°g Ho$ Y_H$mZo na CgHo$ {bE ~mOma go
b‹S>H$s IarX H$a bmZo Ho$ Z§Jo `WmW© H$mo àñVwV H$aVr h¡ Bgr
H$‹S>r _| "AW©' Am¡a "_§S>r' {\$ë_ pñ_Vm nmQ>rb Am¡a e~mZm
AmO_r H$mo EH$ Xÿgao Ho$ gm_Zo bm H$a I‹S>m H$a XoVr h¡& pñ_Vm
nmQ>rb H$s hr Vah e~mZm AmO_r H$s nhbr {\$ë_ "A§Hw$a' Zo
^r CÝh| nhbo hr {H$aXma _| gd©loï> A{^ZoÌr H$m amï´>r` nwañH$ma
{Xbm {X`m& AmJo Mb H$a `hr nwañH$ma CÝh| "AW©' Ho$ {bE ^r
{_bm& H$moB© Vm‚mw~ Zht {H$ pñ_Vm Am¡a e~mZm Eogr A{^Zo{Ì`m±
ahr h¢, Omo AnZo _mWo H$s Hw$N> bQ>m| H$mo AJa gμ\o X H$a boVr Wt
Vmo AMmZH$ EH$ OdmZ Am¡aV go EH$ ~‹S>r C_« H$s Am¡aV ZμOa
AmZo bJVr Wt, AnZo - Amn H$mo Bg Vah go ~Xb boZo H$s
j_Vm BZ A{^Zo{Ì`m| Ho$ ZO[a ò H$mo Z ò T>§J go àñVwV H$aVr h¡§&

{Og Xm¡a _| {hÝXr {gZo_m _X© H$s N>{d go AmV§{H$V Wm Eogo
Xm¡a _| AnZr A{^Z` à{V^m Ho$ ~b na BZ A{^Zo{Ì`m| Zo {\$ë_
boIH$m| Am¡a {ZX}eH$m| H$mo _O~ya H$a {X`m {H$ do {ó`m| H$mo H|$Ð
_| aI H$a {\$ë_o ~Zm ò§& Bg àH$ma AnZo Xg df© Ho$ {μ\$ë_r gμ\$a
_| hr pñ_Vm nmQ>rb {hÝXwñVmZr Am¡aV H$s A§Xê$Zr VmμH$V H$s
nhMmZ ~Z J`r Wr dh Ho$db nX} na hr Zht ~pëH$ dmñV{dH$
OrdZ _| ^r ór g_ñ`m`m| Ho$ {damoY _| b‹S>Vr ahr&

Zã~o Ho$ XeH$ _| "éXmbr', "~¢{S>S> ¹$sZ', "AmñWm' Am¡a
"gZ_ ~od\$m'$ O¡gr {μ\$ë_| EH$ ~ma {\$a ór H$mo H|$Ð _| bo H$a
Am`r& {Og_| \$wbZXodr Ho$ OrdZ na ~Zr eoIa H$nya H$s {\$ë_
"~¢{S>S> ¹$sZ' gdm©{YH$ M{M©V ahr& {\$ë_ _| ór H$s Eogr XwX©em
H$m {MÌU em`X hr {H$gr Am¡a {\$ë_ _| XoIZo _| Am`m hmo&
AZ_ob {ddmh, `m¡Z emofU, gm_y{hH$ ~bmËH$ma VWm Z¾ Kw_m ò
OmZo Ho$ Ñí` ~~©aVm H$s gr_m H$mo nma H$a XoVo h¡§& {\$ë_ ~moëS> hr
Zht Bggo ^r H$ht D$na bJVr h¡& AV… H$B© {damoYm| Ho$ ~mX

{\$ë_ ^maVr` {gZo_mKam| _| àX{e©V hþB©& {\$ë_ _| \$ybZ H$m
{H$aXma {Z^mZo dmbr Zm{`H$m gr_m {dûdmg H$mo loð> A{^ZoÌr
H$m {˜Vm~ {X`m J`m Am¡a {dXoem| _| `h gwna loUr H$s {\$ë_
_mZr J`r& Bgr XeH$ _| Am`r hþB© {\$ë_ "gZ_ ~od\$m' _| ^r
ImZXmZr Xwí_Zr H$s Am‹S> _| ór H$mo pIbm¡Zm ~Zm H$a An_mZ
Am¡a ~Xbo Ho$ Ñí` CVmao J ò h¡§& {\$ë_ H$s Zm{`H$m éIgma AnZo
{nVm Ho$ Xwí_Z Ho$ ~oQ>o go ào_ H$aVr h¡ Am¡a Cgr go {ddmh H$aZm
MmhVr h¡& CgH$m {nVm hμH$ _oha Ho$ ê$n _| AnZr ~oQ>r Ho$ {bE
nMmg bmI én`m| H$s _m±J H$aVm h¡ dZm© ~mamV H$mo bm¡Q>m bo OmZo
H$m hþŠ_ Xo H$a CÝh| An_m{ZV H$aVm h¡& g_Yr Ûmam AnZr ~oB‚mVr
hmoVo XoI eoaImZ _oha H$s aμH$_ μHw$~yb H$a boVm h¡ Am¡a AnZo Bg
An_mZ Ho$ ~Xbo _| EH$ amV ~mX CgH$s ~oQ>r Ho$ Jbo _| _oha Ho$
én`m| H$s _mbm S>mb H$a Cgo Ka go {ZH$mb XoVm h¡& d¡go `h
{\$ë_ ór Ho$pÝÐV Zht h¡ naÝVw {\$ë_ H$s H$WmdñVw ~Xbo H$s
^mdZm H$s Am‹S> _| Y_©, na§nam Am¡a ór Ho$ gå_mZ na ~w{Z`mXr
gdmb CR>mVm h¡&

gZ 2000 Ho$ ~mX "{μ\$Om', "ApñVËd', "b‚mm',
"Ow~¡Xm', "{μ\$bhmb', "VhOr~', "gÎmm', "qnOa', "M_obr',
"Mm§XZr ~ma', "ãb¡H$', "dmo båh|' "S>moa', "μ\$¡eZ'Am¡a "¹$sZ'
O¡gr H$B© {μ\$ë_| AnZo AbJ - AbJ ê$nm| _| H$B© Z`r - nwamZr
g_ñ`m`m| H$mo boH$a C^ar§& A_¥Vm àrV_ Ho$ H$Wm gm{hË` na
AmYm[aV "b‚mm' Am¡a "qnOa' XmoZm| {μ\$ë_| AnZo H$Ï` _| n[adma
Am¡a g_mO Ho$ ~rM AnZo ApñVËd Ho$ {bE OyPZo dmbr {ó`m|
H$s Xem H$mo àX{e©V H$aVr h¡§& "b‚mm' _| n{V - nËZr g§~§Ym| H$s
H«y$aVm, XhoμO, ~bmËH$ma ào_ H$s Am‹S> _| YmoIm O¡gr g_ñ`m`m|
na àH$me S>mbm J`m h¡ Vmo "qnOa' {\$ë_ _| ^maV - nm{H$ñVmZ
Ho$ ~Q>dmao Ho$ n[adoe _| H$WmdñVw ~wZr J`r h¡& gm§àXm{`H$ qhgm
Am¡a Xwí_Zr H$s Am‹S> _| aerX nyamo Zm_H$ H$Ý`m H$mo CgHo$ {ddmh
go EH$ {XZ nyd© CR>m bo OmVm h¡& {H$gr àH$ma nyamo Cggo ~MH$a
AnZo _mVm - {nVm Ho$ nmg nhþ±MVr h¡ na§Vw Ym{_©H$ àn§Mm| Ho$ S>a
go _mVm - {nVm Cgo Ka _| boZo go BÝH$ma H$a XoVo h¡§& bmMma nyamo
{\$a Cgr ~bmËH$mar nwéf Ho$ nmg bm¡Q> AmVr h¡ Am¡a CgH$s
Kadmbr ~ZH$a CgHo$ gmW ahZo na _O~ya hmo OmVr h¡&

Bgr XeH$ _| "Mm§XZr ~ma', "M_obr', Am¡a "μ\$¡eZ' O¡gr
Z`r {μ\$ë_| ^r Am`r§& Omo n[adma g_mO go AbJ hQ> H$a ½bo_a
Am¡a A±Yoao H$s Xw{Z`m H$s gmjr ~Zr§ & AË`mYw{ZH$ Xm¡a H$s BZ
{\$ë_m| Zo Vã~y, H$arZm H$nya, H§$JZm aZm¡V VWm {à §̀H$m Mm¡n‹S>m
O¡gr _m°S>Z© {hamoB©Zm| H$mo AnZr AXmH$mar H$m OmXy {~IoaZo H$m
_m¡H$m {X`m& "M_obr'$ Am¡a "Mm§XZr ~ma' O¡gr {μ\$ë_| hmQ> -
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~mOma go AmJo, AmO H$s Xw{Z`m H$s A±Yoar amVm| _| M_M_mVo
hmoQ>bm| - {~`a ~mam| _| ~ma ~mbm Ho$ ê$n _| AYZ§Jr ZmMZo dmbr
{ó`m| Ho$ OrdZ na àH$me S>mbVr h¡§ & Ohm± ~‹S>o - ~‹S>o eham| _|
ẁdm bS>{H$`m± YmoHo$ go `m _μO~yar H$s Am‹S> _| Xoh àXe©Z `m Xoh

ì`mnma _| Ow‹S> H$a bJmVma ào_, _moh, bmbM, ñdmW©, YmoIm
Am¡a An_mZ H$m {eH$ma ~ZVr h¢ VWm A±Yoar Xw{Z`m± _| {Zamem
Am¡a Zeo _| Sy>~ H$a {O„V ^ar qOXJr Am¡a _m¡V nmVr h¡§&

"μ\$¡eZ' _ydr Bggo Wmo‹S>r hQ> H$a ½bo_a H$s Xw{Z`m _| a¢n na
μ\$¡eZ Ho$ Obdo {~IoaZo dmbr gw{e{jV gw§X[a`m| Ho$ emofU Am¡a
An_mZ H$s OrVr - OmJVr XmñVmZ h¡& Ohm± N>moQ>o - ~‹S>o eham| go
H$m°boO _| n‹T>Zo dmbr ẁd{V`m± _m°S>b Am¡a {hamoB©Z ~ZZo H$s
_hËdmH$m§jm go ~r. Q>mCZ (~mbrdwS>) H$s Xw{Z`m _| àdoe H$aVr
h¢ VWm Zo_ - \$o_ H$s MmhV _| A§J - àXe©Z H$aZo Ho$ gmW -
gmW S>m`aoŠQ>a, àmoSy>ga VWm AÝ` Zm_r - Jm_r nwéfm| Ho$ gmW
AZ¡{VH$ g§~§Ym| _| \$±g H$a emofU H$m {eH$ma ~ZVr h¢ Am¡a Hw$N>
hr dfm] Ho$ H$[aAa Ho$ Zm_ na emo{fV ò {ó`m± AnZm g~ Hw$N>
Imo XoZo Ho$ ~mX XyY H$s _ŠIr H$s Vah {ZH$mb H$a \$|H$ Xr OmVr
h¡²§& H§$JZm aZm¡V Am¡a {à`§H$m Mm¡n‹S>m O¡gr Oramo {μ\$Ja ~og
A{^Zo{Ì`m| Zo AnZo VrIo {H$aXma go _m°S>qbJ H$s Xw{Z`m H$s Bg
à{VÛ§{ÛVm Am¡a CgHo$ Xwîn[aUm_ H$mo {μ\$ë_ _| ~ ỹ~r CVmam h¡&
AnZo Bg gd©loð> A{^Z` Ho$ {bE brS> amob H$bmH$mam {à §̀H$m
Mm¡n‹S>m H$mo amï´>r` Ed§ {\$ë_\$ò a gd©loð> A{^ZoÌr EdmS>© VWm
A§Vaamï´>r` ^maVr` {\$ë_ AH$mX_r AdmS>© go ZdmμOm J`m VWm
gh`moJr H$bmH$ma Ho$ ê$n _| H§$JZm aZm¡V H$mo amḯ>r` Ed§ {\$ë_\$ò a
gd©loð> gh`moJr A{^ZoÌr H$m {˜Vm~ {_bm&

gZ 2010 Ho$ ~mX àX{e©V {μ\$ë_ "X S>Q>u {nŠMa' Am¡a
"{hamoB©Z', "μ\$¡eZ' {\$ë_ Ho$ AmJo H$s H$‹S>r h¡& {dÚm ~mbZ H$s
M{M©V {\$ë_ "X S>Q>u {nŠMa' H$s H$WmdñVw ^r " ŷ{_H$m' {\$ë_
H$s Vah X{jU H$s EH$ A{^ZoÌr Ho$ OrdZ A§e na AmYm[aV h¡&
EH$ gm_mÝ` Ka n[adma H$s b‹S>H$s aoí_m {ddmh go nhbo Ka go
^mJ H$a {\$ë_m| _| H$[a`a ~ZmZm MmhVr h¡& N>moQ>o - _moQ>o {H$aXma
go Cgo {\$ë_m| _| H$m_ H$aZo H$m Adga Vmo {_b OmVm h¡ na§Vw O‹S>
O_mZo H$s BÀN>m go Cgo _O~yaZ A{^ZoVm gỳ ©H$m§V (ZgréÔrZ
emh) Ho$ gmW g§~§Ym| _| AmZm n‹S>Vm h¡& dh {Ogo ào_ g_PVr h¡
dh ào_ Zht Ho$db emofU h¡& {OgHo$ ~yVo na Cgo {\$ë_ _| Aíbrb
A§J - àXe©Z Ho$ Adga Ho$ gmW emohaV Vmo {_b OmVr h¡ na§Vw
A{^ZoÌr Ho$ ZmVo CgH$s H$bm na {_bZo dmbm ào_ Am¡a gå_mZ
Zht {_b nmVm& B§S>ñQ´r _| ZB© {hamoB©Z Ho$ AmZo Ho$ gmW hr CgH$m
{μ\$ë_r H$[a`a ^r g_má hmo OmVm h¡ Am¡a Cgo "~mOmê$ Am¡aV'

H$m Z`m Zm_ Xo {X`m OmVm h¡& aoí_m go {gëH$ Am¡a {gëH$ go
~mOmê$ H$ho OmZo H$m An_mZ CgHo$ {bE AghZr` hmo OmVm h¡&
dh ha H$ht go Rw>H$am {XE OmZo na AHo$br n‹S> OmVr h¡ Am¡a
A§VV… {Zame hmo H$a AmË_hË`m H$a boVr h¡& `h {\$ë_ g\$$b
ahr VWm A{^ZoÌr {dÚm ~mbZ H$mo amḯ>r` gd©loð> A{^ZoÌr AdmS>©
àmá hþAm&

"{hamoBZ' {\$ë_ H$s H$WmdñVw ^r Bgr gm±Mo _| T>br hþB© h¡&
Bg {\$ë_ _| Omo Xmo ~mV| AbJ h¡§& dmo ò {H$ A{^Zo{Ì`m± PyR>m -
gM g~ OmZVo - g_PVo hþE g§~§Ym| _| AmVr h¢ Am¡a AnZo {\$ë_
Ho$ gwna {hQ> hmoZo H$s bmbgm _| AnZo {ZOr OrdZ Ho$ A§Va§J
nhbwAm| H$mo ^r Xe©H$m| Ho$ gm_Zo Iwbo Am_ namog XoVr h¢ Vm{H$
bmoJm| H$m μ\$moH$g CZ na n‹S>o Am¡a bmoJ CZH$s {\$ë_ H$mo XoIZo Ho$
{bE CËgwH$ hmo OmE±& EH$ ZB© ~mV `h ^r XoIZo _| Am`r h¡ {H$
nX} H$s ò A{^Zo{Ì`m± ha ~ma AnZo OrdZ H$m A§V hr H$a| `h
Oéar Zhr§ `hm± dh gmhg {XIm H$a AnZo {nN>bo OrdZ H$m A§V
H$a {\$a ZE {gao go OrZm àma§^ H$a XoVr h¡§& {~bHw$b `hr
gH$mamË_H$Vm gZ 2014 _| ~Zr "¹$sZ' _ydr _| ^r XoIZo _|
AmVr h¡& {\$ë_ _| Am_ n§Om~r b‹S>H$s amZr (H§$JZm aZm¡V) H$s
emXr go Xmo {XZ nhbo hr CgH$m hmoZo dmbm n{V Cgo A`mo½` ~Vm
H$a emXr go BÝH$ma H$a XoVm h¡& amZr {OgZo H$^r g‹S>H$ ̂ r AHo$bo
nma Zht H$s dh AHo$bo hZr_yZ na OmZo H$m {ZíM` H$a boVr h¡
Am¡a no[ag H$s `mÌm na {ZH$b n‹S>Vr h¡& Bg ~mhar `mÌm Ho$ gmW
dh ^rVar `mÌm ^r H$aVr h¡& Bg `mÌm _| CgHo$ ^rVa H$m dmo
nhby gm_Zo AmVm h¡ {Oggo CgH$m n[aM` ^r nhbr ~ma hmoVm
h¡& EH$ gm_mÝ` K~amZo Am¡a Zd©g ahZo dmbr b‹S>H$s go
AmË_{dídmgr b‹S>H$s ~ZZo H$s Bg `mÌm Ho$ Xe©H$ gmjr ~ZVo
h¡§& ~m°brdwS> _| _{hbm {H$aXma H$mo bo H$a Bg Vah H$s {\$ë_
~ZmZo H$m {\$ë_{ZX}eH$ {dH$mg ~hb H$m `h à`mg AË §̀V
gamhZr` h¡& AÝ` {\$ë_m| Ho$ _wH$m~bo 12.5 H$amo‹S> H$s AË §̀V
H$_ bmJV _| ~Zr Bg {μ\$ë_ Zo Hw$b 97 H$amo‹S> ê$n ò AnZo ImVo
_| Omo‹S> {b ò& gdm}ËH¥$ï> g\$bVm àmá H$aZo Ho$ gmW {\$ë_\$oAa
AdmS>© H$s Amoa go Bg {\$$ë_ H$mo gd©loð> A{ZZoÌr, gd©loð> {ZX}eH$
gh N>h nwañH$mam| go ZdmμOm J`m& ^maV Ho$ ~mgR>d| amï´>r` {μ\$ë_
AdmS>© g_mamoh _| Bg {\$ë_ H$mo "gd©loð> {hÝXr {\$ë_' Kmo{fV
{H$`m J`m&

Ohm± VH$ {\$ë_m| H$s ~mV h¡& h_Zo XoIm h¡ {H$ `hm± g_`
Am¡a pñW{V Ho$ AZwgma ór H$m ê$n ^r ~XbVm J`m h¡& Mw{H$
A~ {\$ë_m| H$s aMZm _| H$amo‹S>m| H$s bmJV bJmZr n‹S>Vr h¡
Bg{bE H$B© ~ma {Z_m©Vm - {ZX}eH$ H$Wm H$mo gmoM g_P H$a hr
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Cg na {\$ë_ ~ZmZo H$m {ZU©̀  boVo h¡§& Š`m|{H$ AmO Ho$ Xm¡a _|
{\$ë_m| H$m nhbm CÔoí` hr _Zmoa§OZ H$aZm hmo J`m h¡& gmW hr
`h ^r XoIZm A{Zdm ©̀ hmo J`m h¡ {H$ {\$ë_ na bJm`r J`r
bmJV {H$VZr dgyb hmo nmB© h¡ Am¡a Cggo {H$VZm àm°{\$Q> hþAm
h¡& Bg{bE H$B© ~ma {\$ë_m| H$s H$hmZr Xe©H$m| H$s ê${M H$mo hr
Ü`mZ _| aI H$a ~wZr OmVr h¡& {gZo_m Ho$ gm¡ dfm] _| ór M[aÌ Ed§
CgH$s ŷ{_H$m H$mo _Ü`ZOa aIVo hþE Am±Ho$ Vmo h_ nmVo h¢ {H$
{gZo_m Zo AnZr órdm{XVm _| Jm±d _| ahZo dmbr amYm go boH$a
{dXoe _| AHo$bo hZr_yZ na OmZo H$m gmhg H$aZo dmbr amZr VH$
H$s ImBª H$mo ~hþV OëXr nmQ> {b`m h¡& ò ~mV Am¡a h¡ {H$ AmO
{\$$ë_m| H$m CÔoí` gm{hË` Ho$ CÔoí` VH$ hr gr{_V Zht ~pëH$
CgH$s gr_mE± Hw$N> Am¡a ^r h¢.......!

g§X ©̂ :-

1) {μ\$ë_ {ZX}eZ - Hw$bXrn {gÝhm

2) {gZo_m H$b, AmO Am¡a H$b - {dZmoX ^maVÛmO

3) OmdoX A»Va go ~mVMrV - ZgarZ _wÞr H$~ra

4) {hÝXr {gZo_m (MwqZXm) à{V{b{n`m± (gr S>r)

5) www.google.com
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H$moQ>© {MÌnQ> : EH$ g_mO dmñVd

àm. àH$me O§Jbo

ghmæ`H$ àmÜ`mnH$, AW©emñÌ {d^mJ,
Omoer ~oSo>H$a _hm{dÚmb`, R>mUo

àñVmdZm : 2012-13 ho ^maVr` {gZo_mMo eVmãXr df} Amho. 3 _o 1913 amoOr _w§~B©À`m {JaJmd òWrb H$moaoZoeZ {gZo_mV amOm h[aíM§Ð

hr n{hbr {\$ë_ àX{e©V H$aÊ`mV Ambr. ̀ m {\$ë_Mo {Z_m©Vo, {X½Xe©H$, boIH$ XmXmgmho~ \$miHo$ ho hmoVo. åhUyZ Ë`m§Zm ̂ maVr` {MÌnQ> g¥îQ>rMo
OZH$ Ago åhUVmV.

^maVr` {MÌnQ>mÀ`m n{hë`m Xhm dfm©V \$ŠV 91 {MÌnQ> {Z_m©U Pmbo. AmO e§̂ a dfm©Z§Va Xadfr© EH$ hOma nojm OmñV {MÌnQ>mMr
{Z{_©Vr ^maVmV hmoVo. 2011 _Ü ò ^maVr` {\$ë_ CÚmoJmMm _hgwb 8190 H$moQ>r hmoVm, Vmo 2012 _Ü ò 12800 H$moQ>r Pmbm. `mdéZ
{MÌnQ>mÀ`m g§» òMr Am{U {MÌnQ> CÚmoJmVrb CËnÝZmMr ì`már Amnë`m bjmV òVo.

gÜ`m ^maVmV 12000 nojm OmñV {WEQ>a ñH«$sZ AmhoV. 400 nojm OmñV àmoS>ŠeZ hmD$gog AmhoV. {MÌnQ> àojH$m§Mr g§»`m 90
H$moQ>rnojm OmñV Amho. 1971 _Ü ò OJmV gdm©{YH$ {MÌnQ> ~Z{dUmam Xoe åhUyZ ^maVmbm _mÝ`Vm {_imbobr Amho.

{MÌnQ> ho H$bmË_H$Vm d V§ÌkmZ `mMm g§J_ Agbobo g¥OZerb Ago ~hþOZ _mÜ`_ AgyZ bmoH$a§OZmMo d bmoH${ejUmMo Vo EH$
à^mdr gmYZ Amho. doJdoJi`m à{V_m§À`m _mÜ`_mVyZ OrdZmMo Xe©Z KS>dbo OmVo. 19 ì`m eVH$mÀ`m gwédmVrnmgyZ {MÌnQ> H$boÀ`m
{dH$mgmbm gwédmV Pmbr. 20 ì`m eVH$mV A{Ve` doJmZo {MÌnQ> H$boMm {dH$mg doJdoJi`m A§JmZr KSy>Z Ambm Am{U EH$m àM§S>
ì`dgm`mV {VMo énm§Va Pmbo.

gÜ`m OJmV 58 XoemV {MÌnQ> {Z{_©Vr hmoVo. Ë`mn¡H$s 24 XoemV {MÌnQ> {df`H$ à{ejU g§ñWm AmhoV. gdm©{YH$ à{ejU g§ñWm
A_o[aHo$V {XgyZ òVmV. ^maVmV X {\$ë_ A°ÝS> Q>o{bpìhOZ BpÝñQ>Q> ẁQ> Am°\$ B§{S>`mMr ñWmnZm nyUo òWo H$aÊ`mV Ambr Amho hr g§ñWm {H$_mZ
2 df} à{ejU XoVo.

{MÌnQ> H$boMm XOm© dmTy>Z {VMm A{YH$m{YH$ {dH$mg ìhmdm. XoemoXoerMo {MÌnQ> EH$Ì nmhÊ`mMr g§Yr {_imdr åhUyZ Am§VaamîQ́>r` Am{U
amîQ´>r` nmVi`mda {MÌnQ> _hmoËgd gmOao H$aÊ`mV òD$ bmJbo. àmXo{eH$ ^mfoVrb {MÌnQ>mMm XOm© gwYmamdm, Ë`mVrb H$bmË_H$Vm d
V§ÌewÕVm dmT>mdr åhUyZ amÁ`nmVirda {MÌnQ> _hmoËgd gmOao hmoD$ bmJbo. 1963 nmgyZ _hmamîQ´>mV _amR>r {MÌnQ> _hmoËgd gmOam hmoD$
bmJbm.

Á`mà_mUo qhXr {MÌnQ>mZo ̂ maVmV g§ñWmË_H$ Am{U JwUmË_H$ {dH$mg Ho$bm. Ë`mà_mUoM _hmamîQ́>mV _amR>r {MÌnQ>mMr H$m_{Jar dmImUÊ`m
gmaIr Amho. _hmamîQ´>mV dfm©bm Odinmg 125 {MÌnQ>mMr {Z{_©Vr hmoVo. Am{W©H$ CbmT>mb 150 H$moQ>rnojm A{YH$ hmoVo. ho gma§ g_mYmZH$maH$
Agb§ Var JwUmË_H$ ~mOyZo {dMma H$aVm Ho$di 10 Vo 12 {MÌnQ> XO}Xma AgVmV. Ho$di 8 Vo 10 {MÌnQ>m§Zm ì`mdgm{`H$ `e àmá hmoV§.

`m dmñVdmÀ`m _wimer Joë`mg Amnë`m bjmV òV§ H$s, _amR>rV Mm§Jbo boIH$, {X½Xe©H$ AmhoV. nU Hw$eb {Z_m©Ë`mMr Amdí`H$Vm
Amho Ho$di n¡gm Jw§VdU§ {Z_m©Ë`mM§ H$m_ Zmhr Va {MÌnQ> {Z{_©VrM§ emñÌ g_OyZ KoU§ _hËËdmM§ Amho. {MÌnQ> V`ma H$aU§ Ho$di {H«$E{Q>ìh H$m_
Zmhr Va {dVaU ho XoIrb {H«$E{Q>ìh H$m_ Amho.

Joë`m 8-10 dfm©V _amR>r {MÌnQ>mM§ {MÌ _mÌ ~Xbob§ AmnUmg {XgyZ òV§. Jobr H$mhr df} _amR>r {MÌnQ>mda amîQ´>r` nwañH$mamMr _mohmao
gmVË`mZo C_Q>V Amho. Ë`m_mJo AmhoV {MÌnQ> joÌmVrb VéU Am{U g¥OZerb hmV. A{bH$S>À`m H$mimV _amR>r {gZo_mMr ZwgVr g§»`m dmT>V
Zmhr Va ZdrZ Ame` Am{U {df` KodyZ _amR>r {gZo_m Zì`m VmH$VrZo òV Amho. _amR>r {gZo_mV Oer {df`mV {d{dYVm Amho. Vímr _m§S>UrV

gmYonUm Am{U CËH¥$îQ>Vm Amho.

J¥{hVHo$ … 1) gXarb {MÌnQ>mVrb nmÌm§À`m _mÜ`_mVyZ g_mO
      ì`dñWoV Agbobr {dg§JVr emoYUo.

CX²XpîQ> ò : 1) _Ü`_ dJm©Mr _mZ{gH$Vm g_OmdyZ KoUo.

2) Ý`m` ì`dñWm, nmobrg ì`dñWm, g_mOì`dñWm
     g_OmdyZ KoUo.

VÏ`g§H$bZ : gXa g§emoYZmV BWë`m ì`dñWm gm_mÝ` bmoH$m§Mo
H$go emofU H$aVmV `mMm Aä`mg Ho$bobm Amho.
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Ë`mgmR>r J«§Wmb`rZ g§X^©, _amR>r {dídH$mof, gmYZm,
gmám{hH$, gH$mi gmám{hH$, ñQ>S>r gH©$b _m{gH$, bmoH$à«̂ m
gmám{hH$, BË`mXr Xþæ`_ _m{hVrMm dmna Ho$bobm Amho.

g§emoYZ nÕVr : Xþæ`_ _m{hVrÀ`m AmYmao Ý`m` ì`dñWm,
nmobrg ì`dñWm, g_mOì`dñWm `m§À`m AZoH$ A§JmMo {díbofU
Ho$bobo Amho.

Aä`mgmMo _hËËd : Xoembm ñdmV§î` {_iyZ 68 df} Pmbo
Agbo Var ImbÀ`m dJm©Vrb _mUgm§Zm AÝ`m` àË`j d
AàË`jnUo ghZ H$amdm bmJVmo. _mUyg åhUyZ ghmZwämyVrZo
Ë`mÀ`mH$So > nm{hbo OmV Zmhr. BWbr Ý`m` ì`dñWm,
g_mOì`dñWm, nmobrg ì`dñWm Ë`m§Mm H$gm Am{U {H$Vr N>i
H$aVmV Ë`m_wio Vo Am{W©H$, _mZ{gH$, ^md{ZH$, gm_m{OH$
X¥îQ>²̀ m H$go {dH$bm§J hmoVmV ho dmñVd OJmg_moa _m§S>Ê`mÀ`m
X¥îQ>rZo `m Aä`mgmMo _hËËd AZÝ` gmYmaU Amho.

2014 Mo amîQ´>r` nwañH$ma Omhra Pmbo Am{U {H$„m, H$moQ>©
Am{U »dmS>m BË`mXr gmaIo amîQ́>r` nwañH$ma {dOoVo {MÌnQ> EH$X_
MM}Mm {df` Pmbo. ̀ mV "H$moQ>©' ̀ m {MÌnQ>mMr {deof ~m~ Amho.
{X½Xe©H$ M¡VÝ` VmåhmUo `m§À`m n{hë`mM "H$moQ>©' `m {MÌnQ>mbm
gdm}ËH¥$îQ> {MÌnQ>mMo gwdU©H$_i {_imbo Amho. M¡VÝ` VmåhmUo
hm VéU {dMmanyd©H$ boIZ Am{U {X½Xe©Z H$aUmam Amho. Ë`mZo
{MÌnQ>mVrb àË òH$ ~maH$mì`mda gImob g§emoYZ H$arV àojH$m§Zm
n[anyU© AZŵ d {Xbm Amho. H$moQ>©Mr nQ>H$Wm {X½Xe©H$ M¡VÝ`
VmåhmUo `m§ZrM {b{hbobr Amho. nU hr H$Wm VhbH$m
gmám{hH$mVrb Eg². AmZ§X `m§À`m boIm_YyZ Ë`m§Zm gmnS>bobr
Amho.

H$moQ>© `m {MÌnQ>mV Zmam`U H$m§~io hm X{bV emhra Am{U
H$m`©H$Vm© AgVmo. Vmo dñË`mdñË`mV OmD$Z nmodmS>`mÀ`m
_mÜ`_mVyZ g_mOmV OmJ¥Vr {Z_m©U H$aVmo. Ë`m§Zm AÝ`m`mMr
OmUrd H$éZ XoVmo. EH$m {Xder nmobrg Zmam`U H$m§~iobm
nH$S>VmV Am{U EH$m g\$mB© H$m_Jmambm AmË_hË`og àd¥ËV
Ho$ë`mMm Amamon R>odVmV. g\$mB© H$m_JmamZo Zmam`U H$m§~ioM§
JmU§ EoHy$Z JQ>mamV AmË_hË`m Ho$br Ag§ AmamonnÌ nmobrg XmIb
H$aVmV. AmnU {ZXm}f AmhmoV. ho Ý`m`mb`mbm nQ>dyZ XoVm§Zm
em{hamMr Am{W©H$, _mZ{gH$, emar[aH$ X_N>mH$ hmoVo.

Ý`m`_yVr© gXmdV} `m§À`m goeÝg H$moQ>m©V IQ>bm gwé hmoVmo.
Zmam`U H$m§~ioÀ`m ~mOyZo A°S>. {dZ` ìhmoam ~mOy _m§S>Vmo. Va
gaH$maÀ`m ~mOyZo gaH$mar dH$sb åhUyZ A°S>. ZwVZ H$m_

nmhVmV. Ý`m`m{Ye, XmoZ dH$sb `m§À`mVrb MMm©, Zmam`U
H$m§~io `m§Zm {dMmabobo àíZ, g\$mB© H$m_JmamÀ`m ~m`H$moMr
O~mZr AmnU EoH$Vmo Va Xþgè`m nmVirda hm {gZo_m ì`pŠVJV
Am ẁî`mVhr S>moH$mdV amhVmo.

Ý`m`_yVr© gXmdV} ho _Ü`_dJr©̀  Hw$Qw>§~mVyZ Ambobo AmhoV.
Ë`m§À`m Om{Udm ^modVmbÀ`m dmVmdaUmVyZ V`ma Pmboë`m
AmhoV. Ë`m_wio Ë`m§À`mda nwéfàYmZ g§ñH¥§$VrMm nJS>m Amho.

Zmam`U H$m§~ioMm dH$sb A°S>. {dZ` ìhmoam hm JwOamVr
gYZ Hw$Qw>§~mVrb Agbm Var Ë`mbm gm_m{OH$ ^mZ Am{U OmU
Amho. Ë`m_wio Vmo MidirVrb H$m`©H$Ë`m©Mo Zoh_r IQ>bo
MmbdVmo. Ë`mbm ^maVmVrb g_mOì`dñWoV Agbobm dU©̂ oX
Am{U OmVr^oX `mMr OmUrd Amho. n[adV©ZmMm à`ËZ
H$aUmè`m§Zm BWbr ì`dñWm H$g§ IƒrH$aU H$aVo ho Ë`mbm _m{hV
Amho. åhUyZ Vmo gJi`m nwamoJm_r bT>`mV gm_rb hmoVmo.

A°S>. ZwVZ gaH$mar dH$sb Agbr Var _Ü`_dJr©̀  J¥{hUr
Amho. H$moQ>m©Vb§ H$m_ AmQ>monyZ Kar OmVo. _wbm§Mm Aä`mg KoVo.
ñd §̀nmH$ H$aVo, KaH$m_ H$aVo, gwQ²Q>rÀ`m {Xder ZmQ>H$mbm qH$dm
{gZo_mbm OmVo Va H$Yr ~mhoa hm°Q>ob_Ü ò Oodm`bm OmVo.

H$moQ>m©V Zmam`U H$m§~ioZm àíZ {dMmaVm§Zm qH$dm Ë`mÀ`mda
Amamon H$aVm§Zm Vr qH${MVhr _mUygH$sÀ`m X¥îQ>rZo qH$dm
gm_m{OH$ X¥îQ>rZo {dMma H$arV Zmhr. Amnbr ZmoH$ar Am{U
AmnU. Xþgè`m§À`m Xþ:Im{df`r AmnUmg \$mag§ H$mhr XoU§KoU§
Zmhr. Xþgè`mda hmoUmè`m AÝ`m`m{df`r AmnUmg H$mhr H$V©ì`
Zmhr. Aer {VMr _mZ{gH$Vm AgVo.

Zmam`U H$m§~io hm X{bV emhra ì`dñWoÀ`m {damoYmV
gm_m{OH$ à~moYZ H$aÊ`mM§ H$m_ H$aVmo ì`dñWm nÕVera Ë`mbm
AmË_hË òg àd¥ËV Ho$ë`mÀ`m JwÝh`mV AS>H$dVo Am{U Ë`mM§
Am`wî` CÕdñV H$éZ Q>mH$Vmo. Ë`mÀ`m Hw$Qw>§~mbm AdH$im
AmUVo. nU Varhr Vmo Amnë`m VÎdmer VS>OmoS> H$arV Zmhr.

g\$mB© H$m_JmamMr ~m`H$mo O~mZr XoÊ`mgmR>r H$moQ>m©V òVo.
{dMmaboIm àíZm§Zm gm_moao OmVo nU {VÀ`m _ZmV CR>bob§ H$mhÿa
_mÌ em§V hmoV Zmhr. AmVm AmnU Amnë`m _wbm~mim§Zm H$g§
OJdm`M§, H$m` H$m_ H$am`M§ Ago AZoH$ àíZ {Vbm gVmdV
AgVmV. `mgmR>r H$moU Xmofr Amho ho {VÀ`m X¥îQ>rZo _hËdmM§
ZgyZ CÚmMm àíZ H$gm gmoS>dm`Mm ho A{YH$ _hËdmM§ Amho.

Zmam`U H$m§~io, g\$mB© H$m_Jma, g\$mB© H$m_JmamMr
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~m`H$mo ho ì`dñWoMo ~ir AmhoV. BWbr Ý`m` ì`dñWm, nmobrg
ì`dñWm Am{U g_mO ì`dñWm BË`mXrda PJ_JrV àH$me "H$moQ>©'
`m {MÌnQ>mV Q>mH$bobm Amho. {gZo_mV AZoH$ ñVa AmhoV.
^maVmVrb _Ü`_dJr©̀  Amnë`m Am ẁî`mV BVHo$ _¾ AmhoV,
H$s ImbÀ`m ñVamda OJUmè`m {df`r Ë`m§À`m _ZmV ghmZwämyVr
Zmhr H$s, g§doXZerbVobm OmJm Zmhr.

H$mhr Cƒ «̂y g_mOmVyZ Ambobr _mUg§ _mÌ gm_m{OH$
X¥îQ>`m A{YH$ OmJéH$ AmhoV. g_mOmM§ AmnU H$mhr XoU§
bmJVmo `mMr Ë`m§Zm OmUrd Amho. {gZo_mVrb JmoîQ> gmYr-gai
dmQ>V Agbr Var Vr A{YH$ Jw§VmJw§VrMr Amho. {gZo_mVrb
àË òH$ ì`pŠVaoIm Iar dmQ>Vo. åhUyZM {MÌnQ>mVrb H$WmZH$
àojH$m§Zm AñdñW H$aV§ Am{U {dMma H$am`bm ^mJ nmS>V§.
BWbm gm_mÝ` _mUyg, BWbm ImbÀ`m OmVrVbm _mUyg {H$Vr
{Xdg AOyZ CÕdñV hmoV amhUma Amho. hm àíZ H$moQ>© `m
{MÌnQ>mVyZ C^m amhVmo.

H$moQ>© {gZo_mV _amR>r, qhXr, JwOamVr, B§J«Or BË`mXr ̂ mfm§Mm
dmna H$aUoV Ambobm Amho. {MÌnQ>mVrb àË òH$ nmÌ Ë`mÀ`m
^mfoV ~mobV§. Ë`m_wio {MÌnQ> hm {Od§V hmoV OmVmo. {MÌnQ>
H$Yr g§nbm ho bjmVhr `oV Zmhr. àojH$ {MÌnQ>m~amo~a
AmË_n[ajU Am{U doXZm KodyZ ~mhoa nS>Vmo. JrV Am{U g§JrV
emhra g§̂ mOr ^JV `m§Mo Agë`m_wio Ë`mV gm_m{OH$ dmñVd
Am{U nyamoJm_r {dMma AZŵ dm`mg {_iVmo.

Cnm``moOZm :

1) _Ü`_dJr©̀  bmoH$m§Zr Amnbr _mZ{gH$Vm ~Xbbr nm{hOo.

2) Ý`m`ì`dñWoZo Ho$di gmjr-nwamì`m§Mm {dMma Z H$aVm
{ddoH$mZo {ZdmS>m H$amdm.

3) nmobrg ì`dñWoZo ehm{Zem Ho$ë`m{edm` JwÝhm XmIb H$é
Z ò.

4) daÀ`m dJm©Vrb bmoH$m§Zr ~§Yy^mdmMr ^mdZm {dH${gV
H$amdr.

5) àgma _mÜ`_m§Zr Xþ~i`m§À`m ~mOyZo gX¡d C ô Q>mH$mdo.

g§X ©̂ :

1) {gZo_°{Q>H$ : JUoe _VH$ar

2) _hmamîQ´>mMo {eënH$ma : XmXmgmho~ \$miHo$, boIH$ - ~mny
dmQ>do

3) _amR>r {dídH$mof I§S> - 5

4) gmYZm gmám{hH$ : E{àb 2015

5) gH$mi gmám{hH$ : E{àb 2015

6) ñQ>S>r gH©$b _m{gH$ : Owb¡ 2013.

7) bmoH$à^m gmám{hH$ : E{àb 2015

8) bmoH$à^m gmám{hH$ : _o 2015.

9) Front Line -2013
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Hindi Cinema and Terrorism and its impact on Masses: A Retrospection

Prof. Rina Avinash Pitale Puradkar
Asst. Prof., Dept. of Philosophy, R. J. College, Ghatkopar.

Abstract: Cinema, since the beginning of the talkies, had diversified in terms of themes and subjects and varied presentation
and details, yet they can be broadly classified into certain specific genres for our understanding. An attempt would also be
made to analyze the undercurrents of the films so as to understand the hidden and deeper meanings they wanted to depict and
project on screen.

The media plays a pivotal position in society today and its ubiquitous presence signifies the potential the media has in
transferring information, about every day issues, to the masses. The media not only transfers information but has the ability
to mold the viewers’ perceptions about what should and should not be a reality. In recent developments, Hindi cinema has
taken an interest in the portrayal of terrorism in their movies. Stepping away from the typical genre of movies, many directors
have gone off the beaten path to show more realistic issues that affect today’s community.

Keywords: Terrorism, Representation, Hindi Cinema, Ethical Impact

Introduction:

Cinema is the popular cultural institution of the country.
Ramachandra Guha, the noted social historian of India states,
“Feature films are the great popular passion of India, cutting
across the social divides… the divides of caste, class, region,
religion, gender and language.” (Guha, 2007)

Hindi film industry holds the second largest audience
of the entire globe today. Since the beginning of its time in
1913, Hindi cinema has produced movies filled with songs
and dances; mostly known for its cheesy love story music.
Hindi cinema, in recent years, has taken on a more serious
theme like terrorism. Hindi cinema’s portrayal of terrorists is
quite distinct, if not entirely unique and original. Hindi cinema
makes films about actual terrorists and perhaps does it so
well because of India’s long and painful history of domestic
extremism. These movies features bold emotions through
characters who are very caring about their cause, whether
that is for terrorism or against it (A Wednesday, 2009). In
addition, it raises many ethical and social questions. This
paper will be analyzing few bollywood movies such as
Baby,My name is Khan, A Wednesday etc. which speak on
terrorism and its impact.

This indicates that Hindi cinema is a reflection and a
chronicle of India’s history.  A cursory glance at the 100
years of Indian cinema would bring forth the fact that all
major series of events and situations have been reflected
and represented on celluloid. A number of commercial
filmmakers and film producers, especially in the last few
years, have brought to the core issues like terrorism that
one would normally not associate them with.

It is necessary to understand what terrorism is? It is
systematic use of terror, especially as a means of coercion.
In the international community, however, terrorism has no
universally agreed, legally binding, criminal law definition.
Common definitions of terrorism refer only to those sadistic
violent acts which are intended to create fear (terror), are
perpetrated for religious, political or ideological goals; and

deliberately target or disregard the safety of non-combatants
(civilians). Some definitions now include acts of unlawful
violence and war.

Bollywood’s portrayal of terrorists is quite distinct, if
not entirely unique and original. Hindi cinema makes films
about actual terrorists and perhaps does it so well because
of India’s long and painful history of domestic extremism. In
case of certain Bollywood movies, the terrorist is usually a
main character, one who is a husband (Kurbaan, 2009), a
female lover (Dil Se, 1998), and a brother (Black Friday, 2004).
The stories these films depict, usually Hindu vs. Muslim.

Then 9/11 happened, halting India’s shopping spree,
forcing filmmakers to look at the links connecting Babri Masjid
to the Gujarat pogroms, militancy in Kashmir to terror in
Mumbai, violence from America to Ahmedabad and back.
Terror has come closer and closer to us. “It’s no more only in
Kashmir or cross-border. It has come into the metropolitan.
Beginning from Roja in 1991 which dealt with insurgency in
Kashmir, to the post-Babri period films such as Sarfarosh,
Fiza, Mission Kashmir, Fanaa, Yahaan, A Wednesday, have
all focussed on the issue of terrorism but stayed within the
geographic boundary of the subcontinent, since in a great
number of these films, Pakistan is represented as the enemy
trying to foment violence and communal hatred in India. The
terrorists in most of these films, particularly Fiza and Mission
Kashmir, metamorphose into dangerous terror masterminds
from innocent young lads faced by or caught in adverse
situations such as a riot or rights violations by the Indian
forces in Kashmir. September 11 then changed the equation
and the films such as New York and Kurbaan (preceded by
the Pakistani sleeper hit Khuda Kay Liye based on a similar
theme—America’s war on terror and its fallout) being helmed
by mainstream filmmakers. Both films were based out of the
United States and while Kurbaan provided a brief commentary
on the reasons behind the making of a terrorist, New York
pointed towards prison abuse in the aftermath of 9/11 as the
cause for the transformation of an innocent young man into
a terrorist keen on retribution and revenge.
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Hindi films about terrorism feature bold emotions
through characters who are very caring about their cause,
whether that is for terrorism or against it (A Wednesday,
2009). In addition, movies raise big questions: what propels
a person to commit murder? Are extremists capable of loving?
Are non-extremists able to love an extremist? Can a terrorist
be salvaged?

Some Bollywood films are not made for just an Indian
audience, but for an international one also. My Name Is
Khan stars a Muslim, Shah Rukh Khan, who is arguably
one of the most popular actors worldwide. The film is more
likely to be a proper depiction of life after 9/11 for Muslims
across the globe. Moreover, the tones that set these films
are honest rather than bias. This gives the audience a chance
to make up their own mind regarding terrorism. A number of
filmmakers like Mani Ratnam, Guljar, Niraj Pandey, Ram Gopal
Verma, Vidhu Vinod Chopera they tried to portray this ideas
through the medium of films.

In most of these cinemas’s “terrorism” was identied
as a Pakistani import into India, especially in relation to
Kashmir. These Hindi cinema were echoing a widely
disseminated state political position on the matter, it also
treated the issue as a fundamentally affective one, linking it
melodramatically and crucially to belongingness, the familial,
consanguinity and kinship in the context of the nation. The
issue of national identity and Kashmir remained central in
the cinematic treatment of terrorism, and even on the
occasions when terrorism did not directly allude to Kashmir
(Dil Se, Drohkaal, Prahaar ), it was seen to provide the most
immediately powerful affective charge and imaginative hold
for issues related to nation formation, self-determination,
sovereignty, heterogeneity, conict and reconciliation.
Interestingly enough, given that the Kashmiri landscape is
not representative of the entire Indian topography, that
secessionism has been a ceaseless impulse there, and that
location shooting in Kashmir was drastically reduced and
moved to lm cities following post-1970s escalations and
intensications in violence in the region, the very landscape
of Kashmir continued to be seen to evoke “India”. The
ongoing need to claim Kashmir as “Indian”, while also
acknowledging conict and the possibility of reconciliation,
has led to a series of narrative experiments with the idea of
the nation state (e.g.Roja, Mission Kashmir, Fiza). Bombay
(1995) in this movie Mani Ratnam explored communalism
following the 1992 demolition of the Babri Mosque. The
film’s protagonists are a South Indian couple, Hindu and
Muslim, initially happy in the anonymous metropolis. They
are then terrified by Bombay’s pogroms thus; we can say
that Indian cinema underwent a significant journey from its
beginnings to the 1940s. The early pioneering Phalke and
others during the silent era laid the foundations of Indian
filmmaking. Some films or the short films also served as
important sources of education and documentation during
the early era of filmmaking. At this juncture, some filmmakers

diverted themselves from the usual fare of formula films and
made a few path-breaking films which later became the torch
bearers of a neo-realistic kind of cinema. The theme of
terrorism has often turned to in recent years, reflecting the
reality that India faces. Here’s a look at the more recent films
on the threats that India faces.

Black Friday

The title refers to 12th March 1993, when Mumbai was
ripped apart by a series of bomb blasts. The 2005 film by
Anurag Kashyap – some consider this his best work ever –
is a gritty look at the events that led up to the terror attack
on the city and the role of Tiger Memon in orchestrating it.
Starring Kay Kay Menon and Pavan Malhotra, the film also
focuses on how those who carry out these missions are
also left to fend for themselves by their terrorist overlords
once they’ve done their job.

A Wednesday

A WEDNESDAY (2008) Neeraj Pandey’s film depicted
an ordinary citizen’s vigilante response towards terrorism
in Mumbai following 2006. The film by Neeraj Pandey was
described by critics as ‘brilliant,’ ‘remarkable’ and ‘relevant’.
It narrates the happenings on a particular Wednesday when
an ordinary man, played by Naseeruddin Shah, calls up the
police and says he has placed in bombs in various places in
Mumbai. He will set them off if four terrorists in custody are
not handed over to him. A cat-and-mouse game begins
between the man and Mumbai Police Commissioner Prakash
Rathod, played by Anupam Kher, leading to an unexpected
conclusion. The movie was remade in Tamil as Unnaipol
Oruvan and featured Kamal Haasan and Mohanlal.

The film ends on an idealistic note, the film features
that the common man was disturbed because of the insecure
environment and the incompetence of the governing
authorities, but police authorities  never imagined a common
man would go to such an extend  to achieve this end. This
film further acknowledges that although the incident has
ambiguous moral significance, government official
personally feels that whatever happened happened for the
best.

Holiday

The Hindi remake of the Vijay-starrer, Thuppakki,
Holiday had the tagline ‘A soldier is never off duty’. Captain
Virat Bakshi, played by Akshay Kumar, is on leave in
Mumbai. A bomb explosion sees him swing into action and
he uncovers a string of sleeper terrorist cells. He sets out to
destroy them and eventually confronts the dreaded
mastermind behind these cells.

The Attacks of 26/11

This docudrama by Ram Gopal Varma is a close-to-
reality narration of the events that shattered Mumbai on
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that fateful day. The first half of the film captures the terrorists
creeping up on Mumbai and the destruction they unleashed,
until the capture of Ajmal Kasab. The second half focused
on the impact of Kasab’s arrest, leading up to his execution.
RGV also intended this effort to be a tribute to the martyrs
of this harrowing episode in Mumbai’s history.

Ram Gopal Varma’s film gives one an insight to the 26/
11 Mumbai Attacks. The 2013 film is the cinematic
interpretation of the tragic events of November 26, 2008,
when 10 terrorists held Mumbai hostage for 60 hours,
resulting in widespread terror and fear. The first half of the
film shows the Joint Commissioner of Police (Nana Patekar,
who plays Rakesh Maria) narrating the events as they
happened. The second half focussed on the impact of Ajmal
Kasab’s (one of the terrorists who carried out the attacks)
arrest, leading up to his execution. The date - 26/11 - is still
unforgettable for Indians.

Black Friday is a 2004 Indian crime film written and
directed by Anurag Kashyap based on Black Friday – The
True Story of the Bombay Bomb Blasts, a book by Hussain
Zaidi about the 1993 Bombay bombings. The film’s creative
consultant, Chandramohan Puppala, attempted to recreate
those events and the intense feelings that followed them. It
won the Grand Jury Prize at the Indian Film Festival of Los
Angeles and was a nominee for the Best Film (Golden
Leopard) award at the Locarno International Film Festival.
The film was so controversial that the Indian Censor Board
did not allow it to be released in India for three years and
was finally released on 9 February 2007 after Supreme Court
of India allowed it following the verdict in the ’93 Bombay
blast case was delivered by TADA court

Black Friday is a film based on the 1993 serial bomb
blasts in Mumbai which many believe were organized as
retaliation for the Bombay riots which left over 300 people
dead and more than 1500 people injured.

Black Friday was shot with hidden cameras. The film
was not released in Indian theatres for two years as, on the
eve of its release, a petition seeking a stay was filed by the
people named in the film, the alleged perpetrators of the
crime. Since the verdict was still pending for the 1993 case,
they argued that the film would bias public opinion against
them and affect the court’s decision, an argument that was
ultimately upheld by the court.

The film was received rapturously at previews in India
and abroad. It was released in the United Kingdom in 2006
and was finally given the go ahead by the Supreme Court
for release in India on 9 February 2007, after the accused
had been charged with TADA (Terrorist and Disruptive
Activities Act), which carries a maximum sentence of death.

Baby is a 2015 Indian espionage action thriller film
directed by Neeraj Pandey.  The film stars Akshay Kumar in
the lead role, along with Danny Denzongpa, Anupam Kher,

Rana Daggubati, Taapsee Pannu, Kay Kay Menon,
Madhurima Tuli and Rasheed Nazin supporting roles. Made
on a budget of 58.97 crore (US$8.9 million) the film released
on 23 January 2015 to generally positive reviews from critics,
who particularly praised the direction and Kumar’s
performance. The story follows a team of fictional secret
agents called Baby; which is a temporary task force headed
by Feroz Khan (Danny Denzongpa) formed in response to
the 2008 Mumbai attacks whose job is to find and eliminate
terrorists who are planning attacks in India.

Akshay’s Kumar Baby was also banned in Pakistan.
In Baby, Akshay plays the role of an officer in a counter-
intelligence unit set up to tackle terrorism. Talking about his
film the actor had told IANS, “Baby is a well-carved film. It
talks about terrorism, which is a big consideration in today’s
world. Terrorism, as a topic, can be seen in every newspaper.
So we thought of making people aware of it. The film talks
very openly about terrorism. The story of Baby is inspired
by various real life incidents.” The film revolves around a
story about how the common man in India faces a threat
from terrorists and how the government tries to prevent
such attacks. Pandey’s skill at making fantasies seem as
credible as newspaper headlines were proven in A
Wednesday, in which a common man shows the Mumbai
police force how terrorism should be dealt with.

His confidence in mimicking the Hollywood formula is
unmistakable, but so is his tendency to over-explain and
overwrite scenes. The movie spirals out of orbit in its
extended Argo-style climax, in which the team’s lean and
impressive enough, packed with witty dialogue, likeable
characters, suspenseful moments, and a turn of events that
will reassure viewers who despair that there aren’t enough
real men and women in the government to do what it takes
mean operation to grab a crucial terrorist in Saudi Arabia
threatens to come undone. Up until this point, Baby is to
keep the citizens safe.

New York (2009)

The 2009 film was based on the 9/11 US attacks. The
film takes a look at the lives of the common people, especially
South Asian Muslims in the US and how everything changed
after the terrorist attacks. Directed by Kabir Khan, this film
also shows how the attack affected the lives of the three
lead characters (John Abraham, Neil Nitin Mukesh and
Katrina Kaif), as it had done for the rest of the world. Forced
to become a terrorist, John’s character Sam ends up
destroying his own life and that of the ones around him.

My Name is Khan

My Name is Khan, does portray Muslims as the “other
“whereby just by having the name ‘Khan’, one is seen as a
terrorist. MNIK does portray the effect of 9/11 and the
torments the Muslims in the US had to go through to prove
their innocence. Despite the allegations that although, there
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are Arabs and Muslims who are terrorists, not every Muslim
is a terrorist. The media therefore plays a very powerful role
in molding viewers’ perception on reality. Thus, the gate
keepers or editors should play a pivotal role in selecting
representations that are appropriate for viewers without
judging a religion or person in particular. The media plays a
pivotal position in society today and its everywhere
presence signifies the potential the media has in transferring
information, about every day issues, to the masses. The
media not only transfers information but has the ability to
mold the viewers’ perceptions about what should and should
not be a reality. In recent developments, Bollywood has
taken an interest in the portrayal of Muslims in their movies.

Some of these depictions are ritzy, glitzy ‘Bollywood’
affairs, full of sound and fury, hair gel, pectorals and
pounding soundtracks which do little more than obscure
the seriousness of the issue. “They show terrorists as
perfect killing machines rather than the brainwashed cowards
they are. These glamorized depictions have no human face.
They’re simply showing machines running on machismo.
That doesn’t help viewers understand the complexity of
what’s going on.”

“Our movies cater to Indian sensibilities,’’ these movies
show terror impacting us inside India or affecting us outside.
Our movies present our perspective to the world beyond.”

Agreeing that portrayals of terror in Hindi films can be
distorted, depicting, for instance, only Muslims located
within a framework of terrorism. “The level of bias is
debatable. Still, there’s a diversity of views. On average, the
terror is handled much more maturely in Hindi cinema than
in Hollywood films.”

There is diversity in how our filmmakers treat terror.
“But this is only the tip of the iceberg. You’ll see more and
more films engaging with different kinds of terror as the
phenomenon merges with diverse political factors, like
Naxalism. The state’s law and order apparatus must be
strengthened. Otherwise, filmmakers will increasingly
express frustration in films.”

The audience’s temperament, too, is changing. There
was a time when films depicting ‘the nation’ and ‘the terrorist’
in black and white terms set the box office on fire. Today,
films with more nuanced takes are succeeding. “There are
no rules. Some ‘terror’ movies did well, others bombed. The
important thing is the subject is no longer a turn-off for
filmmakers or audiences. Viewers are ready to be surprised.”

The phenomenon of terror, thus, has changed viewers
and Hindi cinema industry itself, turning both away from
purely dream-like love stories to a more realistic landscape
where duets and dynamite co-exist. Terror has forced cinema
to acknowledge global realities and local truths, forcing
filmmakers to step out of shikaras and into mangled trains
and detention centers. It has made mainstream cinema soul

search. It epitomizes Hindi cinema’s turn towards the realities
which once drove filmmakers away from Kashmir. The film
and its popular resonance capture cinema’s new attempts
to overcome its own fears and map terror and territory clearly.
This turn towards reality has been long, complex. But it has
happened. Terrorism depicted in these movies   get more
real and it shows its impact on social and ethical life of a
common; which makes him to discriminate between what is
right and wrong and possibility it may promote the
humanitarian religion; which focuses not on any one religion
and critically comments that terrorist doesn’t have any
religion rather they are the enemies of humanitarianism but
the ethical religion which is the need of an hour.
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Abstract: India is one of the largest producers of films in the world. An interesting fact is that majority of the films
produced are the “Masala” films containing lots of sex, love, violence and crime. Films exert a tremendous influence on the
audience because of its vivid and powerful impact. In a country like India where people are greatly influenced by cinema, it
is very important that social issues are depicted properly. The contents of any type of mass media are reflective of the values
of society, which in turn are nurtured and sustained through them. The treatment meted to women and girls in various media
mirror the prevailing attitudes and values towards woman in that society.

Dharma production claims to be one of India’s well known and successful entertainment studios. It has produced 31
films since 1976. The paper concentrates on three films produced by them: Dostana (1980), Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (1998) and
Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham (2001). In this paper an attempt has been made to review the patriarchal ideology and portrayal of
women in these three films.

The portrayal of women in Hindi cinema and the reality are often miles apart. The paper tries to understand portrayal
of women in popular Hindi Cinema through the lens of Feminism. The Feminist Perspective adopts a critical approach to
gender bias in Hindi cinema. Feminist critique of Hindi cinema has helped in understanding how patriarchal ideology is
endorsed through popular cinema and how women are under-represented and misrepresented in such cinema.

Keywords: Feminism, patriarchal society, tradition

Introduction:

Cinema in India is in itself a diverse strand of expression
incorporating mainstream cinema, art or parallel cinema and
regional language cinema. The focus of this paper is limited
to mainstream/ popular Hindi cinema better known as
‘Bollywood’ because such cinema seems to exercise
widespread influence on people and enjoys mass appeal.
Cinema has shaped the socio-cultural values of people of
this country in a very explicit way. The concern of this paper
is to focus on the representation of women in popular or
mainstream Hindi Cinema. Cinema exerts a tremendous
influence on the audience because of its vivid and powerful
impact. All cultural media like theatre, art, architecture and
films project a pattern of moral values as well as reflect
established patterns. The influence of these media on social
values and modes of behavior is thus a two-way process.
The cinema makes a much wider and deeper impact because
in the modern industrial and mechanized State, the cinema is
more easily available. In a country like India where people are
greatly influenced by cinema, it is very important that social
issues are depicted properly. The contents of any type of
mass media are reflective of the values of society, which in
turn are nurtured and sustained through them. The treatment
meted to women and girls in various media mirror the prevailing
attitudes and values towards woman in that society. Image
portrayal through mass media reinforces reality.

Cinema through the lens of Feminism:

The interest taken by feminists in cinema stems from
their concern about the under-representation and
misrepresentation of women in cinema. The feminist
perspective adopts a critical approach to gender bias in

Hindi cinema. Feminist critique of Hindi cinema has helped
in understanding how patriarchal ideology is endorsed
through popular cinema. The Theory of Absences and
Presences puts forth the absence of a certain type of female
characters in cinema and the presence of the other type,
which seems to be influenced by the patriarchal value
system. For feminist media scholars, the idea that popular
cinema plays a significant role in shaping notions about
gender roles and gender identities within the Indian context
is of special interest and concern. (Bagchi1996; Ram 2002).
Feminist scholars are particularly concerned that popular
films in India often portray women in stereotypical roles of
subordination, accepting sexual violence as a normal part
of relationships with men (Dasgupta and Hegde1988; Gandhi
and Shah 1992). Further, they have pointed out that men’s
abuse of women is often glorified within Indian cinema
(Derne 1999). More specifically, critics have pointed out
that the repeated glamorization of eve-teasing in films as a
macho manifestation of a tough-acting, college student hero,
who initially upsets the heroine but finally wins her attention,
has fostered a climate supportive of such acts in real life
(Birla 2001; ‘Films’,1998; Ravindran 2001). In a rare study of
its kind, Derne (1999) conducted a qualitative content
analysis study of a select few Hindi films in which violence
and sexuality were often intertwined. He suggested that
these films conveyed the notion that force and physical
aggression were legitimate means of expressing romantic
love. Therefore, sexual violence was not only ‘normal’, but
also ‘expected’ in romantic relationships between heroes
and heroines.

Three Films produced by Dharma Productions (Pvt)
Limited:
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Dharma Production Pvt. Ltd. is an Indian motion picture
production and distribution company based in Mumbai as
a apart of the Hindi Film Industry. The company was founded
by Yash Johar in 1979 and was taken over in 2004 after his
death by his son Karan Johar. It has produced several
commercially successful and critically acclaimed films over
the years.  The main focus of all their films is family
entertainment.

The paper discusses three of its films produced over a
span of twenty one years from 1980 to 2001:

Dostana (1980), the company’s first production
directed by Raj Khosla, which was the highest grossing
Bollywood film of the year.

Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (1998) which was Karan Johar’s
directorial debut.

Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham (2001).

The portrayal of women in Hindi cinema and the reality
are often, miles apart. In a patriarchal society women are
predestined to play a fixed number of roles. Women have
mainly played decorative objects in Hindi cinema for a long
time. Or, even in films where they had important roles, they
are more victims and martyrs or victimizers of other women.
How real are the women characters in Hindi cinema? A clear
dichotomy is visible in depiction of female characters in
most of the Hindi films. The two categories are as follows: 1)
A woman who is docile, domestic, honorable and noble,
following ideal Indian values- heroine. 2) A woman who is
wayward, reckless, irresponsible- Westernized vamp. The
most popular Hindi films of the last 25 years contrast
‘Traditionally modest’ heroines with ‘Westernized’ Indian
women who are too immodest and forward. The ideal woman
is depicted as very pretty, shy and submissive, dependent
and fragile, usually clad in traditional Indian attire (either
saree or salwar-kameez), whereas the other extreme is her
anti-thesis, the brazen, smoking, drinking, pouting and
scantily clad vamp who would try to get the Hero, as they
say literally, by hook or by crook. Women who dressed up
in the style more influenced by the West were usually
considered to be morally degraded. There is a clear
dichotomy in the depiction of female characters in cinema.
Comments on women’s dressing styles depict that typical
traditional Indian values are accepted. For example, In
‘Dostana’ (1980) Sheetal (played by Zeenat Aman) is
beautiful and charming young lady. But does she need to
be careful about flaunting her gorgeous skin? Inspector
Vijay (played by Amitabh Bachchan) does think so. When
skimpily dressed Sheetal takes a road Romeo to the police
station for whistling at her the Police officer on duty,
Inspector Vijay comments, “Aap aise kapde pahenegi to
gundon ki seetiya nahi to kya mandir ki ghantiya bajegi?”
meaning, if a girl wears such type of clothes, the goons are
bound to whistle! The blame for dressing up in a provocative

manner and attracting unwanted attention is always put on
the female.

The ideas of ‘Masculinity’ and ‘Femininity’ are also
reinforced by cinema. In ‘Kuch Kuch Hota Hai’ (1998) it is
shown that the feelings of Rahul (played by Shah Rukh Khan)
for Anjali (played by Kajol) change when there is a change in
her clothes, dressing style, attire. In this film, a flirtatious
young guy who though does not mind flirting with girls,
would however want to take only a homely girl in front of his
mother, for marriage. While it is completely alright for him to
flirt, he has very clear ideas about whom he wants to marry
and that the girl should be simple and feminine. His best
friend Anjali who is a tomboy falls for him and makes every
effort to woo him by turning herself to be girlish. But he
doesn’t take notice of her. It is only after his wife’s death and
after Anjali has transformed herself into an utterly feminine
person that he realizes his love for her. The film also set
different codes of conduct for men and women. So while
Rahul in the beginning of the film believes that love and
marriage can happen only once, he ends up marrying twice!
This is not for the woman who has to stick to one partner.

Family films like Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham went on
to become blockbusters and reinforced patriarchal values
of the Indian society. Such films also essentially spoke about
family bonding and have women playing larger than life
roles centered on values like love, care, sacrifice, discipline,
obedience etc. The leading lady of Hindi cinema has more
or less played defined roles which conform to the values
upheld by Indian society. For example: Jaya Bachchan and
Kajol in Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham. Women in Hindi cinema
have been uni-dimensional characters, who are either good
or bad- white or black. There are no shades of grey. This
dichotomy is reinforced in popular cinema which
distinguishes between the Heroine and the Vamp, the Wife
and the other woman. Women, rather than being depicted
as normal human beings, are elevated to a higher position
of being an ‘Ideal’. The image of woman as ‘Seeta’ and
‘Savitri’ has been repeatedly evoked in many films. Through
the ideas of loyalty and obedience to the husband, Hindi
cinema successfully institutionalizes patriarchal values.

The narratives of Hindi cinema have undoubtedly been
male centric. The heroine is always secondary to the hero.
Her role is always in the context of any male character which
is central to the script, which may be the hero, the villain,
the father, the boss or the elderly male figure. She is devoid
of any independent existence and her journey throughout
the film is explored in relation to the male character. This
treatment to women characters leads to limiting their role to
providing glamour, relief, respite and entertainment to the
audience. The leading lady of cinema is the epitome of virtue
and values, who could do no wrong. She has mostly been
homely, content to stay happily ever after in the institution
of marriage, even if highly educated. Where are successful
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career women in Hindi cinema? They have been almost
silenced!! Under the veils of opulence, wealth, gloss,
glamour and larger than life sets, all these films reinforce
patriarchy. These films also have set different codes of
conduct for men and women. While women were very much
important characters in these films, their identities were
absent from the film’s texts. Their roles were defined in
relation to their families especially the male characters in
them. Most of these films also defined the notion of an
“ideal womanhood”. Even though they are highly educated
women, they submit to the desires of other family members.
These women are only reinforcing the notion of an ideal
daughter, daughter in law, wife, and mother. They are the
ones who cook for their families and look after the needs of
all other family members. They always put their ‘duty before
love’ and ‘family-interest before individual-interest’. The
leading ladies’ family identity dominates their professional
identity. In such films, the ‘homely’ role of the women is
reinforced by use of symbols like ‘mangalsutra’, ‘sindoor’
and elaborate rituals like wedding customs, ‘karwa chouth’
etc. This can be seen in all the three films sited here.

Conclusion:

It is necessary to understand that such portrayals find
rationale in the power structures that govern Indian society.
These patriarchal power structures do not impart any agency
to women. The inclination to portray women as ideal stems
from the socio-cultural context in which we reside. This pre-
occupation with ideal allows for only two dichotomous
categories of women characters- the good which is to be
idealized and the bad which is to be demonized.

A comprehensive interpretation of representation in
cinema that evaluates the strength of the patriarchal order
and its alignment of power within gender roles emerges when
we apply a feminist approach to commercial Indian cinema.
(Jain and Rai, 2000) The implicit discourse of masculinity
within mainstream cinema from Bollywood asserts itself
through normative imaging of the male body (tall, handsome
with rippling biceps and six pack abs) These essentialist
role models of masculinity, lauding aggressive masculine
language and behavior and the stereotyped encoding of
male-female heterosexual relations, necessitates the
projection of the submissive, self sacrificing woman whether
in a role of girlfriend, wife or mother. MacKinnon (1989:118)
argues that the social construction of sexuality identifies a
woman ‘as one whose sexuality exists for someone else,

who is socially male’. By contrast, this sexuality defines
men by their use of others as objects: ‘Woman through
male eyes is sex object, that by which man knows himself at
once as man and as subject’ (ibid.:123) In India, cinema
provides a model of ‘doing gender’ (West and
Zimmerman1987), in which men are active, looking subjects
and women are passive, looked-at objects. Films thus have
to be responsive towards the context in which the locate
women characters. Women characters should possess the
agency to dismantle the existing power structures as well as
be able to negotiate their own position within this structure.

A lot of people seem to think that feminism is about
male bashing and that it excludes men from the discourse.
But in truth Feminism recognizes that patriarchy is created
and sustained by men as well as women. Feminism
understands that gender roles oppress all human beings,
not only women. If a heroin is expected to be ‘modest’ and
‘normal’, the hero is expected to beat up ten men single
handedly- both these expectations are unrealistic and unfair
when applied to real people. Films play a huge role in social
conditioning and defining gender roles. Our conventional
definition of what a ‘real’ man or ‘real’ woman is like needs
to be broken down and redefined with more emphasis on
individual freedom and equality. For this to happen a feminist
critique of films is necessary as it is a useful way to
understand how misogyny parades onscreen or is disguised
within it.
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Terrorism on Indian Celluloid: A journey from Roza to Haider
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Abstract: The threat of Terrorism dominates debate in all walks of contemporary life. Some scholars are of the opinion that
the evolution of terrorism represents continuity rather than change. According   to some scholars there has been a radical
transformation in the character of terrorism. It is a paradigm shift from old to new terrorism. Some experts on this subject
further articulate it into – classical, modern and postmodern terrorism. The paper will also elaborate various types of terrorism
such anti-state, state sponsored, cross border, religious etc.

 The techniques of terrorism have undergone drastic changes: from limited impact to a colossal impact, from few and targeted
casualties to a large number of casualties, from conventional weapons to ultra modern weapons leading to mass destruction.
Hence the present paper aspires to prove that how the form of terrorism is in a constant flux. Initially the cause of terrorism
was deprivation which could be social or economic but modern terrorism has arisen out of religious feelings of fundamentalism.

This transformation in the concept of terrorism is reflected on the Indian celluloid. It can be observed through the movies
released pertaining to this issue from time to time. The researcher attempts to highlight that initial films depicting terrorism
were Roza (1992), Drohkaal (1994), Maachis (1996) projected the old terrorism i.e., kidnapping, hostages and hijacking.
Sarfarosh (1999), Madras Café (2013) showed the cross border terrorism. Later films like Mission Kashmir (2000), Black
Friday (2004), A Wednesday (2008) showed the mass destruction and a large number of casualties. The movies like Kurbaan
(2009), New York (2009), Lamha (2010) and Haider (2015) focused on the radical fundamentalist approach of the terrorism.

Key words:  terrorism, old and new terrorism, fundamentalism, Indian celluloid.

Introduction: Today, the greatest challenge the globe
is encountering with is the menace of terrorism. Various
nations around the world are constrained due to terrorism.
The progress, prosperity and peace of mankind have been
drastically damaged as a result of the escalating terrorism.
So the contemporary time is facing this asymmetrical war of
internal threat to the domestic order by the civilians than the
external threat and direct warfare with the military of the
alien enemies.

Hypothesis:

The nature and techniques of terrorism have
undergone tremendous changes in the last quarter of the
century, which are reflected in the Indian cinema.

Aims And Objectives of study:

There are a variety of definitions of terrorism but lack
of an all inclusive definition.

To narrate different types of terrorism.

To project the difference between crime and terrorism.

To highlight the change in the nature of terrorism.

To show the transformation of the paradigm shift in
the Indian cinema.

Definition

Terrorism is often, though not always, defined in terms
of four characteristics: (1) the threat or use of violence; (2) a
political objective; the desire to change the status quo; (3)
the intention to spread fear by committing spectacular public
acts; (4) the intentional targeting of civilians.

 UN Security Council Resolution 1566 (2004) gives a

definition: criminal acts, including against civilians,
committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily
injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a
state of terror in the general public or in a group of persons
or particular persons, intimidate a population or compel a
government or an international organization to do or to
abstain from doing any act.

  A UN panel, on March 17, 2005, described terrorism
as any act “intended to cause death or serious bodily harm
to civilians or non-combatants with the purpose of
intimidating a population or compelling a government or an
international organization to do or abstain from doing any
act.

  At best, we have a “most universally accepted”
definition of terrorism, which is the following: terrorism is
the use of violence to create fear (i.e., terror, psychic fear)
for (1) political, (2) religious, or (3) ideological reasons
(ideologies are systems of belief derived from worldviews
that frame human social and political conditions). The terror
is intentionally aimed at noncombatant targets (i.e., civilians
or iconic symbols), and the objective is to achieve the
greatest attainable publicity for a group, cause, or individual.
The meaning of terrorism is socially constructed.

The Difference Between The Violence By Terrorists And
Criminals

 Terrorism is different from murder, assault, arson,
demolition of property, or the threat of the same; the reason
is that the impact of terrorist violence and damage reaches
more than the immediate target victims (e.g., government or
military). It is also directed at targets consisting of a larger
spectrum of society (e.g., civilians or even society as a
whole). Terrorism is distinct from regular crime because of
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its powerful objectives. The change is desired so desperately
that the inability to achieve change is perceived as a worse
consequence than the deaths of civilians.

 Causes of Terrorism

Terrorism is the threat or use of violence against
civilians to draw attention to an issue, which could be
political, economic or social in nature.

Political Grievances

Terrorism was originally theorized in the context of
insurgency and guerrilla warfare, a form of organized political
violence by a non-state army or group. A lack of political
inclusiveness in states or grievances against a certain
political order may cause individuals to join or create terrorist
groups. Left and right wing terrorists often seek to a political
system. As well, many in nations with authoritarian regimes
lack avenues for dissent.  Frustrated expressions of political
can turn to violence as an alternative to exclusive political
systems.

Socio-Economic Grievances

Socio-economic explanations of terrorism suggest that
various forms of deprivation drive people to terrorism, or
that they are more susceptible to recruitment by
organizations using terrorist tactics. Poverty, lack of
education or lack of political freedom are a few examples.
Terrorists may also be driven by a sense of relative
depravation and lack of upward mobility within society.
Globalization and the modern media have given the ‘have
nots’ an acute awareness of their situation compared to the
‘haves’

Ethno-nationalism issues

The desire of a population to break away from a
government or ruling power and create a state of their own
can cause the formation of terrorist groups. In the 20th

century this was seen often times with regions or states
attempting to gain independence from their colonial era
masters. Within many countries around the globe minority
groups exist wishing to garner some form of independence,
if not their own state altogether. Therefore ethno-nationalism
will continue to be a significant source of terrorism. It is
important to recognize this and counter it with more
politically inclusive processes that can mitigate the
grievances of minority groups, though some will inevitably
continue to employ terrorism until they achieve their desired
independent nation.

Alienation /Discrimination problems

Several authors on terrorism have pointed to a sense
of alienation felt by Diasporas, particularly those living in
Europe as a driver of terrorism. Many times these groups
face discrimination in the countries they reside, leading to

further feelings of isolation. They commonly move from
poorer countries, particularly Muslim states in the case of
Europe, to wealthier ones to go to school or find work.

Types Of Terrorism

State Terrorism

State terrorism is the systematic use of terror by a
government in order to control its population. Not to be
confused with state sponsored terrorism, where states
sponsor terrorist group’s state terrorism is entirely carried
out by the group holding power in a country and not a non-
governmental organization

Religious Terrorism

Terrorism can be motivated by religious ideologies
and grievances. Religious terrorism is particularly dangerous
due to the fanaticism of those who practice it and their
willingness to sacrifice themselves for the cause. Religious
terrorists are more likely to use “all in” tactics such as suicide
bombings. This is made possible by religious teachings used
to justify and even encourage this kind of self-sacrifice.

Right Wing Terrorism

This type of terrorism aims to combat liberal
governments and preserve traditional social orders. Right
Wing terrorism is commonly characterized by militias and
gangs; many times these groups are racially motivated and
aim to marginalize minorities within a state.

Left Wing Terrorism

These groups seek to overthrow capitalist democracies
and establish socialist or communist governments in their
place. They want to attack the established system in order
to do away with class distinction. While these groups still
exist they are not as prominent as they were during the Cold
War.

Separatist Terrorism

Separatists seek to cause fragmentation within a
country and establishment a new state. This type of terrorism
is typical of minorities within a nation-state that desire their
own, commonly due to discrimination from the majority group

Narco-Terrorism

This term originally refers to organizations that gain
funds through the sale of drugs. It can also deal with the
use of violence by those groups or gangs designed to make
the sale of their drugs easier.

Bioterrorism:

 It refers to the intentional release of toxic biological
agents to harm and terrorize civilians, in the name of a
political or other cause.
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Cyber-terrorism

Cyber-terrorists use information technology to attack
civilians and draw attention to their cause. This may mean
that they use information technology, such as computer
systems or telecommunications, as a tool to orchestrate a
traditional attack. More often, cyber-terrorism refers to an
attack on information technology itself in a way that would
radically disrupt networked services. For example, cyber-
terrorists could disable networked emergency systems or
hack into networks housing critical financial information.
There is wide disagreement over the extent of the existing
threat by cyber-terrorists.

Eco-terrorism

It is a recently coined term describing violence in the
interests of environmentalism. In general, environmental
extremists sabotage property to inflict economic damage on
industries or actors they see as harming animals or the
natural environment.

Nuclear terrorism

 It refers to a number of different ways nuclear materials
might be exploited as a terrorist tactic. These include
attacking nuclear facilities, purchasing nuclear weapons, or
building nuclear weapons or otherwise finding ways to
disperse radioactive materials.

Changing Nature Of Terrorism

  The methodology and techniques adopted by the
various terrorist organizations are changing and their
strategies and approaches also have undergone drastic
changes from the old to the new and to the post-modern
terrorism.

The old techniques followed by the terrorist
organizations were those having limited impact, probably
on the decision makers and high profile individuals. It had
focused its attention on the politicians, public officials and
bureaucrats. It had an anti-state approach. The techniques
adopted by the terrorist groups were kidnapping,
assassination and hijacking. The motive was to gain political
benefits or to put forth the demands which were primarily
political in nature. The age group to which the terrorists
belonged was a mature one. They were mostly uneducated
and belonged to poor and underprivileged families. Gender
wise they were mostly the males.

 In the modern times terrorism is becoming a threat to
global security. The weak states are harboring the terrorist
groups. There are rogue states i.e., states using such
methods to brutalize its own citizens, disregard the
international law. The uproar of terrorism lies in the radicalism
and religious fundamentalism. The methods used are bomb-
blasts and terrorist attacks on the innocent citizens who are
the soft targets. The motive is to create fear among the

masses. The terrorist are on an average below 21years of
age and are educated, also belong to well-to-do families.
The number of females joining hands with men in the fight
is also increasing.  The weapons used are the weapons of
mass destruction (WMD). As a result the impact is much
wider than the previous times.

The Depiction Of Terrorism In The Indian Cinema

 The transformations in the methodology, strategy,
motives and approaches can be seen in the Indian cinema
as well. It is projected through different films on the issue of
terrorism. The films dealing with terrorism have been created
from the past to the present.

 The initial film was Roja (1992), which had kidnapping
of a cryptologist working with RAW for the exchange of a
dreaded terrorist. So it had a limited political motive of release
of the arrested terrorist. Drohkaal (1994) directed by Govind
Nihalani is about the terrorist  seeking refuge in the house
of  an honest police officer, thus keeping the family of the
officer as the hostages to deal with their demands. Maachis
(1996) portrays the circumstances surrounding the rise of
insurgency in Punjab. It shows kidnapping of the daughter
of a political leader. The insurgency in the North eastern
states was projected in Dil se (1998) and it had a plot of the
suicide bomber.

 Sarfarosh (1999) is about cross-border terrorism and
the illegal trade of arms. This movie goes further and projects
a different type of terrorism which could also be state
sponsored terrorism. Mission Kashmir (2000) highlights the
trauma of a young boy whose family gets killed by the police,
later joins the terrorist group to blow up the T.V. tower.

 In a meanwhile, the terrorist activities in India became
widespread the serial bomb-blasts in Mumbai in 1993, attack
on the Red Fort in 2000, the attack on the Indian Parliament
in 2001, Mumbai train bombing in 2003 and in 2006, Delhi
serial blasts in 2005, the terrorist attack of 26/11/2008 in
Mumbai, Pune bombing (2010) in German Bakery and the
list goes on with different cities and different dates.

  This change in the methodology of terrorism gets
reflected in the bollywood cinema. Black Friday (2004) deals
with the conspiracy and events of 1993 Mumbai bomb-blasts.
The availability of explosives and reactions of the common
man have been portrayed in A Wednesday (2008). The
psychological impact on the commoners of the train bomb-
blasts is well dealt with in Mumbai Meri Jaan (2008).

  The films made on the backdrop of the global
terrorism, and in particular to the 9/11/2001, the terrorist
attacks on the twin tower, were New York (2009) and
Kurbaan (2009).  New York is a fictional story of three Asian
students studying in New York and the impact of 9/11 on
their lives. Kurbaan is focusing on the religious
fundamentalism and the philosophy of religious faiths.
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Lamhaa (2010) is the untold story of Kashmir projects
the various threads involved in the Kashmir issue. It is shot
in Kashmir and a collage of various incidents, leading to a
conspiracy. It focuses on the military, the militants and the
common man. It also deals with the arms trade, peace efforts
and the Pakistani interferences’ in Kashmir.

 Haider (2014) made by Vishal Bhardwaj adaptation of
the Shakespeare’s Hamlet with the insurgency in Kashmir.
Other than the violence by the military and by the militants
the film focuses on other social issues which are faced by
the Kashmiri population like the missing persons leading to
problems of half-widows and the problems faced by
Kashmiri youth.

Conclusion:

 The films as a medium of entertainment and awareness
have an appreciable influence on the minds of Indian people.
Films are a popular medium of social interaction and
projection of social issues. It is brought out in a pertinent
way by the Indian films from time to time. It applies to the
films dealing with terrorism as well.

  Measure to deter terrorism has many limitations like
international political upheavals, radicalization among
educated youth, increasing influences of the religious
fundamentalist forces. As a result there is a feeling that
deterring terrorism is an oxymoron. At this juncture the
films can be harnessed to deradicalise the youth and to
demonstrate the dangers of violence and the destruction
caused by the terrorist activities and thus demean and
degrade terrorism at large.
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{hÝXr g_mZm§Va {gZo_m

S>m°. gm{dÌr T>mobo

{hÝXr {d^mJmÜ`j Ed_²  B.M.M. Faculty,

_ohVm _hm{dÚmb`, goŠQ>a -19, Eoamobr, Z`r _w§~B© - 400708
g§nH©$ - 9819162618

{H$gr ̂ r Xoe H$m {gZo_m OJV Cg Xoe H$s gm_m{OH$, Ym{_©H$, Am{W©H$ Am¡a amOZr{VH$ AdñWmAm| H$mo AnZr H$bmË_H$ A{^ì`{º$ go
à{V{~på~V H$aVm h¡& {hÝXr g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m _| ^r {ÛVr` {díd ẁÕ Ho$ ~mX H«$mpÝVH$mar n[adV©Z hþE& gZ 1940 Am¡a 1950 Ho$ XeH$ _|
^maVr` gm_mZm§Va {gZo_m BQ>br Am¡a \«$m§g Ho$ Zd`WmW©dmX (neo realism) Ymam go à^m{dV Wm& gZ 1943 _| {ÛVr` {díd ẁÕ g_má
hþAm Am¡a Cgr g_` go BQ>m{b`Z gm{hË` Am¡a {gZo_m _| Zd-`WmW©dmXr {gZo_m AmÝXmobZ Mbm& 1940 Ho$ XeH$ _| BQ>br Ho$ {\$ë_H$ma
agmo{bZr Zo Zd`WmW©dmXr {gZo_m H$s ewéAmV H$s& BZ {gZo_m _| _mZdr` gƒmB© Am¡a {dS>å~Zm H$s A{^ì`{º$ hþB©& ^maV _| ^r \|«$M Ý ỳ dod
(ZB© bha ) Z`m {gZo_m EH$ H$bmË_H$ ^md~moY boH$a CnpñWV hþAm& {hÝXr {gZo_m H$s `h g_mZmÝVa Ymam `WmW©dmXr H$bm {gZo_m >gmW©H$
{gZo_m Ho$ Zm_ go nhMmZr J`r& {hÝXr {gZo_m OJV _| ̀ WmW©dmXr {\$ë_m| H$m AmJ_Z {~_b am°̀  H$s "Xmo ~rKm O_rZ 1953' go hþAm& Bg {\$ë_
Ho$ ~mX do ̂ maVr` Zd ̀ WmW©dmXr {\$ë_m| Ho$ OZH$ _mZo OmVo h¡§& CZH$s Bg naånam H$mo JwéXÎm (ß`mgm 1957), MoVZ AmZ§X (ZrMm ZJa 1946)
Am{X Zo AmJo ~‹T>m`m& gmW-gmW _| ~§Jmb Ho$ à{gÕ {\$ë_H$ma gË`OrV ao Zo Aßny {Ì`m| ~ZmH$a "`WmW©dmXr' {gZo_m {Z_m©U _| {dídñVa na
H$s{V©_mZ ñWm{nV {H$ ò Am¡a ^maVr` {gZo_m H$mo EH$ Z`m YamVb {X`m& BZH$mo gZ 1992 _| {díd {gZo_m Ho$ A ŷVnyd© `moJXmZ Ho$ {bE _mZX
AmñH$a nwañH$ma go Ab§H¥$V {H$`m J`m Wm& ~wÕmXod XmgJwám, F$pËdH$ KQ>H$, _¥Umb goZ, AXya JmonmbH¥$îUZ, Jmo{dÝX {ZhbmZr,
{dO`m _ohVm, í`m_ ~oZoJb O¡go {\$ë_H$mam| Zo AmQ>© {\$ë_m| H$mo A{^ì`{º$ H$s EH$ ZB© {Xem Xr&

Key words (~rO eãX ) :- g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m H$m A{^àm`, ^maV _| g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m H$m àmXŵ m©d, g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m _|
amOZ¡{VH$ n[apñW{V`m| H$m à^md, gm_mZmÝVa {gZo_m _| à{V{~på~V g_mO, gË`OrV ao H$s {\$ë_ Aßnw{Ì`mo H$s H$WmdñVw H$m g§jon, g_mZmÝVa

{gZo_m AmO Ho$ g§X ©̂ _o§&

{gZo_m h_mao g_mO H$mo g_PZo H$m g~go Á`mXm bmoH${à`
_mÜ`_ ahm h¡& ^maVr` {gZo_m H$s H$WmdñVw àmaå^ _| ^bo hr
nm¡am{UH$ H$WmAm| go ào[aV ahr hmo, naÝVw H$mbmÝVa _| {gZo_m Zo
VoOr go H$adQ> ~Xbr Am¡a Am_ OZ-OrdZ H$mo {gZo_m Ho$ _mÜ`_
go g_mO go Omo‹S>Zo bJm& AmJo MbH$a {gZo_m _| Xmo {^Þ àd¥{Îm`m§
{dH${gV hþB© dh h¡ _w»` Ymam {gZo_m Am¡a Z`m {gZo_m& _w»`Ymam
{gZo_m _Zmoa§OH$, amo_m§MH$ VWm Am{W©H$ {hV H$mo gm_Zo aIH$a
~Zm`r OmVm Wm Vmo Z`m {gZo_m gmW©H$ `m J¡a ì`dgm{`H$ H$bm
{gZo_m H$hm J`m& Omo H$mën{ZH$ amo_m§M Ho$ nao Am_ OZ-OrdZ
Ho$ H$Qw> `WmW© H$mo {M{ÌV H$aZo bJm&

gmW©H$ {gZo_m go VmËn ©̀ h¡ {H$ {gZo_m H$m dh ê$n Omo
Xe©H$ H$s {dMmaYmam H$mo PH$Pmoa H$a CgHo$ _Z _| AZoH$ àíZ
n¡Xm H$aVm h¡, gZ 1940 Ho$ ~mX Z`m {gZo_m Ho$db {hÝXr {\$ë_m|
_| hr Zht A{nVw g^r ^mfmAmo§ _| ~Zm Bg{bE BÝh| {hÝXwñVmZr
{gZo_m H$hZm Á`mXm VH©$ g§JV bJVm h¡& ̂ maV _| Bg Vah Ho$ Z ò
{gZo_m H$s ewéAmV BQ>br Ho$ Zd`WmW©dmX Am¡a \«|$M {gZo_m Ho$
Ý ỳdo~ {gZo_m Ho$ à^md Ho$ gmW hþB©&

{díd Ho$ gånyU© gm{hË` Am¡a {gZo_m _| {ÛVr` {díd ẁÕ

Ho$ ~mX H«$m§{VH$mar n[adV©Z hþE& gZ 1940 Am¡a 50 Ho$ XeH$
_| BQ>br Ho$ ~‹S>o {\$ë_H$mam| _| {dŠQ>mo[a_m S>o{gH$m, \$o{bZr,
AÝVmo{V_m ngmo{bZr Am¡a agmo{bZr à_wI Wo, BZ {\$ë_H$mam| Zo
{\$ë_m| H$s {df` dñVw H$mo Z`o T>§J go àñVwV {H$`m {Og_|
H$mën{ZH$ _Zmoa§OH$ H$WmAm| d A_yV© {dMmam| H$mo N>mo‹S>H$a Am_
_mZd Ho$ OrdZ H$s gƒmB© H$mo àñVwV {H$_m& ñQy>{S>`mo Ho$ ~mha
dmñV{dH$ OJhm| na eyQ> {H$`m& Am_ AmX_r Ho$ ~marH$ nhbwAm|
H$mo CHo$am&

agmo{bZr go Zd ̀ WmW©dmXH$m àmaå^ _mZm OmVm h¡ & CZH$s
{\$ë_ (AmonZ {gQ>r 1945) BgH$m CXmhmaU h¡ {Og_| CÝhm|Zo
nhbr ~ma noeoda H$bmH$mam| H$mo N>mo‹S>H$a J¡a ì`mdgm{`H$
H$bmH$mam| H$mo _m¡H$m {X`m&

S>o{gH$m Ho$ (~mB{gH$b Wrìg 1948) Zo _mZdr` gƒmB©
Am¡a {dS>å~Zm H$mo naV Xa naV _m{_©H$ A{^ì`{º$ Ho$ gmW
_m¡{bH$ ê$n go àñVwV {H$`m& {ÛVr` {díd ẁÕ Am¡a \$mgrdmX Ho$
~mX BQ>br _| nwZOm©JaU H$mb H$s ewéAmV hþB©& {Ogo {díd {gZo_m
Ho$ gÝX ©̂ _| Ý ỳdo~ AmÝXmobZ H$hm OmVm h¡& Bg AmÝXmobZ Ho$
AJ«XyV Am§Ðo ~mOm§ Zo 1943 _| {gZo_m H$m d¡Mm[aH$ ñVa na
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XoIZo Am¡a gwZZo H$s Amoa {\$ë_ {gÜXmÝVH$m| H$m Ü`mZ AmH${f©V
{H$`m& gmW-gmW _| ~mOm§ Zo 1943 _| {gZo_m na ñdV§Ì ê$n go
{bIZm Amaå^ {H$`m, do \|«$M _¡JμOrZ (Eiers due Cinema)
(gånmXZ - ñQ>r\$$Z S>o_mob ) Ho$ gh g§ñWmnH$ (1951) Wo&
CZHo$ gmW S>mo{Z`b dm «̧$moμO Am¡a Omog\$$ _oar br S> ẁH$m ^r
n{ÌH$m go Ow‹S>o hþE Wo&

Ý ỳdo~ {gZo_m H$m AmYma nyd©dVu {gZo_m Ho$ à{V VWm CgH$s
V_m_ ñWmnZmAm| Ho$ à{V {dÐmoh Wm& BZ Z_o {\$ë_H$mam| H$m
_w»_ {dÐmoh nmaån[aH$ {gZo_m H$s {Z_m©U à{H«$_m go Wm& `o
{μ\$ë_H$ma {gZo_m Ho$ {df_-dñVw Ho$ à{V gMoV Wo& {OZH$m CÔoí`
{gZo_m Ho$ _mÜ`_ go _mZdr` OrdZ Ho$ dmñV{dH$ OJV go n[a{MV
H$amZm Wm& AV…Ý ỳ do~ go Ow‹S>o {\$ë_H$mam| Zo Zm_r-{Jam_r _h§Jo
{gVmao, {ZX}eH$, H¡$_am_¡Z bå~o Mm¡‹S>o ñQy>{S>_mo, ̂ ì` gmO-g‚mm
bmIm| H$m ~OQ> Am{X {\$ë_ {Z_m©U H$s à{H«$_mAm| N>mo‹S>H$a
N>moQ>o ~OQ> H$s {μ\$ë_| ~Zm_r& ñQy>{S>`mo Ho$ Xm`ao Ho$ ~mha {ZH$bH$a
Am_ H$bmH$mam| Ho$ gmW CÝhm|Zo dmñV{dH$ ñWmZm| na eyqQ>J H$s&

\|«$M Ý ỳdo~ H$s Vah hr ̂ maVr_ {gZo_m _| ̂ r "Z`m {gZo_m'
EH$ H$bmË_H$ ^md-~moY boH$a CnpñWV hþAm& {Ogo ^maVr`
{gZo OJV _| `WmW©dmXr d Zd `WmW©dmXr gmW©H$ g_mZmÝVa
{gZo_m Am¡a J¡a ì`dgm{`H$ {gZo_m BË`m{X Zm_m| go OmZm J`m &

^maVr` g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m amOZ¡{VH$, gm_m{OH$,
Am{W©H$,OJV _| \$¡br AZoH$ {dS>å~ZmAm| H$m {MÌU H$aZo H$m
g\$b à`mg ahm h¡& ^maVr` amOZr{V _| gZ 1947 go 1964
VH$ Zohé ẁJ _mZm OmVm h¡& _B© 1964 _| Odmhabmb Zohé Ho$
{ZYZ Zo ^maVr` amOZr{VH$ n[aÑí` _| H$B© AZno{jV ~Xbmd
bm ò& gZ 1965 _| ^maV nm{H$ñVmZ ẁÕ CgHo$ ~mX VmeH§$X _|
Xygao àYmZ_ÝÌr bmb-~hmXwaemór H$m {ZYZ Am¡a BpÝXamJm§Yr
àYmZ_ÝÌr ~Zr& df© 1966, 1967 Am¡a 1968 _| àW_ ~§Jmb
VWm ~mX _| nyao Xoe Ho$ ̂ §̀H$a AH$mb Am¡a gyIo Ho$ H$maU ̂ maVr`
OZ-_mZg H$m OrdZ nr‹S>m Am¡a AdgmX Ho$ Jhao Vmbm~ _| Sy>~
J`m& ^maVr` gm{hË` Am¡a {gZo_m _| ^r BgHo$ àË`j bjU
Ñ{ï>JmoMa hþE & nMmg Ho$ XeH$ _| {hÝXr gm{hË` _| ^r {deofV…
{hÝXr H$hmZr _| "Z`r H$hmZr' H$m Xm¡a Mbm {Og_| ehar
{ZåZ_Ü_dJu` OrdZ H$s CËnr‹S>Z Am¡a V§Jr _| Or aho bmoJm| Ho$
OrdZ H$s D$hm-nmoh H$m `WmW© {MÌU hþAm&

gd© àW_ {hÝXwñVmZr H$bm {\$ë_m| H$s ewéAmV {d_bam`
H$s {\$ë_ (Xmo ~rKm O_rZ 1953) go hþB© {Og_| CÝhm|Zo ^maVr`
Jar~-{H$gmZ H$s AnZo n[adma Ho$ ̂ aU-nmofU Ho$ {bE gmhÿH$ma

Ho$ H$ãOo go AnZr O_rZ _wº$ H$aZo H$s EH$ AÝVhrZ H$Wm H$m
H$éU {MÌU {H$`m& {d_b am` H$s Bg {\$ë_ H$mo EH$ CËH¥$ï>
{\$ë_ H$m A§Vam©ï´>r` nwañH$ma {_bm & CZH$s AÝ` Zm_m§{H$V
{\$ë_ n[aUrVm (1953), Zm¡H$ar(1954), gwOmVm (1959),
~pÝXZr (1963) Wr§& Zmar nmÌ Ho$pÝÐV BZ {\$ë_m| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go
CÝhm|Zo ̂ maVr` J«m_rU Am¡a Kaoby Zm[a`m| H$mo ̂ r geº$ A{^ì`{º$
Xr&

JwéXÎm Zo ehar _Ü`_dJu` bmoJm| Ho$ OrdZ H$s Jar~r
V§Jhmbr d ~oamoOJmar H$m `WmW© {MÌU {H$`m& CZH$s {\$ë_
(ß`mgm 1957) BgH$m CXhmaU h¡, {Og_| CÝhm|Zo EH$ {e{jV
ì`{º$ ( ẁdm-H${d) Ho$ OrdZ H$s Jar~r -~oamoOJma go CnOr
X_Z d nr‹S>m H$mo geº$ A{^ì`{º$ Xr& CZH$s "H$mJμO Ho$ \$yb
(1959),' "gmh~ ~r~r Am¡a Jwbm_ (1962 )', O¡gr AÝ`
{μ\$ë_| h¢ {Og_|  JwéXÎm Zo ñdVÝÌVm nyd© ^maVr` O_tXmar d
gm_§Vemhr Ho$ emofU H$s Zr{V H$s Amoa OZ-_mZg H$m Ü`mZ
AmH¥$ï> {H$`m& BZgo nyd© 1946 _| MoVZ AmZÝX H$s (ZrMm ZJa ),
F$pËdH$ KQ>H$ H$s (ZmJ[aH$ 1952) VWm (_oKm T>mH|$ Vmam
1960) Wt , {OZ_| {ZåZ_Ü`` dJ© Ho$ bmoJm| Ho$ g§Kf© d CËnr‹S>Z
H$s AWH$ H$hmZr h¡& gZ 1963 _| {d_b am°̀  Zo "~pÝXZr'
~Zm`r& {\$a 1969 _| EH$ gmW VrZ {μ\$ë_| àX{e©V hþB© Wr&
_¥Umb goZ H$s " ŵdZ gmo_', ~mgw MQ>Ou H$s "gmam AmH$me'
(Omo {H$ à{gÕ {hÝXr gm{hË`H$ma amO|Ð `mXd Ho$ CnÝ`mg ) na
AmYm[aV Wr Am¡a _{UH$m¡b H$s "CgH$s amoQ>r' Wr§& Bggo nyd© gZ
1957 _| dr. em§Vmam_ H$s {\$ë_ "Xmo Am±Io ~mah hmW' ~Z
MwH$s Wr, Bg {\$ë_ Zo AmJo MbH$a hm°brdwS> {\$ë_ "the Dirty

Dozen',1967 H$mo ào[aV {H$`m & 1957 _| hr _h~y~ ImZ H$s
{\$$ë_ "_Xa BpÊS>`m' {Z{_©V hþB© Wr& AmñH$a AdmS>© Ho$ {bE
Zm_m§{H$V `h {\$ë_ {dXoer ^mfmAmo± H$s A§{V_ nm±M {\$ë_m| H$s
gyMr _| Wr&

amOH$nya H$s {\$ë_m| _| ^r Am_ AmX_r C^a H$a Am`m&
Bg loUr H$s CZH$s {μ\$ë_| H«$_e… 1948 _| "AmJ' Am¡a 1949
_| "~agmV', 1951 "Amdmam', 1954 _| "~yQ> nm{be', "lr
420', Am¡a "OmJVo ahmo' 1956 _| ~Zt Wr§& CZH$s {μ\$ë_| ^r
"Xmo ~rKm O_rZ' Am¡a " ŵdZ gmo_' {\$ë_ H$s Vah {\$ë_m| _| Z`m
_mo‹S> bm`r§& amOH$nya A{^ZrV BZ {\$ë_m| Zo naXo na EH$ {gHw$‹S>o-
{g_Q>o O¡go gm_mÝ` AmX_r H$s PbH$ {XIm`r Wr& Vmo D$±Mr n|Q>,
Ka _| Ywbr {gHw$‹S>r H$_rO VWm gmYmaU OyVo nhZo hþE EH$ N>mVm
boH$a ~mha {ZH$bVm hþAm Am_ AmX_r {OgHo$ Mohao na
~odHy$\$mZm ^md Wo, Am¡a {Xb H$m ^mobm-^mbm ~mhar Xw{Z`m Ho$
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àn§Mm| go ~oI~a `m {nQ>m hþAm- Am_ AmX_r {OgH$s VwbZm h_
~mX Ho$ A{^ZoVm Ho$ dó-{dÝ`mg go Zht H$a gH$Vo& BZHo$ {\$ë_m|
Zo ^r {gZo_m H$mo gma J{ ©̂V ê$n {X`m&

{díd à{gÜX Ý ỳ [a_{bÁ_ Zd `WmW©dmXr ^maVr` {\$ë_
{Z_m©Vm gË`OrV ao Zo AnZr {\$ë_ (nmWoa nmÝMmbr 1955 ),
(Anam{OVmo 1956), d (Anwa g§gma 1957) _| Zd ̀ WmW©dmXr
{\$ë_m| Ho$ {Z_m©U H$bm _| Z`m Am¡a öX`ñneu `moJXmZ {X`m `h
{\$ë_| ^maVr` g_mO H$m H$Qw> `WmW© à{V{~på~V H$aVr h¡§& `h
{μ\$ë_| Aßnw{Ì_mo (-ppu triology) Ho$ Zm_ go g§gma ̂ a Ho$ {\$ë_
OJV _| à{gÕ hþB©&

"nmWoa nm§Mmbr' H$s H$Wm - ~§Jmb Ho$ A§XéZr Jm±d Ho$
Jar~ AmX_r h[aha Ho$ n[adma go ewê$ hmoVr h¡& n[adma _| CgH$s
nËZr, ~oQ>r XwJm© VWm CgH$m ì`ñH$ MMoam BpÝXa R>mHw$a ahVm h¡&
Jar~r go V§J AmH$a h[aha amoOJma H$s Vbme _| eha AmVm h¡&
CgH$s nËZr _w{íH$bm| H$m gm_Zm H$a AnZo n[adma H$mo g§̂ mbVr
h¡& Bg ~rM CgH$m ~oQ>m Aßnw n¡Xm hmoVm h¡& Bg ~rM ~y‹T>>o B§{ÐZ H$s
_¥Ë ẁ hmo OmVr h¡& Aßnw ~‹S>m hmoVm h¡ Am¡a XwJm© Am¡a Aßnw Iob-
Iob _| ~mhar Xw{Z`m go n[a{MV hmoVo h¡§& Hw$N> g_` ~mX Ag_`
XwJm© H$s ^r _¥Ë ẁ hmo OmVr h¡& AnZr ~oQ>r Imo XoZo Ho$ ~mX h[aha
AnZm Jm±d N>mo‹S>H$a ~¡bJm‹S>r _| AnZo ~Mo n[adma H$mo boH$a
~Zmag eha Am OmVm h¡&

"Anam{OVmo' H$s ewéAmV ~Zmag eha go hmoVr h¡ Ohm±
h[aha AnZo n[adma Ho$ ^aU-nmofU Ho$ {bE {ZaÝVa g§Kf© H$a
ahm h¡ Am¡a AÝV _| ~r_mar Ho$ H$maU CgH$s _¥Ë ẁ hmo OmVr h¡&
Aßnw H$s _m± Cgo boH$a dmng Am OmVr h¡ -Jm±d AmH$a ~‹S>r
_w{íH$bm| go Aßnw H$mo ~‹S>m H$a dh n‹T>mVr h¡& Aßnw H$mo N>mÌd¥{Îm
{_bVr {Oggo Cgo Wmo‹S>r _XX hmoVr h¡ & _m± Aßnw H$mo CgHo$ {nVm
H$s Vah nwOmar H$m H$m_ H$aZo H$s gbmh XoVr h¡ & naÝVw Aßnw Zht
_mZVm & Am¡a dh H$bH$Îmm eha Ho$ {bE {ZH$b n‹S>Vm h¡ & Bg
~rM CgH$s _m± amoJJ«ñV hmoVr h¡ Am¡a Aßnw H$mo narjm ̂ dZ nhþ±MZo
_| {dbå~ hmo OmVm h¡ O~ VH$ dh dmng AmVm h¡ _m± _a MwH$s
hmoVr h¡ &

"Anwa g§gma' -Bg {\$ë_ _| Aßnw N>moQ>o ~ƒo go EH$ OdmZ
ẁdH$ hmo J`m h¡ & eha _| Cgo Zm¡H$ar Zht {_bVr, A~ AnZo

OrdZ na CnÝ`mg {bI ahm h¡, Bg ~rM CgH$m {ddmh Jm±d H$s
EH$ b‹S>H$s go hmo OmVm h¡ : CgH$s nËZr eha Ho$ dmVmdaU _|
ñd §̀ H$mo AOZ~r _hgyg H$aVr h¡ & Hw$N> g_` níMmV CgH$s
nËZr J ©̂dVr hmoVr h¡ - àgyVr Ho$ {bE Jm±d OmVr h¡ naÝVw àgy{V

Ho$ g_` CgH$s _¥Ë ẁ hmo OmVr h¡ & A~ Aßnw AnZr nËZr H$s _¥Ë ẁ
H$m H$maU AnZo ~oQ>o H$mo _mZVm h¡, Bg H$maU CgH$m {VañH$ma
H$aVm h¡ AmpIa Hw$N> g_` Ho$ ~mX Cgo Ehgmg hmoVm h¡ Am¡a dh
Jm±d OmH$a AnZo ~oQ>o H$mo ñdrH$maVm h¡ & AnZr BZ {\$ë_m| Ho$
_mY`_ go CÝhm|Zo ^maVr` g_mO H$mo nyar Jå^raVm Am¡a
dmñV{dH$Vm Ho$ gmW {XIm`m h¡ &

gË`OrV ao H$mo E{e`mB© {\$ë_m| H$m _mñQ>a Am¡a ^maVr`
g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m H$m OZH$ H$hm OmVm h¡& gË`OrV ao H$s VrZm|
hr {\$ë_m| _| _mZd OrdZ Ho$ {d{dY nhbw, amo_m§M Am¡a Jhao
AdgmX Ho$ jUm| H$m H$éU {MÌU hþAm h¡ & XwJm© d ~mb Aßnw
Ûmam aobJm‹S>r XoIZm VWm H¢$S>r ~oMZo dmbo Ho$ gmW CZH$m dmVm©bmn
dmbm Ñí` H$m {MÌU AË_{YH$ öX` ñneu h¡ & {\$ë_ Ho$ VrZm|
^mJm| _| _¥Ë ẁ H$m Ñí`- BpÝXa R>mHw$aZ H$s _¥Ë ẁ , h[aha H$mo ~oQ>r H$s
_¥Ë ẁ H$m Ehgmg d nr‹S>m, Aßnw d CgH$s _m± Ûmam h[aha H$s _¥Ë ẁ
PobZm& Am¡a Aßnw H$m AnZr _m± H$s _m¡V XoIZm, AÝV _| AnZr
nËZr {H$ _¥Ë ẁ !!!! Bg àH$ma gË`OrV ao Zo {ZåZ _Ü`_dJ© H$s
Jar~r _| OrdZ OrZo Ho$ CËH$Q> g§Kf©, VWm _mZd OrdZ H$m Ah_²
gË`-_¥Ë ẁ H$m gm_mZm H$aZm Am¡a _mZd OrdZ Ho$ g^r AQy>Q>
{hñgm| H$m dmñV{dH$ {MÌU H$a AnZr {\$ë_m| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go ̂ maVr`
g_mO Ho$ dmñV{dH$ OJV go gmjmËH$ma H$am`m h¡&

gË`OrV ao H$s `h VrZ {μ\$ë_| Aßnw{Ì_mo (-ppu Triology )
Ho$ Zm_ go {díd^a _| à{gÕ h¢ & ~hþ_wIr à{V^m gånÞ gVOrV ao
{\$ë_ {Z_m©U Ho$ gmW-gmW N>m_m§H$Z d g§JrV {ZX}eZ ^r H$aVo
Wo & ~{b©Z A§Vam©ï´>r` {\$ë_ CËgd _| CÝh| Aßnw{Ì_m| Ho$ àW_
^mJ Ho$ {bE JmoëS>Z bm_Z VWm Xygao ^mJ Ho$ {bE ^r EH$
JmoëS>Z bm_Z VWm Xmo {gëda ~rAg© nwañH$ma - gd©loð> {Z_m©Vm
Ho$ ê$n _| {_bo & ~§½bm d {hÝXr ̀ WmW©dmXr {\$ë_ {Z_m©Vm gË`OrV
ao H$mo gZ 1992 _| {díd {gZo_m _| A ŷVnyd© `moJXmZ Ho$ {bE
_mZX AmñH$a AdmS>©  go Ab§H¥$V {H$`m J`m Wm & gË`OrV ao Zo
{hÝXr Ho$ gwà{gÕ boIH$ ào_M§X H$s H$hmZr "gVa§O Ho$ pIbm‹S>r '
(1977) Am¡a "gVJ{V' H$mo boH$a {μ\$ë_| ~Zm_t {OZ_| H«$_e…
gm_ÝVr Ñ{ï>H$moU VWm ^maVr` g_mO _| ì`má Om{VdmX na H$Qw>
Ñ{ï> S>mbr & BZ XmoZm| {\$ë_m| Zo ^r AZoH$ amï´>r` nwañH$ma OrVo
gmW hr pñ_Vm nm{Q>b Am¡a Amo_nwar O¡go {WEQ>a H$bmH$mam| H$mo
~‹S>o nX} na A{^Z` H$s Z`r g§{Y Xr &

Bgr ~rM _wOâ\$a Abr H$s "J_Z' ~Zr VWm 1980 _|
gB© nam§Ono H$s "ñne©' Zo Xe©H$m| Ho$ õX` H$mo Ny> {b`m& JwbμOma Zo
^r H$B© AÀN>r {μ\$ë_| ~Zm`r Omo _w»` Ymam Ho$ bQ>H$m|-PQ>H$m| go
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H$B© Xya Wr & BZ_| 1972 _| "H$mo{ee', 1973 _| "AMmZH$',
1975 _| "Am±Yr' VWm "Iwe~y' O¡gr {μ\$ë_| Wt & Bg àH$ma
{hÝXr {\$ë_m| H$m gmVdm±- AmR>dm± XeH$ ~‹S>m _hËdnyU© ahm
{Og_| EH$ {d{eï> d¡Mm[aH$Vm Ho$ gmW gm_mÝ` _Zwî` Ho$ {bE
~ohVarZ H$bm {μ\$ë_| ^r ~Zt &

gZ 1970-80 Ho$ XeH$ _| í`m_ ~oZoJb, Jmo{dÝX
{ZhbmZr, F$VwàZd Kmof , gwYra {_l, {demb ̂ maVÛmO, AmZÝX
Jm±Yr O¡go g¥OZerb {\$ë_ {Z_m©Vm h¢, {OÝhm|Zo gmW©H$ {gZo_m
{Z_m©U _| AnZr {d{eï> nhMmZ ~Zm`r h¡ & Jmo{dÝX {ZhbmZr H$s
"AmH«$moe', " hOma Mm¡amgr H$s _m± ', (~§Jmbr boIH$ _hmídoVm
Xodr H$s CnÝ`mg ZŠgbdm{X`m| na AmYm[aV), "AY© gË`'
(1998) O¡gr Zm_m§{H$V {\$ë_ ~Zm`r & BZ {\$pë_Z Zo ^r
AZoH$ nwañH$ma nmE & Jmo{dÝX {ZhbmZr H$m o "_Jggo'
(magsaysay) Am¡a OZnW (janpath) nwañH$ma {_bo &

í`m_ ~oZoJb gm_mZm§Va {gZo_m Ho$ AJ«Ur {ZX}eH$ h¡ &
"A§Hw$a', "{Zem§V', "_§WZ', " ŷ{_H$m', O¡gr M{M©V {\$ë_m| Ho$
`moJXmZ Ho$ {bE CÝh| 1974 _| nÙlr Am¡a 1981 _| nÙ ŷfU
gå_mZ {XE J ò & CZHo$ Bg A ŷVnyd© ̀ moJXmZ Ho$ {bE CÝh| ̂ maVr`
{gZo_m Ho$ gdm}ƒ nwañH$ma XmXm gmh~ \$mëHo$ nwañH$ma go ZdmOm
J`m & BZHo$ Abmd CZH$s AÝ_ {μ\$ë_| "Ow~oXm', "gaXmar ~oJ_,'
"gyaO H$m gmVdm± Kmo‹S>m', "A§VZm©X' h¢ &  Am¡a "^maV EH$ ImoO'
Am¡a "_mÌm' XyaXe©Z Ymamdm{hH$ ~Zm MwHo$ h¢ & í`m_ ~oZoJb H$s
{μ\$ë_| AnZr amOZ¡{VH$, gm_m{OH$ , dº$ì` Ho$ {bE OmZr OmVr
h¢ & í`m_ ~oZoJb Ho$ eãXm| _| amOZr{VH$ {gZo_m V^r nZn gH$Vr
h¡, O~ g_mO BgHo$ {bE _m±J H$ao & _¢ Zht _mZVm {H$ {μ\$ë_|
gm_m{OH$ ñVa na ~hþV ~‹S>m ~Xbmd bm gH$Vr h¢ & _Ja CZ_|
J§̂ ra ê$n go gm_m{OH$ MoVZm OJmZo H$s j_Vm Oê$a _m¡OyX h¡ &
ñdJu` àYmZ_§Ìr B§{XamJm§Yr Zo í`m_ ~oZoJb Ho$ ~mao _| H$hm Wm
{H$ CZH$s {μ\$ë_| _Zwî` H$s _Zwî`Vm H$mo AnZo _yb ñdê$n _|
VbmeVr h¢ &

gZ 1980 Ho$ ~mX XoIm Om` Vmo {hÝXr {\$ë_m| _|
ì`dgm{`H$ {\$ë_m| H$m nwZéËWmZ (Resurgence) H$m g__
H$hm J`m& BZ {\$ë_m| _| am_Jmonmb d_m© H$s "gË`m' 1998,
gd©loð> {\$ë_ _mZr OmVr h¡& AÝ_ à_wI {\$ë_m| _| _{UaËZ_ H$s
" ẁdm' 2004, ZmJoe Hw$Hw$Zya H$s "VrZ Xrdma' 2003, Am¡a
"S>moa' 2006, _Zrf Pm H$s "_mV¥̂ y{_' 2004, gwYra {_l H$s
"hOmam| »dm{he| Eogr' 2005, AZwamJ H$í`n H$s "ãb¡H$
\«$mBS>o\$ 2007, {dH«$_m{XË` _moQ>dmZr H$s "C‹S>mZ' 2009,
{H$aU amd H$s "Ymo~rKmQ' 2006, F$Vw àUd Kmof H$s "{X bmñQ>
{bAa' 2007 Am¡a gmoZr Vmamnwadmbm H$s "{b{Q>b {μOμOw' (little

zizou) 2009 à_wI aht &

AmO Ho$ gÝX ©̂ _| AmQ>© {\$ë_ {Z_m©Vm ~wÕXod Xmg Jwám,
AnUm©goZ, g§Xrn ao (gË`OrV ao Ho$ nwÌ ), H$m¡{eH$ Jm±Jwbr ,
Ho$VZ _ohVm O¡go g¥OZerb {\$ë_ {Z_m©Vm ^r h¢ & AmYw{ZH$
~mOmadmX `m ì`mdgm{`H$Vm Ho$ Xdm~ _| \$m_y©bm {μ\$ë_| {OZH$mo
{Z_m©Vm {ZX}eH$ Am¡a {dVaH$ JU A§Vam©ḯ>r` ì`dgm{`H$ {\$ë_
~mμOma _| A{YH$V_ _wZm\$m nmZo H$s hmo‹S> _| {dV[aV H$a aho h¢ &
BgHo$ ~mdOyX ^r Bg ẁJ _| Hw$N> {d{eï> {μ\$ë_| ~Z ahr h¢ & AmO
^r ẁdm nr‹T>r \$ë_m| _| Z`r Iwe~y ImoO ahr h¡, Omo amoO- _am© H$s
qOXJr Ho$ AZŵ dm| Ho$ H$ar~ bJo & BZ_| go F$Vw àUd Kmof H$s
(aoZH$moQ> 2005), AZwfm [aμOdr H$s ({nnbr bmBd), gŵ mf H$nya
H$s (\$±g JE ao Amo~m_m 2011)& 2012 _| àX{e©V, Jm¡ar qeXo
H$s "B§p½be qdp½be' H$m Zm_ Bg g§X ©̂ _| {b`m Om gH$Vm h¡&

AÝVV… `h H$hZo _| A{Ví`mo{º$ Zht hmoJr {H$ d¡ídrH$aU
Ho$ Bg Xm¡a _| g_mZmÝVa {gZo_m Zo AnZm ApñVËd H$m`_ aIH$a
g_`-g_` na _Zwî`m| H$s d¡Mm[aH$Vm H$mo ào[aV Am¡a à^m{dV
{H$`m h¡ &

g§X ©̂ -

1. {hÝXr {gZo_m H$s `mÌm----g§nmXH$ n§H$O e_m©

2. Understanding cinema ------By -mol Jadhav.

3. Internet
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The Vagabond’s Venture: Bollywood’s First Soft Power Breakthrough

Mr. Anubhav Roy, Research Associate to Ambassador Hardeep S. Puri (Retd.)

62, SFS, Hauz Khas, New Delhi – 110016

Abstract: Industrially, Bollywood – loathed as Hollywood’s deprived cousin by some, and loved as the colourful candy of
Hindi cinema by others – caters to no more than 4% of India’s populace. Yet, by churning out nearly double the number of
films than Los Angeles, India’s Mumbai-based cinema factory is the world’s largest, rubbing elbows with its more revered
counterparts elsewhere. A major propellant for such expansion is the imperialist’s prowess in Bollywood’s overseas outreach.
Popular Hindi cinema has found fertile markets wherever the Indian diaspora has flourished (Ghosh 2013). Due to the
indomitable economic and cultural dividends that it fetches from the global community, thus, Bollywood is flagged as a
foremost soft power asset by the Indian State.

Within discourses on international politics, soft power – as the notion’s father, Joseph Nye Jr., puts it – is the ‘second face
of power’, which ‘rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others’, in order to ‘co-opt rather than coerce’ targets
without deploying hard power ‘inducements [economic ‘carrots’] or threats [military ‘sticks’]’. Thus, its utility draws from
‘attractive personality, culture, values and moral authority’ (Nye 2009, 4). Given such potential, soft power has long attracted
the diplomat’s attention, making culture inextricable from politics. For India, Bollywood’s soft power muscle has been
flaunted since the age of Nehruvian romanticism, as a product of Fabian idealism amidst the Cold War’s heat.

Despite his reserved soft corner for socio-economic socialism, Jawaharlal Nehru failed to strike a chord with Soviet Russia –
then one of the two poles of world order – till the Korean War’s end in 1953. Lubricating the Indo-Russian bond – which has
withstood the test of time – was a young, idealist actor-filmmaker, exhibiting the charms of the Chaplinian Tramp to melt the
war-hardened hearts of Soviet Land. Russia’s tryst with Bollywood was engendered by one of the industry’s earliest
pioneers,Raj Kapoor. The sway that his cinema has had over successive Russian generations is affirmed by the fact that the
soundtracks of Awara (1950) – which remains Russia’s third most sold foreign film ever – are still hummed across the erstwhile
Soviet core as affectionately as in Nehruvian heydays (Fedotova 2013).

Noticeably, in Soviet Russia, Kapoor’s cinema managed to accrue early soft power gains for a young India well before
Bollywood became the monetary mammoth of today, even without the leverage of diasporic dissemination or lavish overseas
promotion. Flavoured with mass-centric appeal, proletarian simplicity, and romanticist zeal, his films realized the coveted
paragons of socialism on screen. In effect, for the average cinema enthusiast in the largely controlled Soviet society, Kapoor’s
rendition of Bollywood became a reflector of all things Indian – its people, preoccupations, and politics – fostering bilateral
closeness via shared perceptions and values. Simply put, India, through the cinematic route, co-opted much public confidence
in Russia to cushion its national interests.

Understandably, Raj Kapoor’s cinema often commands reference – even if a passing one – amidst the investigations of
Bollywood as a facet of India’s soft power apparatus. However, the intricacies of its impact are often amiss (Thussu 2013,
132). Thus, borrowing essentially from secondary accounts and data – ranging from diplomatic diaries to tabloid confessions
– this paper modestly seeks to draw a detailed narrative of the political-ideological relevance that Kapoor and his cinematic
messages bore for Russia’s masses.

Keybord : Diaspora, global community

Introduction:

In politics, power dons many masks. ‘Soft power’ – as
the recently conceived notion’s father, Joseph Nye Jr., notes
– is the ‘second face of power’ that ‘rests on the ability to
shape the preferences of others’ by ‘co-opt rather than
coercing’ target nations and governments, without the
cumbersome deployment of hard power ‘inducements
[economic ‘carrots’] or threats [military ‘sticks’]’. Soft
power’s use relies on ‘attractive personality, culture, values,
and moral authority’, thus (Nye 4). To imprint an affable
image of a nation, there is hardly a medium that matches the
prowess of cinema: an established soft power tool within
discourses on the politics of culture.1 Cinema quite often

plays an ambassadorial role when exported, acting as a
postcard about the producing nation for recipients. Like
literature, films portray relatable imagery about cultures and
folks otherwise unimagined, composing notions about
nations. A case aptly exemplifying this phenomenon is that
of Bollywood.

Bollywood, from being Hollywood’s poor cousin,
stands as the ‘largest filmmaking entity [on the] planet’,
yielding nearly double the number of films made in the United
States every year. With its annual revenues projected to
touch $4.5 billion by 2016, India’s mainstream cinema
industry is raking in increasing global familiarity (Ghosh).
Rajkumar Hirani’s PK (2014) – Bollywood’s highest grosser
yet2 – opened third at the worldwide box-office

1 See, for example, Chua Beng Huat’s Structure, Audience, and Soft Power in East Asian Pop Culture, which inspects cinema as a factor
in the emergent ‘regional soft-power competition’ in East Asia between Korea, Japan, and China (Huat 7).
2 The all-time highest-grossing Indian film, however, is S. S. Rajamouli’s magnum epic, Baahubali: The Beginning (2015), which was
dubbed from Telugu to several languages, including Hindi.
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(Raghunathan). However, with about 13,000 theatres catering
to a populace of over 1.25 billion, Bollywood’s domestic
market, despite growing for over a century, is a mere 4% of
the India (Ghosh). As may be surmised, a large chunk of its
profits flows from international sales. PK owed a third of its
grand collection to overseas markets (Raghunathan). In
today’s post-Internet phase of globalization, the flamboyant
quoting of a Bollywood phrase in a US President’s address3

or the on-screen ownership of an iconic fictional dinosaur
park by an Indian character is no longer a surprise. Rewinding
to India’s years of infancy unveils a contrast, however.

A Cinematic Convergence

With the notion of ‘talkies’ still fledgling, early-day
Bollywood retained its esoteric market after 1947, though
arousing widespread curiosity. As Manishita Dass recounts,
the newly freed ‘Indian State continued to be suspicious of
Bombay cinema’, fearing its ability to ‘engender problematic
versions of modernity and tradition in the form of beliefs,
attitudes, and practices’ (Dass 189). Reporting in 1951, for
instance, the S. K. Patil Commission on cinema
recommended the setting up of a film financing body, which
could be established not before 1960. Instead, the State-run
Films Division embarked on a mission to snub ‘frivolous
entertainment and focus on fostering modernity and
scientific temper’ (Dass 189-90). The lack of State sanction,
thus, stifled India’s cinematic output.

Yet, not all was lost. Jawaharlal Nehru’s liberal-socialist
idea of nation-building disallowed his State from controlling
Bollywood. Left on its own, the Bombay film factory began
to grow. Albeit Bombay Talkies, Bollywood’s first capital,
had its share of socially prescriptive films – especially in the
Franz Osten-Ashok Kumar era – its so-called masala genre
paced ahead, selling populist song-and-dance fables to a
toiling nation. In fact, for Anustup Basu, the song-and-dance
element was Bollywood’s ‘signature [for being] ethnically
differentiated’ – the industry’s ‘U.S.P.’ – like ‘martial-arts
choreography [for] Hong Kong’ (Basu 155-56). India’s
cinema, however, lacked a distinct icon like Humphrey Bogart
for 1940s’ Hollywood. Preceding the Dilip Kumars, Guru
Dutts, and Dev Anands, a moderately branded Prithviraj
Kapoor pushed his son, Raj, on to the podium.5 His career
could only kick start with populist melodramas; yet, Raj
Kapoor got his edge over others when he becoming
Bombay’s youngest cinema artist to own a production house
– aptly named R. K. Films – in 1948.

When it came to realist symbolism in the era’s arts,

few outdid the Indian Peoples Theatre Association (IPTA).
Given the Comintern’s spread through the 1940s, the IPTA
– blessed by the Communist Party of India (CPI) – emerged
as the cultural cusp of India’s Leftists, taking socialist
messages nationwide via street plays and sermons.
Although the association disbanded after India’s
independence, its grassroot, socialist essence lived on in
its former members. A noted IPTA alumnus was Khwaja
Ahmad Abbas, whose directorial debut, Dharti Ke Lal (The
Earth’s Children, 1946), became India’s first film to be dubbed
in Russian, given its distinguishably proletarian narrative
(Fedotova). However, a script he then co-wrote managed a
mere lukewarm reply from directing ace, Mehboob Khan.
Thus, Abbas took his papers to Raj Kapoor. By 1950-51,
owning a production house leveraged Kapoor to experiment
with realism in his cinema more pronouncedly. The ‘R. K.’
banner’s first major success, Raj Kapoor’s Barsaat (Rain,
1949), was essentially a romance-drama. Yet, it threw its jabs
at fragile social norms like forced marriage. Clearly, Abbas
placed a wise bet. After hearing his script, a quietly listening
Kapoor sprang up to commit, ‘the script is mine’ (Nanda 62).
Thus, Awara (The Vagabond, 1951) was born.

Though several facets in Awara’s script – father-son
conflicts, career hurdles, and childhood romance –
overlapped with the ones in Raj Kapoor’s earliest directorial
venture, Aag (Fire, 1948), audiences across India were
enthralled by the over 3-hour long saga. The following it
magnetized made Awara the highest-grossing Bollywood
film till the release of Mehboob Khan’s Aan (1952). Raj
Kapoor – Awara’s director, lead, and spirit – best captured
its intent:

‘Awara came at a time when films were of a totally
different nature. [India] still had remnants of British imperial
dominance and [thus] wanted a new social order. I tried to
create a balance between entertainment and what I had to
say to the people. Awara had everything. It had the theme
of class distinction. It had the greatest juvenile romantic
story wrapped in the poverty that the post-Independence
era had inherited. it went to people as something they had
never seen before. a young man, with a song on his lips,
went through all the ordeals that socio-economic disruptions
could bring about. The change that people wanted, they
saw in the spirit of the young man who was the vagabond,
the Awara’ (Nanda 63).

The poignant tale of a young man ostracized for his
allegedly questionable parentage, Awara, while upholding

3 Barack Obama quoted a famous Shah Rukh Khan one-liner from Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) while addressing an audience in
New Delhi, during his January 2015 visit to India (Offbeat).
4 Irrfan Khan played Simon Masrani – the Indian-origin inheritor of the Spielberg-era Jurassic Park’s assets – in Colin Trevorrow’s
Jurassic World(2015).
5 Professionally acting since 1935, between 1947 and 1950, Raj Kapoor played the male lead in about a dozen films, starting with K.
N. Sharma’s Neel Kamal(1947). In fact, by then, he already formed a recurring on-screen pair with Madhubala, before going on to do so
with Nargis in grander fashion.
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hope, reflected the lives of people society sidelines. Albeit
spinning on the axis of familial conventions and utopian
romance, the tale had the IPTA’s signatures all over it,
enough to intrigue the Left-leaning: the pains of deprivation;
the ordeals of poverty; the arrogance of affluence; the ills
of social regressivism; the piety of love; and most
essentially, the pitfalls of class gaps. Moreover, the script
retained its unpredictable realism till the very climax, where
the protagonist is jailed shortly after reuniting with his father.
Raj Kapoor, as the Awara, did the unprecedented: he brought
socialist realism to Bollywood’s fore.

Meanwhile, in Soviet Russia – applied socialism’s
thumped patriarch – cinema was already politically relevant,
as a vehicle for national unison and dissemination of
ideology. Lenin’s Russia unsurprisingly had the world’s first
film school by 1919. The nation’s limited yet brilliant film
fraternity not just manufactured ‘agit-prop’ for the State,
but also ventured into cinematic theorizing and innovation.
Since the 1920s, Lev Kuleshov and Sergei Eisenstein
spearheaded a wave of intellectualizing socialist modernity
via educative cinematic dialectics between binaries:
revolutionaries and czars, workers and capitalists. Before
the Cold War, the Soviet Union had its own appetite for
import. When D. W. Griffith’s silent Hollywood epic
Intolerance (1916) released in Russia, it was a sensation,
inspiring the ‘Kuleshov Effect’ and establishing montage
in Soviet films.6 Eisenstein soon championed the technique
with his worldwide hit, Battleship Potemkin (1925). However,
the scenario swayed by the 1940s.

As Russia’s State transitioned into a more totalitarian
phase after Lenin, ‘the reorganization of Soviet studios
under Stalin led to [the] bureaucratization of cinema affairs,
and [thus] a dramatic decline in productivity’, argues Vance
Kepley, Jr. (Kepley). So much so, that even after the Second
World War, Soviet Russia produced no more than half-a-
dozen films a year till 1950. After the forced fall of Eisenstein,
Soviet cinema lost its sophist spirit, with content mostly
being censored under Stalin’s personal watch (Peter 133).
Populist biopics, war tales, and musicals grew central to
1940s’ Russian films.7 With these, nonetheless, focused
realism – albeit more ideologically heroic than socialist –
began to assert itself on screens, making abstract dialectical
representations secondary. Curiously, despite the Stalinist

tampering with it, Soviet cinema was already drifting closer
to the maturing realm of Bollywood.

Four key factors visibly led to a confluence in Indian
and Soviet filmographies by the 1950s: socialist realism,
unfolding ideals in associable manner through a grassroot
lens; modernity, provoking conventions and punching
dogma; symbolism, conveying the national through the
personal, as typical to social problem films; and meaningful
music, touching the audiences’ moods as well as intellects.
Music facilitated Bollywood’s internationalization the most.
Its knack for borrowing from global genres was lauded by
Satyajit Ray – a stalwart of Indian parallel cinema – as
mainstream Hindi cinema’s ‘inventiveness’ (Gopal and
Moorti 27). S. Gopal and S. Moorti doubt that since ‘the
location of [Bollywood’s] idealism within the individual
contravened the collectivist basis of communist ideology,
Indian producers injected “proletarian” angles into films to
tailor to the Soviet market’ (Gopal and Moorti 31). However,
while Awara first catapulted socialist realism into Indian
cinema’s mainstream, the film could not release publicly in
Soviet Russia before 1954.

The Diplomatic Dance

In 1954, Nehru’s trusty chief statistician-economist, P.
C. Mahalanobis, submitted his grand design for India to the
Planning Commission. In it, shaping the Prime Minister’s
goal for India’s economic self-reliance and rapid growth, he
emphasized on public sector-stimulated capital goods and
heavy industries in order to ‘advance [the nation] to a
socialistic pattern of society’ (Guha 143-44). At the time,
India was already half-way through its First Five-Year Plan
(1951-56), a concept openly borrowed from the Soviet
Gosplan, which, like the First Five-Year Plan of the Soviet
Union (1928-32), focused on the primary sector, only a bit
more successfully.8 In short, ‘the Nehru-Mahalanobis model
emphasized heavy industrialization, State control, and a
subsidiary role for the private sector behind [which] rested
a wide consensus’ (Guha 152). Moreover, the pro-peasant
First Amendment to the Constitution of India in 1951 caused
the gradual stomping out of the feudal Zamindari system.
Thus, India’s first blueprint to progress was visibly shaded
‘Red’.

6 Innovated by Lev Kuleshov – inspired from Griffith – the ‘Kuleshov Effect’, as a clever editing form, provides varying meanings to a
shot by merely switching the sequence of its constituent images, ignoring time and space bounds, unlike in case of the Hollywood-led
style of continuity editing. A derivative, montage focuses on prioritizing meanings over narratives, and thus, cuts over filming(IQ).
7 Biopics: Salawat Yulayev (1941), Suvorov (1941), Nasreddin in Bukhara (1943), Ivan the Terrible (1944), Admiral Nakhimov (1947),
Pirogov (1947), Michurin (1948), Alexander Popov (1949); war narratives: Ukraine in Flames (1943), At 6 p.m. after War (1944),
Turning Point (1945), Secret Agent (1947), The Young Guard (1948), Encounter at the Elbe(1949); musicals: Silva (1944), Hello
Moscow (1946), Ballad of Siberia(1947), Happy Flight (1949).
8 The Soviet First Five-Year Plan, which sought to institutionalize collective farming, proved a disaster, leading to famines and forced
labour. India began cooperative farming – the communitarian’s agro ideal – as part of its Second Five-Year Plan. The Indian experiment
too, largely failed soon after though.
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Yet, Nehruvian India and Stalinist Russia, despite their
unmistakable convergences, failed to commence their
bilateral relationship on a warm note. As T. N. Kaul – one of
India’s most revered diplomats – once recalled, ‘Stalin  hardly
understood the new India’, with the Russian press
infamously deriding Nehru as a ‘running dog of  imperialism’.
Matters were not helped by India’s membership to the British
Commonwealth post-1947 or by the Indian communist
brigade’s parroting of Moscow’s line.9 The crevice stretched
to the extent of the Soviet Union’s reluctance in expressing
official condolences on Mahatma Gandhi’s assassination
in 1948. Fueled by the West’s antagonism towards him after
the Second World War, Stalin’s inherent distrust seeped
into his foreign policy. He snarled at every nation that did
not fall in line with Soviet methods, from the Jewish to the
Nonaligned (Kaul 20-21). Staring at a drained, diverse nation,
India had to carefully balance its priorities. Externally,
Nehru’s policy of ‘Nonalignment’ allowed him to prudently
dodge the fierce bloc rivalry between the West and the
Soviet Union. Instead, India forged closeness with similarly
placed Afro-Asian countries, ranging between Ghana and
China.

Nonetheless, as Ramachandra Guha notes, ‘the Cold
War made ideology more flexible [soon, as] what was crucial
was whether [a nation] was on one’s side’. So, ‘the Soviets
offered to send 50,000 tons of wheat at once’ to India in
1951, once the US Congress refused to do so (Guha 113).
Then, along came the Korean War. Split up by rival occupiers
– Socialists in the north and Westerners in the south –
since the Second World War’s end, Korea remained fragile.
As North Korea invaded the South in 1950, India, flagging
Nonalignment, cleverly backed a West-led United Nations
(UN) resolution to condemn the attack, while abstaining
from a subsequent motion to authorize military aid to South
Korea.10 After the American forces of General MacArthur
retaliated northwards towards China, K. M. Panikkar –
India’s envoy to China – stood as the sole pacifier between
Peking and Washington. As a ceasefire finally became
foreseeable amongst the quarreling Koreas by 1953, it was,
again, India’s V. K. Krishna Menon who rallied the UN General
Assembly towards a ‘formula for the repatriation of prisoners
of war’. The repatriation was then executed by Indian forces,
under a commission chaired by General Thimayya. India’s
commitment to international peace, thus, became a beacon
of hope worldwide (Chandra, Mukherjee and Mukherjee 136-
37).

India’s stellar brokering amidst the Korean War and
the calculations of Cold War realpolitik broke most Indo-
Soviet barriers, with Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin formally
appreciative of India. The remaining ones were shattered
soon by cinema. After Stalin’s death in 1953, the
‘Khrushchev Thaw’ gifted Russians a gush of fresh air, with
relaxations on cultural imports including films, allowing
Awara’s distribution to the Soviet Union. Translated as
Bradgaya (1954), it hypnotized the culture-coveting Soviet
masses, selling nearly 64 million tickets – the third-highest
seller in Soviet cinematic history – and making Raj Kapoor a
fan-chased ‘sex-symbol’ (Fedotova). Nargis, Awara’s female
lead – and Kapoor’s favourite co-star – had noted that
Russian parents began naming newborns Raj or Rita, after
the film’s protagonists (Reuben 89). R. K. Film’s subsequent
products, like Boot Polish (1954), Shree 420 (Mr. 420, 1955),
and Jagte Raho (Stay Awake, 1956) – by pitching profoundly
proletarian packages, complete with socialist-styled film
posters – met ready audiences in Russia. Bollywood, thus,
secured a second home for itself, and friends for India.
Awara, in Raj Kapoor’s own words, was his ‘little contribution
to USSR-India friendship’ (Nanda 77). Mourning his demise
in 1988, the TASS Russian News Agency labelled him as the
‘best-known Indian in the Soviet Union after Nehru, Indira
Gandhi, and Rajiv Gandhi’ (Reuben 340).

By 1957, the Hindujas, after famously attaining
distribution rights from R. K. Films, took its films to Americans
and Africans alike, marking the dawn of Bollywood’s early
globalization. Awara, itself, had gone global by then. Ludmila
Sekacheva, a Russian activist, admits that the Indian films
of that era emitted ‘the message of “victory of good over
evil” [which] is the yearning of every Russian soul’ (Shukla
and PTI). In 2010, the then Minister of Culture for Russia,
Andrei Busygyn, said the same ahead of Dmitry Medvedev’s
tour of India. Medvedev – the President of Russia at the
time – made it a point to pay his ‘dream’-land of Mumbai’s
Film City a visit (PTI). Earlier, in June 2010, amidst Russia
Day celebrations in New Delhi, Russian paratroopers
fluently sang and danced to Raj Kapoor’s songs on stage
(Iris1Nation). Today, Russia continues to romance
Bollywood, with its films still airing on local television. A
Russian channel, India TV, has dedicated itself to Bollywood
since 2006. The Indian Film Festival in Russia (IFFR) was
held at Moscow in September 2015 to allow present-day
Indian filmmakers to further engage Russia’s audience, which

9 Tales of the Communist Party of India’s aimsto‘overthrow the State’ are now legend.

10 The push made by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan – India’s then Ambassador to the Soviet Union– was vital for the flexible volte-face in India’s
stand on Korea at the UN, which went against the West. The move was quick to grab Moscow’s attention.
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is estimated to be ‘worth over one billion dollars’ in terms of
business returns (Upadhyay).

Conclusion

Owing to the post-1991 boom in India’s diasporic
strength and economic worth, Bollywood’s marketing
attained an aggressive West-ward tilt. Meanwhile, the
Russian adoration for it still draws from Cold War-era
products, attesting old as gold. In retrospect, Raj Kapoor’s
cinema was perhaps tailor-made as a soft power tool; more
so, vis-à-vis socialist nations, due to his inherent ability to
see society as a whole and capture its intricacies. Even Mao
Zedong is known to have tagged Awara as his favourite
film (Tabe). His films in the 1950s resulted from his prudent
awareness about the film-maker’s worth for society. ‘When
I look around’, Kapoor once noted, ‘I see so much corruption.
The basic strengths of humanism do not exist at all. Basically,
there is something wrong with the whole system. I do not
profess to be a reformist [but] just a man saying what I feel.’
Evaluating cinema as a social catalyst, he observed that ‘a
true filmmaker has the power to influence the people along
the right lines [and thus] should be respected as a nation-
builder as much as a great  statesman’ (Nanda 150-52).

‘Everybody was enthused by the post-independence
spirit to create the India of their dreams. They had fought
for freedom; but then, they had to achieve it’, he said,
explaining what influenced him to make the films that he did,
‘Pandit-ji [Nehru] said he wanted every Indian to do
something for the nation, to build it up into [a] beautiful
dream’ (Nanda 65-67). Thus, like State-controlled Soviet
cinema, the R. K. banner, in the 1950s, put purpose before
profit, despite being a private enterprise. Soviet Russia,
though emerging as a pole of power after the Second World
War, was no mightier than fellow socialist infants like India
or China when the bread preceded the gun. Dogged by
conflict, deprivation, and flaws, most mid-20th century
socialist nations sailed on the same boat. For cinematic
solace, thus, one size fit all. On screen, when reality balanced
romanticism and simplicity challenged extravagance,
optimism and thought emerged to intrigue the masses as
much as the intelligentsia. Thus, the poor man’s films like
Awara were bound to capture imaginations in China and
Russia.

Raj Kapoor’s cinematic tryst with Soviet Russia is an
illustration useful for the understanding of soft power’s
application. While India had little military-economic – hard
power – standing compared to the Soviet Union, it had
enough soft power muscle to spread wide an amenable image
of itself in Russian minds. The Indo-Soviet distrust till 1953
was replaced by heralded bilateral visits by Nehru and
Khrushchev to each other’s nations in 1955. Recalling
Nehru’s first Prime Ministerial trip to the Soviet Union, Raj
Kapoor said:

‘After Jawaharlal Nehru returned from [his] trip to
Moscow he happened to bump into Papa-ji [Prithviraj
Kapoor]. Nehru-ji did not watch many movies, but he knew
my father well. He took my father aside and said: “what is
this film [Awara] that your son has made? [They were] talking
about it all the time”’ (Nanda 106).

With Awara preceding Nehru to the Soviet Union,
Russians could reassuringly trash the older anti-India
rhetoric of their own press and discover India afresh, not as
a bourgeois foe but a friend facing familiar socio-economic
strife and chasing similar ideals. Infrastructural and military
aid, coupled with neck-saving UN vetoes followed soon
with love, from Russia. It is quite obvious that amidst the
Cold War climate, the Indo-Soviet bonhomie evolved largely
from realist calculations made in perched policy corridors.
However, the domestic acceptance of Moscow’s sudden
benevolence towards India was surely paved by the happy
humming of ‘Awara Hoon’ (‘I am a vagabond’, Awara’s title
track) across the Soviet Union by then. Soft power tools,
nonetheless, also permeate their impact past the macro into
the tangible micro.

In October 2012, India’s envoy to the Republic of
Korea, Vishnu Prakash recollected his first real challenge as
an Indian Foreign Serviceman: that of being flung to
Vladivostok, in 1992, as the first ever Indian Consul-General
of that remote east-Russian city. Brimming with mafia scares
and scarcities, Vladivostok exemplified the fragilities of a
once glorified Union. Yet, owing to Prakash’s efforts, the
city emerged as a model outpost for bilateral Indo-Russian
commerce, at a time when both nations were shedding their
socialist skins. The grease for the turn-around, he cited,
was Vladivostok’s willful acceptance of all things Indian –
including Hindi – for which, he could ‘only thank Raj Kapoor
and Bollywood’ (Prakash).
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Reinterpreting Mythical Undercurrents of Indian Films: Demystifying K. S.
Ravikumar’s Dashavataram, T.S. Nagabharana’s Nagamandala and S.S.

Rajamouli’s Bahubali
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Abstract: The success of epic film directed by S.S. Rajamouli’s Bahubali(2015) is so striking that Indian film directors are
enticed by mythological stories of Indian past. Rajamouli is said to be inspired by the Mahabharata war while directing this
film. The trend continues with Karan Johar who is all set to come up with the film based on Amish Tripathi’s Shiva Triology
by the end of this year where Ajay Devgan is starring the lead role. The rights of English series of Amish’s book are bought by
an American Producer for Hollywood.  It aptly indicates that Indian cinema is marrying myths and folktales with modern films
which are having typical ‘Indianness’

In this research paper a modest effort is made to demystify three Indian films that take mythological stories and folktales as
source. The three films are K. S. Ravikumar’s sci-fi thriller Dashavataram (2008), T.T Nagabharana’s Nagamandala(1997) and
S.S. Rajamouli’s blockbuster Bahubali(2015)

The researcher also wishes to underline the mythical dimensions of the films thereby exposing roots to Indian mythology,
legends and folktales. It also makes Indian traditional epic stories and mythological legends more relevant to Indian society in
21st century. The researcher also wishes to illustrate that mythological films can be the real representatives of Indian culture
as a whole. If  myths hold communities and races more strongly than language and government then truly there is no secular
substitute for myths in Indian cinema in this (‘so called  intolerant’) age.

Key words:  Sci-fi, myths, 3D animation films, folktales, legends, Mahabharata

Introduction:

The noted American mythologist Joseph Campbell
says ‘Mythology touches some deep chord of human mind’.
The statement holds magnitude in the argument that the
present scene of Indian Cinema is dealing with the mythical
past. The animation film industry is using mythology as the
currency note. The animation films like Hanuman (2005),
Krishna (2006), Dashavataram (2008) Lava Kush: The
Warrior Twins(2010) and 3D animation films like Bal
Ganesh(2007) and Mahabharat(2013) are the striking
examples. The success of Television series Chhota Bheem
is also a classic example of this phenomenon.

This signifies the acceptability of Cinema as a very
important medium to connect with the people of varied
interests. Renowned Sanskrit Playwright Kalidasa in one of
his masterpieces Malavikagnimitram aptly says:

ZmQ>ç§ {^ÞéMoO©Zñ` ~hþYmß òH$_g_mamYZ_ // (1.4)
The dramatic art is the one cheif amusemnet of the

people, even if they have diverse tastes.

In the light of above statements it can be argued that
Cinema is the widely accepted medium to connect with the
people and by using commonly shared myths one can
revolutionise the society. The films selected for the study
are trendsetters in their own ways. They married myths and
folktales with the cinematography to convey the essence.
This research paper attempts to study three films. The first
film Dashavataram is a science fiction like thriller which
magnificently intermingles the story of 15th century priest of
Chola dynasty and 21st century research scientist of bio-

weapons. The second film Nagamandala is the classic mix
of folktales around  nagas  in south India. It is based on
English play Nagamandala (1987) penned by Dnyanpeeth
awardee Girish Karnad. The third film is the recent
blockbuster Bahubali based on the story of  Amarendra
Bahubali  of Mahishmati empire in the mythical past.

The plot of the film Dashavtaram revolves around
bringing together the lives of several individuals beginning
with the 12th century and ending with the 21st century; the
main person being a research scientist who develops a bio-
weapon and makes sure that it is not acquired by a group of
terrorists. Several other people also get involved in the
process and all their stories connect after the striking of a
tsunami, thus bringing in philosophical views into the
picture.

The movie opens in a non-traditional fashion (for
Indian cinema) with a preface that recounts the spat between
the Shivites and the Vaishnavites of the south during the
12th century. Rangarajan Nambi (Kamal Haasan) is a staunch
Vaishnavite who does not wish to relinquish his ideology
even at the cost of his life. Rangarajan is portrayed as a very
strong person, physically and mentally. As a result, he is
dumped into the sea along with the prime Vishnu idol. Cut
to the 21st century, where the remainder of the story is to
take place. It is December 2004. Govind Ramasamy (Kamal)
is a biological scientist in the US and is involved in
developing a powerful biological weapon for the military of
the country. Govind decides to hand over the formula to the
FBI when he senses that the weapon sample is all set to
reach unsafe hands. Things take a difficult turn when the
package is couriered to India by mistake. Govind manages
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to track down the package in the intention of returning it to
the officials. He is closely tailed by Chris Fletcher (Kamal),
an ex-CIA and a mean trigger-happy machine and Jasmine
(Mallika Sherawat). This character, with his near-
invulnerability and I-don’t-stop-at-nothin’ attitude , is
reminiscent of T-1000 of Terminator 2: The Judgement Day
(1991).

The rest of the film follows Govind’s attempts to
retrieve the weapon and escape the gunpoint of Chris. He is
assisted by Andal (Asin), the granddaughter of Krishnaveni
Srinivasan (Kamal) who does no help by dropping the
package into a Vishnu idol. Andal is not only a love interest
for Govind but also his antithesis. The atheistic, borderline-
scientologist Govind is balanced by the whole-hearted theist
Andal. She completes him, romantically and ideologically.
Chris and Govind are also being followed by the local police
led by Balram Naidu (Kamal), a true-blue “Andhrite”, who
provides a rip-roaring comedy both with his accent and his
lines. And there are Shinghen Narahasi, a Fujitsu master
and the brother of Govind’s dead friend Yuki, Kalifullah, an
overgrown yet innocent Pathan, Avatar Singh, a Punjabi
pop star with a Tamil Nadu connection, Vincent Poovaragan,
a Nagercoil-based activist and environmentalist and George
Bush, the president of America (played by Kamal, Kamal,
Kamal, Kamal and Kamal respectively!) whom Govind meets
on his pursuit. The most appealing character is definitely of
Vincent Poovaragan, the most humanitarian of all the
characters in the film. He stands against the unquestioned
plaguing of the nature by humans for monetary benefits
and faces trouble for the same. The script draws a parallel
between Rangarajan Nambi and Vincent Poovaragan (apart
from the more obvious adversarial relation between Govind
and Rangarajan), both of whom go down fighting for their
principles and what they think is the meaning of their
existence.

The film’s narration is fraught with twists and
suspense but can be boiled down to a large treasure hunt.
As a consequence, it is action right from the word “go” with
no questions asked. Hand-to-hand combat, gunfight, car
chases, daredevil stunts – you have them all. With the
characters consisting of a Hindu, a Muslim, a Christian, a
Sikh, a Buddhist and even an atheist, it is but inevitable that
the story has slight religious overtones. The film, however,
does not hurt the sentiments of anyone and even silently
calls out for religious tolerance in the society. Believers and
non-believers would just have reinforced their respective
faiths at the end of the film without contradicting each other,
which itself is a success for the movie.

Though all the ten characters are given considerable
screen time to make it seem like they all have equal weights,
only a few of them actually contribute to the plot and take
the story forward. In fact, one feels that a couple of characters
could have been entirely done without. As a result, many
scenes involving the non-pivotal characters become fillers

for the shallow central motive. But one does not complain
because something new (a new character for most of the
time) pops up regularly to keep you engaged.

There are two things Indian cinema has always been
haunted by – Religion and Science. No one (fabulous
exceptions always there) has dared to pass a judgement or
even to make a documentation of these two issues.
Dasavatharam, though superficial, tries to blend these two
concepts into the simple narrative and that too, in such a
risky venture. For this reason alone, one can argue for the
movie. It is not something new to the medium altogether,
but is definitely like nothing that Tamil cinema has never
tasted before. Dasavatharam may not be what Kamal wants,
but is very much what his fans want.

Nagamandala is a Kannada language film directed by
T.S. Nagabharana. Written by Girish Karnad and released in
the year 1997, the film is named after a Dakshina Kannada’s
ritual called Nagamandala. It stars Prakash Raj and
Vijayalakshmi in the lead roles. The film, upon release, went
on to win many prestigious awards for its content and screen
adaptation. The soundtrack, consisting of 15 tracks, tuned
by C. Ashwath became very popular for the folksy touch.The
film is about Rani. She is a young bride who is neglected by
her indifferent and unfaithful husband, Appanna. Appanna
spends most of his time with his concubine and comes home
only for lunch. Rani is a typical wife who wants to win her
husband’s affection by any means. In an attempt to do so,
she decides to drug her husband with a love root, which
she mixes in the milk. That milk is spilled on the nearby
anthill and Naga, the Cobra drinks it.

Naga, who can take the form of a human, is enchanted
with her and begins to visit her every night in the guise of
her husband. This changes Rani’s life completely as she
starts to experience the good things in life though she never
knows that the person with her is not her husband but the
Naga.

Soon she becomes pregnant and breaks the news to
Appanna. He immediately accuses her of adultery and says
that he has not impregnnated her. The issue is referred to
the village Panchayat. Rani is then asked to prove her fidelity
by putting her hand in the snake burrow and taking a vow
that she has not committed adultery. (It is a popular belief
that if any person lies holding the snake in their hand, they
will be instantly killed by the snake God.)

Rani places her hand in the snake burrow and vows
that she has never touched any male other than her husband
and the Naga in the burrow. She is declared chaste by the
village Panchayat. However, her husband is not ready to
accept that she is pregnant with his child and decides to
find out the truth by spying on the house at night. Appanna
is shocked to see the Naga visiting Rani in his form, spending
time with her and then leaving the house.
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Appanna gets furious with the Naga and indulges in a
fight with him. Both of them fight vigorously. Eventually,
the Naga dies in the fight. After this incident, Appanna
realizes his mistake and accepts Rani along with the child
she is carrying.

Girish Karnad has facilitated the projection of his vision
with the aid of historical myths and legends. He wants to
empower the female gender and strives for the recognition
of their individualistic identity; he feels it is mandatory to
reinstate coherent order to the word beyond the self that is
the world of human relationships, of nature, of society as a
totality.

The plot of Baahubali has remained a closely guarded
secret but the title of the film hinted at the possibility that it
might be influenced by the story of Rishabha and his two
sons Jadabharata and Bahubali from Jain mythology.
Rishaba’s story appears in multiple sources like the
Bhagavata Purana, the Rig Veda and the Jain text Adi purana,
written in the 10th century by Adikavi Pampa. The first of
the twenty four tirthankaras, Rishaba, is revered as the
founder of Jainism. An important treatise on dramaturgy
Natyadarpana defines the concept of Acting as:

gm_m{OH$mZm_m{^ ẁ» òZ gmjmËH$maoU Zr`Vo àmß`Vo AWm}
AZoZ B{V A{^Z`…
NatyaDarpan (Pg. 352)

Acting is the performance through which the desired
theme is presented on the stage directly before the audience.
The actor is the one who by his performance binds the
spectator into a bond of relationship and thus helps in
providing aesthetic pleasure to the spectator.

The plot of Baahubali has remained a closely guarded
secret but the title of the film hinted at the possibility that it
might be influenced by the story of Rishabha and his two
sons Jadabharata and Bahubali from Jain mythology.
According to legend, Rishaba divides his kingdom between
Bharata and Bahubali. Bharata becomes the ruler of the
northern half of the kingdom, ruling from Ayodhya while
Bahubali presides over the southern half of the kingdom
from Podanapur. Bahubali and Bharata subsequently go to
war for control over the entire territory. Bahubali gains victory
but gives up his kingdom to his brother. From what is known
of Baahubali’s plot, the rivalry between the brothers played
by Prabhas and Rana Daggubati seems to have a

resemblance to the story of Bharata and Bahubali. The
similarity in the stories landed the makers of the film in trouble
when a Jain mutt raised concerns over the portrayal of
Bahubali in the film. The character in the film was perceived
to be too violent. On the other hand, Bahubali, who is revered
as Lord Gomateshwara, is an embodiment of peace.However,
the makers of the film have assured everyone that the plot
of the film is fictional and is not based on the religious texts.
Other than the similarity in the name, there is little in common
between the two stories.

The monetary gain earned by blockbuster Bahubali
reminds the verses from Bhratmuni’s Natyashastra which
says:

Yå ª̀ `eñ`_m ẁî` {hV§ ~w{Õ{ddY©Z_
bmoH$monXoeOZZ§ ZmQ>ç _oVX ^{dî`{V// ZmQ>çemó(1.115)

Drama(Cinema) is an instrument of achieving
dharma(virtue), fame and longevity. It gives benefaction,
enriches intellect and imparts instruction.

The Noted English critic P.Lal in his influential essay
‘Myth and the Indian Writer in English’ aptly comments,
‘Myth holds communities and races more strongly than
language, territory, and government; myth provides insights
into the mysteries of life and death with poetic richness that
has startling truth and immediacy. There is no secular
substitute for myth.’ This statement is truly evident in
relation with the present study. If  myths hold communities
and races more strongly than language and government
then truly there is no secular substitute for myths in Indian
cinema in this (so called  intolerant?) age.
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Abstract: Cinema has long been recognised as an art. It is an artistic form of storytelling which is ably supported by audio
visual means. Cinema has recently completed 100 years in India. In this long journey, there have been myriad issues which
have been handled by film makers. The way of presenting these issues has also undergone a change. Cinema has actually been
a mirror of the society we live in, the issues faced by society, different ways of depicting and dealing with them according to
the perspective of the makers. Cinema has provided this channel of expression of showcasing various such issues having a
bearing on the psyche and outlook of society. It has had a great impact on the thinking, viewpoints and awareness of the
people at large as it is a medium that reaches all the corners of the country. This   paper focuses on the impact such films have
had on the present generation of urban viewers as these issues have a bearing on their lives and beliefs. The theme covered is
films having subjects related to Nationalism/Patriotism made in the last couple of decades. This generation has grown up
watching these films and the research paper attempts to study the opinions formed about this topic and the effect that the
medium has on understanding and appreciating these issues from the point of view of an avid film enthusiast.
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Introduction

Indian Cinema has completed more than 100 years
recently. It has evolved and created a specific identity for
itself, whether it is the dramatics, the song and dance
sequences or the plurality of subjects handled. It’s always
said and agreed upon that Cinema is Art, a medium of
expression through moving images and storytelling. It’s also
a reflection of the erstwhile social, political, economical and
cultural conditions. Cinema thus provides us a perspective
of the various thinking patterns which have been prevalent
at certain times in the past.

Various and myriad issues have been handled by
Indian cinema in the last 100 years, ranging from mythology
(Raja Harishchandra) to pot boiler romances, social, political
and cultural issues. Similarly a recurring theme in Indian
cinema, specifically Bollywood cinema or movies made in
Hindi, is Nationalism.

According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary,
“nationalism is a sense of loyalty and devotion to a nation;
a sense of national consciousness, exalting one nation above
all others and placing primary emphasis on promotion of its
culture and influences.” It also signifies love for a nation
and willingness to make sacrifices for it. The sacrifice may
be of one’s personal comforts, resources, time and in some
cases the ultimate sacrifice of laying down life for the
national cause.

Nationalism is always inevitably associated with Pride,
Heroism, Courage and the aforesaid Sacrifice. This becomes
especially true in case of a country like India which was
discounted by the most of the Western World at the time of
its independence, as a country and a democracy who would
not remain intact due to the diversity in cultures, religions
and languages. Cinema has played a vital role in this process

of creating a concept of an integral nation, alongwith its
diversities, in some cases, taking pride in the fact that inspite
of the differences, India is one nation.

Objectives

1) To observe the various backgrounds on which
Nationalism/Patriotism is depicted.

2) To observe the nature of nationalism in contemporary
cinema.

3) To observe the incidental themes and subjects handled
by such films.

4) To give suggestions.

Scope, Methodology and Limitations:

While covering different ways of showing nationalism,
this paper concentrates on the films made especially post
2000 and belonging to the Mainstream cinema and Hindi
film industry. The films have been chosen as such as this
industry has the widest reach and most of these films have
been watched due to their commercial success or critical
acclaim. However, including all the films of this genre would
go beyond the realm of the study. It concentrates basically
on movies like Lagaan, Swades, Rang de Basanti, Lakshya,
Chak De India, The Legend of Bhagat Singh, A Wednesday,
just to name a few. The discussion on each of these films
also covers the many incidental and related themes which
have been dealt with in these films.

The methodology used is case study method and
discussion on such films with audiences in the age group of
18 to 45. However, as the films considered covered a large
spectrum, not all these people have seen all the films. So
their responses, opinions and observations are covered in
the form of a discussion in the relevant sections. Also, the
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study makes observations from the point of view of avid
film enthusiasts and not the creative minds in the business
or the media. Some films deal with multiple themes at the
same time and so a certain amount of repetition is inevitable.

Categories of Backgrounds for depicting Nationalism

The study is divided into sections according the kind
of backgrounds selected by the film makers for the depiction
of Nationalism. They are:

Section A: Anti British/ Films based on the Freedom
Struggle

In the pre Independence period, films like Sikandar
and post independence those like Saat Hindustani, Anand
Math, Leader, etc focused on the concept of nationalism
through the depiction of the freedom struggle. The obvious
negative characters or anti heroes being the British officials
and Indians who were pro British. ( Films like Shaheed, The
Legend of Bhagat Singh, Mangal Pandey-The rising, 1942-
A Love Story, Lagaan, etc). These films dabble with many
storylines based on actual incidents in history or those
incidents used as a background. These films, especially in
the pre Independence era inspired the youth of the country
to join in the struggle for freedom. In most cases however,
these films were wrapped in different garbs with nationalism
or the anti British sentiment being secondary so as to pass
the scrutiny of the Censor Board then. However, the
underlying message continued to be that of motivating the
youth to participate in the freedom struggle.

However, Lagaan, made way after independence,
depicts nationalism through the story of how the protagonist
‘Bhuvan’ unites farmers and villagers against a common
enemy, the British officials by putting aside their mutual
discords and other petty issues to beat them in a game of
cricket. The film shows an era in India, more than 150 years
ago, where the British policy of ‘Divide and Rule’ and their
inconsideration for the Indians had started rearing its head.

Section B: Films having Wars as backgrounds

Another genre of films on Nationalism are those using
the several wars that India has fought in the period post
Independence, the more noteworthy being Haqueekat,
Border, LoC Kargil and Lakshya, as their background. A war
many a times is a golden opportunity to showcase the
courage, valour and sacrifice for the sovereignty and
integrity of one’s nation. Such films often touch the
nationalism chord in a manner of the ultimate sacrifice, that
of putting down one’s life for the life of their fellow soldiers
and for the motherland. It is many a times inspired by real
life stories like that of Capt. Vikram Batra and others in LoC
Kargil. In the decade of 60s and 70s many romantic films
also had the wars and the partriotism shown by the
protagonist as one the important feature in the story.

 One of the more recent films like Lakshya, uses the
backdrop of the Kargil war to tell us the story of the
protagonist Karan Shergill (Hrithik Roshan). The film talks
about how Indian officers and soldiers go for the ultimate
dare devilry of scaling a cliff to oust the infiltrators from a
strategically significant post in the mountains, that too on a
deadline.

Section C: Biographies/Biopics

Another type of films we see in Indian cinema are
biographies of great leaders who have been part of the
freedom struggle or have had a significant contribution in
the way India has shaped up post independence. Films on
leaders like Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel (Sardar 1992, Written
by Vijay Tendulkar, Directed by Ketan Mehta and Paresh
Rawal playing the lead), Netaji Subhashchandra Bose (Bose
The Forgotten Hero 2004, Written by Atul Tiwara Sharma
and Shyam Benegal and Directed by Shyam Benagal with
Sachin Khedekar in the lead), Bhagat Singh ( The Legend of
Bhagat Singh, 2002, Written by Piyush Mishra and Anjum
Rajabali, Directed by Rajkumar Santoshi with Ajay Devgn
playing the lead), Dr.  Babasaheb Ambedkar, etc being cases
in point. (Gandhi 1982- not being covered as it was Produced
and Directed by a non Indian, Richard Attenborough with
Ben Kingsley in the lead and made in English). These films
outline the kind of social, economical and political conditions
prevalent at that time in history and the contribution made
by these great personalities and underlines the fact that the
basic quality of fierce nationalism prompted and guided their
actions throughout their lifetime. They are truly of the quality
of being historical records.

However, many of these films did not reach the
audiences at the time of their release, most of them being
branded as films in the ‘parallel’ category of cinema. They
are now available as they are aired on various channels,
especially during National festivals like Independence Day
on 15th August and the Republic Day on 26th of January or
the respective birth anniversaries of these great leaders.

Section D: Sports/ Team games as background

This section will again be incomplete without the
mention of the film Lagaan, where it becomes imperative for
a few villagers to learn and beat the English at their own
game, cricket, so as to get the outrageous amount of taxes
levied on them being cancelled. Here, the period depicted is
one before the serious freedom struggle started all over the
nation. These farmers and villagers find themselves in a do
or die situation. However the spirit of nationalism and unity
cannot be missed as everyone contributes to the effort in
any way possible.

A film like Chak de India, on the other hand dealt with
the spirit of unity and nationalism where a tainted sportsman
like Kabir Khan (Shah Rukh Khan) re-enters the world of
Indian hockey as coach for the women’s team that’ll be
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representing India at the World Championship. He makes
the girls in the team imbibe the thought of the country
coming first and not the individual states to which these
girls belong, at the risk of him being ousted. This is followed
by the thought of playing as a team and then thinking about
personal records. It also showcased and made a case for the
game of hockey which is our national game.

Other films like biopics on sportspersons like Milkha
Singh (Bhaag Milkha Bhaag) and Mary Kom (Mary Kom)
also handle the spirit and pride of representing the country
at the international level.

Section E: Terrorism as background

Films like ‘Roja’, ‘Dil Se’, ‘A Wednesday’, ‘Baby’,
‘Maachis’,’Haider’, etc. handled the themes of terrorism and
militancy. Out of these, Roja showcased a Tamil techie being
kidnapped for release of their fellow terrorist by militants in
Kashmir. Here the main message conveyed was that of inspite
of belonging to a far flung Tamilnadu, the protagonist Rishi
(Arvind Swami) still had a feeling of patriotism and belonging
towards the greater cause of the integrity of the country.

A more recent film, A Wednesday, handles this topic
of terrorism in a unique manner. An Indian posing like a
terrorist, apparently, makes a plan to help four dreaded
terrorists escape from the police custody, holding the entire
city of Mumbai at ransom, with a threat of carrying out
explosions in the city. In reality however, the idea is to kill
these terrorists and not wait for the lengthy procedures of
law. He justifies his actions in a manner so that the audience,
who hates this man all this while, suddenly starts
sympathizing and actually applauding his efforts. This film
shows a take on terrorist activities in cities across India and
the frustration of the “stupid common man”, where he
decides to take steps himself.

A film showing another side of the story was ‘Aamir’,
which won a lot of critical acclaim.

Section F: Miscellaneous

A film that created a lot of impact in the recent times
was Rang de Basanti (Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra). It
weaved in the present youth, who are a tad carefree and
don’t identify with any of the many problems their country
is facing and the famous revolutionaries in India like
Chandrashekhar Azad, Bhagat Singh, Rajguru, Sukhdev,
Ramprasad Bismil, Ashfaqulaa Khan and  Durga Bhabhi
seamlessly, where a group of friends, while acting in a
documentary on these revolutionaries are deeply influenced
by them and when situations in their life take a turn for the
worst, they follow a path they would have followed had
they been their characters in the documentary. It dealt with
how a British film maker actually introduces them to the
greatness of these revolutionaries and sparks off the
dormant sentiment of nationalism. Here, present day corrupt

politicians were equated with cruel British officers like
General Dyer, who was responsible for the Jalianwala Bagh
massacre. It raised questions on the integrity of politicians
who were at the helm of affairs and their corrupt and selfish
interests taking the lives of young, qualified pilots. In this
case, the enemy was within and so the group of friends
decides to take affairs in their own hands as the
revolutionaries from the past would have.

A film like ‘Swades’ (Ashutosh Gowarikar) talks about
the idea of brain drain and qualified, talented Indians using
their attributes for the progress of a foreign country, perhaps
being more interested in the materialistic pleasures in life.
Here, the protagonist, who holds an important post in NASA
in the U.S.A, comes home to collect his nanny and finds the
village she lives in extremely underdeveloped in terms of
education, infrastructure and ridden with age old myths and
superstitions. In his attempts to help the villagers, he finds
himself realizing his responsibility towards his country and
its progress at the grass root level. This film appealed to
many of the people for its simplicity, intensity and to a degree,
a certain straight forwardness. The depiction of the gradual
change in the approach of the protagonist and convincing
the villagers of the real meaning of national pride was
honest.

Section G: Incidental/ Side themes

We find that films dealing with nationalism/patriotism
generally have some incidental and side themes which in
many ways support the storyline. In Lagaan, we see a spirit
of equality being fostered in the villagers when they are up
against a common enemy. They overcome their reservations
about untouchables being part of the upper classes and
inducted as a member of the team, based purely on skill. It
can also be effectively used as a case study in the application
of Principles of Management which are taught at
undergraduate level in most Indian Universities.

A film like Lakshya, deals with the side theme of coming
to age and identifying the goals and objectives of one’s life.
It is a realization that defines the path of life and also provides
the motivation for daunting tasks.

Rang de Basanti comments on the sensitive issues
like use of low grade materials for war aircrafts. The film
generated a lot of discussion on issues of nationalism,
awareness about conditions of the aircrafts in IAF, the
method adopted by these friends and the climax of the film.
It also has political shades where actions of a government
are influenced by selfish and corrupt politicians.

The issues of militancy and terrorism inevitably cross
over to the topics of secularism, religion based perceptions
and prejudices. We also see this issue being part of a story
like Chak de India, where the protagonist has been a top
level hockey player and captain of the national team. But he
is shunned after defeat to arch rivals on the basis of his
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religion. He considers himself an Indian first as so is hurt
and disappointed with the judgments passed on his integrity
and conduct (same as in the case of ‘Aamir’) The ‘stupid
common man’ in A Wednesday refuses to tell the police his
name as he feels his name could create an impression based
on religion.

Observations and Suggestions:

The concept of nationalism is seen as a recurring
theme in films covering a span of almost 100 years, more
specifically ever since the talkies era. The intensity of
performances, storylines, direction, technical finesse and
relevance of the specific themes and topics has determined
the commercial or critical success of these films. The
presentation and characterization has undergone obvious
changes due to development in technology and the
changing conditions and influences over the years.

The more dramatic difference however is observed at
the turn of the century as we see a difference in the approach
of film makers. We now observe that film makers have
shunned the “preachy” approach towards nationalism. They
are just trying to tell a story having an element of nationalism
and leave the viewer to interpret its relative importance in
the story. This shows a lot of faith in the maturity of the
viewer and the freedom to make his own assessment and
opinion of the same. Film makers today do not delve into
the ethical dilemma of what is right and what is not. Examples
can be cited in films like Swades where the protagonist
Mohan Bhargav tells the village elders that the rich Indian
heritage they keep referring to is not helping the progress
and that rather than doing anything positive they are only
wallowing in their past achievements. Nor in the case of A
Wednesday, there is less discussion whether the method
adopted is right or not.

However, we see that the spirit of nationalism is kindled
only when we see a personified enemy or an ideology
threatening the integrity or the honour of the country. We
do not see this display of nationalism in every day actions
as citizens of the country in maintaining the civil discipline
whilst we aim to become a super power in the coming few
years. This theme could be highlighted in films to come to
show that nationalism need not be remembered on specific
days but has to become a part of the social fabric.

Conclusion:

We can conclude that Indian cinema has tried to show
the attribute of nationalism in more ways than one. Most of
the times it has had the desired impact on the audiences, by
actually creating a sense of patriotism, oneness and
awareness of the sacrifices made by all strata of people for
the sovereignty, integrity and pride of the nation. It has also
succeeded in actually creating the identity of an Indian
citizen, moving above and beyond diversities of language,
cultures, religions and ethnicities and has helped in
overcoming internal and external threats faced by the
country in the last 65 years and weaving the idea of being
Indian and that of an integral nation.
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Abstract: Mainstream Hindi Cinema is arguably known to influence and get influenced by real life situations. Debates have
raged around how smoking, drinking, stalking, voyeurism and violence and sexual assaults on women depicted on screen have
an impact on the minds of the audience. The researcher knows the visual impact that films have on the minds of the viewers
and the public opinion thus created on the basis of the film-makers’ interpretation of the issue at hand. So issues like
reservation, honour killing, elections, and same sex relations among others have been either controversial or extremely
opinionated. This leaves a deep imprint on the inner eye of the viewer and thus it is demanded that the film-maker take a
socially responsible stance while dealing with the topic.

Taking cue from this argument, the researcher then contends that like all these issues, viewers are exposed to extremely
opinionated views regarding the police organisation. Caricaturised, valorised, romanticised but rarely given their due share in
the mainstream Hindi Cinema until recently, police image has taken a solid beating over the years. Since most often common
people derive their secondary information regarding the police through media—one being cinema, this is of great concern to
the researcher to empirically study the impact of the same over the years. The present study deals with a few such ‘popular’
Hindi films which have reflected the working of the police organisation in a substantial way.

Keywords: opinionated, police organisation, police image, secondary information

Introduction:

Print media reaches out to educated readers only.
Among popular electronic media, one can traditionally refer
to films as a major carrier of culture and changes to even the
uneducated classes in India. Among these, mainstream Hindi
cinema is known to have a maximum outreach. These films
have the potential to create political awareness, build or
mould public opinion and leave long-lasting impression on
viewers.

Influence of Films on Life and vice-versa

Mainstream Hindi Cinema is arguably known to
influence and get influenced by real life situations. There
have been raging debates around how certain film titles,
lyrics and characterisations in films ‘hurt community
sentiments’ and which either attract a ban or lead to ‘beeping’
of dialogues in the films. People also attribute waywardness
among youth to the influence of contemporary films. So
smoking, drinking, stalking, voyeurism, extreme stunts,
violence and sexual assaults on women in contemporary
society are allegedly directly emulated from corresponding
acts depicted on screen. Although this is an arguable point,
one cannot deny the fact that films have an immense and
long-lasting visual impact on the viewers.

A film-makers’ interpretation of the issue at hand is
thus critical in the messages sent across. So issues like
reservation, honour killing, elections and same-sex relations
among others have been either controversial or extremely
opinionated. This leaves a deep imprint on the inner eye of
the viewer and thus it is demanded that the film-maker take
a socially responsible stance while dealing with the topic.

Imagining Police in Mainstream Hindi Films

Police organisation has traditionally been a densely
opaque system. Common people are known to derive their

information regarding the police through secondary sources
such as newspapers, books and media. So cinema as a part
of media either informed or misinformed the audience about
the organisation. Negative imagery of the police not only
then colour their opinions about the personnel but also
significantly demoralises the system. One needs to then
concede that extremely opinionated views which stereotype
or show a particular profession in a disparaging light have
an impact on the viewers’ opinions as well. Films inclined
towards typecasting the police until the 1980s. The role of
police was usually played by a secondary actor. They were
usually shown to enter the crime scene or investigation
after the ‘hero’ had singlehandedly dealt with the ‘villains’.
It is here that one realises how as a society we held the
police in low esteem. Along with the poor growth of
economy,unemployment and a general disillusionment
among youth in India in those years, the depiction of police
in the films added to the gravity of the situation. Few films
stand out as exceptions in this period. However one realises
that the strong characterisations of police officers valorised
the person playing the role rather than the organisation
per se.

Over the years the texture and approach of films
towards the police organisation has undergone significant
change. They turn out to be more balanced, nuanced and
better researched. They critique the system but do not
generalise corruption or spiritless working to the
organisation.

Analysing Three Selected Films

In order to delve deeper into the portrayal of police in
mainstream popular Hindi cinema, the researcher selected
three films. The criteria for selection have been kept simple
for this particular study. The protagonist in all the three
films is the same—Amitabh Bachchan. He plays the role of
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a police officer in all the three films and they generally focus
on the working of the police organisation. These films are
released with a gap of approximately fifteen years each which
the researcher believes is a substantial time frame to analyse
the changes in an organisation and the film genre and each
of these have been extremely successful films. The films
selected and thus under analysis here are Zanjeer (1973),
Shahenshah (1988) and Khakee (2004).

Integrity and Ethics

Zanjeeris a path-breaking film in several ways. It
transformed film-making by switching the default romantic
genre to an action one. It catapulted an ‘Angry Young Man’
to the forefront. It addressed very significant issues
regarding the police system in subtle ways. The film covered
the major issue of a general disillusionment in the society as
regards poor economic growth, unemployment and
restlessness among youth against increasing corruption in
the system.

‘Vijay Khanna’ epitomises uncompromising integrity
and ethics. So the fiery dialogues and upright dealing with
Sher Khan remain immortalised over the years. These were
almost giving vent to the impotent rage seething within the
common people that Bachchan represented in the film.

‘Vijay’s’ vulnerability when he unsuspectingly gets
acquainted withTeja, his frustration and outburst at being
framed are credible and real.

It instantly connects with the audience and the level
of acceptance and the film’s undying popularity
substantiates my point that films communicate messages
about a profession.

Caricature to Vigilante

Fifteen years later, Shahenshahmade a strong
statement about the law enforcement agency. An actor of
the stature of Amitabh Bachchan played the caricaturised
police officer. The obeisance that he pays to the high-profile
criminal and the shallowness of character and cowardice
that he displays are critical to the story. They leave a deep
impression on the viewer since they realise how the
performance or non-performance of duties by a police officer
can have an impact on several lives. The role transforms
into one of defiance and depth after a turning point in the
story. What one continues to remember is that the same
timid officer is in fact a vigilante who steps out in dark nights
in black leather jacket and pants to destroy crime. This film
is extremely tricky on certain fronts:

It depicts honest police officers being implicated in
false charges and committing suicide out of shame and
frustration;

It might lead to viewers questioning whether the crime
busting was more about personal vendetta than duty per se;

One questions whether there are inherent limitations
in wearing khaki that ‘VijayShrivastav’ switches to black
leather costume to fight crime.

Khaki Fetish

Although it is difficult to gauge this in absolute terms,
‘khaki’ has remained a fetish for film makers even in recent
times. Approximately fifteen years after Shahenshah, the
same actor played a role of an ageing Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP) AnantShrivastav in Khakee. The film opens
up various facets of the police organisation:

‘AnantShrivastav’ has an inherently tired body
language. He is depicted as an upright police officer whose
high principles have apparently done more harm to his
personal career growth. So this journey marks not only his
attempt to resuscitate his career but also to prove his
principles.

‘ShekharVerma’ is depicted as an unscrupulous officer
assigned to ‘Anant’s’ team. His transformation from
someone focussed on personal aggrandisement to someone
zealously upholding the law at the cost of his life is
significant.

‘YashwantAngre’ is depicted as an ex-policeman with
a twisted mind who was dismissed for his corruption and
extra-judicial killings and who has taken to crime.

In each of these films, the righteous have ultimately
triumphed as a given. However the critical issues covered
in contemporary films have been deep and ponderous. While
Zanjeer and Shahenshah were nearly single point agenda
towards eliminating evil and crime, Khakee reflects on the
dark and complicated underbelly of the system. It depicts
connivance of police with criminals, criminalisation of politics
and politicisation of the police at various levels. However, it
does not generalise it like most films in 1970s and 1980s did.
The transformation in ‘Shekhar’ is a defining moment of the
film and works towards reviving faith among the audience
in the police organisation.

Contemporary Film Reflections

Contemporary films seem to be committedly working
towards bettering the public image of the organisation. So
apart from Khakee, several other films have reflected upon
the police department. Sarfaroshand Shool(both 1999)
discuss the difficulties in apprehending criminals, limitations
faced by the police andpolitical intriguesas a matter-of-fact
and not in a way that colours the vision of viewers.
Gangaajal (2003), AbTakChhappan and Aan—Men at Work
(both 2004)are strong commentaries on stoic departmental
loyalty and integrity among police officers. It is crucial to
note that this is donewithout seeking public sympathy. Police
officers are now played by top-class actors and are depicted
exactly how police officers should be seen—as common
people commissioned, trained and entrusted with duties,
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vulnerable to emotions, completely committed to the work
at hand and non-partisan.

Mumbai Meri Jaan(2008) has a brief yet poignant tale
of a senior constable on the verge of retirement guiding a
rookie who is frustrated with the inefficiency and corruption
he has experienced. The insight one gets through this
exchange is immensely useful in studying the police
organisation. Coming in the wake of the bomb blasts in
Mumbai local trains, this film touches the cords of empathy
and consciousness. One subtly learns that common citizens
need to go beyond blaming the police and adding to the
paranoia. Given the skewed police to public ratio in the
country, public participation in aiding the police in their
efforts to curb crime and fight terrorist attempts silently
seeps in through the film to any perceptive viewer.

Although in a tangent, A Wednesday (2008) brought
out what happens when common citizens indeed take to
fighting terror. Another film made with the backdrop of bomb
blasts in Mumbai local train deals with sophisticated
methods of terror activities. One sees a drastic shift away
from traditional methods of policing and the inadequate
efforts undertaken by them in the yester-years. Here, one
finds fit, agile, sharp actors playing the roles of police
personnel in a rapidly changing scenario. Police come to be
presented in a new light with the state-of-the-art equipment
and technology to deal with emerging challenges. Positive
public acclaim ensured the success of the film despite it
going low on publicity. It makes it evident that public
opinion inclines towards these films and absorbs ideas
presented in them. A Wednesday sends in a ripple effect in
one’s prejudices against the police organisation.

After having analysed these films, the researcher finds
some of the other films made on police organisation deeply
problematic. Justifying extrajudicial killings, condoning
corrupt practices under the garb of humour, imperceptibly
involving vested interests in certain contemporary films
affects popular culture. One then needs to keep in mind that
police image take a solid beating with the release of each of
these films and has serious ramifications on police-public
relations which are only just warming up. This opens up
avenues for further research and analysis on the influences
of films on popular culture.
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Catastrophic Theme: Emergence, Development and Issues in Indian Cinema
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Abstract: India is the largest producer of films in the world. Almost half of India’s populations have no desire for reading.
Cinema thus has potential to attract such a population. Cinema makes a powerful medium not just for entertainment but also
for bringing in an insight in and about critical contemporary issues. The estimated daily viewership of Indian cinema is nearly
23 million people. Cinema castes strong spell over the minds of people in India. The song, dance, speech of the hero- heroine
and villain are icons for the public. However, the Indian cinema has failed to sensitize its viewers towards environmental issues
especially catastrophic events i.e. disasters.

Catastrophic themes are almost as old as the film medium itself. Disasters are characterized by features of destruction,
devastation and state of upheaval. It is an aspect of an area, which clearly differentiates from the ordinary landscape. It is an
event where human life is lost or damaged, relationship is ripped and livelihood is disturbed.

Indian cinema has completely sidelined the dimensions of disasters. It is in 1930’s the emergence of the films on disasters was
observed.  Inquilab (1934), Dharti Ke Lal (1946), Do Bigha Jameen (1953), Mother India (1957) are some examples of Rural
Disaster based films from Indian cinema. Pre-independence and Post-independence period of Indian cinema mainly concentrated
on Natural-Rural disasters especially droughts, floods, famines etc. After 1980’s Indian cinema came out from famines,
droughts and floods. It gave attention to Urban Disasters especially manmade disasters like communal violence and terrorism.

Almost all regions of India are disaster prone. It may be affected by natural disasters like floods, droughts, earthquake or man-
made disasters like fire, intergroup conflicts, wars, industrial accidents and latest by terrorist attacks.

Natural and man-made disasters are well known to Indian cinema. But, it has failed to use it as a mirror of change in Indian
society. Many times main theme is missed to bring audience in Cinema Hall. Compared to Hollywood, Indian cinema is lacking
in technology, innovative ideas and strong story to convey the message of catastrophic events. This paper is an attempt to
enlighten these aspects of Indian cinema. It aims to focus on the decadal changes in disaster based films in India.

Keywords: Catastrophic, Disaster, Landscape, Rural Disaster, Urban Disaster.

Introduction:

Catastrophes theme has been the most catching to
viewers since the time of silent film epics and this interest
continues to exist up in modern times also. Catastrophes
are mostly man-made or natural. They can be either
impending or ongoing, or set in a distant future, or they can
exist locally or globally.

The most-commonly portrayed disasters in films are:
Natural or environmental disasters (earthquakes, floods,
hurricanes, tropical storms, etc.)

� Accidents (skyscraper fires, plane crashes, ocean
liners capsized or struck by icebergs, viruses
unleashed)

� Planetary-related (asteroids, comets or meteors )

� Criminally-instigated (bombs planted in planes, terrorist
conspiracies)

� Alien invasions and rampaging creatures/monsters/
zombies or viruses (often mutant)

� Nuclear-related crises, sometimes prophetically Biblical
(nuclear war, Armageddon)

� Millennial-related or apocalyptic (the end of the world,
or end of the century tales)

� About failed technology or technology-gone awry

(computers running amok, plague/scientific error)

These films concentrate on the chaotic events
surrounding the disaster, including efforts for survival, the
effects upon individuals and families. The best disaster films
comment upon:

� The negative effects of advancing technology,

� Demonstrate the ‘hubris’ of scientists and other
individuals,

� Deliver uplifting moral lessons of sacrifice,

� Provide a ‘how-to’ in terms of survival skills.

Most disaster films have large-scale special effects
(especially mega-budget), huge casts of stars faced with
the crisis, a persevering hero or heroine (i.e., etc.) called
upon to lead the struggle against the threat, and many plot-
lines affecting multiple characters. In many cases, the ‘evil’
or ‘selfish’ individuals are the first to die in the story lining.

As in any sub-genre, the move to capitalize on the
‘disaster film’ trend has led to many sub-par disaster films,
with weak and unsubtle, formulaic plots, improbable
circumstances and bad science, poor character development,
and laughable acting from third-rate stars portraying clichéd
characters.

 Indian Cinema is considered the largest film industry
in the world. It produces over 1000 movies a year, and attracts
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billions of viewers from across the world. Among these
movies there are some unique films made, that include scenes
like fire sequences, earthquakes, floods, cars catching fire
and bomb blasts. These scenes are fun to watch, they keep
you hooked to the screen, and they also help to make the
film a success. But what no one thinks of is that by doing
these kinds of scenes we are achieving something for social
cause.

Objectives and Research Methodology:

Secondary data is collected by referring to journals,
magazines, research work done earlier related to Catastrophic
Theme. A brief historical survey is done and a brief critical
review about randomly selected movies (decade wise) is
done. To form critical and theoretical framework, analysis,
interpretation and evaluation of the selected catastrophic
movies have been done.

This research paper is based on the following
objectives:

� Understanding emergence and development of
catastrophic theme in Indian cinema.

� Focusing on impact of regional cinema on catastrophic
theme.

� Highlighting the major changes and issues in
catastrophe based cinema in India.

Observations:

Indian cinema has only few movies which have been
devoted to environment. This is the one theme where
language, religion, ethnicity, regionalism may have
secondary importance. This problem is common not only in
India but even throughout the globe.  The intensity and
orientation of this problem differs from region to region and
the same is reflected in the Indian cinema.

One way to think about Indian Cinema is to distinguish
it into four categories (but note that these all overlap and
the boundaries between them are not fixed or these
boundaries are flexible.):

� Popular Hindi Cinema

� Regional cinemas

� ‘Art’ or ‘specialized’ cinema

� Diaspora cinema (films made by Indian filmmakers based
overseas)

It is in the 1930’s the emergence of first film on disasters
was observed in Indian Cinema. The Bihar earthquake of
1934 in which nearly 10,650 people were killed inspired the
production of Inquilab. In 1935, Debaki Kumar Bose released
a film on the twin dimensions of the impact of earthquakes
and the corruption that prevails during the relief operations.

A drama set amid an earthquake in Bihar, Miss Renee (Durga
Khote) looks after the victims while her lover, the
businessman Sardar (Sayeed Mohanned), wants to make
money from the disaster. She comes under the spell of the
blind itinerant Musafir (Dey in his usual persona- Krishna
Chandra Dey) whose low opinion of the depravity of the
wealthy provides the film’s moral backbone. She eventually
discovers that as a child she had been promised to Musafir
but had been rejected by his family for being of a lower
caste.

Though India witnesses many earthquakes, it does
not figure as a theme of a story in the years ahead.

· Earthquakes as catastrophic theme in Indian cinema

A final earthquake scene is from the movie Waqt from
1965, where a whole town crumbles due to an earthquake on
one unfortunate night. Houses were shown destroyed and
roads were broken. In the later period, there are many
instances where earthquakes have been shown in movies;
be it in a dramatic way or in a comedy. In OMG! Oh My God,
shows minor earthquake taking place but the only damage
that occurred was in a particular store which was been
trashed completely. Another such scene is from the recent
hit movie Kai Po Che!, where earthquake leads to breaking
and crumbling down several houses.

� Droughts-Famines  as catastrophic theme in Indian
cinema:

The attraction for theme of famine and drought in
Indian Cinema stays from the 1940’s well into the early 1980’s.
The Bengal famine of 1943, which killed over 4 million people,
inspired films like Dharti Ke Lal and Hum Ek Hai in 1946.
Both of which portray the ideology of nation building amidst
a serious drought. The role of an old land lady in providing
support to people in distress and her adoption of three
orphan children of different religions speak of the secular
strategies that are conveyed to cope with a disaster in Hum
Ek Hain. It is considered an important political film rather
than disaster as it gives a realistic portrayal of the changing
social and economic climate during the World War II. The
film marked, another chapter in the influential new wave in
Indian cinema which focused on socially relevant themes
as in Neecha Nagar (1946), made by Chetan Anand, also
scripted by Abbas, and which continued with Bimal Roy’s
Do Bigha Zamin (1953). A film that portrays rural poverty
amidst a drought is Do Bigha Zamin-1953. This film portrays
the vicious cycle of proverty that traps the marginal famer
in the face of a severe drought. It demonstrates the migration
of the farmers to the city. This films talks of individual
response to drought.

The transformation of drought prone desert into a lush
green field through the state response of building Rajasthan
–Ganga sagar canal is the film Do Boond Paani, 1971- more
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than commercial cinema; it is the emergence of parallel
cinema which gave famine its heart fell expression. Regional
cinema also captured the severity of adverse nature impact.

� Bengal: Satyajit Rays film Asanisansket 1957 portrayed
the onset of Bengal famine. Ritwik Ghataks Akaler
sandhaney 1980 reflects how poverty and famine work
their way into familial relationship and value systems.

� Karnataka : Bara Sookha 1981 in Kannada discusses
the ensuing riots that were triggered by the water famine
in Bidar district of Karnataka,

� Tamil Nadu: Search for water within Thipattu a drought
prone hamlet in Tamil Nadu forms the setting for the
Tamil film Thanner Thanner in1981.

� Maharashtra:  Bangarwadi(1955) It is a story of a
young schoolteacher and his experiences in one small
village of shepherds, in the princely state of Aundh,
during the 1940s. Drought forces people of Bangarwadi
to abandon the village, leaving the schoolteacher alone
with no students. Gabhricha Paus(2009) is the undying
urge in the human race to live and to live against all
odds who is trying to get a good crop in the drought-
stricken Vidarbha region. Goshta Choti
Dongraevadhi(2009), the film focuses on the plight of
farmers in Maharashtra’s drought hit region.

� Floods as a catastrophic theme in Indian cinema:

Floods are another natural disaster that has been
depicted in a various periods and a time. The impactful flood
scene is from the movie Mother India, where a severe storm
results in a flood that destroys houses in the village, ruins
the harvest and several men, women and children die
because of this. The state response or mass response is
more evident in mother India 1957. This film presents the
romantic version of village, such as money lending, human
laboring, illiteracy and drought. Nehru period modernity is
reflected through the opening of dams.

The movie Tum Mile- 2009 is one such example, where
the backdrop of the movie is the Mumbai 26th July 2005
floods. A couple lands in Mumbai and discovers that the
entire city was flooded due to excessive rainfall. The movie
shows the never ending rain, the storm, water -level that
reaches to car tops and thousands of cars stuck on different
bridges whilst the whole of Mumbai is running from one
end to the other to save them from the flood. This is a clear
picture of what happened in Mumbai 10 years ago on the
same date.

· Fire as a catastrophic theme in Indian cinema:

There are many films where fire is depicted; be it cars
suddenly exploding or houses catching fire. Fire has become
an integral part of almost any film. One such scene is from
the evergreen movie Mother India, where the main

protagonist is running through stacks of hay that are on
fire. Another big fire sequence happens in the film Om Shanti
Om. The first fire sequence is a spoof of a real event during
the shooting of Mother India, where Nargis is trapped in
between the fire and Sunil Dutt saves her; likewise, in Om
Shanti Om, they show a fire trapping the main protagonist
and how the hero saves her. But these films failed to train
common Indian to keep himself safe from fire. Technological
disasters as a theme in Indian cinema are less popular. The
Burning Train 1980, in many ways not coincidentally
resembles the spate of disaster flicks that had filled screens
in the US in the 1970’s (Towering Inferno or The Poseidon
Adventure) – a group of strangers all with their own little
dramas occurring face imminent death and have to struggle
for survival – but no one was singing and dancing in the
Airport were they! But the main difference here is a lengthy
back story of two friends and the loves of their lives that
give the film an intimacy that the Hollywood films were
missing in.

� Industrial accidents as a catastrophic theme in Indian
cinema:

Kala Patthar 1979 is based on the true incidence of
Chasnala mining disaster that occurred on 27 December 1975
in a coal mine in Chasnala near Dhanbad in the Indian state
of Jharkhand. There was an explosion in the mine followed
by flooding that killed 372 miners. The film is filled with
greys, black and browns, bringing to life a stark reality of
the miners that highlights their hopelessness and
susceptibility to injuries.

Bhopal Express 1999-The movie was worth watching
for the simple fact that, the background of the movie was
Bhopal gas tragedy, though focus of the film got stuck for a
longer time on the Zohrabai song rather than shedding more
light on the tragedy itself. Everything of the movie was
interesting but wishes more facts and focus was given to
the actual event. Nevertheless the whole effort needs to be
applauded for bringing the tragedy to limelight again.

� Terrorism ,Naxalism, Communalism  as a
catastrophic theme in Indian cinema :

Post-independence India has witnessed considerable
unrest and political violence, which erupted in various parts
of the country, beginning with Kashmir and Nagaland. By the
1970s, there were insurgent movements in other northeastern
states; Tamil militancy from Sri Lanka; radical left Naxal
militancy; and the Khalistan movement in Punjab. These were
well represented in the public imagination – via mainstream
print and electronic media. After 1980 Indian film industry
veers out famine and drought and gravitates towards urban
disaster especially communal violence and terrorism It was
only after Mani Ratnam’s Roja (1992), addressing the question
of militancy in Kashmir, that Indian cinema began to address
“Terrorism” and the issues around it .
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Beginning from Roja in 1991 which deals with
insurgency in Kashmir, to the post-Babri period films such
as Sarfarosh, Fiza, Mission Kashmir, Fanaa, Yahaan, A
Wednesday, have all focused on the issue of terrorism but
stayed within the geographic boundary of the subcontinent,
since in a great number of these films, Pakistan is presented
as the enemy trying to foment violence and communal hatred
in India. The terrorists in most of these films, particularly
Fiza and Mission Kashmir, metamorphose into dangerous
terror masterminds from innocent young lads faced by or
caught in adverse situations such as a riot or rights
violations by the Indian forces in Kashmir. September 11
then changed the equation and we had films such as New
York and Kurbaan (preceded by the Pakistani super hit
Khuda Kay Liye based on a similar theme—America’s war
on terror and its fallout) being helmed by mainstream
filmmakers. Both films were based out of the United States
and while Kurbaan provided a succinct commentary on the
reasons behind the making of a terrorist, New York pointed
towards prison abuse in the aftermath of 9/11 as the cause
for the transformation of an innocuous young man into a
terrorist keen on retribution and revenge.

Films like 300, Traitor, Black Hawk Down, The Hurt
Locker, and so on give us reason to believe that not only do
a large number of Hollywood films disregard historical
authenticity; they indulge in outright slander and
debasement of communities and religious groups.

Communalism refers to the conflict between religious
groups in India. Most prominent is the one between Muslim
and Hindu communities throughout India.
Tamas (1988), Earth (1998 ),Mr. and Mrs. Iyer (2002),Amu
(2005) ,Black Friday (2007 ) Parzania(2007) ,Road to
Sangam(2010) are some of the examples of communalism
based films.

For over 40 years in India, since the emergence of the
Naxalite rebellion, cinema has drawn inspiration from the
rupture caused by this iconic movement in Indian political
history. Hindi films seem to have woken up to Naxalism, or
Maoism, as it is more commonly known today.

The beginning of the 1980s marked the second, but
less intense, phase of Naxalite films including Maabhoomi
(Our Land, Gautam Ghosh, 1979)some other films include
Chakravyuh-From its first look it seems that Chakravyuh
has tried to focus upon all those issues related to Naxal
violence- Industrialization, tribal exploitation, custodial
exploitation etc etc. Hazar Chaurasi Ka Maa is film based
on Maheswata Devi’s Novel by the same name-The film
focused on those youth who have been inspired by ideology
of Naxalbari and also on those persons who call themselves
left intellectuals but in reality they are no different from any
capitalist. Malayalam film Margam directed by Vijay
Raghavan, based on the story by the same name. It also
focuses on Naxalism and its old member, who once used to

carry out revolution and now has come to city and is leading
a usual life.

� Wars as a catastrophic theme in Indian cinema :

Films such as Haqeeqat (1964) and Upkar (1967) that
explored varying sentiments of the Indian soldier from valour
to despair to exhilaration during two different wars (1963
Sino--India and 1965 Indo--Pak respectively) .Post Border
(1997), the film industry viewed armed forces in a different
light. Perhaps it had more to do with faces such as Sunny
Deol, Akshaye Kumar, Sunil Shetty and Jackie Shroff
attached to the soldier and the success of the film made the
prospect of films based on the soldier a viable proposition.
The spate of military -based films that followed the Kargil
war, for instance, Pukar (2000) and Maa Tujhe Salaam
(2002), traded the studied nuance of Sarfarosh and once
again went back to defining a soldier in terms of war. Very
few films spoke about the civic responsibilities of an
individual.

� Virus attacks/aliens-science fiction as a catastrophic
theme in Indian cinema:

The genre of science fiction has been prevalent in the
Indian film industry since the second half of the 20th century.
Beginning in 1952, the film Kaadu was made, which was a
Tamil-American co-production. The Alien was a science
fiction film under production in the late 1960s which was
eventually cancelled. The film was being directed by Bengali
Indian director Satyajit Ray and produced by Hollywood
studio Columbia Pictures. The script was written by Ray in
1967, based on “Bankubabur Bandhu”, a Bengali story he
had written in 1962 for Sandesh, the Ray family magazine. In
1987, the superhero film Mr. India was a huge success which
strengthened the hold of science-fiction films in India,
especially Bollywood.  Mr. India brought the idea of science
fiction to the general people in India. In 2003, the blockbuster
film Koi... Mil Gaya marked the beginning of the successful
Krish film series, which is the first sci-fi/superhero film series
in Indian cinema. The 2010 Tamil film Endhiran starring
Rajinikanth and Aishwarya Rai is the most expensive and
most successful film ever produced in India.

Issues related to catastrophe Theme in Indian cinema:

� In film the ways in which they engage with natural or
manmade disasters issues  is really a question about
the ‘tone’ of the films and the ways in which they
attempt to mix entertainment with social comment. i.e.
the dance and song sequences in the different types
of film or unnecessary presence of such sequences in
catastrophe films.

� The massive popular audience in India is hungry for
cheap entertainment and this is what cinema has
provided. This audience, which includes a significant
proportion of people with limited access to education,
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enjoys universal genres such as action, comedy and
melodrama and more specifically ‘Indian’ stories with
spiritual/mythological themes. Many times even they
don’t know the basic of disasters films, people only
treat it as entertainment not as source of information.

� The distinction is between Hindi Cinema and Regional
Cinema. Hindi is the national language of India.
However only around 40% of Indians actually speak
Hindi. In the North of India, variations of Hindi are
spoken as a first language by the population of several
states around Delhi. Other languages of north India
are part of the same Indo-European group. But in the
South of India, the language family i.e Dravidian is
completely different. The different regional language
cinemas have the support of the mass of the
population. Hence disaster in movies is not treated as
a national problem, But local taste, habits and demand
as fulfilled by the film makers.

� The phenomenal impact cine stars have had on Indian
politics, more particularly South Indian politics has
always been a matter of wonder. In the 2014 general
elections, over 40 actors across India entered the fray,
but no one is focusing on the basic agenda of film line
for addressing the social issues especially disaster
management.

� Marginalization of catastrophe theme in Indian cinema.

Theme Number Percentage
of Total

War 18 49

Drought and Famine 10 27

Earthquake 2 5

Flood 2 5

Hurricane and storms 2 5

Mining 1 3

Bridge collapse 1 3

Fire 1 3

Total 37 100
Source : Encyclopedia of Indian cinema
Among the abstract of 1758 films only 37 use disasters
as core content.

� In cultural terms, Bengali and Marathi cinema is still
important and films made in Bhojpuri, a variation of
Hindi (its linguistic roots are contested) widely spoken
in Bihar and surrounding states, have sometimes proved
to be very popular.” not covering the social issues like
disaster as their core concept in the film story.
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Indian Cinema- A Study on the Safety of Cinema Theatres with special
reference to Delhi Uphaar Tragedy Case
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Abstract: People of India are great movie buffs and so Indian Cinema is one of the oldest & largest in the world. Stardom
attached to cinema actors is so magnificent that they are successful ambassadors for commercial & social purposes. Today
cinemas are viewed not just in theatres but also in televisions, video sets, computers & internet. Cinema theatres are matchless
facilitators of distraction -less viewing and sound effects. Therefore people in large numbers are drawn to the cinema theatres.
In thousands of the theatres across the country where movie lovers gather, the concern of their physical safety by ensuring
that the buildings and halls are structurally fit need not be over emphasized. The horrid fire accident on 13 June 1997 killing
59 people in Delhi Uphaar Cinema is an eye opener. The safety of the cinema theatres is certainly a significant matter for state
intervention through law.

Constitution of India has allotted cinema certification for exhibition to the Parliament and regulation of cinema theatres to the
state legislatures. Public order, public health and sanitation are also state powers. Parliament of India has enacted the
Cinematograph Act, 1952 and the states have enacted laws to govern cinema theatres within their jurisdiction. Although Delhi
Uphaar Tragedy has impacted the law makers, safety is still unsatisfactory. Supreme Court has laid down safety norms in the
Uphaar case. Recently, the judgment on the sentencing of the owners of Uphaar Cinema has made breaking news.

This paper studies the law ensuring the safety of the cinema theatres with special reference to the Supreme Court decision in
Delhi Uphaar Cinema Case.

Keywords: theatre, safety, tragedy, cinematograph, constitution, law

Introduction:

People of India are great movie buffs and so Indian Cinema
is one of the oldest & largest in the world. Cinema theatres are
matchless facilitators of distraction -less viewing, sound effects
and other effects. Every three months an audience as large as
the country’s population flocks to the cinema halls.1 There are
a total 10,167 single screens in India as in 2010.1  The concern
of the physical safety of the generous patrons by ensuring
that the buildings and halls are structurally fit need not be over
emphasized. The horrid fire accident on 13 June 1997 killing 59
people in Delhi Uphaar Cinema is an eye opener.  This paper
studies the Indian law ensuring the safety of the cinema goers
with special reference to the Supreme Court decision in the
Uphaar Cinema case. The study will be limited to the central
legislation- Cinematograph Act (CA), 1952 and the Maharashtra
legislation- The Bombay Cinemas (Regulation) Act (BCA), 1953

Basic law governing cinema

Freedom of speech and expression guaranteed to every
citizen2 includes within its sweep the freedom to make a
film.3 The state is enabled to impose reasonable restrictions
on grounds like interests of public order, security of state
etc.4 The intellectual property rights in the cinema are
governed by the Indian Copy Rights Act, 1957. Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting (MIB) is the apex body for
formulation of law and policy and administration in relation
to cinema.

Constitution of India has allotted the power to legislate
on sanctioning of cinematograph films for exhibition to the
Parliament5 and other powers subject to this are with the
state legislatures.6Cinematograph Act (CA), 19527 and the
Cinematograph (Certification) Rules, 1983 are central laws.
Exhibition of films without certification or in contravention
of the certification is an offence8. The films are examined

1 www.cbfcindia.tn.nic.in viewed 2/08/2008
1 www.filmfed.org viewed 25/11/15
2 Article 19 (1) (a), Constitution of India
3 See S Rangarajan v P Jagjivan Ram, 1989 (2) SCC 574; K A Abbas v Union of India, AIR 1971 SC 481; LIC  v Prof Manubhai
Shah, AIR 1993 SC 171; Director General, Doordarshan v Anant Patwardhan, AIR 2006 SC 3346
4 Article 19 (2), Constitution of India.
5 Schedule VII, List I Entry 60.
6 Id List II Entry 33.
7 Cinematograph Bill 2013 is pending : www.prsindia.org viewed 02/10/15.
8 S. 7
9 S. 3
10 Ss. 5C & 5D
11 Ss. 10,11
1 S,12(3)
2 S 12(4)
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and certified by the Censor Board of Film Certification
(CBFC)9with an appeal to the Film Certification Appellate
Tribunal (FCAT)10.

Compulsory licensing of Cinema Theatres

CA requires licenses by district magistrate or such
other licensing authority (LA) for exhibitions of films in
Union Territories11 and states have their statutes for
licensing. LA is required to ensure compliance of rules and
safety.  Decisions of licensing authority will 4; K A Abbas v
Union of India, AIR 1971 SC 481; LIC  v Prof Manubhai
Shah, AIR 1993 SC 171; Director General, Doordarshan v
Anant Patwardhan, AIR 2006 SC 3346

be subject to appeal to the government.1 Government
has power to issue directions to the licensees generally or
in particular for the following purpose:

Regulating the exhibition of any film or class of films,
so that scientific films, films intended for educational
purposes, films dealing with news and current events,
documentary films or indigenous films secure an adequate
opportunity of being exhibited. Licenses will be subject to
these directions as conditions for the license2.   S.5 of BCA
is very similar to S12 of CA.

Government’s power to suspend the exhibition: On
the ground of likelihood of causing breach of peace if
publicly exhibited, the local authority may suspend the
exhibition within its jurisdiction and send copy of order
with reasons to government for confirmation or discharge
The order will have life for 2 months or if extended by central
government to such longer period. During the period of
suspension the film is deemed to be an uncertified film. Any
contravention of the order shall invite penalty and the
licensee may lose license.3 However such power cannot be
exercised arbitrarily; order without hearing or reasons is
bad for unreasonable interference in freedom of speech and
freedom to carry on business4

Kinds of theatres and MCR

Maharashtra Cinemas (Regulation) Rules, 1966 (MCR)

framed under S. 9 of BCA calls a cinema hall/theatre as cinema:
cinema means any place wherein an exhibition by means of
cinematograph is given. In 1987 a drive in cinema and a
video cinema where also brought into the definition.5

Permanent cinema means any structure whether of masonry,
mud bricks, mortar, cement or other non-inflammable
material.6 Quasi permanent cinema means any structure of
steel angels, iron trusses or other fire resisting material.7

Touring cinema means an outfit comprising the
cinematograph apparatus and plant and enclosure taken
from place to place to show films.8 Drive-in-cinema means
any open air cinema (having a capacity to accommodate not
more than 1000 motorcars), wherein admission is given to
persons desiring to see the exhibition while sitting in a motor
car, and also to other persons if one or more open air and/or
closed auditoria are duly provided9 Video cinema means
any place wherein an exhibition of moving pictures or series
of picture is given by means of a video cassette player,
television or such other medium.1

MCR requires NOC from the government in respect of
the location after it is notified in the area by exhibition of a
board and also by publication in the newspaper the proposal
to have theatre and inviting objections from public. The
proposer has to submit a plan indicating the schools, temples
hospitals nearby. On the report of the licensing authority
the government may issue NOC.2 Cinema licenses are
subject to all the requirements as to NOC, building, electric
installations, precautions against fire etc.3Separate licenses
are required for sale of tickets etc.4

Safety of cinema goers

Safety is a paramount interest under Consumer
Protection Act, 1986 and needless to say, right to safety is
the first of all consumer rights.5 Entertainment and
amusement are within the definition of service6; deficiency
in service and injury due to negligence in respect of provision
of services are actionable7. Recently the National Consumer
Dispute Redressal Commission has ruled that cinema halls
which seek to prohibit carrying of drinking water inside

3 See Ss 13,14,15 CA and Ss 6,7,8 BCA
4 Kamal R. Khan v State of Maharashtra, 2009(3) Mh L J 874 (Deshdrohi)
5 R 2(C)
6 R 2(f-1)
7 R 2(f-2)
8 R2(f-3)
9 R2(f-4)
1 R 2(f-6)
2 Chapter II
3 Chapter VII
4 Chapter VIII
5 S. 6, Consumer Protection Act, 1986.
6 Ibid S 2 (1) o
7 Ibid Ss 12, 14
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cinema halls for security reasons must provide free, potable
and pure drinking water.8

 Injury to persons and property due to unsafe premises
give rise to civil actions for compensation and other remedies
under Law of Tort9; Uphaar theatre owners were held liable
for the death and injury under the tort law principles of
negligence and breach of statutory duties. They were also
found guilty of breach of S.14, CA and various provisions
of Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC) including causing death
by negligence10.  Public law liability of governmental
authorities to compensate for violations of fundamental
rights is also well entrenched.11 In Uphaar case, the Delhi
Vidyut Board was found liable and ordered to bear 15% of
the total amount of compensation as its liability. The law
should ensure prevention of threats to safety. Undoubtedly
the secondary object of fixing liability for irresponsible
conduct is to deter and prevent people from indulging in
willful and reckless conduct.

Safety of the cinema goers is a prime consideration
while issuing licenses to theatres. S.12(1) (b) of CA and
S.5(1)(b) of BCA categorically lay down that the licencing
authority shall not grant license unless it is satisfied that
adequate precautions are taken in the place to provide for
the safety of persons attending the exhibitions. Breach of
the condition is a punishable.1 MCR is key in ensuring safety.
Detailed structural requirements in the building are laid down
in chapter III. Special provisions relating to drive-in -cinema2

and video-cinema3 have been detailed. Specifications
required in respect of electric installations have been laid
down; government electrical engineer has to sanction all
electric work and precautions against high voltage provided.
4 The structure has to be fire proof; detailed specifications
are laid down.5 To prevent over- crowding risks, detailed
rules as to seating, gangways, width of entrance, doors,
staircases, ventilation, latrines, urinals have been laid down.6

There is a chapter dedicated for precautions against
fire.7Water tanks with ever ready water shall be available in
prescribed quantities for use in case of fire.8 Hydrants, fire
buckets, fire extinguishers, exit signs and telephone
connected to nearby fire service are requirements9. All

lighting shall be only by electricity and no use of gas, oil etc
lamps are permitted10. The employees shall be trained in the
use of fire appliances and drilled for this atleast once in a
fortnight. Instructions to be followed in case of fire should
be always posted in conspicuous places so that the people
connected will know. The report of any fire or alarm of fire
howsoever small shall be made to the fire brigade11.

Managers nominated in the license shall be present
throughout the time the cinema is kept open for public.
Licenses shall be displayed in the cinema premises where
public have easy access.12 Smoking, spitting except in
spittoons, hawking and overcrowding are prohibited13 the
licensee shall at all time keep the cinema in a clean and
sanitary condition. The floor and the walls upto a height of
90 cm shall be washed with a strong disinfectant atleast
once in a month.14 The LA has power to suspend or cancel
license for violation of rules after a hearing; however the
license is liable to be immediately suspended or cancelled if
in the opinion of the LA, the appliances against and for
extinguishing fire are inadequate or in any way insufficient
or in unsatisfactory condition. The licensee shall give free
access to inspectors from LA, electrical division, police and
health unit.1

Uphaar Tragedy Case

The injured and relatives of the injured and deceased
in the Uphaar Cinema Fire that killed 89 and injured about
103 formed the Association of Victims of Uphaar Tragedy
and are till date fighting for justice. The Association lodged
criminal cases and also filed a writ petition before the Delhi
High Court (DHC) not just seeking compensation but
accountability of the public officials of the LA, the Delhi
Vidyut Board (DVB), Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
and fire brigade for failure in discharge of statutory functions
and acting blatantly hostile to the law ensuring prevention
of public hazards. The Association also prayed for punitive
damages of Rs 100 crores to set up an Accident and Trauma
Centre at Delhi.  It was further prayed that the Union of
India be directed to stop the operation of all cinema halls
and permit only after verification of valid licence.  The legal

8 Rupasi Multiplex Post Office Chowmuhani v Mautusi Chaudhuri and others, IV 2015 CPJ 46(NC)
9 See Salmond and Heuston, Law of Torts; Ramasamy Iyer’s The Law of Torts, LexisNexis Butterworths
10 S. 304A, IPC
11 Rudul Shah v State of Bihar, AIR 1983 SC 1086; Nilabati Behera v State of Orissa, AIR 1993 SC 1960; Sube Singh v State of
Haryana, AIR 2006 SC 11771 S.14, CA and S 7, BCA
2 Chapter IIIA
3 Chapter IIIB
4 Chapter IV
5 R. 8
6 Chapter III
7 Chapter V
8 R. 73
9 Rs 74-78 and 84
10 R. 85
11 R. 86
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battle went on and is still on as the Association has sought
to challenge the August 2015 judgment of the Supreme Court
(SC) letting off the convicted theatre owners with a fine
amount.

In Uphaar Cinema when the fire broke, the smoke from
the sides of the screen was understood as a special effect
and the patrons remained seated. Even when the fire started
to engulf, the movie was not turned off! There were no
lights; the doors were bolted from outside; the extra seats
blocked the gangways and exits. The people could not get
out from there; 89 died of asphyxiation. The fire started from
the poorly maintained transformer at the ground floor of
Uphaar cinema. The unauthorized parking near the
transformer caused the spread of fire.  In 2003, DHC held the
owners of the theatre, LA, MCD, DVB liable to compensate
in the following proportion respectively: 55%, 15%, 15%
and 15%2. Also a punitive damages of 2.5 crores for the
trauma centre was ordered to be paid by the licensee. The
SC in 2011 reduced the compensation awarded, absolved
MCD and LA of liability and held the licensees 85% liable
and DVB 15% liable.3 Punitive damages were reduced to Rs
25 lakhs. In the latest judgment on the criminal liability of
the licensees, the SC has levied a fine of Rs 60 crores and let
them off without undergoing the sentence of imprisonment.4

Court Suggestions: DHC made certain suggestions to
the government for consideration and implementation in
respect of safety of cinema theatres and SC affirmed them
while

adding to them.1 It is significant to note some of them.
DHC called for parallel public address system, sprinkler
system in the car parking and drencher system in the hall
and lobby , compulsory safety audit of all buildings above
15mt height and amendment to the Delhi Fire Prevention
and Safety Act, 1986 for this purpose, proper training to all
employees to handle such incidents. DHC pointed out that
the Fire officers are not aware of the rules and do annual
inspection and issue NOCs in a stereo type manner and
called for proper up keeping of fire vehicles and other
implements; requests for maintenance and up gradation in

12 Rs. 116, 117
13 Rs. 118-122
14 R. 123
1 R. 127
2 Association of Victims of Uphaar Tragedy v Union of India, 2003 ACJ 1631
3 MCD v Association of Victims of Uphaar Tragedy, AIR 2012 SC 100
4 Sushil Ansal v State, www.judis.nic.in viewed 26/11/15
1 AIR 2012  SC 100 at p126
2 “fire safety norm glare on theatres” , The Telegraph, 24/04/15, www.telegraphindia.com viewed 31/10/15

matters pertaining to public safety shall not take more than
90 days for clearance. There should be a single specialized
body to inspect and enforce licensing of public places and
adequate number of staff. DHC opined that a “fire safety
fund” and compulsory public liability insurance for buildings
where a large number of people gather are essential. DHC
recorded its concern by appealing to the building owners to
take group personal accident policy similar to what the
railways has for its passengers.

SC suggested that there should be an emergency
evacuation plan drawn by the licensee and approved by the
cinema theatre. It recommended screening, during every
show, of a short documentary showing the exits, emergency
escape routes and instructions on dos and don’ts in case of
fire/hazard. SC called for training of staff, ensuring that no
exits are closed, a single point licensing authority with experts
and mandatory half yearly inspections of all cinema theatres.
The SC felt that every theatre should be given a fire safety
rating which can be in green for full compliance yellow of
satisfactory compliance and red for poor compliance and
the rating should be displayed for the awareness of patrons
and owners. SC said that the disaster management authority
should expeditiously evolve standards to manage the
disasters in cinema theatres and conduct mock drills in each
theatre at least once in a year.

Safety norms have to be taken seriously by all. Even
today the cinemas donot seem to have improved;2there is
nothing shown to alert and guide the patrons in case of any
emergency. The public liability insurance for public buildings
is yet to take off. Emergency evacuation plan, training of
staff and guidance of patrons remain as suggestions till
date.  Indian cinema owes its reach to the cinema theatres;
neglect in enhancing safety in theatres will imperil the
industry.

 The safety of the people shall be the highest law -
Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Abstract : The year 1913 signified the dawn of Indian Cinema as the first full-length motion picture, produced by
DadasahebPhalke marked a historic benchmark. Since then, Indian Cinema has grown leaps and bounds with its huge
production budgets and audience which today numbers in millions. Apart from Bollywood-which has a major share in gross
collections made per year, there are also film industries, which are concentrating on regional languages and thus catering to
audience in their own mother tongue. Cinema is an important medium of communication and speech. Perhaps it will not be an
exaggeration to say that it is one of the most effective media to influence minds of this country.

It is often seen that this art form is constricted due to censorship, which deems the content to be not acceptable due to
various reasons.

‘I do not agree with what you have to say, but I’ll defend to the death your right to say it.’- Voltaire

The aim of the paper is to study this right of free speech with regard to Censorship in India and to highlight instances
where there were conflicts in exercising this right. It also critiques over the liberalization of the Censor Board on the backdrop
of the changing perspective of Indian moviegoers and also the change in cultural acceptance of storylines involving sex,
violence, obscenity and other controversial themes. This is achieved by discussing various milestones in Indian Cinema
which pushed these limits of acceptance, thus ushering an era of increased tolerance towards controversial issues.

In conclusion this paper presents a comparative study of the Indian cultural climate with reference to Indian Cinema
over the years, the struggle that this art form has faced and will continue to face with the Censor Board in order to exercise
its right of free speech.

Keywords: free speech, censorship, changing perspective, cultural acceptance, controversial themes, and tolerance.

Introduction

‘The end of law is not to abolish or restrain, but to
preserve and enlarge freedom. For in all the states of created
beings capable of law, where there is no law, there is no
freedom.’     - John Locke

It is certainly true that freedom is guranteed by law.
But, as the saying goes that every coin has two sides,
similarly the government also passes laws to restrain this
freedom. The question about whether restraint is justifiable
or not is a troubling one and it is this question that is explored
in the paper.

The Indian Constitution gives us certain unalienable
rights, which are the benchmark of a free nation. India being
a postcolonial country, it certainly knows the importance of
these rights. Unfortunately today, our own elected
representatives are trying to curb our fundamental rights.
The epitome of this struggle was clearly evident in the
Keshvanand Bharti case1, in which the Hon’ble Supreme
Court by a narrow majority of 7 to 6 saved our rights by
holding that the basic structure of the constitution cannot
be amended.

It will not be an exaggeration to say that the right to
free speech is one of the most important rights that is
guaranteed by the constitution. The focus of this paper

deals with instances where repression of this right took
place with respect to Indian Cinema.

Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution confers upon the
public the right to freedom of speech and expression.
Whereas Article 19(2) gives the State, power to enact laws
that impose reasonable restrictions on this right. It has to
be duly noted that these restrictions must serve public
interests and not otherwise.  The test of reasonableness is
aptly put forward by Lord Denning. Though
‘reasonableness’ is considered to be an objective standard,
this objectivity is established by taking into account various
subjective aspects. In the present case this subjectivity will
be with regard to the contemporary culture and outlook of
the indian society when a certain movie was released. This
paper reflects upon various instances where restrictions
were posed on movies and also on how reasonable were
those restrictions.

Censorship of films in India is governed by the
Cinematograph Act, 1952. This legislation deals with the
censorship of films, their certification and also establishment
of a board of film censors which examine the content of the film.

It is this board that orders directors to remove things
which it feels to be offensive. The central government is
also granted power to withhold certification or to cancel
certificate of a film by Gazette notification. The only relief
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that might be sought is from the tribunals established under
this act or from the judiciary by an action against breach of
a fundamental right.

In the case of  K. A. Abbas v Union Of India2 the
Supreme Court said that ‘It is not the elements of rape,
leprosy, sexual immorality which should attract the censor’s
scissors but how the theme is handled by the producer.’
and in this decision  it was held that there must be no
arbitrariness with regard to censorship  and it must be based
on definite principles.

This paper discusses four broad categories of movies
and the stigma such movies faced not only from censors
but also from the audience.

Movies with Bold Scenes

Firstly we deal with instances of censorship in relation
to bold movie scenes, obscenity and nudity. Even though
this genre of films catered to a mature audience, this was
not allowed as it was pronounced to be against Indian
culture.Looking back we would still remember an era of
movies which showed the ‘kissing flowers’, showing actors
kissing on screen was frowned upon let alone depiction of
nudity, sex and other sexual themes.

The 1929 silent film “A Throw of Dice” contained
Indian cinema’s first on-screen kiss and four years later in
“Karma”, actress Devika Rani locked lips with actor
Himanshu Rai.

Post-Independence the kissing scenes dried up after
they were discouraged by Indian film censors. This led
moviemakers to cut to scenes of snowy mountain peaks or
colourful meadows seconds before the lips of on-screen
lovers met. There was no other option but to succumb to
the demand of the censor board as not doing so would lead
to problems like delay of release and also would take a toll
on the movie production budget.3In the 1969 film Aradhana,
burning logs of fire were shown to depict love making.

Then came the movies that changed the perspective
of the public by massively challenging the inhibitions of
the public and also of the censors.The 1978 movie Satyam
Shivam Sundaram shocked audiences with the amount of
skin revealed by the heroine. The scantily dressed scenes
were severely condemned and Raj Kapoor was highly
criticised for commoditization of the female body. As recorded
by The Hindu, there was a mixed response from the theater
owners and also from the audience. Special care was taken
that the hoardings were not provocative and  minimal display
of skin took place. Though the Censor Board allowed this
movie because the ideology behind the scene was that the
female lead Roopa devoted like Meera,  dressed up in a
manner which suggested that she had nothing to hide from
her deity, not much from the world either. It would not be an
exaggeration if it is said that this film did help in widening

the acceptance levels of the society and also taught the
people not to shy away and condemn the display of the
female form. 4

In Ram teri Ganga Maili which was released in the year
1985, Raj Kapoor went ahead with a more staunch display
of the female form, but this too was allowed by the censor
board. It was these movies that extended the threshold of
acceptance. Though there was unrest among the audience,
they eventually accepted the movie.5

This was followed by the 1985 movie Sagar which
pictured a kissing scene between Dimple Kapadia and Rishi
Kapoor. Thus onscreen kissing became an accepted norm.
One has to take into account that in this instance, though
the cultural climate in the 1960s or the 70s did not support
the display of female form as was done in the movies of Raj
Kapoor, the public distribution of such movies which was
possible due to the nod from the censor board did lead to
influence the society’s perspective towards such movies
and thus gradually the society accepted them.

Apart from bold scenes and skin show, there was the
question posed by the 1994 film The Bandit Queen which
had depiction of rape scenes and nudity.  The film was
banned temporarily because there were questions raised
over the authenticity of the story by Phoolan Devi herself.
Though the film was eventually released, it was not
successful in drawing an audience and was treated as an
outcast. This is attributed to the violence and the rapes in
the film and also the tremendous torture that the storyline
depicted. The Indian audience did not seem ready for a film
that dealt with such a dark subject.6

1990s saw the era of globalisation. Due to the
precedents set as discussed previously, there was more
acceptance of not only the censor board but also from the
public as well. In the movie Khwaish, Mallika Sherawat and
Himanshu Malik kissed 17 times which though attracted
publicity and also some frowns, was accepted and not made
a huge scene about. Thus there was enough maturity in the
audience to handle some steamy scenes and such maturity
was even taken into account by the censor board as well.7

This threshold was tested by the movie Kamasutra : A
tale of love which was banned in India when it released in
1996  But a petition was made in the Supreme Court for the
film being released in 1997. The Supreme Court gave
clearance after various cuts.

 In recent times there were movies like the Dirty Picture
which faced some issues with regard to the bold scenes and
cleavage display, but the same was accepted.

Though we can say that our culture has come a long
way with regard to accepting such movies, it has to be also
taken into account that banning the display of a movie does
not in anyway act as a saviour for the culture. On the contrary
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it acts as a hinderance to the freedom and the unalienable
rights that are guaranteed by our constitution.

Political Movies

The other genre of films that faced criticism not only
from the censors but also from the government were those
which mock politics or which portrayed a negative side of
politics.

The 1975 movie Aandhi whose lead character
displayed similar dressing sense and manerism like that of
the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi raised a lot of
controversy. The scene in which the lead character drinks
and smokes had to be reshot due to political pressure. This
depicts the role that the state played. The influential
politicians used censorship as a means to meet their personal
goals unlike the ‘reasonable restrictions doctrine’ as was
stated in the Constitution.8

The 1978 movie Kissa Kursee Ka was banned due to it
being an alleged spoof of Sanjay Gandhi. As it was released
almost during the emergency period, it was banned and
copies of the movie were burnt. Later a case was lodged
against Sanjay Gandhi for burning of the copies. A sentence
of imprisonment was passed but the same was later
overturned. 9

Kuttrapathirikai  a tamil drama film which was shot in
1992 was not allowed to be released as it had the
assassination of Rajiv Gandhi and the Sri Lankan Civil War
at its backdrop. After a continuous struggle between the
censor board and the movie producers, in December 2006,
the Madras high court dismissed the petition of the Censor
Board and allowed the film to be released after certain cuts.10

The 2013 movie Madras Café was based on
circumstances similar to Kuttrapathirikai  and even in this
broad minded society faced massive opposition in Tamil
Nadu.11There were massive protests and theaters denied
screening the movie.

Thus it can be seen that not much has changed when
in relation to movies that depict or criticize certain political
events or personalities. Criticism is a thing which politicians
cannot handle and even when the courts give clearance to
movies, the politicians eventually incite certain anti-social
elements and thus leading to closing of theaters or
influencing theater owners and forcing them not to screen
the said movie.

Movies like Final Solution, Parzania which are based
on riots faced the similar issues with censor board and also
the government.

Movies based on Religion

The most sensitive subject when it comes to India is
religion and beliefs. There are some political groups which

are always looking to make a stand on the issues of religion.
This fact leads to high censorship, may it be from the Censor
Board or the government. Artforms criticizing baseless
practices are also condemned due to political influence. Such
events not only harm the rights of the movie producers, but
they mainly disrupt and hurt the secularism of this nation.

The 2005 film Water which portrayed certain negative
aspects of Hinduism faced huge criticism and was banned.
Later it was  cleared when the said cuts were made. It failed
to attract much attention.

We can see that there was a high level of tolerance
when it came to release of movies like Oh My God and PK.
There surely were certain controversies and opposition by
certain religion fundamentalists and extremists but this is
never alien when you choose to make a movie on religion.
Especially when the movie challenges age old beliefs. The
beauty about these movies was that it did not glorify or
demean any religion, but it was based on the fact that all
religions are equal and it is humanity that matter the most.
The well reception of these movies does usher a sense of
relief as secularism is one of the most important and
fundamental value on which the birth of this country took
place.

Controversial themes in  movies

There are certain movies that were in controversy due
to their themes which are considered against Indian culture.
The 1996 movie Fire was criticized because it depicted a
lesbian relationship and it saw opposition from various
political parties, it was described as pornographic and
immoral.

The movie Haider was also criticised because it
portrayed the Indian Military in a negative role. It
highlighted killings and atrocities that were carried on in
Kashmir by the Indian military.The recent 2015 movie
Unfreedom is banned in India as it contains depictions of
sex, violence and religious fundamentalism which was not
considered right for the Indian society.

Conclusion

Thus we see that there has been a transition in thought
process and also in the cultural norms that were practiced in
India. Looking through the timeline of Indian Cinema across
various controversial movies it is hard to say that whether it
was these bold movies that lead to the eventual acceptance
by the audience, or whether there were other factors like
globalisation or the overall increase in maturity of the public
that lead to acceptance. We would say that both these factors
have supplementing and complementing effect that together
led to the final result.

Though Indian cinema still faces a struggle when it
comes to provocative content, it is hoped that the Censor
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Board would appreciate the fact that the movie director has
his freedom of expression and that the audience have their
freedom of choice. It is this audience which is mature enough
to decide whether to go for a movie. And there is no need
for intrusion by the Censor Board in deciding which movies
should be allowed to be watched. A cinema must not be
banned untill there is some element of the film that would
promote or sympathize with anti-social or dangerous
activities and such is reasonably established.It is when such
principle would be accepted, it can be said in true sense that
we like in a free country.
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Legal Regulation of Smoking and Drinking Scenes in Indian Cinema
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Abstract: Cinema attracts equally all people of all ages-right from a child of 3-4 years to an old person of 70+ years all watch
cinema passionately. Even languages prove no obstacles: English films are watched all over the world; Hindi films are popular
in South India; Tamil films with Rajnikant have been great hits in Japan. In 101 years journey, Indian Cinema has touched our
lives while it has evolved and transformed. The social changes, the political upheavals, cultural patterns and technological
developments impact cinema.

The themes of films revolve around our life- past, present or future. Even in uniquely novel themes their connection or
relevance to human life cannot be ruled out. Beyond amusement and business, cinema has a huge impact on the people as a
powerful media. Cinema can be beneficial or destructive as a means of education, information and change. Therefore,
universally, cinema is regulatedby law. Yet, regulation is extremely delicate as cinema is a form of expression protected as a
fundamental freedom under Art.19 (1) (a) of the Constitution of India. Justifying Film Censorship by prior restraint, the
Supreme Court of India opined that a film motivates thought and action and assures a high degree of attention and retention.
Further the court has also stated that cinema has a strong impact on the minds of the viewers and can affect emotions; cinema
has provided much potential for evil as it has for good (S.Rangarajan v. Jaggiram Ram, 1989 SCC (2) 574).

Cinema as an industry and an action in society is bound to respect the law of the country and is not beyond State regulation.
The chief statute governing cinema is the Cinematograph Act, 1952. Recently in India, under this Act, the State sought to ban
smoking and drinking. Cinema industry was up in arms against this. The law requires a mandatory warning against such
scenes in films. This paper analyses the legal regulation of drinking and smoking scenes in Indian Cinema with a view to
present findings on the evaluation and justification of the legal regulation.

Key Words: Impact, Censorship, Cinematograph, Media, Scene.

Introduction:

Cinema attracts equally all people of all ages. Even
languages prove no obstacles: English films are watched all
over the world; Hindi films are popular in South India; Tamil
films with Rajnikant have been great hits in Japan. Indian
Cinema has touched our lives while it has evolved and
transformed. The social changes, the political upheavals,
cultural patterns and technological developments impact
cinema.

The themes of films revolve around our life- past,
present or future. Beyond amusement and business, cinema
has a huge impact on the people as a powerful media. Cinema
can be beneficial or destructive as a means of education,
information and change. Therefore, universally, cinema is
regulated by law. Yet, regulation is extremely delicate as
cinema is a form of expression protected as a fundamental
freedom under Art.19 (1) (a) of the Constitution of India1.
Justifying Film Censorship by prior restraint, the Supreme
Court of India opined that a film motivates thought and
action. The Court has further stated that cinema has a strong
impact on the minds of the viewers and can affect emotions;
cinema has much potential for evil as it has for good.2

This paper analyses the legal regulation of drinking
and smoking scenes in Indian Cinema with a view to present

1Art.19 (1) (a) - All citizens shall have the right to freedom of speech and expression.
2S.Rangarajan v. Jagjivan Ram, 1989 SCC (2) 574.
3www.mrandmrs55.com,11-11-15
4https://en.wikipedia.org11-11-15
5 En.wikipedia.org(Retrieved 12/06/2015)

findings on the evaluation and justification of the legal
regulation.

Smoking/drinking in cinema

Movies and advertisements are the lifeblood of
entertainment industry as they have become the popular
tools of mass communication today. They have a great impact
on the audience, who relate themselves emotionally to the
characters and their actions and are deeply affected by the
character portrayals in the movies and advertisements they
see in TVs or in cinema theatres. More realistic themes are
being approached nowadays in which the characters are
shown consuming drugs and cigarettes in real scenarios. In
most cases, films seem to glorify such acts which are actually
very heinous in nature. For example, in the Bollywood movie
Leader (1964), hero Dilip Kumar claims that he is forced to
take up drinking to grapple with society’s evils3. The famous
2002 Shah Rukh Khan’s film Devdasseems to justify drinking
as the sole medicine for depression and heart-breaks.4Actors
are awarded and praised for portrayals such as this.

Bollywood has a long history of depicting actors
smoking and drinking. According to a WHO study, tobacco
is portrayed in 76% of Bollywood films, with cigarettes
making up 72% of all the portrayals.5Earlier, Indian cinema
showed villains as smokers and drinkers. The heroes were
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generally portrayed as the “poor-but-proud” types. Now in
the modern cinema, heroes also are shown as lighting up
cigars and getting drunk and dancing. As noted by the WHO
study, the occurrence of “good guys” in films smoking or
using tobacco has gone up from 27% in 1991 to 53% in 2002.6

The impact of such depictions is severe on the youth who try
to copy such actors’ acts. The belief that drugs can act as
stress-busters and sorrow-relievers is also influenced by
cinema. Youngsters also get into criminal acts such as drug
peddling. A study conducted in New Delhi for the World
Congress of Cardiology found that 10% of the students aged
between 12-16 years had already tried alcohol (World Health
Federation, 2012). But students who had been most exposed
to alcohol use in Bollywood movies were found to be 2.78
times more likely to have tried alcohol as compared to those
who were least exposed (World Health Federation,
2012).7Strangely, in Shankar v. State of Tamil Nadu8it was
argued thatcinema had influenced the accused to commit
heinous crimes like rape and murder as a result of which his
death sentence must be converted into life sentence. The
Supreme Court, although rejected the argument, insisted on
the responsibility of Central Board of Film Certification9 by
stating-”entertainment is one of the important underlying
objects but it is mainly meant to make the viewers mentally
relaxed and enjoy and not to render them heavy-hearted,
sensually aroused and mentally disturbed which may lead
them to indulge in frivolities, perversions and dangerous
addictions, which ultimately are likely to pave the way to end
themselves up as criminals.It is here that the Censor Board
should step in firmly and insist that the film being released
has a  message meant to improve the values of life and should
see that the film contains only such scenes which do not
affect the values of life.”

Holding smoking in public places as violation of
fundamental rights, the Supreme Court quoted:

“Smoking of cigarettes is a harmful habit which can
lead to grave health hazards. Researches have confirmed
that there is a relationship between smoking of cigarettes
and lung cancer, chronic bronchitis, certain diseases of the
heart and arteries, cancer of bladder, prostrate, mouth
pharynx and oesophagus, peptic ulcer etc. Tobacco is
universally regarded as one of the major public health
hazards and is responsible directly or indirectly for an
estimated 8, 00,000 deaths annually in the country. It has

also been found that treatment of tobacco related diseases
and the loss of productivity caused therein cost the country
almost Rs. 13,500 crores annually, which more than offsets
all the benefits accruing in the form of revenue and
employment generated by tobacco industry”.10

Undoubtedly legal regulation is very necessary in
India in respect of on screen smoking and drinking.

Legal regulation

The Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995
and the Cable Television Networks (Amendment) Rules, 2009,
completely prohibited alcohol and cigarette
advertisements.11 With effect from 2 October 2012, the
government began screening two anti-tobacco
advertisements, titled “Sponge” and “Mukesh”, in movie
theatres and on television. It is also mandatory for theatres
to display a disclaimer on-screen whenever smoking scenes
are depicted in the movie. The “Sponge” and “Mukesh” ads
were replaced by new ads, titled “Child” and “Dhuan”, from
2 October 2013.12 Proposed by the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare in May 2005, a smoking ban that prohibited
films and television shows from displaying actors or
actresses smoking went into effect on October 2, 2005. The
Indian government felt that films were glamorizing cigarettes,
and with nearly 15 million people going to see Bollywood
films on a daily basis, the then Health Minister Anubumani
Ramadoss claimed that the ban would “protect the lives of
millions of people who could become addicted to smoking
under the influence of movies.” Under the smoking ban,
smoking scenes in any movie was prohibited, including any
old or historical movies where, some argued, smoking was
necessary to make the depiction accurate. If producers
wished to show a character smoking, the scene would have
to be accompanied by a note saying that smoking is injurious
to health, along with disclaimers at the beginning and end of
films.13 These rules were laid down under the Cigarettes and
other Tobacco Products (Prohibition of Advertisement and
Regulation of Trade and Commerce, Production, Supply and
Distribution) Act, 2003 and The Indian Cinematograph Act,
1952.In 2004, tobacco advertisements were also barred in
other media. In 2005, these rules were further refined to
combat smoking in films, since it was felt that surrogate
advertisements through films had gone up since 2003 ban.

6www.scenesmoking.org/bollywood.htm(12-06-15)
7http://scholarcommons.usf.edu(12-06-15)
8 1994(4) SCC 478, www.indiankanoon.org, 12-11-2015
9 The body under Cinematograph Act, 1952: section 3
10Murli Deora v. UOI, 2001 Supp (4) SCR 650
11 See S.21 of CTNA,1995 and Ministry of I&B Notification no. G. S. R. 138(E)
12www.thehindu.com(12-06-15)
13 thebollywoodactress.com(12-06-15)
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Woody Allen had refused to release his film “Blue
Jasmine” in India because he objected to anti-smoking ads
that appear before and during any film that depicts smoking.
He felt that the film cannot be shown in the intended
manner14. Deepak Sharma, CEO of PVR Pictures, stated,
“Allen has the creative control as per the agreement. He
wasn’t comfortable with the disclaimer that we are required
to run when some smoking scene is shown in films. He feels
that when the scroll comes, attention goes to it rather than
the scene. We had to abide by the law and we don’t have
control over the film, so it’s alright.”15

In a petition filed by Mahesh Bhatt16 the Delhi High
Court struck down the ban.

The Government maintained that the Constitution
allows reasonable restrictions to promote public health, filed
an appeal and the Supreme Court suspended the Delhi High
Court’s order.17

I & B Ministry argued later that some flexibility had to
be achieved in the aforesaid rules. Hence, films including
smoking or drinking scenes were to be given an ‘A’
certificate.18 The actor in the film, shown to be smoking or
drinking, is to give a message in the film as to the harmful
effects of tobacco consumption and a health scroll has to
be displayed after and before the smoking/drinking scene.

Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products (Prohibition
of Advertisements and Regulation of Trade, Commerce,
Production, Supply and Distribution) Act (COTPA) 2003
and COTPA Rules, 2004.

Rule 4. Prohibition of advertisements of cigarettes and
other tobacco products….

(6) No individual or a person or a character in films
and television programmes shall display tobacco products
or their use

Exceptions are old films and TV programmes screened/
aired before enforcement of this notification, old foreign
films and TV programmes including dubbed and sub-titled
ones, Indian/foreign documentaries and health spots made
to show ill-effects of tobacco use and live coverage of news,

sports events, interviews, etc. where there is purely
incidental and unintentional coverage of tobacco
products.These exceptions will not apply to display of
brands of tobacco products in any form and their close-ups
must be edited by the producer/distributor/broadcaster prior
to screening/airing. Moreover, in case of old Indian and
foreign films, anti-tobacco health spots of minimum 30
seconds duration must be screened before, after and in the
middle of the film except in news, interviews, sports,
etc.19The warning should be in black and white, readable
and in language as per rule.20Also, in new films, an anti-
tobacco health disclaimer has to be a prominent static
message at the bottom of the screen during the period of
display of the tobacco products.21

(8) Health spots, message and disclaimer in new films
and Television programmes-

(1)(c) anti-tobacco health warning as a prominent static
message at the bottom of the screen during the period of
display of the Tobacco products or their use in the film or
TV programme.22

Under the Cinematograph Act, 1952 the Central
Government can direct and issue such guidelines and
principles which shall guide the Censor Board in the
certification of films.23The guidelines require that the board
shall ensure that scenes which have the effect of justifying/
glorifying drinking are not shown.24In 1997, another principle
requiring scenes tending to encourage, justify/glamourize
consumption of tobacco/smoking are not shown was
added.25

In 2014, an expert committee headed by Malayalam
film director, script writer, and producer Adoor Gopala
Krishnan recommended that the Kerala government remove
the warnings. Gopala Krishnan stated, “When the movie is
on, these messages appear in bold and there is a format
which the filmmakers must follow. People won’t go to drink
after watching these scenes. These warnings that pop-up
hampers the continuity or the flow of the film. We are not
asking to completely do away with the warnings; it can be
shown before the film and during the interval. Why are there

14 blogs.reuters.com
15 www.newindianexpress.com, 12-06-15
16 Mahesh Bhatt v. UOI & another- WP (C) No. 18761 of 2005 & WP (C) No. 23716 of 2005
17 UOI v. Mahesh Bhatt and another, CC 3709-3711/2009
18 See 4th guideline for film Certification,Cinematograph Act, 1952.
19 Sub-rule 6A of rule 4
20 Sub-rule 6B of rule 4
21 Sub-rule 8(1) (c) of rule 4
22 Anurag Kashyap and others v. UOI, bombayhighcourt.nic.in, 12-11-2015
23 See S. 5(B)(2) of Cinematograph Act, 1952 and Notification no. S. O. 9(E) of GOI in Ministry of Information of Broadcasting-7th Jan’78
(added in 1997)
24 Principle 2 (v)
25 S. D. 655(E), dated 15th Sept’97
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Conclusion:

Law promotes responsible behaviour of people. Every
citizen has a fundamental duty to protect the rich heritage
of our composite culture.28 Drinking/smoking, which ruins
our lives, cannot be a part of our culture. A person who
seeks his fundamental right cannot ignore his fundamental
duty. Fundamental duties, though not enforceable by the
ssues.29 Where the constitutionality of an Act is challenged
the court may look at article 51-A to uphold it.30 The SC has
clearly laid down thatpersons can assert their right, much
less fundamental right without any regard to the fundamental

26 http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com, 12-07-11
27 http://scholarcommons.usf.edu
28 Art. 51-A (f), Constitution of India
29 AIIMS Students Union v. AIIMS, AIR 2001 SC 3262
30 Mohan v. UOI, (1992) Suppl 1 SCC 594
31 Abhilash Textiles v Rajkot Municipal Corporation, AIR 1988 Guj 57

warnings only for alcohol and smoking scenes? There are
fight scenes, item dances and rape scenes shown in films
without any warnings.”26Dr. G.P. Nazar from ‘HRIDAY’ a
youth health organization said, “While alcohol advertising
is banned in all Indian media and scenes that justify or

Stand of the Government and the cinema industry

 Cinema Industry Government

Violation of Arts. 19 (1) (a) and 19 (1) (g) of the Indian Restrictions are reasonable- Art 19(2) , 19(6)
Constitution.

Smoking/drinking scenes do not induce any person Minds of the youth are very weak. It cannot be risked to to
drink/smoke. expose them to such scenes.

People’s attention is distracted from the film and film’s It is necessary in public interest to spread awareness
continuity is broken. regarding the ill-effects of tobacco consumption.

Smoking and drinking are harsh realities of life. People, Cinema is meant for entertainment and relaxation only.
therefore, need to know what is going on around them. People get over-involved and are induced to follow such

celebrity stunts.

Why only smoking/drinking scenes are restricted? Rape, fighting etc. are crimes and so the law acts as
Rape scenes, fight scenes, dance scenes, etc. go deterrent and instils fear. But smoking/drinking are not
unrestricted. crimes and therefore the inducement is strong.

Health scrolls during drinking/smoking scenes have . Cinema industry is not the one to decide whether it is
become mechanical and useless useless or not. It has a social responsibility to strive

towards the health and hygiene of the country.

glorify drinking are not allowed in Bollywood films, there is
no dedicated health legislation that prohibits the depiction
of alcohol in these films and there is a clear need for an
immediate alcohol control policy,” (World Health Federation,
2012).27

duty. In a complex society, in which we live today, no one
can claim absolute freedom without incurring any obligation
whatsoever for the general well-being.31

No right is absolute; right to freedom of expression is
subject to reasonable restrictions.State is the better
custodian of public interest, decency and morality than the
film industry. Legal restrictions on drinking/smoking scenes
in films are just to ensure that the cinema is socially
responsible.
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Film Censorship and the Freedom of Expression – A Legal Study

Ankita Mukherji
SYLL.B,VPM’s TMC Law College,

Abstract: With artistic freedom comes artistic responsibility. Film, being the medium of expression with the greatest
representational capacity, presents a dilemma between artistic freedom and censorship. The Constitutional imposition of
reasonable restrictions upon the freedom of speech and expression has necessitated regulatory action for Cinema. However,
there have been instances where legitimate regulation takes the form of undue restriction, control of ideas, moral policing,
control of public communication and information circulated within the society, thereby damaging the ideals of liberty as
enshrined in the Constitution.

The Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC), constituted under the Cinematograph Act, 1952, has been given the
powers to regulate and certify offensive and politically subversive content in film. This body has been given the powers of
prior-censorship and is reportedly known to censor cinema on the grounds of morality, decency, religious and political
sentiment as well as to apply arbitrary standards of judgement to different cinematic works. However, prior-censorship is not
the only deterrent in the open publication of cinema, as, several state governments have been known to ban films like
Aarakshan, PK and Vishvaroopam and various foreign films at the instance of politically motivated, religious and communal
factions which promise them support.

Such censorship brings out the inherent power battle between various interests in society. State support for those whose
interests lie in censoring artistic content ultimately deters free speech and creativity, creating an undemocratic society. The
Judiciary is the only organ of the state that comes to the rescue of those at the receiving end of the censorship policy, often
defining the constructs of what may be censored. This paper proposes to understand the judicial position on censorship in
India and make a comparative study with the judicial positions of the same in democracies with more liberal policies such as
the USA. A critical analysis of the various judicial pronoun cements regarding censorship and particularly censorship of film
in comparative jurisdictions is proposed to be made to suggest the most suitable policy for the diverse Indian scenario.

Keywords: Censorship, prior-censorship, cinema, CBFC, Judiciary, morality.

Introduction:

The Indian Film Industry is worth INR 158 billion and
is projected to grow to around INR 220 billion by
20181displaying a progressive evolution through more than
100 years of its history.Every three months, an audience as
large as the country’s entire population flocks to the cinema
halls.2Today, films cover a spectrum of subjects and
genres.The effectiveness of film as a medium to circulate a
message has also been emphasized by the Supreme
Court.3Even so, the freedom of filmmakers to communicate
freely with their audiences has been curtailed under the
guise of regulation with mandatory prior-censorship for
public screening of cinema imposed by the Cinematograph
Act, 1952.

The Constitution of India guarantees Freedom of
Speech and Expression under Article 19(1)(A) with
reasonable restrictions on the same in the interests of
national security, peace and public policy. These restrictions
mentioned in Art 19 (2) can be used to curb the freedom of
speech only for the purposes mentioned therein.However,
it remains to be understood if prior-censorship fits this test
of reasonability of restrictions.

Much to the rescue of filmmakers who have their works
censored before being exhibited to the public, thevarious
checks and balances set in place by the Constitution ensure
that standards of reasonability are not final at the Legislative
and Administrative levels. They are subject to judicial
scrutiny. This paper tries to understand the legal and judicial

position on the prior-censorship of cinema in India. It
purports to suggest a policy for film exhibition in India which
would take into account the various affected interests.

Literature Review

For the purposes of this study, various judgements of
the Supreme Court were studied in addition to the statute of
the CBFC the Constitution of India as primary sources.
Secondary sources included various websites, surveys and
papers published on the subject. An analysis of the
abovementioned sources is presented below

The Law and Precedent on Prior-Censorship of Films
in India

Censorship of cinema is governed by The
Cinematograph Act, 1956, which provides for certification
of cinematograph films for public exhibition and for
regulating exhibitions by means of cinematograph.4 It has
created the Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC) for
this purpose.5

Section 5A of the Act empowers the CBFC to issue
certificates6 if it thinks the film suitable for exhibition. It may
also refuse to grant a certificate to a film if it considers the
film inappropriate for exhibition.7

The Central Government is empowered to issue such
directions as it may think fit setting out the principles which
shall guide the CBFCto grant certificates under the Act in
sanctioning films for public exhibition.8
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Section 69 grants extensive powers to the central govt
to review any pending proceeding before the board and
even the appellate tribunal and issue orders as it thinks fit.
It also has the power to revoke the certificate granted by the
CBFC and cause a film to be deemed “uncertified” and cause
the suspension of the exhibition of the film.

It is important to note that in the case of Union of
India v K.M. Shankarappax, the Supreme Court disapproved
of the Government retaining powers by enacting Section
6(1). It held: “The Government has chosen to establish a
quasi-judicial body which has been given the powers, inter
alia, to decide the effect of the film on the public. Once a
quasi-judicial body like the Appellate Tribunal, consisting
of a retired Judge of a High Court or a person qualified to be
a Judge of a High Court and other experts in the field, gives
its decision that decision would be final and binding so far
as the Executive and the Government is concerned. The
Executive has to obey judicial orders. Thus, Section 6(1) is
a travesty of the rule of law which is one of the basic
structures of the Constitution. The Executive cannot sit in
an appeal or review or revise a judicial order. At the highest,
the Government may apply to the Tribunal itself for a review,
if circumstances so warrant. But the Government would be
bound by the ultimate decision of the Tribunal. (Emphasis
added)”

Apart from the CBFC, the State governments often
ban films in pursuance of public order11in spite of the SC
declaring that State governments cannot ban films cleared
by the CBFC citing a law and order situation in M/s Prakash
Jha Productions &Anr vs Union of India &Anr.12Films such
as Arakshan (2011), PK(2014), The Da Vinci Code (2006),
MSG-2 - The Messenger(2015), Deshdrohi(2008), Jodha
Akbar (2008), Vishwaroopam (2013), Madras Café (2013),
etc. have been banned by State governments.

Apart from the statutes, the Indian Courts through
their various judgments, have contributed immensely to
build up the jurisprudence in this respect. Some of those
important judgments related to films and the freedom of
expression are discussed below:

In K.A. Abbas v. Union of India13, the constitutionality
of censorship under the 1952 Act along with the Rules under
it was challenged. But the Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality within the ambit of Article 19(2) and added
that films have to be treated separately from other forms of
art and expression because a motion picture is ‘able to stir
up emotions more deeply than any other product of art’.
However, at the same time it cautioned that it should be ‘in
the interests of society’.

In Rangarajan v. P. Jagjivan Ram14, in an appeal before
the Supreme Court the decision of the Madras High Court
was challenged for revoking the ‘U-Certificate’ issued to a
Tamil film called ‘Ore OruGramathile.’ As the film criticized

the reservation policy of the Tamil Nadu Government, it was
held that the reaction to the film in Tamil Nadu is bound to
be volatile. But the Supreme Court overturned the High
Court decision while upholding the freedom of speech and
expression. In doing so, the Court acknowledged having a
compromise between the interest of freedom of expression
and social interests. However, it went on to observe that
“the anticipated danger should not be remote, conjectural
or far-fetched but have proximate and direct nexus with the
expression and equivalent of a spark in a powder keg.”

The Court criticized the State and emphasized that
freedom of expression cannot be suppressed on account of
threat of demonstration and processions or threats of
violence. It is the duty of the State to protect the freedom of
expression since it is a liberty guaranteed against the State.
The State cannot plead its inability to handle the hostile
audience problem. (Emphasis added). As censorship is
permitted only on the grounds under Article 19(2), the
standard to be applied by the board or courts for judging
the film should be that of an ordinary man of common sense
and prudence and not that of an out of the ordinary or
hypersensitive man. A similar view was taken in
BhagwatiCharan Shukla v. Provincial Government much
earlier.15

In Ramesh vs Union of India16, the SC observed that
“that the effect of the words must be judged from the
standards of reasonable, strong-minded, firm and
courageous men, and not those of weak and vacillating
minds, nor of those who scent danger in every hostile point
of view”.

In Indian Express Newspapers vs Union of India1717

Indian Express Newspapers vs. Union of Indiaxvii, Justice E.
Venkataramiahobserved: “There could not be any kind of
restriction on the freedom of speech and expression other
than those mentioned in Article 19(2) and it is clear that
there could not be any interference with that freedom in the
name of public interest”.

The above rulings of the Supreme Court make it very
clear that it has shown optimum judicial activism in zealously
guarding the freedom of speech and expression. Unless
absolutely and genuinely necessary, it has rejected the
curtailment of expression and given it the broadest possible
constructs. Even in cases where governments and television
broadcasters refused to respect the certificates granted by
the CBFC, the Supreme Courtand High courts intervened in
a positive manner.

In the  Andhra Pradesh case ofSreeRaghavendra Films
vs. Government of Andhra Pradesh and others18, the
exhibition of the film ‘Bombay’ in its Telugu version was
suspended in exercise of the powers under Section 8 of the
Andhra Pradesh Cinemas Regulation Act,1955, despite been
certified by the CBFC for unrestricted exhibition. The
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suspension was imposed citing the cause that it may hurt
sentiments of certain communities. However, it was found
that the authorities who passed the impugned order did not
even watching the movie! The Court quashed the order as
being arbitrary and not based on proper material.

In Life Insurance Corporation of India vs.
Prof.Manubhai D. Shah19Doordarshan refused to telecast a
documentary film on the Bhopal Gas Disaster titled “Beyond
Genocide” in spite of the fact that the film won Golden Lotus
award, being the best non-feature film of 1987 and was
granted ‘U’ certificate by the CBFC. The reasons cited by
Doordarshan were inter alia, the political parties had been
raising various issues concerning the tragedy, and the claims
for compensation by victims were sub-judice. Upholding
the freedom of speech the Court held: “Merely because it is
critical of the State Government…is no reason to deny
selection and publication of the film. So also pendency of
claims for compensation does not render the matter sub
judice so as to shut out the entire film from the community.
The Court made it clear that subject to Article 19(2), a citizen
has a right to publish, circulate and disseminate his views
to mould public opinion on vital issues of national
importance. Hence, any attempt to thwart or deny the same
would offend Art. 19(1)(A). Under such circumstances, the
burden would, therefore, heavily lie on the authorities that
seek to impose them to show that the restrictions are
reasonable and permissible in law.”

Again, an award winning documentary film, “In
Memory of Friends” about the violence and terrorism in
Punjab was rejected by Doordarshan even after been granted
‘U’ certificate by the CBFC, reasoning that if such
documentary is shown to people, it would create communal
hatred and may even lead to a further violence. The court
quashed the order emphasizing: “The State cannot prevent
open discussion and open expression, however, hateful to
its policies. Everyone has a fundamental right to form his
own opinion on any issue or general concern. He can form
and inform by any legitimate means”20.

Even the aspect of right of the viewers with regard to
freedom of information has not gone unnoticed by the
Courts. Provisions on freedom of speech and expression as
enshrined under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR)21as well as the International
Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)22 state that
such freedom is not only limited to “impart information and
ideas of all kinds”, but also freedom to “seek” and “receive”
them “regardless of frontiers” and in whatever medium,
“either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or
through any other media of his choice”.

In the case of Secretary, Ministry of I& B v. Cricket
Association of Bengal23it was held by the Supreme Court
that freedom of speech and expression includes “right to
acquire information and to disseminate it to public at large”.

Hence, Article 19(1)(A) also includes the right of viewers.
Further, in Indian Express Newspapers Pvt. Ltd. vs. Union
of India24it was held by the Supreme Court that “the people
have a right to be informed of the developments that take
place in a democratic process.”

Conclusion and Policy Suggestions

With the Supreme Court taking a very holistic view of
the freedom of speech and expression and always striving
to bring Indian precedent closer to an internationally
acceptable standard, the necessity of having the CBFC needs
to be debated. The outreach of the internet and television is
vast and every kind of information is freely published online.
There is no utility for censoring and banning films in the
present age.

Unlike more liberal democracies such as the United
States whose First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States of America25clearly states that “Congress shall
make no laws…abridging the freedom of speech or of the
press…”, the Legislature in India is empowered to impose
reasonable restrictions on speech and expression.26

Reasonability is a subjective matter, evolving with time. The
legislature in India is given the powers to impose restrictions
on fundamental freedoms so as to serve the larger public
good. Unfortunately, as is evident from the rampant
censorship, this power has been manipulated to strangulate
the freedom of speech and expression.

One of the great defenders of free speech, Ronald
Dworkin27, has stated that there are three main reasons why
free expression matters. First, we cannot accept collective
control of the culture - we must have the right to tell people
what they do not want to hear. Second, there is an issue of
democratic transparency - where a free press has a duty and
responsibility to hold government and other powerful groups
accountable. And last, there is democratic fairness - if we
want people to accept democratic procedures and laws that
express the will of the majority, then everyone must have
not just a vote but a voice, however much we may dislike
what they are saying. This argument puts the censoring of
films out of bounds. It is always best if viewers watch a film
and form their own opinion. “If democracy has to evolve,
then screening of films and documentaries can never be
denied for reasons based on mere speculation because
banning motion pictures is equivalent to banning the right
of freedom of speech and expression.”2828 Supra, Note ii.

The arguments made for free speech above do not
seek to abolish all restriction. Perhaps, a more liberal method
of classifying films for screening to a certain class of
audiences can be adopted in place of the CBFC, such as the
Motion Pictures Association of America Film Rating system
which rates films in order to help parents determine
appropriate content for their children.29 Such a system
coupled with proper theatre management would ensure that
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films are viewed by only those who are able to appreciate
the content. Bans must be restricted to situations wherein
they are indispensable and no lesser alternative is available
as decided by the SC in State of Gujarat v Mirzapur Moti
KureshiKassabJamat.30 The police and government have a
duty to protect innocent filmmakers and theatre owners from
the vandalism of extremist political and religious groups
instead of proposing bans citing law and order situations
and uphold the rights of citizen
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Piracy, Royalties and Copyright Infringement of Music

Adv. Snehalkumar  S. Gaikwad
(Alumni of V.P.M.’s T.M.C. Law College, Thane)

Abstract: Film Industry of India is very efficiently equipped with laws of copyrights in order to regulate the music business
with utmost respect to the ethical practice of purchasing music legally. But, it is the technology, which has been taken for
granted while buying and selling music. Piracy has become a source to own music at prices lower than the price of the original
music. The loss suffered by the music companies, retailers, distributors, etc. impacts the economy and the performing artists
involved in the music making process. Purchasing music legally is of utmost importance for an ethical practice to be brought
into forefront, which would advocate the abidance of copyright laws in the country. In today’s era, purchasing music legally
is very simple. The purchaser can now buy music online at a very reasonable price.

Processing a single song for a movie involves a great amount of sincerity and cost. The cost involved in creating music and
distributing it to the target audience is worth analyzing and to breakeven the production cost is a great challenge for music
producers of music.

Initiatives to curb piracy and bring into forefront, ethical practice of music business, today, are regulated with good spirit.
They are, on one end equipped with all the tools to handle copyright infringement cases, and tools to promote benefits of
copyright, while, on the other end, the initiatives are not observed with required amount of integrity by the end users.

The paper by the presenter is hence, dealing with the past, present and future of the ethical practice of buying and selling
business. The possibility of the legalizing piracy in India would be discussed in the paper, under the context of future of
Cinema music in India.

Keywords: Indian Cinema, Role of Copyright laws, Violation of laws in past, Indian Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012,
Piracy, Royalty, Copyright Infringement

Keywords: Copyright, lyrics, music, recordings of a movie, piracy, royalties

Introduction:

Before the past, present, and future of Indian Cinemas
is discussed; it is necessary for the readers to have the
introductory note on the topic and its elements available for
their perusal. Indian Cinema would be appreciated from the
point of view of copyrights.

Cinema of India – An introduction from perspective of
copyrights:

Protecting lyrics, music and recordings of a movie, is
another top priority of the India’s film industry on valid
grounds of piracy, royalties, reproduction of existing work
and law abidance. Till date, litigations in the courts have been
judged prudently, to ensure conformity with tacit legislative
enactments of our country (one being, The Indian Copyright
Act, 1957). A certain percent of the litigations are the ones
with piracy, royalties, infringement (reproduction of existing
work), etc. as their subject – matter. Each of the above subject
matter can be appreciated for the perusal of the reader.

Indian Cinema: Past

(PERSPECTIVE: VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT LAW)

Till date, with utmost respect to the concept of piracy
has been litigation that was judged prudently. One of them
is described with great care:

In a well-coordinated move, the Indian Music Industry
(IMI), a consortium of more than 100 music companies,

recently managed to get an order from Calcutta High court
directing ISPs in India to block 104 music sites on charges
of piracy. With utmost respect to the concept of royalty,
there has been litigation that was judged prudently. One of
them is described with great care: Mumbai High Court, in
July, 2011, passed a ruling regarding the issues of royalty.
Court ruled that the Indian Performing Right Society Limited
(IPRS) — that safeguards the copyright of music composers
and lyricists — is not entitled to claim or demand royalty or
license fees from FM Radio channels for the songs and
music they broadcast. Music Broadcast Private Limited
(MBPL), that runs 26 radio stations in the country, had moved
the High Court in 2006 stating it has been paying royalty to
IPRS and now wants to stop doing so because it is already
paying a license fee to PPL. What this means in essence is
that the radio industry claims that the actual ownership of
the music that they play, and all the rights, belong to music
labels or the producers of the film. Music composers and
lyricists have no copyright.  Akhtar also stated that the
verdict appears to be contradictory to the provisions of the
Indian Copyright Act and is also incompatible and in gross
violation of India’s obligations under international treaties
like TRIPS (trade related intellectual property rights) To raise
the issue leading music composers and lyricists like
JavedAkhtar, Anand of Kalyan-Anand, Vishal Bhardwaj,
Ram Sampath, Loy Mendonsa, Sameer, Sulaiman Merchant
and LalitPandit came together to collectively issue a
statement at Time and Again restaurant in Versova, Mumbai.
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With utmost respect to the concept of infringement,
there have been many litigations that were judged prudently.
Some of them are described and reframed from the new articles
in below words: RakeshRoshan, who in April 2008 was forced
to pay INR 2 crores to musician Ram Sampat for a song in his
film Krazzy 4 (2008), based on Sampat’s allegations that the
song was a near exact copy of his work. Justice Manmohan
Singh of the Delhi High Court on the 21st of September, 2011
acting on a copyright infringement claim, filed by Canadian
singer Loreena McKennitt, had passed an ex-parte interim
injunction against Deepak Dev, an awarding-winning music
composer from Kerala; and the producers & distributors of
the Malyalam movie ‘Urmi’. The decision that had an impact
on the creative faculties of Indian music composers.

Veteran music director Ravi Shankar Sharma, who sued
the makers of Slumdog Millionaire for using his song
Darshan Do in the movie, said, “The film Slumdog Millionaire
used a piece of one of my old songs after which I took them to
court. The producer paid Rs 20 lakhs for the usage.

Indian Cinema: Present

(PERSPECTIVE: APPRECIATION OF INDIAN
COPYRIGHT (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2012)

After the Indian Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 was
passed, there were several issues that were raised by officials,
and several issues that were raised questioning the credibility
of the new Act passed. In this chapter, the aspects of royalty,
piracy and copyright infringement, which had the issues raised
by officials, exponents, and judiciary, are perused.

A Piracy Issue Addressed:

An excerpt from research paper titled ‘Give me my
space and take down his’ by Ananth Padmanabha,
Advocate, Madras High Court and author of
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: INFRINGEMENT
AND REMEDIES (2012) runs in these words:

The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 has introduced
fair use provisions to exempt intermediaries from liability in
certain specific situations and provides them an opportunity
to take down infringing content when brought to their notice.
Lawmakers in India have certainly taken a positive step
forward, and the above provisions on a plain reading, seem
to protect and nurture a file-sharing business model that
offers immense possibilities for the future, even at this
nascent stage. However, the judicial response to this
Parliamentary intent is a matter of serious concern,
considering the recent pronouncements of the Delhi High
Court in the MySpace case and the decision of the Madras
High Court in the R.K. Productions case. The amendments
also have to be viewed in light of the widely worded John
Doe orders issued by Indian Courts, which pose a potential
risk to the growth of the file-sharing industry and the
possibility of a chilling effect on free expression and
dissemination of information.

A Royalty Issue Addressed:

An article titled ‘Milind resigns from IPRS post’ was
published on 9th of July, 2013, in Mumbai Mirror, which was
available on the Times of India website. The article explained:

Milind Shrivastav (of Anand Milind fame) resigned
from the Indian Performing Right Society (IPRS) after his
repeated appeals to clear the royalties of authors and
composers as per the Amended Copyright Act of 2012 fell
into deaf ears. The music director, who has several super hit
soundtracks to his credit, had accused the IPRS of “lacking
in transparency and being a deeply corrupt body”.

In the wake of an order issued by the Calcutta High
Court that questions the credibility of IPRS as a body, which
ideally should ensure that royalties to artistes are duly paid,
the drastic move was made by MilindShrivastav. According
to Milind, despite the amendment in the Copyright Act,
which came into effect recently, composers and lyricists
haven’t been paid their overdue royalties.

A Copyright Infringement Issue Addressed:

An article titled ‘HC imposes Rs 10 lakh fine on Ram
GopalVarma for remaking ‘Sholay’’, published on 1st

September, 2015, in The Indian Express explained:

The Delhi High Court imposed a fine of Rs.10 lakh as
‘punitive damage’ on film maker Ram GopalVarma and his
production house M/S RGV Productions Pvt Ltd for making
the remake of 1975 blockbuster ‘Sholay’. “The publicity
material coupled with the impugned film, gives an overall
impression that it is a remake of the film ‘Sholay’,” the order
said. “The use of similar plot and characters in the impugned
film coupled with use of the underlying music, lyrics and
background score and even dialogues from the original film
‘Sholay’ amounts to infringement of copyright in the film
‘Sholay’.”

Indian Cinema: Future

(PERSPECTIVE: OPINIONS, SPECULATIONS, AND
EXPECTATIONS)

Prefatory Note:

The Indian Cinema has been blessed by artists in every
field of work in it, with immense potential to amaze the cinema
viewers with their skills. Appreciation of their efforts in their
respective field can very well be justified, by abidance of
the laws in force for the time being. Artists in the Indian
Music Industry, till date, have witnessed ups and downs,
not only in their own career, but also, in the expected benefits
in monetary terms for their work. Renowned lyricist Javed
Akhtar has taken efforts to fight for the rights bestowed by
the copyright law, on the performers (composers, musician,
and lyricists) in bad times. It is very important for the
promising artists, and new bees to make sure that, they are
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not a victim of whims and fantasy of the industry. For
instance, a music composer must not let his work be
downloaded free of cost on internet, on a belief that, it is not
important how much money he can pull out of his
composition, and that, by hook or crook, my music is
reaching people. The ups and downs of the artists of the
Indian Cinema, without a second thought, are lessons that
can be learnt, and are examples set before, the new bees.

Piracy:

It is always said in corporate world, that, one should
not speak; it is his work that should speak. Here, in the
music industry, the work speaks, but in vain. It is because of
the injustice that the people do upon the product (say, a
song, or music), by illegally downloading them, which
should be discouraged, to bring into forefront, and justify
the practice of letting the work speak.

Caveat Venditor, a Latin maxim, suggests that, the
burden is upon the seller, to provide information about the
goods to the seller. This maxim applies in the case, where
the cinema music reaches the listeners via legal means, and
it informs the buyer, about the copyrighted nature of the
work, and about the repercussions that can be seen, in case
of violation of copyright laws. For instance, the small lettered
warning on the CDs may run in these words: “Unauthorized
copying, hiring, lending, public performance and
broadcasting of this CD is prohibited.” Here, the maxim,
Caveat Venditor is admired for the purpose of law abidance.

Admiring the maxim, is expected to be become a
mandate for the consumers by justifying the use of the
product (CD, DVD, online mp3 file, etc.) by abiding the same.
Moreover, the end users are expected to appreciate
boycotting the acceptance of pirated products, to
discourage the disappointing and shameful trade of copying
and selling music without legal competency.

If the end user is a composer, lyricist, musician, etc.,
he/she would very well understand what it takes to compose/
write song, which would make sure that the listeners to
appreciate. It is very much an eye opener for them, to see
the copyright laws at their perusal, in case their work is
plagiarized, and circulated by means of piracy. The composer,
lyricist, musician, and / or singer knows, what it takes to
accept the fact that, their efforts go for a toss when their
work is accessible to end users by illegal means, and that,
the work is, obviously, not being paid for, each time, the end
user gets access to their work illegally.

It is expected in the music industry to let the artist
give their best for a cinema, not worrying about the returns
for their work. This is possible by virtue of promising
strategies that can be put forth by the music companies in
terms of making the work of the artist available for the end
users, making sure that, they (end users) shell correct amount
of money for the same.

Till date, saavn.com, iTunes, raaga.com, gaana.com,
dhingana.com, hummaa.com are the websites that have
legally obtained license to stream music, in India. Though
not a speculation, but, a mere foreseen idea of more number
of websites with license to stream music, is very obvious,
encouraging the end users, to be habitual, to the practice of
downloading music legally.It can, therefore, be tacitly stated
that, promising initiatives, within the precinct of laws,
keeping in mind, its abidance, by music companies,
organisations, youth, individuals (common man, and public
figure(s)), can bring the ill – fated issues of piracy to an end.

Royalties:

Today, associations like Indian Performing Rights
Society Limited (IPRS), Phonographic Performance Ltd. (PPL),
Indian Singers’ Rights Association (ISRA), and The Music
Composers Association of India (MCAI), stand by the rights
(royalties, for instance) of the artists (i.e., songwriters,
composers, singers, musicians), ensuring the abidance of
copyright laws and other laws applicable for the time being in
force, in India. So far issues related to payment of royalties
have been raised successfully before the judiciary, from time
to time. The act of raising issues of royalties, have discouraged
the practice of taking provisions for royalty payments, in
Copyright laws, for granted.Again, it is expected by the people
who have raised their voice, against royalty issues, which
they see the promising artists, as aware and equipped with
the copyright law, and see them safeguard their rights, thereby,
not letting the same to be ignored.

Copyright Infringement (Copying music from existing ones):

It is hard to believe that, the music composers who are
established in the music industry by virtue of their work
encourage plagiarism, in their work. In spite of many cases
successfully, put before the judiciary, for seeking justice on
grounds of infringement of copyright, and in spite of judgments,
which would let the probable act of plagiarism by an artist, be
aware of the repercussions in case, they are guilty of the
plagiarism, the probabilities seems to exist, in the future.
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ŷ_§S>brH$aU H$m à^md ̂ maVr` g_mO, g§ñH¥${V, amOZr{V na XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡, dhr à^md {gZo_m Am¡a {gZo-g§JrV na ̂ r ñnï> ê$n
go XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡& ŷ_§S>brH$aU Ho$ g§H«$_U Zo OZ-A{^ê${M H$mo ~Xbm VWm Bg ~XbVo A{^ê${M Zo {gZo_m Am¡a {gZo-g§JrV H$mo ~XbZo
na _O~ya {H$`m& AmO Ho$ nm°n, a¡n g§JrV _| h_mam bmoH$ g§JrV H$hm± h¡? Bg àíZ H$m CÎma àñVm{dV emoYnÌ H$m _w»` AmYma h¡& AmO ̂ r {gZo-
g§JrV _| H$ht Z H$ht ~XbmAm| H$mo ñdrH$ma H$a bmoH$JrV Am¡a g§JrV ^maVr` {gZo_m _| XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡&

n[aH$ënZm-   1. ^maVr` {gZo-g§JrV bmoH$-g§JrV go h_oem à^m{dV ahm h¡&
                  2. {gZo-g§JrV Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ gmW bmoH$-g§JrV _| gVV n[adV©Z XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡&

                  3. CÎma-AmYw{ZH$ g_mO Ho$ ~XbVo A{^ê${M _| {gZo bmoH$-g§JrV H$m ApñVËd H$m`_ h¡&

 ^maV H$s g§ñH¥${V _| g§JrV H$m ñWmZ ~hþV hr _hËdnyU© h¡&
`hm± Ho$ Mßno-Mßno _| g§JrV aMm-~gm h¡& ̂ maV Ho$ ha àm§V Am¡a joÌ
H$m AnZm EH$ {deof bmoH$ g§JrV h¡ {Ogo ha _m¡g_, CËgd, Ë`mohmam|
Am¡a ar{V-[admOm| Ho$ AZwgma Jm`m OmVm h¡& Eogm H$hm Om gH$Vm
h¡ {H$ JrV-g§JrV Ho$ {~Zm `hm± H$m (^maV) H$moB© ^r eŵ H$m ©̀ nyam
Zht hmoVm& Xodr-XodVm H$s nyOm AM©Zm ^r `hm± JrVm| Ho$ _mÜ`_ go
hr hmoVr h¡& Eogr pñW{V _| ^maVr` {\$ë_m| H$m ^r JrV-g§JrV go
AmoV-àmoV hmoZm ñdm^m{dH$ h¡& My§{H$ {gZo_m g_mO H$m Xn©U hmoVm
h¡, {gZo_m Ho$ Ûmam h_ AnZo g_mO Ho$ dmñV{dH$ N>{d XoI nmVo h¢
Bg{bE BZ gm§Jr{VH$ naånamAm| H$m Xe©Z {\$ë_m| _| ^r hmoVm h¡&
{díd Ho$ AÝ` {H$gr ̂ r Xoe H$s  {\$ë_m| _| g§JrV H$m CVZm A{YH$
_hËd Zht h¡ {OVZm {H$ ^maV _| h¡&

`hr H$maU h¡ {H$ ̂ maV _| O¡go hr ~mobVr {\$ë_m| H$m {Z_m©U
ewê$ hþAm d¡go hr {\$ë_m| _|  JrV-g§JrV H$m ^anya g_mdoe hmoZo
bJm& "Amb_ Amam' (1931) Ho$ àXe©Z go Xoe _| EH$ ZE ẁJ
H$s ñWmnZm hþB©& ^maV H$s nhbr gdmH$ {μ\$ë_ "Amb_ Amam'
Wr& Bg {μ\$ë_ Ho$ {Z_m©Vm Am¡a {ZX}eH$ AmX}{ea B©amZr Wo& "Amb_
Amam' Ho$ gmW {\$ë_m| _| JrV Am¡a g§JrV H$m {gb{gbm  ewê$
hþAm & Bg {μ\$ë_ H$m nhbm JrV dOra _mohå_X ImZ Ho$ Ûmam
Jm`m J`m Wm&  dOra gmh~ Zo Bg {μ\$ë_ _| EH$ \$H$sa H$s

ŷ{_H$m ^r {Z^mB© Wr& JrV Ho$ ~mob Wo -

"Xo Xo IwXm Ho$ Zm_ no ß`mao, VmH$V hmo Ja XoZo H$s,
Hw$N> Mmho AJa Vmo _m±J bo, _wPgo {hå_V hmo Ja boZo H$s' &

Bg àH$ma nhbm {gZo-JrV H$hbmZo H$m lò  Wm-Xo Xo IwXm

Ho$ Zm_....& Bg {\$ë_ Ho$ g§JrVH$ma {\$amoμO emh {_ór Wo&
ewê$AmVr Xm¡a _| JrV Ho$ gmW V~bm Am¡a hm_m}{Z__ H$m à`moJ
{H$`m OmVm Wm& Bg JrV Zo bmoH${à`Vm hm{gb H$a qhXr {gZo_m
H$mo EH$ Z`m Am`m_ àXmZ {H$`m, Am¡a Bg Vah dOra _mohå_X
ImZ ~Zo {\$$ë_m| Ho$ nhbo Jm`H$& {μ\$ë_ _| Bg JmZo Ho$ Abmdm
^r gmV JmZo Wo& Omo A^r CnbãY Zht h¡&

Eogr ~mV Zht Wr {H$ ~mobVr {\$ë_m| go hr nhbr ~ma
JrV-g§JrV H$m Ow‹S>md {\$ë_m| go hþAm Wm& _yH$ {\$ë_m| Ho$ Xm¡a go
hr ^maVr` {\$ë_m| _| JrV-g§JrV H$s ewéAmV hmo JB© Wr& _yH$
{\$ë_m| Ho$ àXe©Z _| g§JrV gOrd ê$n _| àñVwV {H$`m OmVm Wm&
{Og_| gmqOXo naXo Ho$ gm_Zo EH$ {nQ> _| ~¡R> OmVo Am¡a {μ\$ë_ H$s
H$WmdñVw Ho$ AZwHy$b JrV-g§JrV ~OmVo ahVo& Bggo Xe©H$m| H$mo
Ñí` Ho$ gmW-gmW JrV-g§JrV H$m ^r AmZ§X {_b OmVm Wm
Am¡a {μ\$ë_ Ho$ _Zmoa§OZ VËd _| ̂ r d¥{Õ hmo OmVr Wr& O~ ~mobVr
{\$ë_m| H$m Xm¡a ewê$ hþAm Vmo {\$ë_m| _| Üd{Z-A§H$Z {μ\$ë_ Ho$
arb _| hr g_mdo{eV hmoZo bJm Bg{bE JrV-g§JrV Ho$ {bE
A~  AbJ go H$bmH$mam| H$s Amdí`H$Vm Zht hmoVr&

qhXr {gZo-g§JrV na Ama§{^H$ Xm¡a _| \$magr, _amR>r ZmQ>ç-
g§JrV H$m à^md XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡& O¡go-O¡go {gZo_m H$m {dH$mg
hmoVm J`m d¡go-d¡go g§JrV VWm JrVm| _| ^r n[adV©Z hmoZo bJm&
{gZo_m _| nmíd© Jm`Z AmZo bJm Am¡a g§JrV H$mo ZB© {Xem {_b
JB©& nmíd© Jm`Z nÕ{V (~¡H$J«mC§S> å ỳ{OH$) H$m Ama§̂  1935
_| hþAm& nmíd© g§JrV H$s ewéAmV H$mo boH$a {dÛmZm| Ho$ AbJ-
AbJ _V h¡§& à{gÕ {gZo nÌH$ma aOV am` Ho$ AZwgma {\$ë_m| _|
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nmíd© g§JrV 1932 _| ~Zr M§S>r Xmg (~§Jbm) Am¡a {μ\$ë_ nÌH$ma
{\$amoO a§JyZdmbm Ho$ AZwgma 1933 _| ~Zr "nyaZ ̂ JV' _| am`M§X
~moambm Zo {\$ë_m| _| nhbr ~ma AmH}$ñQ´m {X`m Wm&

^maVr` {gZo_m _| {gZo-g§JrV H$m `moJXmZ AVwbZr` h¡&
bmoH$ g§JrV ^maVr` OZ_mZg _| aMm~gm h¡& 1940-50 Ho$ ~rM
AZoH$ à{V^mdmZ g§JrV-{ZX}eH$ C^aH$a gm_Zo AmE& JmoqdXamd
Q>|̂ o, Ho$edamd ^mobo, PS>oImZ, A{Zb {dídmg Am{X g§JrVH$mam|
Zo AnZo à{V^m Ho$ ~b~yVo na {gZo-g§JrV H$mo EH$ ì`mnH$ê$n
{X`m& BZ g§JrVH$mam| Zo {gZo_m _| bmoH$ g§JrV H$m à`moJ H$a Xe©H$m|
H$mo {gZo_m Am¡a g§JrV H$m Z`m Ñ{ï>H$moU àXmZ {H$`m& BgH$mo XoIVo
hþE 1940 Ho$ ~mX Ho$ A{YH$m§e {gZo_m Ho$ g§JrV _| bmoH$ g§JrV
àYmZ ê$n _| XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡& _XZ _mohZ Zo "Pw_H$m {Jam ao
~aobr Ho$ ~mOma _| ....' ({μ\$ë_ _oam gm`m, df© : 1964) H$mo
1947 _| àX{e©V "XoImo Or' go {O`m& "XoImo Or' Ho$ g§JrV {ZX}eH$
Vwμ\$¡b'$éH$s Am¡a gm{~a hþg¡Z Wo& Bg g§JrV H$s YwZ CÎma àXoe Ho$
bmoH$-g§JrV na AmYm[aV h¡& 50 Ho$ XeH$ Ho$ gmao g§JrVH$ma VWm
JrVH$ma- e¡boÝÐ, gm{ha bw{Y_mZdr, A{Zb {dídmg, AemoH$
Kmof, am_ MÝÐnmb, Jwbm_ h¡Xa, JmoqdXam_ Am{X go boH$a 1980
VH$ Ho$ gwYra \$$‹S>Ho$, _XZ _mohZ, e§H$a O` {H$eZ, Zm¡emX,

¡̃æ_m_, ho_§VHw$_ma, g{bb Mm¡Yar, Ama.S>r.~_©Z, bú_rH$mÝV-
ß`maobmb Am{X Ho$ g§JrV _| à_wIVm go nydu, nhm‹S>r, J‹T>dmbr,
^moOnwar bmoH$ g§JrV XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡& nydm}Îma bmoH$ g§JrV H$m
{Og _| ~§Jmb, Ag_ Ho$ bmoH$ g§JrV H$mo {OZ _hmZ g§JrVH$mam| Zo
{dH${gV VWm g_¥Õ {H$`m CZ_| ̂ ynoZ hOm[aH$m, Eg.S>r. ~_©Z H$m
`moJXmZ ^maVr` qhXr {gZo-g§JrV _| AVwbZr` ahm h¡& BVZm hr
Zht AmYw{ZH$ Am¡a CÎma-AmYw{ZH$ {gZo-g§JrV _| ̂ r bmoH$ g§JrV
XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡ {Og_| E. Ama. ah_mZ, {h_oe aoe{__m, AmXoe
lrdmñVd, e§H$a-EhgmZ-bm°_, àrV_, {demb-eoIa, AO`-
AVwb, ñZohm I§S>obdma Eogo H$B© g§JrVH$mam| Zo bmoH$ g§JrV na
H$m_ {H$`m h¡&

1933 _| ~Zr {μ\$ë_ BgH$m EH$ CXmhaU h¡& Bg {μ\$ë_ _|
bmoH$g§JrV H$m à`moJ ~hþV hr Iy~gyaVr go {H$`m J`m h¡ JrV Ho$
~mob h¢-

amOm Vmoam n{Z`m± h_go Z ^am OmE ao
~mbr C_[a`m ga no JJ[a`m

nVbr H$_[a`m VrZ-VrZ ~b Im ò ao
amOm Vmoam n{Z`m± .....................

Cnamoº$ JrV {μ\$ë_ "Oharbm gm§n' H$m h¡ Omo 1933 _|

~Zr h¡& {OgH$m g§JrV ~«Obmb d_m© Zo {X`m Wm& Ohm§Amam Ho$
H$‚mZ Zo  Bg JrV H$mo ñda {X`m Wm& Bg JrV Ho$ aMZmH$ma
Zmam`U àgmX "~oVm~' Or Wo&  Zmam`U àgmX "~oVm~' nmagr
a§J_§M Ho$ ~hþV ~‹S>o ZmQ>H$H$ma Wo& BÝhm|Zo bJ^J Vrg Ho$ XeH$ _|
H$B© {\$ë_m| _| JrV ^r {bIo Wo& BÝhm|Zo AnZo JrVm| _| bmoH$JrVm|
H$s e¡br H$mo AnZm`m Wm& ̀ hr Zht  JrVm| H$s ̂ mfm ̂ r bmoH$^mfm
Ho$ ZOXrH$ Wr& D$na Ho$ JrV go `h ñnï> hmo OmVm h¡ {H$ Z Ho$db
eãXm| H$m à`moJ bmoH$^mfm go {b`m J`m h¡, ~pëH$ JrV H$m N>§X
Am¡a CgHo$ ~mob ^r bmoH$ Ho$ ZOXrH$ h¡& ~«O Am¡a AdYr H$m
{_bm Owbm ê$n h¡ O¡go Vmoam, _moam XmoZm| _| g_mZ ê$n go à ẁº$
hmoVm h¡& 17dt - 18dt gXr _| ~«O^mfm ~hþV hr bmoH${à` hmo
MwH$s Wr& ào_ àYmZ JrVm| Ho$ {bE BgH$m Iy~ à`moJ hmoVm Wm
Am¡a Img ~mV ò Wr {H$ Cg g_` joÌ Ho$ ~mha ^r ~«O^mfm H$m
à`moJ hmoVm Wm& `hr H$maU h¡ {H$ {\$$ë_r JrVm| _| ^r bmoH$ H$m
ñne© XoZo Ho$ {bE Bg ^mfm H$m Cn`moJ {H$`m OmZo bJm O¡go-
nmZr Ho$ {bE n{Z`m±, C_« Ho$ {bE C_[a`m, JmJa Ho$ {bE JJ[a`m,
H$_a Ho$ {bE H$_[a`m Am{X& BZ eãXm| H$m à`moJ ~«O go boH$a
^moOnwar joÌ VH$ _| ^r àM{bV h¡&

1934 _| ^º$ H${d M§S>rXmg na ~Zr {μ\$ë_ "M§S>rXmg'
{OgHo$ g§JrVH$ma Ama. gr. ~moab Wo& Bg {μ\$ë_ Ho$ JrV AmJmhl
H$í_rar Zo {bIo Wo& {μ\$ë_ H$m {Z_m©U à{gÕ {μ\$ë_ H§$nZr
Ý ỳ{WEQ>g© Ûmam {H$`m J`m VWm Cg Xm¡a Ho$ à{gÕ {ZX}eH$ {Z{VZ
~m°g Zo BgH$m {ZX}eZ {H$`m Wm& JrV Ho$ ~mob h¢:

~g§V F$Vw AmB© Ambr
\$y$b pIbr S>mbr-S>mbr

Hw§$O-Hw§$O H$mò {b`m ~mobo -2

Cnamoº$ JrV F$Vw àYmZ h¡& JrVH$ma AmJmhl H$í_rar Zo
Bg JrV _| ~g§V F$Vw H$m dU©Z {H$`m h¡& My±{H$ ò {μ\$ë_ ^º$
H${d M§S>rXmg Ho$ OrdZ na ~Zr h¡, Bg{bE JrV _| d{U©V ^mfm
H$s bmoH$moÝ_wIVm na {deof Ü`mZ {X`m J`m h¡& Bg JrV _| ^r
bmoH$ _| nhbo go àM{bV eãXm| H$m à`moJ {H$`m J`m h¡& Bg JrV
_| ^r H$mò b Ho$ {bE H$mò {b`m, ZmMVo hþE H$aVo emoa Ho$ {bE
ZmMV H$aVo emoa Am{X eãX H$m à`moJ {H$`m J`m h¡& Bggo `h
^r ñnï> hmo OmVm h¡ {H$ Bg Vah Ho$ JrV H$m H$maU {μ\$ë_ H$s
{df`-dñVw, Ñí` Am¡a pñW{V n[apñW{V h¡& `hr bmoH$-VËd
à{gÕ {μ\$ë_H$ma _h_yX Ûmam {ZX}{eV {μ\$ë_ "_Xa B§{S>`m' _| ̂ r
XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡ CgHo$ EH$ JrV _| eH$sb ~X ẁZr Zo bmoH$JrVm|
H$s e¡br H$mo AnZm`m Wm& {μ\$ë_ Ho$ ewéAmV _| O~ Zm{`H$m H$s
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emXr hmo ahr hmoVr h¡, {dXmB© Ho$ g_` EH$ JrV J`m OmVm h¡& Omo
{ZåZ{bpIV h¡-

nr Ho$ Ka AmO ß`mar Xwëh{Z`m±  Mbr
amoE _mVm-{nVm CZH$s Xw{Z`m Mbr

nr Ho$ Ka..................................
¡̂̀ m ~hZm Ho$ {Xb H$mo bJr R>og ao
_oar {H$ñ_V _| OmZm Wm naXog ao
N>mo‹S>H$a ~m~wb H$m A§JZm Mbr

nr Ho$ Ka .............................

Cnamoº$ JrV I‹S>r ~mobr _| {bIm J`m h¡, {Og_| ~«O-Ad{Y
H$m dhr à^md XoIm Om gH$Vm h¡ {OgH$m C„oI nrN>o {H$`m Om
MwH$m h¡& Bg JrV H$s nyar g§aMZm bmoH$ Ho$ AZwê$n h¡& `h {dXmB©
JrV h¡ {Og_| EH$ ZB© XwëhZ Ho$ nr Ho$ Ka OmZo H$m C„oI h¡ Bg JrV
_| n{V Ho$ {bE nr eãX H$m à`moJ {H$`m J`m h¡ Am¡a XwëhZ eãX Ho$
{bE ß`mar Xwëhm{Z`m± H$m C„oI {H$`m J`m h¡, dht _moar, _moao, Vmoao,
naXog, A§JZm, ~m~wb, JmoZo, gOZm Am{X bmoH$ àM{bV eãXm|
H$m à`moJ ~hþV hr Iy~gyaVr {H$`m J`m h¡& Bg Vah _mVm-{nVm,
JwU, gwI Am{X VËg_ ̂ r& BÝht Ho$ ~rM ̂ ¡̀ m, ~hZm, ß`mar, bmO
O¡go VØd eãX ̂ r h¢ bo{H$Z BZ eãXm| H$mo CZ XoeO eãXm| Ho$ YmJm|
go Bg àH$ma {namò m J`m h¡ {H$ {Oggo Bg {μ\$$ë_ JrV H$mo bmoH$
JrV H$s J[a_m àXmZ H$a Xr h¡& ~m~wb, nr, R>og, Xwëh{Z`m±, ~m~m,
A§JZm, JmoZo, T>§J, JJZdm, gOZm Am{X eãXm| H$m M`Z ~hþV
gmoM-{dMma H$a {H$`m J`m h¡& A§JZm, gOZm, Xwëh{Z`m±, JJZdm
O¡go eãX H$m à`moJ CÎma ^maV {H$ ~mo{b`m| _| AmgmZr go {_b
OmVo h¡& D$na Ho$ eãXm| {H$ _m¡OyXJr hr JrV H$mo bmoH$JrV _|
ê$nm§V[aV H$aVr h¡&

D$na d{U©V JrVm| _| {Og Vah bmoH$JrVm| Ho$ VËd _m¡OyX h¡
Cgr Vah Ho$ bmoH$VËd AmO ^r bmoH${à` {gZo JrVm| _| XoIZo H$mo
{_bVm h¡& 2000 _| ~Zr "Ow~¡Xm' _| ^r Bgr Vah Ho$ JrV H$m
à`moJ {H$`m J`m h¡& JrV h¢ -

_|hXr h¡ aMZodmbr, hmWm| _| Jhar bmbr
H$ho gpI`m± A~ H${b`m± hmWmo§ _| pIbZo dmbr h¡

Voao _Z H$mo, OrdZ H$mo, ZB© Iw{e`m± {_bZo dmbr h¡,
ho h[a`mbr ~Þmo &

_o _|hXr JrV "Ow~¡Xm' `m{Z "H$[aí_m H$nya' na {\$ë_m`m
J`m h¡& BgHo$ g§JrVH$ma E. Ama. ah_mZ h¡§&  H$m\$s hX VH$ Bg
JrV H$s ^mfm ^r "_Xa B§{S>̀ m' Ho$ {dXmB© JrV go {_bVr-OwbVr

h¡& Bg JrV _| ^r Voar, Voao, g¡̀ m, ~B`m±, A§JZmB©, ~hZm, _B`m,
JwB`m±, ~Þmo Am{X eãX à`moJ Zo JrV H$s ^mfm H$mo bmoH$m|_wIr ~Zm
{X`m h¡& dhr 2001 _| ~Zr {μ\$ë_ "bJmZ' _| ^r Bgo XoIm Om
gH$Vm h¡&

Amo ar N>moar
_mZ ^r bo ~mV _moar

_¢Zo ß`ma VwPr go h¡ {H$`m
Voao {~Z _¢ {O`m Vmo Š`m {O`m

_o nyam JrV I‹S>r ~mobr _| h¡  Bg JrV _| ^r bmoH$ Ho$ eãX
Amoar, N>moar, VwPr, _moar Am{X H$m à`moJ {H$`m J`m h¡&

{μ\$ë_ g§JrV Ho$ B{Vhmg na `{X Ñ{ï> S>mb| Vmo h_ H$h
gH$Vo h¢ {H$ bmoH$g§JrV H$m à`moJ AnZo g§JrV _| g~go A{YH$
Eg.S>r. d_©Z Zo {H$`m h¡& ~m§½bm bmoH$ g§JrV Vmo CZH$s YwZm| _|
g_m`m hþAm h¡&

_oam Jmoam A§J bB© bo
_moho í`m_ a§J XoXo  .......(~§{XZr )

gwZ _oao ~§Yw ao gwZ _oao {_Vdm
gwZ _oao gmWr ao........(gwOmVm)

Am{X {H$VZo Eogo JrV h¢ {Og_| bmoH$ JrVm| Ho$ VËd XoIo Om
gH$Vo h¡§& g_H$mbrZ {\$ë_m| _| ^r bmoH$g§JrV H$s PbH$ XoIZo
H$mo {_bVr h¡& O¡go-"n[aUrVm'$ {μ\$ë_ _| ̂ r ~§Jmb Ho$ bmoH$g§JrV
H$s PbH$ {_bVr h¡& "nhobr' {μ\$ë_ Ho$ g§JrV _| ^r amOñWmZ
Ho$ bmoH$g§JrV H$mo XoIm Om gH$Vm h¡& "OmoYm-AH$~a' {μ\$ë_ Ho$
JrVm| _| amOñWmZr bmoH$g§JrV H$s AÀN>r ˜mgr PbH$ XoIZo
H$mo {_bVr h¡&

Cnamoº$ {ddaUm| Ho$ AmYma na H$h gH$Vo h¢ {H$ {hÝXr {gZo-
g§JrV Ho$ {dH$mg _| ^maV Ho$ {d{^Þ àm§Vm| Ed§ joÌm| Ho$ bmoH$-
g§JrV H$m  `moJXmZ ~hþV hr _hËdnyU© h¡&

g§X ©̂ -

1. ^mJ©d A{Zb, {hÝXr {\$ë_ g§JrV 75 dfm] H$m g\$a,
dm§J_` àH$meZ O`nwa 2011

2. `moJoe Eg. `mXd, qhXr {\$ë_ qgJg©, 1987

3. nmaH$ Odar_b, gmPm g§ñH¥${V gm§àXm{`H$ AmV§H$dmX Am¡a
{hÝX {gZo_m, dmUr  àH$meZ 2012

4. amJ n§H$O, YwZm| H$s _mÌm 1931-2005, amOH$_b
àH$meZ, 2007
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_amR>r {gZo_m H$m ~XbVm n[aÑí`

S>m°. gVre nmdS>o

A{gñQ>|Q> àmo\$oga

ZmQ>çH$bm Ed§ {\$ë_ AÜ``Z {d^mJ
_hmË_m Jm§Yr A§Vaamï´>r` qhXr {díd{dÚmb`, dYm© (_hmamï´>)

g§nH©$ - 09372150158
Emaií - satish`pawadeyahoo.co.in

 ^maVr` {gZo_m Zo AnZo gm¡ gmb nyao H$a {b ò h¡& AmO {díd |̀ ^maVr` {gZo_m g^r _m`Zo _§o H«$_m§H$ Xmo na AmgrZ h¡& qH$Vw {OVZr
{d{dYVmAm| Ho$ gmW, {deofVmAm| Ho$ gmW ^maVr` {gZo_mZo {díd _| AnZm ApñVËd  H$m`_ aIm h¡, `h ~mV em`X hr {díd _| AmnH$mo H$ht
ZOa Am ò& h_mam {gZo_m joÌr`Vm, {d{dY ^mfmB© {deofVm, gm_mZm§Va, H$bmË_H$, Šbm{gH$, AmdmJmX©, WS>© J«oS>, ì`mdgm{`H$ Am¡a Zm OmZo
{H$VZo Zm_m| Am¡a  {deofVmAm| go \$b - \$yb ahm h¡& 1970 Ho$ ~mX H$bm {\$ë_m| H$m EH$ O~aXñV Xm¡a Mbm, Omo ̂ y_§S>brH$aU Ho$  CX` Ho$ gmW
ÜdñV hmo J`m& ŷ_§S>brH$aU Zo ^maVr` {gZo_m H$mo B§Q>aZ¡eZb Q>oarQ>moar  ò OJh {Xbdm Xr& A~ qhXr {gZo_m Omo ^maVr` {gZo_m H$s _w»` Ymam
h¡, bmImo Zhr§, H$amoS>mo Ho$ Šb~ _|o em{_b hmoVr h¡& {gZo_m go Ow‹S>r ha dmo MrO AmO ~Xb JB© h¡, na AmO ^r Zht ~Xbm EH$ gdmb, Omo ~ma
- ~ma Xmoham`m OmVm h¡, dh h¡ {\$ë_ Am¡a gO©ZerbVm H$m& Bgr EH$ gdmb na `h emoY ànÌ H|${ÐV h¡& Bg_| ^maVr` _w»` Ymam Ho$ A§VJ©V
_amR>r {gZo_m go OwS>o gO©ZerbVm Ho$ àíZ Ho$ CÎma H$mo ImoOZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s JB© h¡& _ybV: {gZo_m EH$ _h§Jr H$bm h¡, Omo AW© ì`dhma Ho$
{~Zm AYyar h¡& Bgr{b ò "~m°Šg Am°{\$g' Ho$ VamOy _| Cgo Vm¡bm OmVm h¡& n¡gm ̀ h _w»` àoaUm hmoZo Ho$ ~mdOyX ̂ r H$B© g§doXZerb, à{V~Õ Am¡a
{dOZar {\$ë_H$mam| Zo gO©Zerb {\$ë_m| H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m& Bg loUr _| AmZodmbo {\$ë_ {Z_m©VmAm| H$m, {ZX}eH$m| H$m, boIH$, JrVH$ma, H$bmH$mam|
H$m BVZm hr Zhr, Vmo \$mB©ZmÝgam| H$m EH$ {deof dJ© hmoVm Wm Am¡a AmO ^r h¡&

_ybV… BgH$s ewédmV ^maVr` {\$ë_m| Ho$ CX` go hmoVr h¡& XmXmgmho~ VmoaUo VWm XmXmgmho~ \$miHo$ Bgr H$‹S>r Ho$ àW_ hñVmja h¢ Am¡a
`hr na§nam g¡H$‹S>m| {\$ë_H$_u, {\$ë_Y_u bmoJmo Zo {Z^mB© h¡& gO©ZerbVm Ho$ _m`Zo Ohm±  H$bm AWdm g_mZmZ§Va |̀ {XIVo h¡ dhr _w»` Ymam

|̀ ^r `hr _m`Zo AnZo e¡br go A{^ì`º$ hmoVo aho h¡§& Bg H$s AmbmoMZmË_H$ `mÌm Bg emoY ànÌ ò A§{H$V H$s JB© h¡&

^maVr` {gZo_m H$m B{Vhmg _amR>r {gZo_m go àma§̂  hmoVm
h¡& gmW hr _amR>r {gZo_m g~go nwamZm joÌr` ̂ maVr` {\$ë_ CÚmoJ
h¡& XmXmgmho~ \$mbHo$, ~m~wamd n|Q>a, dr. em§Vmam_, ^mbOr
n|T>maH$a O¡go _hmZ {\$ë_H$mam| H$s {damgV _amR>r {gZo_m Ho$
nmg h¡& "í`m_Mr AmB©' {\$ë_ Zo amï´>n{V nwañHma àmá {H$`m&
XmXm H$m|S>Ho$ H$s 24 go A{YH$ {\$ë_m| Zo JmoëS>oZ Ow~br _ZmB©&
"ídmg' Zo JmoëS>oZ bmoQ²g nwañH$ma OrV H$a 77 d| AH$mX_r
nwañH$ma hoVw A{YH¥$V à{d{ï> VH$ AnZo AmnH$mo à{V`moJr Ho$
ê$n _o ~ZmE aIm& em§Vmam_ ̀ wJ H$s g_m{á Ho$ ~mX _amR>r {gZo_m
AnZm amñVm ^Q>H$ MwH$m Wm& XmXm H$m|S>Ho$ H$m ẁJ g_má hmoVo hr
_amR>r {gZo_m AnZm ApñVËd ImoZo bJm Wm&

80-90 Ho$ XeH$ VH$ AmVo-AmVo _amR>r {gZo_m ñVahrZ
hmo J`m& _amR>r Xe©H$ _amR>r {gZo_m go Xya ^mJZo bJo& {W`Q>am| _|
H$~ bJVr Wr Amoa H$~ CVma Xr OmVr Wr nVm hr Zht MbVm
Wm& H$B© {Z_m©Vm, {ZX}eH$, H$bmH$ma ^r {\$ë_m| H$s Amoa AnZm
éI _mo‹S>Vo aho& qH$Vw 1990 Ho$ ~mX eZ¡… eZ¡… `h {MÌ ~XbVm
J`m& ̂ y_§S>brH$aU H$m Xm¡a àma§̂  hmoVo hr "_mH}$Q> BH$m°Z_r' _amR>r
{gZ_m Ho$ {bE MwZm¡Vr ~Z JB©& IwX H$mo ~Xbmo Zht Vmo g_má hmo

OmAmo H$s C{º$ gmW©H$ hmoZo bJr& 2000 VH$ H$m H$mb _amR>r
{gZo_m H$m g§H«$_U H$mb ahm h¡& 2000 ò ~Zr "{~ZYmñV'
{\$ë_ _mH}$Q> BH$m°Z_r H$s H$gm¡Q>r na Iar CVar& ̀ h {\$ë_ "dob
òS>', "dob {S>OmB§S' {\$ë_ Wr& Bg g_` H$s `h g~go {hQ>

{\$ë_ ahr& {d»`mV A{^ZoÌr Amoa a§JH$_u gr_m {dídmg Zo Bg
{\$ë_ _| Ah_ {H$aXma AXm {H$`m Wm& BgHo$ ~mX "ídmg' O¡gr
g§doXZerb {\$ë_ Zo ~m°Šg-Am°{\$g Ho$ gmW Am°ñH$a nwañH$ma VH$
AnZr N>bm±J bJmB©& Bg g_` VH$ {\$ë_m| H$m AW©emó {\$ë_H$mam|
H$mo g_P |̀ AmZo bJm Wm& \y$h‹S>, ~ohÿXm H$m°_oS>r O¡go {\$ë_m| H$s
Xm¡‹S> IË_ hmo JB© Am¡a _amR>r {gZo_m ~XbZo bJm& 2014 VH$ Bg
~Xbmd H$s J{V ~aH$ama h¡&

{dJV Xg gmbm| _| ~Zr _amR>r {\$ë_m| Zo _amR>r {gZo_m _|
Am_ybMyb n[adV©Z bm`m h¡& {\$ë_ H$s gmar BH$mB`m| |̀ Ñ{ï>JV
VH$ZrH$s ~Xbmd XoIo Om gH$Vo h¡§& ̂ y_§S>brH$aU Ho$ MbVo _amR>r
{gZo_m A~ H$m°nm}aoQ> bwH$ _o§ q~XñV, ídmg Ho$ Abmdm qQ>½`m,
nm§T>a, ~by, S>m|{~dbr \$mñQ>, _mVr_m`, XoD$i, `bmo, Q>mB_nmg,
Xw{Z`mXmar, \$¢Śr, H$mH$aMg© 72 _ob EH$ àdmg, AH$mXo_r AdmS>©
Ho$ {bE MwZr JB©& h[aí²M§ÐmMr\$¡ŠQ́r Am{X {\$ë_m| Zo AdmS²g© Ho$
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gmW ~m°Šg-Am°{\$g na ̂ r AnZm bmohm _Zdm`m& [aVoe Xoe_wI Zo
gb_mZ n¡Q>Z© H$s "b`^mar' ~ZmH$a H$_mB© Ho$ gmW _amR>r {\$ë_m|
_| AnZm àdoe gw{Z{íMV {H$`m& 4 {XZmo _| 13 H$amo‹S> H$s H$_mB© Ho$
gmW aoH$m°S>© ^r ~Zm`m& "Q>mB_nmg' {\$ë_ Zo ẁdm _amR>r dJ© _|
bmoH${à`Vm hm{gb H$a 30 H$amo‹S> H$s H$_mB© H$s& Xw{Z`mXmar {\$ë_
Zo 45 {XZm| _o 25 H$amo‹S> H$m Y§Ym {H$`m& ~‹T>Vr H$_mB© Ho$ Am±H$‹S>m|
Ho$ gmW "_ëQ>rßboŠg' _| ^r AnZr YmH$ _amR>r {\$ë_| ~Zm ahr h¡§&
_amR>r {\$ë_m| H$mo A~ {Z`m©U go boH$a {dVaU VH$ H$s à{H«$`m hoVw
H$_{e©̀ b, àmo\$oeZb Am¡a H$m°nm}aoQ> {dOZ {_b J`m h¡& Xe©H$m|
H$m joÌ "Q>o[aQ>moar' ò BOm\$m hmo ahm h¡& VH$ZrH$s joÌ _| ^r _amR>r
{gZo_m H$m\$s {dH${gV hmo ahm h¡& _amR>r {gZo_m H$s g\$bVm XoI
H$a gb_mZ ImZ, AO` XodJZ, Aj` Hw$`ma, a{d Mmon‹S>m, JwÈy>
YZmodm _amR>r {\$ë_m| ̀ | ~Vm¡a H$B© ̂ y{_H$m _o§ Am aho h¡§& [aVoe Xoe_wI,
lò e Vbn‹S>o, _mYwar Xr{jV O¡go H$bmH$ma A~ AnZr "_amR>r
AmBS|>{Q>Q>r' H$mo ŵZmZm MmhVo h¡§& Hw$b {_bmH$a _amR>r {gZo_m H$m
~Xbmd g^r H$mo AmH${f©V H$a ah h¡& na `h ~Xbmd EH$
gH$mamË_H$ ~Xbmd h¡& `hm± hoëXr à{V`mo{JVm h¡& AÀN>r {\$ë_|
~ZmZo H$s bbH$ h¡& AÀN>r Imgr H$_mB© H$aZo H$s hmo‹S> h¡& qH$Vw
CgH$s gmoM, à{V~ÕVm, g¥OZerbVm, ^r _hËdnyU© h¡& {dJV
gmbm| |̀ {H$gmZ AmË_hË`m na 25 go A{YH$ {\$ë_| ~Zr h¡&

A§S>adëS>© na ~Zr nhbr _amR>r {\$ë_ _aoJo\$, {H«${_Zb
\$¢Q>ogr _gmQ>S}>-gZS>o\$, gñn|g {W«ba _amoeZ {dbm, VWm
"AZda', {~hma _| eyQ> H$s JB©, "nwUo dm`m {~hma', EŠeZ {W«ba
"nwUo-52', qhXr E{dE§g H$s "ß`madmbr bd ñQ>moar', A_o[aH$Z
H¡$~«o ñQ>ma S>m§ga "Ho$Q>\$ \$o_ _h¡bmo Z§XZ' amoS> _ydr OmZa H$s
"MyH$ ŷb Ymdr-Ü`mdr', hmo_mogoŠgẁ m{bQ>r na ~Zr "Wm±J',
Eo{Vhm{gH$ ào_ H$Wm na ~Zr "a_m-_mYd', bmoH$a§J H$m âboda
boH$a ~Zr "ZQ>a§J', "OmoJdm', "{dXyfH$', Am¡a hmb hr _| ~Zr
M[aÌmË_H$ {\$ë_ "S>m°. àH$me ~m~m Am_Q>o', "_r qgYw gH$nmi'
Am{X _amR>r H$s A~ VH$ H$s g~go AbJ Am¡a ~hþM{M©V {\$ë_|
ahr h§¡& "A aoZr S>o', " ò„mo', "Amåhr ~mobVmo _amR>r', "H$mH$ñne©',
"AmOMm {Xdg _mPm', "~rnr', "{X„rV _wOam J„rV Jm|Yi',
"AñVw', "EbrOm~oW EH$mXer', "_hmXy'$, "Q>nmb' Am{X AbJ
AbJ àH$ma H$s {\$ë_| ^r _amR>r {gZo_m Ho$ AmO Ho$ n[aàoú` H$mo
gmW©H$ ~Zm ahr h¡§& eZ¡… eZ¡… _amR>r {gZo_m A~ A_ra hmoVm {XImB©
Xo ahm h¡& H$b VH$ EH$ H$amo‹S> _| ~ZZo dmbr {\$ë_m| H$m ~OQ> A~
Xg H$amo‹S> nhþ±M J`m h¡& 5-10 H$amo‹S> H$s H$_mB© A~ 35-40
H$amo‹S> nhþ±M JB© h¡& ZB© VH$ZrH$, ZE H¡$_ao, ZE bmoHo$eZ Ho$ gmW
_amR>r {\$ë_m| H$s na§namJV N>{d H$mo Vmo‹S> ahm h¡& H$hmZr Am¡a {\$ë_r

Q́rQ>_|Q> Ho$ MbVo _amR>r {gZo_m A~ V{_b Am¡a VobJw _| ^r S>~
hmoZo bJm h¡& "OmD$ {VWo ImD$' na "doëS>Z Aã~m' ~ZmB© JB©&
"S>m|{~dbr \$mñQ>' V{_b _| ar_oH$ H$s JB©& _amR>r {\$ë_m| _| A~
{dXoe AmgmZr go {XIZo bJm h¡& "bmB_ar' Xw~B© _| eyQ> H$s JB©&
ò„mo ~¢H$mH$ _|, BíH$dmbm bd _mareg _|, _wH$m_ nmoñQ> b§XZ _|,

gmX VWm a\$y$M¸$a _bo{e`m _| {\$ë_mB© JB© h¡§&

A{^OrV nmZgo, g§O` OmYd, a{d OmYd, JO|Ð Am{hao,
_¥Umb Hw$bH$Uu, g{MZ Jmoñdm_r, _H$a§X Xoenm§S>o, M§ÐH$m§V
Hw$bH$Uu, ZmJamO _§Owbo, naoe _moIR>r, amhþb OmYd, g§Xoe

§̂S>mao, C_oe Hw$bH$Uu, {MÌm nmboH$a, {ZpIb _hmOZ, _hoe
{g__, gVre _VobJ, aoUw XoeB©, A{XË_m ganmobXma, h_| Xm‹S>o,
àem§V {JaH$a, ZmJoe ^mogbo, {Z{VZ M§ÐH$m§V XogmB©, XrnH$
gmd§V, {dOy _mZo, gVre aOdm‹S>o, O¡go _wdm {ZX}eH$ _amR>r
{gZo_m H$mo g^r _m_Zo _| A_ra, Iy~gyaV, g§doXZerb,
AmH$maem, dob_‹S>o, Xe©Zr` Am¡a àmo\o$eZb ~Zm aho h¡& ZB©-ZB©
VH$ZrH$ H$m à`moJ H$a aho h¡§&

D$na {Z{X©ï> H$B© {ZX}eH$ ñd §̀ H¡$_am_¡Z AWdm S>mBaoŠQ>a
Am°\$$ \$moQ>moJ«m\$r h¡, AWdm E{S>Q>a h¡§& {OgH$m bm^ CÝh| AZm`mg
{_bVm h¡& ñßbrVo {~Z Q>o{ŠZH$, W«r S>r A{Z_oQ´mo{ZH$g d\$$Šg,
gwna E§nmoqgJ Am{X VH$ZrH$ Ho$ gmW 35 E_E_ S>mëdr gmC§S>
Ho$ VH$ZrH$ H$m à`moJ {H$`m Om ahm h¡& {Og_| _amR>r {gZo_m
VH$ZrH$ _| A{YH$ ES>dm§g ~Zm`m Om ahm h¡& g§nmXZ H$s à{H«$`m
^r AË`mYw{ZH$ hmo JB© h¡& _amR>r _| à{Vdf© 150 {\$ë_| ~Z ahr
h¡& {XZ ~ {XZ amoO ZE H$m°nm}aoQ> àmoS>çyga _amR>r _| Am aho h¢,
{OgHo$ H$maU {gñQ>_o{Q>H$ àm°S>ŠeZ Am¡a à_moeZ H$s J{V{d{Y`m|
H$mo J{V {_b ahr h¡& JwOamV, _.à., CÎma àXoe, H$Zm©Q>H$, Am¡a
Jmodm _amR>r {\$ë_m| Ho$ ZE g{H©$Q> ~Z JE h¡& Or {gZo_m Ho$db
_amR>r Or {gZo_m M¡Zb hr Zht Mbm ahm h¡ ~pëH$ XO©Zm| _amR>r
{\$ë_m| H$m àm°S>ŠeZ ^r H$a ahm h¡& _amR>r {\$ë_m| Ho$ à_moeZ
VWm àm°S>ŠeZ Ho$ VarH$m| _| ^r ~Xbmd {XImB© Xo ahm h¡& gmoeb
_r{S>`m H$m ^anya à`moJ, Q>¡b|Q> emo, [a`{b{Q> emo, H$m°boO
g§ñWmAm| Ho$ \$§ŠeZ, _ëQ>rßboŠg _| OmH$a {\$ë_m| H$m à_moeZ
{H$`m Om ahm h¡& {S>{OQ>b _r{S>`m, ñbmoJZ, B§Q>aZoQ> ES²g,
AmH$f©H$ do~gmBQ²g, _r{S>`m nmQ>©Za{en Ho$ gmW _mH}$qQ>J Ho$
ZE \$§S>o AnZmE Om aho h¡§& E.Q>r.Eb. (Q>obr{dμOZ ao{S`mo),
~r.Q>r.Eb. (S>mBaoŠQ> _mH}$qQ>J) _mÜ`_ Ûmam _mH}$qQ>J H$s Om
ahr h¡& _r{S>`m nmQ>©Za{en Ho$ VËd Am¡a gw{dYm AnZmB© Om ahr
h¡& H$amo‹S> Ho$ Šb²ãg _o AmZo H$s AmH$m§jmE± ~‹T> ahr h¡§ &
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_amR>r {gZo_m Ho$ Bg n[aÑí` H$mo XoI H$a A~ {dX ©̂,
_amR>dm‹S>m, ImZXoe O¡go joÌ ^r {\$ë_ {Z_m©U H$s J{V{d{Y`m|
H$mo ~‹T>mdm Xo aho h¡§& ZE ZE àmoS>çyga A~ BZdoñQ>_|Q> Ho$ Vm¡a na
_amR>r {gZo_m _| n¡gm bJmZm MmhVo h¡§& Hw$N> A{^ZoVm-A{^ZoÌr
nmQ>©Za{en _| àm°S>ŠeZ hmCg Imob aho h¡§& ZE ZE H$bmH$mam| H$mo
Adga Xo aho h¡§& Hw$b {_bmH$a _amR>r B§S>ñQ´r H$mo A~ {~OZog
AWdm àmo\$oeZ H$s g_P Am JB© h¡& `hr CgH$m VmËn ©̀ h¡&

àm°S>ŠeZ, S>mBaoŠeZ, H$hmZr VH$ZrH$, Q´rQ>_|Q>, Xe©H$m|
H$s ng§X, ~m°Šg Am°{\$g H$m J{UV, AdmS>© H$s ì`dñWm,
_ëQ>rßboŠg \$§S>m, {\$ë_m| H$mo [abrO H$aZo H$s amOZr{V, à_moeZ
Ho$ ZE ZE VarHo$, Bd¢Q> _¡ZoO_|Q>, dob _oS> {S>OmB§S> {\$ë_m| H$m
{Z_m©U Ed§ _mH}$qQ>J {\$ë_m| Ho$ {g¹$ëg H$m {Z_m©U, g¥OZmË_H$Vm,
à`moJerbVm, àñVwVrH$aU Am{X g^r Ho$ n[aàoú` _| _amR>r
{gZo_m ~Xb ahm h¡& `h n[adV©Z {Z{íMV hr _amR>r {\$ë_m| H$mo
d¡{ídH$ nhMmZ Xo gH$Vm h¡&

g§X^©:

1. Bg AmboI Ho$ {bE "JwJb' go g^r {\$ë_m| H$s OmZH$mar
EH$Ì H$s J`r h¡&

2. Ñí`mboI hoV w "` y-Q`w~ _go g§~ §{YV {\$ë_m o §  H o $
"pŠbßg$' Cn`moJ _| bmE JE &

3. ~mOma _| CnbãY 'DVD/CD' H$m AdbmoH$Z H$a CgH$m
gmam§e g§X ©̂ hoVw {b`m J`m&

4. g§~§{YV {\$ë_m| Ho$ Hw$N> {ZX}eH$, A{^ZoVm {\$ë_
AmbmoMH$, {\$ë_ {deofkm| go MMm© H$s J`r h¡&
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Manipuri cinema through the lens of
Aribam Syam Sharma-An Analytical Study

Asst. Prof Dr.Oinam Bedajit Meitei
                  Department of Journalism & Mass Communication, Manipal University Jaipur, Rajasthan

Abstract: Aribam Syam Sharma (1939—) played an influential role in bringing Manipuri cinema on to mainstream film
industry. He started his career as a music composer and actor in the first Manipuri feature film Matamgi Manipur (Present
Day Manipur, 1972) directed by Debkumar Bose. The film brought him national recognition instantaneously and he received
the President‘s Medal (1972). The first movie he directed was Lamja Parshuram (Parshuram the Orphan, 1974).  Saphabee
(1976) brought him the first Rajat Kamal for the Best Regional Film at the National Film Festival in 1976 a trend that
continued subsequently in the other films— Olangthagee Wangmadasu (Beyond the Sultry Summer, 1979), Imagi Ningthem
(My Son, My Precious, 1981), Ishanou (The Chosen One, 1990), Sanabi (The Grey Horse, 1996). The film Imagi Ningthem
also bagged the Grand prix award for best feature film in the Festival Des Three Continents at Nantes in France (1986). His
film – Ishanou was screened at the Cannes international film festival, France, in the section Uncertain Reard in 1991. His films
revolve around the fast changing dynamics of Manipuri life and culture (as opposed to native Indian ethos) as can be found
in the film Imagi Ningthem. He succeeded in blending a fine balance between aesthetic considerations and commercial
compulsions. This study attempts to analyse his four films— Lamja Parshuram (1974), Saphabee (1976), Olangthagee
Wangmadasu (1979), Imagi Ningthem (1981) both from the point of deconstruction and semiotics. The study further
attempted to interpret and relate his films in close relation to Manipuri culture.

Keywords: Lamja Parshuram, Saphabee, Olangthagee Wangmadasu, Imagi Ningthem, aesthetic considerations, commercial
compulsions, dynamics of Manipuri life and culture.

Introduction:

Manipuri cinema is one of the youngest additions to
the broad spectrum of Indian cinema. The first feature film
of the state was Matamgi Manipur (Present day Manipur,
1972) that brought national recognition instantaneously
by winning the President‘s Medal. The film introduced
Aribam Syam Sharma, as a music composer and actor who
later single handily put Manipuri cinema onto the national
and international limelight. His films focus on the composite
heritage and socio-cultural ethos of Manipur.

Manipur is a state of various communities with diverse
tradition and culture. This diversity has led to the emergence
of many forms in music, dance and other performing arts.
Capturing these unique traditions and culture through
cinema, Aribam Syam has unequivocally carved a niche for
Manipuri cinema that gained him international recognition
and appreciation.

Aribam Syam was born in 1939, at Imphal. With a
Masters degree in Philosophy from Santiniketan and trained
in Indian classical music, his compositions reflect a deep
understanding of folk and traditional music of Manipur.
Aribam Syam joined as a lecturer in DM College, Imphal
after his return from Shantiniketan in 1960. He also
simultaneously engaged himself with a theatre group called
Aryan Theatres and his plays marked the start of
experimental theatre in the state.

His theatre experience helped him to incorporate it
into music and theatre in filmmaking. His film fall under two
categories: those belonging to the popular musical or
melodramatic films of the commercial Hindi cinema- Lamja
Parshuram (Parshuram, the Orphan, 1974), Saphabee

(1976) and Olangthagee Wangmadasoo (Beyond the Sultry
Summer, 1979); others that break free of commercial
constraints and reflect more personal interests and
obsessions of the film maker. Films such as Imagi Ningthem
(My Son, My Precious, 1981), Ishanou (The Chosen One,
1991), Sanabi (The Grey Horse, 1996) fall under this
category.

In his autobiography Living Shadows (2006), Aribam
Syam writes:

“My first three films were a compromise to meet the
pre-conceived, pre-impressed cinematic idiom, foreign to
the artistic sensibilities of the region. I was fortunate to find
stories rooted to the ethos and folkways of my society. And
the tremendous successes of these films in terms of box
office returns, to my belief, are due to the content of the
cinema and not much to the form that met the audiences’
expectations.” (p. 80)

When Aribam Syam debuted as a director, the most
striking theme of a film was issues concerning the family.
These involved issues concerning generation gap, relations
between the sexes, adultery, women independence, and
review of dominant form of masculinity (Evans, PW.1995:
38) all part of the staple diet of the commercial Indian
melodramas of the sixties and seventies. Aribam Syam
relished the challenges and while remaining true to their
commercial aspects he also meets the expectations of the
audience within the milieu of Manipuri culture. His movies
Lamja Parshuram (1974), and Olangthagee Wangmadasoo
(1979) draw a line between the severest Bollywood
commercials and artistic constraints.

To quote Aribam Syam from Living Shadows (2006):
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In the absence of a film movement from the region, the
audience had been impressed by films (Hindi, English,
Bengali) about what movies are. The repeated impressions
to the public mind posed a challenge to create cinema
peculiar to the region. Content had to be altered beyond the
reality of the society to fit a pre-conceived, pre-impressed
cinematic idiom foreign to the artistic sensibilities of the
people of the region. (p.80)

The diverse regional cinemas in India strive to maintain
their distinctive identities and provide an important
dimension of the cultural wealth and diversity of India’s
regional cinemas (Gokulsingh, M. and Dissanayake, W.
2002: 123).

The present study attempts to analyze four of his
films— Lamja Parshuram(1974), Saphabee (1976),
Olangthagee Wangmadasu (1979), Imagi Ningthem (1981)
both from the point of deconstruction and semiotics. The
study further attempts to interpret and relate his films in
close relation to Manipuri culture.

Methodology –Qualitative and Descriptive

The study is qualitative and descriptive and combined
both hermeneutics with the method of visual analysis of
films in the case studies Kracauer (1960), as described in the
method of analysis of moving images by Hansen et al (1998).

Moving image analysis products utilize a language
into which both producers and audiences are socialized.
Central to the analysis of both narrative and genre is
application of the researcher’s own reading that is a
‘structured approach’ not only based on formula, and
application of models, but largely dependent on the
development of skills of descriptions and classification.

Using the procedures provided by narrative and genre
(Kracauer,1953), the moving image researcher is able to break
down signifying components and structures without
breaking up the object of the study as a meaningful whole.
The usefulness of narrative and genre analysis is not only
in the revealing of deep structures in texts, but also in the
identification of ideological positions and ideological
messages within texts.

Lamja Parshuram (1974)

Aribam Syam debuted with the film Lamja Parshuram
(1974), the film was an adaptation of a drama by a well
known Manipuri dramatist, Geet Chandra Tongbram. The
story is about an orphan who grows up to be an angry
young man with a vow to kill his father, the day he finds out
his identity.

The theme of an orphan making his way through social
spite and discrimination, winning the heart of a lofty maiden
is a theme well experienced by every Manipuri Meitei from
the legendary story of 1Khamba and Thoibi (Sharma, AS.

2006: 42). As in the legendary romance of Khamba and
Thoibi, Parshuram bears the scar of separation of his parents
and the social stigma of being a fatherless son.

The story also presented the polarized social worlds
of the rich and the poor, with the former as exploiter and the
latter as the exploited. The dramatic tension that arises out
of such a situation was finely depicted when Parshuram’s
mother conceives a child by her lover hailing from a rich
family.  Parshuram was also driven out of the policeman’s
house on learning that his daughter was in love with an
orphan. Countering these class conflicts and personal
rivalries, was the blossoming romance between Parshuram
and Indu.

The soul searching that Parshuram went through as
an orphan at the backdrop of socio political setup gave rise
to broader cultural questions of identity. This was
particularly true as Manipur attained statehood on January
21, 1972 which crystallized the sentiments of the people in
search of a true identity and trying to assign meaning to the
complex process of change.

The film marked the beginning of popular regional
cinema, resulting in the need to consume movies in one’s
own language. The film success lay within the parameters
of a very conventional narrative poor boy meeting the rich
girl sought to capture the contemporary mood and moment
through the formation of a new state.

The film fared much better than Matamgi Manipur, in
returns, becoming the first film to run more than 100 days in
Manipur challenging the contemporary Hindi blockbuster
of the year, Raj Kapoor’s Bobby (1973).

Saphabee (1976)

In Saphabee (1976), the director attempted a folk
based Manipuri movie. Saphabee is part of an anthology of
Manipuri folk literature, which is a part and parcel of the
living myths of the valley people of Manipur. The director
introduces the film with Manipuri martial arts, spear fight
and Manipuri wrestling, which constitutes a significant area
of the ethical culture of the people. The film is based on the
tragic love story of Saphabee, the only daughter and
princess of the Tabung Kingdom, with the prince of the
Khuman kingdom. An intresting element in the film is how
the Tabung King brought up Saphabee as a prince rather
than a princess; she was trained in martial arts, horse riding
and was equally skilled as any man (Sharma, AS. 2006:43).
She falls in love at first sight, with the Khuman prince,
Saphaba, whom she met in a jungle saving her life from a
tiger. Killing tigers to prove the courage of a man has always
been a part of Manipuri folktales. Puremba, the father of
Khamba, was known for killing as many as nine tigers.
Khamba also won the hands of Thoibi only after killing a
tiger in the legendary tale of Khamba and Thoibi. Similar to
the tale both the lovers met a tragic end dying before their
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marriage is solemnised.

In the film the director also depicted the importance of
Lai Haraoba, the festival of the gods and goddesses and the
importance of Maiba, priest, in the traditional life of Manipuris.
The Lai Haraoba festival of Manipur represented what is
finest and best of the ancient Manipuri culture (Nilakanta, E.
1995: 257). Manipuris believe, the worlds of the material and
the occult co-exist. The Maibas and Maibis, priestess, were
consulted in matters concerning material needs, difficulties
such as cause of illness, war and famine etc. People rely a
great deal on the services of traditional Maiba and Maibi
(Sanajaoba, N. 2005: 197). No ritual in the traditional Manipuri
culture is complete without the participation of the Maibas
and the Maibis. Aribam Syam explored these themes deeply
in his later film Ishanou (The Chosen One, 1991) which tells
the story of a young mother, Tampha, who has been chosen
by the gods to join the Maibi sect.

The transmigration of lover-souls, the romance, the
melodrama and the theme of tragic denouement has always
fascinated the Manipuri audience for generations. A clear
example is the Moirang Kangleirol, tragic love stories of
nine incarnations popularly known as ‘Seven Rebirths’,
which are deeply integrated with the people of Manipur.
Aribam Syam by choosing a tragic tale of Saphabee tapped
the Manipuri audience who enjoyed hearing the re-narration
of the legends but also informed themselves with the thrill,
the suspense, the aesthetic charm along with the story of
etiquette, decorum, administration of justice, costumes,
pattern of dialogues, the proverbs and the literary heritage
of the past (Boramani, S. 1995: 34).

The featuring of lake in the film also tells about the
significance of lakes in the romantic tales of Manipur. Many
legends, myth and folklores surround the Loktak lake. The
cultural importance of the lake could be traced as the
legendary characters of Thobi, Tonu Laijinglembi and
Pidongnu, of the Seven Rebirths, along with their maids
enjoy fishing in the lake. Their romances are interwoven
with the lake while many of the scenes of Manipuri folklore
are played on the shore of the lake.

The music gave a distinct flavour of folk and
traditional Manipuri music. The forgotten creators of the
traditional music which has become treasure of the Meiteis
are uniquely recalled by Aribam Syam through a new medium.
The background scorings are given in rhythm to
synchronise the stylised language adopted by the director.

Though the film was not as successful as its
predecessors Lamja Parshuram in the box-office, it was
received well and conferred the Silver Lotus for the best
regional film.

Olangthagee Wangmadasu (1979)

Olangthagee Wangmadasu (1979) is about the

changing society of Manipur during the late 70’s and early
80’s. The film tries to examine the social conflict from the
backdrop of the changing man-woman relationships. It has
all the ingredients of a conventional box office hit: songs,
fights and romance. But the director Aribam Syam and MK
Binodini, the story and screenplay writer, has infused a
regional flavour to the film.

The hero, Bijoy was brought up by his grandparents
as his parents died in an accident. He was a musician but
unemployed and belonged to a more traditional home.
Though he was city-bred and educated he was expendable
in the eyes of Thadoi’s brother who was ambitious by nature.
In confrontation between the two families the hero’s
grandfather was killed trying to save the heroine who
escaped from the clutches of her brother. The fight
symbolised the conflict between traditional values and
modern values. The old man symbolised the traditional,
skilled with Manipuri martial arts. Dressed in a white dhoti
and pyjama he thrashed the modern dressed goons, hired
by the heroine’s brother but was back stabbed while he
retreated from the fight. The grandfather succumbed to the
injury and the two lovers were thus separated from one
another. The steps, gaits and poses of Manipuri martial arts
are also captured in the sword fight.

The complexities of the relationship were captured in
the varied emotions that surround the characters of the film.
It was filled with a number of complex romantic, platonic,
and parental relationships symbolising the modern day
relationships. Bijoy while trying to overcome the loss of his
near ones and the heartbreak of an ex-lover, deals with the
challenges of a new relationship with a helpless woman.
The juxtaposition of two ladies in the life of the hero suggests
the debilitate playfulness of romance. The heroine Thadoi
was brought up in modern education, lifestyle and later
became a doctor. She was a fearless devotee of love and
independent maiden. She remained true to the hero. Whereas
the other woman was an unfortunate village girl who was
married to a criminal and whose life were marred with
sufferings and torture. A victim of circumstances, she was a
human expression of sorrow, pain and tears of tolerance.

The life of Bijoy who was out rooted from his family
can be contextualised in the harsh political, economic and
social crisis of the 70’s. Bijoy was noble and modest to his
fellows and elders but was also fearless to fight for truth
and was firm in his determination. The 70’s was confronted
with the formation of a state, rise of extremists left and right
wing, political formation embedded with nationalistic
ideologies to construct an independent identity. The search
for communion embodied in interdependent action and
individual accountability that characterized the modern ideal
(Chakravarty, S.S. 1998:132).

The film broke Imphal’s box-office record held by
Sholay (1975). It ran for more than 30 weeks. It was the
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combination of the more usual box-office elements with a
familiar Manipuri theme of a parentless son in love with a
rich daughter. Chakravarty opines that in a new ‘impersonal’
context, they had to find ways of seeing the harsh conditions
of their existence the promise of change and renewal, with
the old certitudes brought back via the new agencies of
state power and authority. The film was awarded the Silver
Lotus that year.

Imagi Ningthem (1981)

Imagi Ningthem (My Son, My Precious, 1981),
marked the beginning of a new trend in Manipuri cinema.
The film bagged the Grand prix award for best feature film in
the Festival Des Three Continents at Nantes in France
(1986). Scripted by MK Binodini, the film was a story of a
school teacher (Dhani) in a remote village that discovered
an illegitimate child (Thoi Thoi) fathered by her cousin’s
(Ekashini) husband. The illegitimate boy whose mother died
in childbirth was brought up by his grandfather. The film
went on to detail how the betrayed wife on her free will
adopted the illegitimate son of her husband.

The director showed through the film how a mother’s
love can come in different forms. Ekashini, in-spite having
a son of his own could not get away from Thoi Thoi after
hearing the sad story of the boy and the sin her husband
has committed. She decided to raise Thoi Thoi as her own.

TC Hodson wrote that women hold a high and free
position in Manipur, all the internal trade and exchange of
the produce of the country being managed by them
(Shyamkishor, S.1991:138). Ekashini though subservient to
her husband and righteously performed her household
chores yet pursues her own desire of adopting Thoi Thoi
without taking her husband’s word. It also showed her
courage to face any consequences when it came to the
purview of her motherhood feelings for Thoi Thoi.

The child’s longing for the mother is deftly captured
when Thoi Thoi stood still on hearing news of her mother
from Pishak, a neighbour. He asked his grandfather to
accompany him to find the truth of the news. On being
introduced to Ekashini, he took her to be his real mother
and he forbade her let go once he saw her. The thought of
losing her again made him fall sick. His anguish was captured
in the scene where in-spite of suffering with high fever he
sat in the dusty roadside of the village, waiting for a car that
would bring back his lost mother.

The emotional conflict that rose after Ekashini turned
up in the life of Thoi Thoi passed on to his grandfather who
has nurtured the child so far. The emotional disturbance the
old man underwent thinking about the future of his grandson
was symbolised by a kite stuck to a branch of a tree in a
courtyard. The loneliness of the old man in the absence of
Thoi Thoi was depicted in the scene where he sat in the
veranda deep in thought only to bring back to senses by

Dhani who promised to bring back Thoi Thoi to him.

The success of the film is accredited to the sincerity
and truthfulness on the part of the film maker in capturing
human relations in the everyday lifestyle of the community.
The intimate relationship between Thoi Thoi and his
grandfather, the relationship between Dhani, her colleague
Gandhar and the old man showed the strong sense of
community and humane living in the traditional Manipuri
society. The nature of relationships is remarkably integrated
and extended in depth.

The belief in ancestors and spiritual beings is an
important element in the traditional religion of Manipur. A
Maiba (priest) conducted a special worship of the domestic
deities, Sanamahi and Leimarel Shidabi for Thoi Thoi when
he fell ill. The director also portrayed the co-existence of
modern medicine and traditional beliefs when Thoi Thoi
was again treated by a doctor. But it was the love and care
of Ekashini that healed Thoi Thoi ultimately.

The film has been criticized for poor technical quality.
To reduce cost he filmed in 16mm black and white and blew
it up on 35mm but the process was not a standard one
resulting in the 35mm print being very bad (Sharma AS.
2005:46). Aribam Syam wrote that besides the print quality
the camera used for the film also had problem with speed,
the recording of dialogues were done on an ordinary tape
recorder which captured the noise around as the dubbing
was done in a makeshift studio on the rooftop of the writer,
MK Binodini Devi. The film is a standing example of the
plights of film makers in an economically backward state
such as Manipur in the absence of funds and other
assistance from the government both in terms of technical
support and distribution system. But the film in-spite of its
technical shortcomings is appreciated for its truly authentic
depiction of regional life and the statement on human
relations that transcends its place to hit a universal appeal.

Conclusion:

The movies of Aribam Syam Sharma offered a keen
illustration of Manipuri day-to-day lifestyle with its rich
socio-cultural background. Through his films Lamja
Parshuram (1974), Olangthageee Wangmadasu (1976) and
Imagi Ningthem (1981) the director continuously tried to
discover the identities of the changing Manipuri society.
He vividly displayed the aesthetics that emerge naturally
and inevitably from the ethos and environs of Manipuri
society. He depicted through the medium of cinema the
essence of traditional life-style in Manipur with a deep
understanding of its cultural roots, the ideals and
aspirations of the people. He explored the importance of
these underlying cultural bonds that weaves Manipuri
society through its unique martial arts, religious practices,
and music and dance traditions.
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Abstract : Amidst the resurfacing of linguistic conflicts, K. Balachander’s (1930-2014) contributions have infused the
Cinematic imagination with a fresh wave of multilingualism; hinting at an artist’s ability to rise above the narrow confines of
linguistic borders. An acclaimed actor, director, screenwriter and producer, K. Balachander has more than 80 films to his credit
in Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada and Hindi. Known for introducing many actors and actresses, he is acknowledged as
‘Iyakkunar Sigaram’ (The Summit of Directors) and was bestowed with the Dadasaheb Phalke award (2010). His demise in
December 2014 has created a void in Indian Cinema.

This paper attempts to capture glimpses of his unique contributions to Indian Cinema. Although many of his films were path-
breaking and award-winning, the paper will focus on those films which help in illustrating the multiple manifestations of his
artistic contributions in regional and national languages.

Keywords: Indian Cinema, K. Balachander, multilingual

Introduction :

“South India is the largest producer of films in India”
albeit Hindi Cinema or Bollywood “is considered as Indian
Cinema par excellence” aptly begins Selvaraj Velayutham’s
Introduction to Tamil Cinema, the Cultural Politics of
India’s Other Film Industry. (2008, p. 1) Critiquing the
Bollywood-centric academic writings for “The cultural
hegemony and dominance of Bollywood within the Indian
film industry has both marginalised and erased the rich
complexities and ethno-linguistic specific cinematic
traditions of India”, he asserts that the “reverberation and
articulation of Dravidian identity and Tamil nationalism” is
intrinsic to Kollywood1. (p. 17, p. 25)

This paper reflects on Tamil/Telugu Cinema to illustrate
Kailasam Balachander’s (9 July 1930-23 December 2014)
unique contributions. Many of his films were path-breaking/
award-winning, but this paper restricts itself to those which
manifested in regional/national language/s. First, a quick
introduction to K. Balachander, hereafter KB, is warranted.

Gifted with a multilingual Cinematic imagination, KB
and his company Kavithalaya were regarded as giants of
Tamil and Telugu Industries. A talent-spotter, the actors/
actresses he introduced in his films became stars2. A school
teacher-turned apprentice clerk-turned Superintendent-turned
playwright3, he entered Kollywood with Dheiva Thaai (1965)4

in the mid-60s, when the Dravidian-movement-inspired
medium appealed more to the lower middle classes5. Film
historian, Guy Randor pronounced KB as a “bright spark”
who subverted the star-system for “In his films, he, the writer-
director, is the star” creating “movies with bold themes in
cinematic styles, something new in Tamil” lending him a pan-
Indian identity. (Tamil Cinema, 1985, p. 473) Yves Thoramal
affirms that KB “raised the status of directors in the Madras
Cinematographic world”(Tamil Cinema, 2000, p. 326).

Multilingual Manifestations :

As it shall be illustrated, there were two trends in KB’s

filmography: the unexplored concern with women’s issues
and remaking films from Tamil/Telugu into other languages.
In an era marked by linguistic conflicts, his multilingual
endeavors were a due recognition of the nation’s linguistic
plurality. He made the Hindi films Oonche Log (1965) and
Aaina (1977) and remade director Hrishikesh Mukherjee’s
successful Hindi comedy film Golmaal (1979) as Thillu Millu
(1981) in Tamil. Given the space constraints, an overview of
six KB directed films, unless specified otherwise, is followed
by a comparative analysis of the multi-lingual versions of
the women-centric film Iru Kodugal.

Major Chandrakant, his first English play, wherein
he enacted the Major’s role, was written to commemorate
the Accountant General’s arrival from Bengal and rewritten
as a two-hour Tamil play for the Sabhas7. Revolving around
a blind, retired military officer who sheltered his son’s
murderer, its screen avatars were Oonche Log (1965-Hindi),
Major Chandrakant (1966-Tamil) and Sukhadukhaalu
(1967-Telugu)8. After hearing the story of Joseph Anandan’s
Stage play of the same name, KB directed the black and
white film Iru Kodugal (1969) which means two lines. A
poignant portrayal of the conflicting effects of bigamy on
the triumvirate protagonists, an aspiring but failed Collector
turned Clerk; his abandoned wife turned District Collector
turned boss and his second wife who had to give up her
studies. KB remade it as Collector Janaki (1972-Telugu)
and Eradu Rekhagalu (1984-Kannada); Sanjog (1971-Hindi)
was directed by S. Balasubramanian.

Aval Oru Thodar Kathai (1974) depicts a responsible,
middle-class female protagonist who decides to remain
unmarried. Familial circumstances – a father who has
renounced his responsibilities to don the saintly garb, an
elder brother, a wayward and a drunkard – force the second
daughter to work, overthrowing the perceptions of Man as
the bread-winner. Her tragic struggle to support an ungrateful
extended family, was seen as KB’s “just anger at society
that ruins the lives of individuals, especially unmarried girls
in Hindu society”(Parthasarathy, The Cinema of K.
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Balachander, 1985, p. 222). KB directed the remakes in
Telugu as Anthuleni Katha (1976) and in Kannada as
Benkiyalli Aralida Hoovu (1983); the film’s statement was
carried forward in Bharat Shamsher’s Bengali remake Kabita
(1977) and T. Rama Rao’s Hindi remake Jeevan Dhara (1982).

Apoorva Ragangal (1975), a daring experiment in the
sixties, tested middle-class norms with its bold and
unconventional theme of cross-generational love. A young
girl loves a man old enough to be her father, whose young
son professes love for an abandoned married woman, a
successful classical singer and mother of the former young
woman. The climactic ending, where the two couples
confront the irresoluble fact of the son/father becoming a
father/son-in-law and the daughter/mother becoming the
mother/daughter-in-law to each other, destabilized
established cultural norms and was shockingly eccentric,
provocative and a scathing exploration of inter-generational
conflicts. Despite upholding middle-class values, it coerced
the audience into a contemplative mode. Telugu director
Dasari Narayana Rao remade it as Thoorpu Padamara (1976-
Telugu); KB directed the Hindi remake Ek Nai Paheli (1984).

Echoing Shakespeare’s Romeo-Juliet, the cult classic
and romantic tragedy Maro Charitra (1978-Telugu) was
dubbed as Thirakal Ezhuthiya Kavitha (1980-Malayalam)
and remade in Hindi as Ek Duje Ke Liye (1981). Dealing with
cross-cultural romance or inter-ethnic relations, the caste and
linguistic tensions - Telugu-Tamil/Tamil-Malayalam/Tamil-
Hindi – openly defied parental opposition. While English
helps the lovers in communicating and bridging their linguistic
differences, true love enables them to learn each other’s
languages and challenge their opponents - the girl’s mother
and the boy’s father- who force them to sign a one-year
contract to remain separate as a test.

Depicting the effects of corruption on society, the
turmoils of unemployed urban youth and the angry-young
man syndrome, Varumaiyin Niram Sivapu (1980-Tamil) was
remade as Aakali Rajyam (1981-Telugu) and Zara Si Zindagi
(1983-Hindi). The son of a classical singer, does many odd
jobs but takes up a barber’s profession, for as he justifies to
his father, he did not have to cheat/lie/impersonate and the
father accepts the decision. The next part will analyse the
multilingual manifestations of Iru Kodugal and emphasize
the linguistic/cultural specificities and highlight interesting
cinematic details.

Rejecting non-linear conventions, the film’s exposition
begins in medias res underscoring the philosophy of two
lines, a mathematical riddle within which is embedded a
profound truth – How to make a line shorter without erasing
it? The simple answer is provided by the intelligent second
wife who draws a longer line next to it, making the previous
one seem shorter and clarifies the philosophy based on her
real life-experiences. Sad, on being asked to give up her
studies by her mother, her sadness was greater when she

lost her mother. Later on, when she feels hurt that her
husband was insulted by the Collector, he warns her that
she would feel more hurt on knowing another bitter truth.

With the rustling of the papers, flashbacks make us
aware of the meeting, marriage and subsequent separation
of the Collector and her husband. The love of South Indians
for Coffee is depicted in all, except in the Hindi version. The
hero’s craving for Coffee in the streets of Kashi (he is on a
pilgrimage with his parents) results in his encountering the
heroine (a migrant in the southern versions). Her house is
close enough for her to overhear the hero’s lamentations in
his mother-tongue (he is not fluent in Hindi) to the
uncomprehending Hindi-speaking tea-vendor. Attracted by
her loud instructions to her aunt to drink the coffee which
is getting cold, the hesitant hero approaches and requests
her for a glass of coffee. She offers it to him in a silver
tumbler (glass given to a husband during marriage). In
Kannada, the Hindi atmosphere is accentuated through
posters of Rajkumar’s films Mere Huzoor (1968) and Heer
Ranjha (1970) on the walls of the Tea-Stall and the Heroine’s
house. This scene is absent in Sanjog which concentrates
on the class-conflict and the hostelite hero studies with the
heroine in the college where her uneducated father works
as a peon. In the southern versions, the fathers are school/
college teachers teaching their mother-languages in Kashi.

A variation is the duet song in the Kannada and Hindi
versions, absent in the Tamil/Telugu versions. In the
southern versions, the couple get married in the Kashi
temple and ask for her father’s blessings, which he first
refuses. When a tearful daughter reminds him he had taught
her the beauty and truth of supreme love, he blesses them.
The heroine draws upon Bharatidasan in the Tamil version;
in the Kannada version, she uses the analogy of Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala and cries that her father couldnot take the place
of the loving Kanva Rishi. In Hindi, the father sees the
couple in love and advises them to study. The hero reaches
home and is surprised to see the College Peon, but asks for
her hand in marriage and writes a letter to his parents about
his marriage.

In tune with the migrant metaphor, the heroine speaks
fluent Hindi in the southern versions, deploying Achcha,
the Hindi word for OK. Underscoring the linguistic politics,
the Collector’s bilingual nameplate is displayed in the
mother-tongue and English (not Hindi); the Bollywood
version uses monolingual Hindi. Common is the lie about
the heroine’s drowning in the Ganges by the hero’s arrogant
mother to her son who is in Delhi to attend an interview for
the Collector’s post. In disbelief, the hero reaches his wife’s
house and meets the new, Hindi-speaking, tenants. His lack
of knowledge of Hindi leads to the misunderstanding about
his wife’s than her aunt’s death. The Hindi version depicts
a villainous Uncle, who along with the tenants whom he
has bribed, affirms the lie. Her determined father, failing to
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get his daughter remarried due to her pregnancy, vows to
make her a Collector.

As fate would have it, she takes charge of the office
where the hero, who has remarried and has three children,
works as a Head Clerk. An emotionally engaging scene is
when the hero is chided for misplacing an important file and
the discussion oscillates between the file he lost and the
married life she lost. In a situation where protocol demands
that he stand before her, she displays subservient attitude
in the privacy of her cabin; painfully reprimands him for
negligence, straining their relations further. Unknown to her,
the vengeful father teams up with an employee resulting in
the hero being caught red-handed for having taken a bribe
and is suspended. The misunderstanding is cleared when,
suspecting that she is taking her revenge, he gets into her
bedroom to kill her.

KB’s passion for literature, theatre and the use of
situational songs are an inherent part of his cinematic
imagination. A stage-function organized to commemorate
the Collector’s arrival is an occasion to reclaim identities.
What is common is that the stage-show14 enables the
estranged couple to get evidence of their marriage as the
hero (un/knowingly?) garlands her. The Collector keeps a
framed photo in her drawer; accidentally discovered, it is a
cause for office-gossip. Some mischief-mongers make an
anonymous call to the second wife who finds her suspicions
of her husband’s supposed infidelity affirmed on finding
the photo hidden behind their own marriage photo.

The stage-show also helps in delineating linguistic
identities. In the Tamil version, the lifeless statue of the
famous Tamil poet Bharatidasan comes alive to lament that
the numerous misinterpretations of his poems on slavery or
Krishna’s love are dishonouring. The Telugu version
deploys an Abhinav Kuchela song, a theatrical form like
Harikatha traditions in Andhra Pradesh. Drawing upon the
familiar episode of Kuchela (Sudama) –Krishna meeting, the
modern version parodies social evils like corruption – the
support of higher-ups for a vote/seat/permit/license/
promotion; the need for recommendation becomes a scathing
commentary on bureaucratic governments. Sudama’s wife
asks him to take an appointment/interview with Krishna for
resolving their difficulties. Krishna asks if he bought
Kashmir Shawls/Godrej Cupboard/Pressure Cooker/
Tailoring Machine/garland/fruit/the famous Andhra Bandara
(Boondi) Ladoo without which his prayer may not be
granted. He questions Sudama, who has many children, if
he had not heard of the red triangle (family planning)
message on Aakashwani. There is no song in the Kannada
version. A quaawali song in the Hindi version, uses the
metaphor of flowers having different destinies, faces
different facets and dreams different results.

Two interesting songs are common. The one
accompanied by a musical chair competition where the two

co-wives are declared as joint winners and the second when
the Collector invites her co-wife for Bomma Kollu (display
of dolls during Navaratri)/Janmashtami (Krishna’s birth)
Celebrations. The famous song, recalling Gods with two
wives/women in their lives, becomes a question-answer
session and a medium to assert their rights over the husband
and the second wife is convinced that her husband would
marry the Collector. Of all the versions, the Tamil song is the
most poetic and communicates well the emotional conflicts
of two women torn by their love for the same husband.

An instance of real life entering reel life is when the
Collector meets the Chief Minister in his office. As director
Mani Ratnam proffers, “The camera is focused on the chair.
The chair is moving slightly, from side to side, and we only
hear the voice of the Chief Minister” drawing attention not
“to who the authority was, but to what was being dealt
with”(Baradwaj, Conversations with Mani Ratnam, 2012).
KB wished to pay his tribute to C.N. Annadurai without a
dupe and “with a voice sounding just like his (Anna’s), a
pair of glasses on the table and a pen in the foreground, the
audience knew it had to be him!” (qtd in Meera Srinivasan,
2009) Encouraged, the Collector takes on smugglers, is shot
and reaches her husband’s home. The suspicious wife,
saved from committing suicide by her father, returns. But
she digests the news of their previous marriage. On learning
of her son’s drowning in a bid to save his friend and second
wife’s son; the Collector mourns her son’s death more than
her husband’s loss and leaves on a UN deputation with a
gift- the second wife’s son.

Besides the strong thematic concerns and emotional
songs, the portrayal of two powerful women characters was
the film’s USP. The unconventional theme of an abandoned
married woman progressing by becoming a Collector was
exciting, exhilarating and endowed women with a sense of
agency and in the process reinforcing that marriage is not
the be-all and end-all of a woman’s life.

Conclusions :

KB’s uniqueness in Indian Cinema was the practice of
multilingual traditions as illustrated with a few films in
general and Iru Kodugal in particular. With a Padma Shri
(1987) and nine National Awards, –the long-awaited
acknowledgement came after five decades with the
Dadasaheb Phalke Award (2010).

It is appealing to note that KB is that his movies powerful
women protagonists for whom marriage was not the ultimate
goal; engaging themes which threatened the conventional
norms of the film-going audiences and his experimentations
in multiple regional languages as well as in the national
language Hindi. KB challenged linguistic chauvinism to affirm
the universal nature of human emotions and through his
synergistic cross-fertilisation of multilingual films,
demonstrated the capacity for transcending linguistic barriers.
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Notes

1. Velayudhan adds that Kollywood is “an amalgam of
the words Kadambakkam and Hollywood”(2008, p.18).

2. Some of the actors were Kamal Hassan, Rajnikant,
Prakash Raj. Some of the actresses were Sarita, Sujata,
Janaki, Jayaprada. Some like Kamal Hassan, Madhavi
and Rati Agnihotri were also introduced in Hindi.

3. KB’s first play Major Chandrakant was written in
English and then for lack of audience was re-written in
Tamil. Other Tamil plays were Server Sundaram,
Neerkumizhi, Mezhuguvarthi, Navagraham and more
recently Pournami (2009). As Theodore Bhaskaran
(2013) observes, KB ‘founded his own drama unit,
Ragini Recreations, and staged a number of successful
plays’.

4. See Pal. Interestingly, it was the acclaimed MGR who
roped him in for the first film but KB never worked with
him after that film.

5. As Pal highlights, KB ‘entered directing without going
through the ranks, had no real affiliation with production
houses before turning director, did not come from a
wealthy family and was unaffiliated with the Dravidian
movement’.

6. KB admits to Gowri Ramnarayan (2004) that he took up
the unexplored cause of  women to create his own
individual filmographic identity. Some iconic films were
Agnisakshi, Sindu Bhairavi, Iru Kodugal, Aval Oru
Thodar Kathai.

7. Sowkar Janaki, Gemini Ganesan and Jayanti acted in
Tamil; Jamuna and Jayanti acted in Telugu; Sarita and
Geeta acted in Kannada and Mala Sinha, Amitabh
Bachchan and Aruna Irani acted in Hindi.

8. Refer to http://iffi.nic.in/29Nov2011.pdf. The film was
screened in Retrospective: K. Balachander in the 42nd

International Film Festival at Goa (2011, p. 2 ).

9. Sujata, Jayaprada, Sarita, Mala Sinha and Rekha
essayed the roles in the Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Bengali
and Hindi remakes, respectively. Kamal Hassan played
the mimic-singer in the Tamil and Bengali versions and
as the Boss in the Telugu version. Jayalaxmi became
‘Phataphat Jayalaxmi’ for her use of ‘phataphat’.

10. As Theordore Bhaskaran (2013) notes, KB’s films
centred on contemporary urban middle class issues
and reinforcd their values and beliefs and many endings
are in accordance with the prevalent ‘middle class mores
and a sense of morality’.

11. S e e h t t p s : / / e n . w i k i p e d i a . o r g / w i k i
Maro_Charitra_(1978_film) Both the telugu film Maro

Charitra and the hindi remake Ek Duje Ke Liye were
listed among CNN-IBN’s 100 greatest Indian films of
all time in 2013.

12. The film-within-the-film in Aval Oru Thodar Kathai
also deploys song and mimicry to capture the bruised
emotions of the mimic and the protagonist (the marriage
is of the people whom both of them have loved).

13. Seehttp://web.archive.org/web/20000118090951/http:/
/dinakaran.com/cinema/english/cinebio/23-06-99/
balacha2.htm for the list of awards won by KB.

14. Sivaji Ganesan was the first Tamil actor from Kollywood
who received the Dadasaheb Phalke Award in 1997.
KB is the first Tamil Director and the second person
from Tamil Cinema to receive the Phalke Award.
(Bhaskaran, 1997, np).
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Wronged Rights: Viewing Human Rights through Regional Cinema
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Abstract: Our history records the lives of human beings across the globe at different time periods. These discourses are factual
representations which give insight into our past. In these moments of narration, we often fail to look at the subjective
interpretations of human lives. Be it Colonialism, World wars, freedom struggles the human lives involved were only read in
terms of numbers. It is therefore important to look at the individual lives involved during the times of conflict in order to read
history differently. And when it is about life of human beings, it is also about their rights. Human rights as a theoretical concept
were available to us from the time of Renaissance. But what needs to be understood is the presence of human rights in our
lives. Professor Lynn Hunt, a famous Human Rights theorist remarks fiction creates empathy in the minds of a reader. So then,
can it be assumed that visual fiction can also be used as a medium to arouse the viewer to sensitize about the availability of
certain conditions to live? Our national history provides space and time to understand this concept and undoubtedly cinema
is used as powerful tool speak to the audience. The research brings to the fore the issue of human rights in times of conflict.
The 2014 Malayalam movie IyobintePusthakam (Book of Job) set in 20th century Munnar, India depicts the life of
colonizers in a time when they had no rulers. A close analysis of the movie will help in viewing the presence or absence of
rights, the resistance or acceptance of their situation, and the existence of individual/community rights. Among many other
ideas, it is also important look at how cinema helps in speaking the ‘unspeakable’ which is a major concern of human rights
literature. Therefore, it needs to be questioned as in if it is only during turbulence that human beings need their rights. The text
considered for study will open the discussions on social cinema and reach of regional cinemas thus closely relating to Sartre’s
concept of Engaged literature.

Keywords: Human rights, unspeakable, colonizers, Engaged literature

Introduction:

Our history records the lives of human beings across
the globe at different time periods. Historical discourses are
factual representations that give insights into the past. In
these moments of narration, what often goes unnoticed for
is the subjective tales of suffering and inhumanity. Be it
Colonialism, World wars, freedom struggles the human lives
involved were only read in terms of numbers. The study of
history in times of conflict with reference to human rights is
the major concern of the paper. The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) is a document which calls out the
importance of certain conditions we can claim being humans.
The UDHR ushered in a new way of looking at the world, as
it universalized and equalized the human condition all over
the globe. Human Rights as a political concept discuss the
condition for an individual’s growth. A theoretical concept,
Human Rights objectified the historical and present day
conditions. However, Human Rights literature plays a vital
role in bringing the subjective voice of such discourses.
Prof Lynn Hunt, a famous Human Rights theorist remarks
fiction creates empathy in the minds of a reader. This is the
foundation on which Human Rights Literature builds itself.
Thus, Jean Paul Sartre’s study of engaged literature comes
to play in the context, as the role and responsibility of fiction
and the author to bring in a change can be understood.

The universalizing nature of rights: a western concept,
assumed the human condition in times of terror and otherwise
to be same across time and space. This was proved wrong
by the cultural texts which depicted the severity of ‘lack’ of
human rights in different cultures and regions. These texts
also revealed how different cultures and socio-political
conditions understand human rights and its implications.

Literature in general and fiction in particular helped in the
process of speaking the ’unspeakable’ at various levels for
the violated human souls. Thus, Human Rights in literature
became a medium for narrating, studying and rationalizing
the conditions of such human violations and consequent
victimhood. On understanding the importance of human
rights fiction, the position of the victims in the narration is
worth exploring. The concept of victimhood being called
into or individuals observing the position on his/her own is
also a prominent concern of Human Rights literature. These
factors are always overlooked since our cultural history
speaks only in the collective sense. Individual experiences
of pain and trauma is equally important to read the intensity
of abuses from different standpoints of history. Our country
with its glorious imperialist past and extended geography
gives space for such detailed analysis. The visual text
considered for the study is a depiction of condition of human
lives is a micro view of the post colonial condition of human
rights.

Relevance of Human Rights in India:
IyobintePusthakam

The colonial history of India proves as major source
for understanding presence and absence of rights in terms
of conflict. Rights were acknowledged and considered
available to us after World War I. However, the imperialist
strategies of the West restricted the concept on our land. In
the process, the social, political, economic rights of
individuals were wiped away. Indian political condition was
in trouble when the colonizers left our country. The country
as whole suffered and human lives in certain parts of the
country saw the inhumanity perpetrated on them by fellow
beings. Thus it can be understood that the conflict of
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situation made every individual to undergo a change. Indian
cinema like literary fiction portrayed these issues as matters
of social concern on the screens. The fictional background
provides the scope for research on availability of rights and
the portrayal of unspeakable narratives on screen.

IyobintePusthakam (The Book of Job), a 2014
Malayalam movie set in a verdant tea estate in Munnar,
Kerala is the tale of a land which had no rulers and was
completely under the power of the rich. The movie directed
by one of the ‘New Generation’ director AmalNeerad who
has reflected the abject condition of human lives in the area.
His visuals create the post-independence atmosphere and
natural landscape of a hill station in the movie. The fiction
also narrates the changes that brought the unstable political
situation under control through specific political ideology.
This movie can be considered as part of Human Rights
literature because it portrays the human lives from different
strata of society. This enables theresearch to analyze the
availability of human rights in times of conflict. The script
weaves the historical and social events of the time with
depiction of ideological changes in the South Indian state.
Kerala in 1947 was leftist in ideology with strong concern
towards upliftment of working class. The Malayalam cinema
has always been the mouth piece for changing times and
situations.  On studying the evolution of Malayalam cinema,
one can notice that it has always reflected the concerns of
society be it laborer struggles, lucid narrations of common
man’s life, existential realities of an educated individual,
slapstick comedies and others.  This film came on the screens
when Malayalam cine field is witnessing a mass level
experimentation by reflecting various aspects of today’s
generation. However, the plot and the characters depicted
are close to reality and hence relatable to the audience.
Though imaginary, the movies could connect to the masses
which brought in its commercial success.

Native Rights through Iyob

Human Rights theory includes various concepts and
perspectives of viewing human lives. The most important
ones are the availability of rights and portrayal of
unspeakable in the text. It is therefore important to view the
text in all different categories like native rights, women rights,
and urban notions of rights. The character of Iyob (Job) is
the main interest of the research as he is a brown skinned
native of Munnar who helps his white master to rule the
land. This appropriated him to the level of his master and
granted him the power to affect the rights of fellow beings.
The natives in any cultural setting are hardly aware of the
presence of rights. In our historical context, even being aware
of the rights did not do any good as the white master always
had brown counterparts who ensured their victimization.
The subject of victimhood is forced on them through many
perspectives. The scene where Harrison, the plantation
owner makes use of Iyob to beat others and forced them to
work is where Iyob becomes a pawn in the hands of

Imperialist player.Similarly, there are instances in the movie
where the natives are subjugated on the basis their
occupation which is a double jeopardy. The characters who
work with Job are seen holding an upper social status than
others. When the White master left, the plantation workers
constructed their identity on the basis of their shared history
of slavery. This is the reason why Iyob got his acceptance
among the fellow countrymen and they willingly accepted
him as their savior. Thus, the availability or unavailability of
rights was never a concern for the natives but it was more of
how find a foot hold in a land which had no rulers.

The identity of human beings which till that point was
associated to Harrison was left to finds its own roots in the
independent soil. Iyob took over the superior position of
his master and ‘interpellated’ the fellow beings into a victim
position. It is interesting to see a brown sahib replacing a
White sahib and ruling the land in the same models set by
the previous ruler. This one should know was the political
condition of our country after 1947. The citizens of our land
remained crushed under the hands of power even after
getting “freedom” officially. The new rulers like Iyob in the
film conveniently overlooked the chaos and continued
inflicting injustices on others. Many instances in the movie
like Dmitri’s and Ivan’s raping and killing of maid servant,
Dmitri’s domestic abuse against Rahel, Aloshiy’s running
away from home makes Iyob more inhuman. On the contrary,
if it is to see Iyob as a product of colonial injustices and
wrongs. The character of Iyob therefore is towards the climax
realizes the impact of his atrocities on several human lives
including his son Aloshiy, Martha, Kazhali and even on his
wayward  sons.

Gendered Rights

Speaking about the native rights, it is important to
look at the portrayal of women in the society. Women belong
that section of society who are treated lesser humans by
white men, white women and brown men. In the film, the
women characters are silenced, however, they are aware of
their condition and different levels resist the injustice.
Kazhali, Harrison’s illicit wife and Annama, Iyob’s wife are
acutely aware of the inhumanity inflicted upon them by the
men. However, they accept and gets marginalized to a
position from where they are unseen and unheard. On the
hand, Martha (Harrison’s daughter) and Rahel (Dmitri’s wife),
the second generation women are aware of the prevailing
inhumanity and rebels in different ways. Martha is seen as
an outcaste and witch is not given access to a normal life.
She accepts her condition and elegantly lives the life making
the dominant section quite uncomfortable. Rahel is a sharp
and revengeful woman who leaves no chance to create rift
in the Iyob household. For her ethics and humanity becomes
a matter of convenience and she answers stone with a stone.
Like Martha, Chemban’s wife yet another native woman
resists the atrocities of Dmitri and Ivan which eventually
brings her death. This is glorified and seen as an act of
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courage and chastity by the society. Through such women
characters, it can be understood that the women were not
unaware of their rights or at least the better conditions of
living which they were entitled to. They unlike their male
counterparts don’t blindfold themselves to the unjust present
but put up strong resistance to live life in their own terms.
The film doesn’t give narrative points to these women and
this can be seen as to how gendered the right to speak is.

Why Fictions of Dignity?

Fictions of Dignity as Human Rights literature is
popularly called become a powerful medium to sensitize the
present generation about the inhuman tendencies of the
time. Literary and visual texts help in speaking the
‘unspeakable’ aspects of violence which makes it a potent
tool for change. This fictional narrative has succeeded in
portraying the condition of human lives in an unusual
geography of a hill town village. The time span of the story
is equally engaging as it belongs to a period which is
unaccounted for in most of the post independencetexts.The
authorized historical narratives many a times fails to record
the political, social and economical conditions of such
villages. The times of conflict helps in understanding the
Human Rights and their availability in a different perspective.
At such times, the resistance offered by the individuals is
also quite unique as in the male characters of the movie
imitate their racial superiors complying with their past.
However, the female characters though stereotyped as meek
and vulnerable believes in the present and rebels in ways
known to them.  The film also shows the emerging political
standpoints the educated youth like Aloshiy and the left
wing narrator believes in. Thus, the story shows the evolving
political ideologies in a free land. However, the movie as
such does not declare such ideas as successful or failure
but shows it as against the Indian imperialism. Sartre’s
Engaged literature is one such ideology which theorizes the
moral role of fiction in humanizing the inhuman narratives.
However, it is questionable as to how much of sensitization
happens to the readers as their standpoints also matter in

process of viewing and reading.

Indian cinema, though a commercial venture has
always brought the societal concerns on the screen. While
undertaking such projects, the directors and scriptwriters
have aligned themselves to a very neutral position and made
the viewers role of understanding such narrations in an
engaging way. Any responsible individual of the society
will always believe in reading such narrations to develop a
humanitarian approach. This is what Sartre and other Human
Rights theorists also believe in. Moreover, there are literary
artists like Premchand, Mahasweta Devi and many others
who considered writing as a source of Human Rights
activism. Thus Human Rights is an area of concern and to
study such human rights narratives is a venture which fiction
should engage in.
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Abstract: India has always been a principal society that believes in its Culture and Social values. The India that Gurudev
Ravindranath Tagore portrayed in his Short Story ‘Drushtidaan’ (Vision in English) tells the stories of love, devotion and
sacrifice. Director Sachin Baliram Nagargoje, who is inspired by ‘Drushtidaan’, was offering a new Marathi film ‘Taptapadi’,
which is the story of Madhav, Meera and Sunanda. This period drama which is set on the backdrop of pre independence era,
depicts the age old culture, values and human intricacies of society that were in practice during the Britishraaj have been
minutely marked and executed in the film by the director.To give cinematic form to this story, the director has tried to relate
the screenplay of this film with that of traditional Maharashtrian culture, which existed during the period 1930-40. He has also
taken into account the reforms that were noticed during that period.

The present research paper, Projection of Woman in the Indian Cinema: A Comparative Study of Vision by Rabiradnath Tagore
and Marathi Film Taptapadi critically discusses the plight of woman in Indian social and patriarchal system through two
different genres like short story and film. Further the paper looks into the critical understanding of the movie with the help of
cinematic and theatrical techniques. Along with thematic analysis the paper focuses upon the educational perception and
essentialities of film version in better understanding of literature.  This critical understanding simultaneously compares the
short story version with the film version of the work.

Key words: Indian Cinema, short story, womanhood, social system, perception, feminism etc.

Introduction:

Rabindranath Tagore, the only Indian to get Nobel
Prize for Literature, is mainly acclaimed as a poet. But his
short stories are world renowned and they are as brilliant
and competent as his poetry. He is compared by critics to
Chekhov. Tagore has written nearly one hundred short
stories. His writing has a depth of perceived traits of human
psyche. The beautiful depiction of true innate emotional
and intellectual behavior of man, man-woman and an
individual with his/her society has found in his literary work.
Vision, originally written in Bangla as Drustidaan is the
masterpiece born through his perception and creativity.
Director Sachin Baliram Nagargoje, who is inspired by
‘Drushtidaan’offers a Marathi film ‘Taptapadi’, which is the
story of Madhav, Meera and Sunanda. This research paper
compares the film version with the short story and reveals
the feminine interpretations effectively.

Vision: a Short Story

Vision a short story, is a fine specimen of Tagore’s art,
which have never seen before. It deals with a husband
whose immature medical knowledge and carelessness
causes his wife Kumo to lose her vision of the eye. Blindness
is her gift which transforms her soul into a gem of purest
ray.still Kumo devotes her affection to serve her husband.
She is asking him to marry other woman.He is refusing with
a vow, though really inclined to do so. We got a glimpse of
Tagore’s vision of Hindu womanhood. Then the story comes
to the anti-climax, so far as the husband is concerned. It is
the device of the author which creates a storm for the purpose
of the end of the story. So the doctor did not meet the other
woman on the marriage day.

Therefore the other young woman, Hemangini marries
the brother of the wife (Kumo) and the husband’s vow is
fulfilled in an unexpected way. The story reveals the potency
of love which changes the will of man. We are grateful to
Tagore for the unexpected ending. The second marriage is
foiled by a kind of providence. The feeling of devotion in a
wife is a familiar theme in the Indian home. Common yearnings
of a wife in Kumo, along with an angelic and purity in her
nature, creates an atmosphere of feminine delicacy and
softness in storm. As the story is told in the first person by
Kumo herself, the subtle analysis of her own feeling stand
the telling depiction of the changes that she makes in her
husband, came home as effectively to us.

This short story has been adapted by a film director
and the Marathi film was in the Cinema halls in 2014. Adapting
Rabindranath Tagore’s story on celluloid in a different
cultural setting and that too in the director’s first film is no
simple task. Debutant Sachin Baliram Nagargoje does show
signs of maturity in his adaptation of the legendary writer’s
tale in his Marathi film Taptapadi.

A Brief Overview of the Film:

‘Taptapadi’ is Marathi film directed by Sachin Baliram
Nagargoje. It is inspired by Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore’s
short story ‘Drushtidaan’.

� Movie : Taptapadi (2014)

The Adaptation into the Movie:

SachinNagargoje’s Taptapadi explores the relationship
of a typical Maharashtrian couple during the pre –
Independence era in India. The India, that was portrayed by
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Rabindranath Tagore in a short story titled  Drushtidaan,
written by him. Meera (VeenaJamkar) is a young village girl
from rural Maharashtra, who has been living with her aunt
since her mother’s death. She forms a close bond with her
cousin, Madhav (Kashyap Parulekar), who later goes on to
pursue higher education in Pune. Ultimately, the two fall in
love, express their emotions to each other and get married,
and shift to Pune to live a better life. But their happiness is
short lived, as Meera suffers a miscarriage. Worst still, their
world shatters as Meera becomes permanently disabled
(following a major illness). Madhav takes the onus of treating
her personally, but in vain. That’s when their life changes
forever, as Sunanda (Shruti Marathe) enters Madhav’s life.

Cinematic and Theatrical Overview:

In order to begin looking at movies more critically, we
need to learn a little bit about the tools that filmmakers use
to create their products.  Cinematic techniques can include
the framing, angle, and camera movement of a shot, as well
as the sound and editing used in a film. Theatrical elements
include costumes, props, sets, and acting choice. Each
cinematic technique and theatrical element is used by a
filmmaker for a particular purpose.

Direction:

In spite of being his debut film; Nagaroje has been
quite successful in bringing the story on screen. The director
has shown immense maturity in portraying the story with
some bold scenes in a tenuous manner.

Cinematography:

Cinematographer Santosh Suvarnakar has done a
remarkable job with his artistic camera work in making the
film a visual treat. He has captured the love scenes and the
outdoor scenes very efficiently.

Music:

The songs composed by Sumeet Bellari and Rohit
Nagbhide are very southing and soulful and are perfect for
the situations. The background score is as per the need.

Acting:

 Each artist has been able to portray their characters
brilliantly. Veena Jamkar and Kashyap Parulekar have given
a fantastic performance filled with emotions and vigor. In
spite of being Parulekar’s debut film, he doesn’t look a rookie
and has done a great job. The audience is able to relate the
lives of the characters due to the emotional upheaval
portrayed by the actors.  Shruti Marathe fits the character
well and gives a good performance. As Meera’s brother,
Ambarish Deshpande is perfect as a protective elder brother.
Sharad Ponkshe and Ashwini Ekbote and the rest of the
supporting actors offer decent support. Neena Kulkarni has
also done a great job by playing Madhav’s aunt. She puts
the negative traits carefully which really makes the audience

hate her. But it is Veena Jamkar all the way. It won’t be
wrong to say that this has been the best work she has done
in her career.

Projection of Woman through the Genres:

The film tactfully projects the message given by
Rabiranath Tagore in his story. The feminist concerns shown
by Tagore are artistically blended into the film which leads
to the better understanding of the written work. Without
breaking the creative pattern of Tagore the film version adds
and unlocks the hidden interpretations of the text. The
treatment of women and their position in society was of
serious concern to Rabindranath Tagore. Indian woman’s
rare quality of courage, piety, obedience, love and devotion
are the themes of many of Tagore’s stories. Tagore had the
unique natural genius to readwomen’s minds and he
analyzed their strange structure, through his stories. Being
a sensitive man and the supreme romantic poet of Bengal,
he understood women in all their joy and sorrow, hope and
despair, their yearnings and their dreams. This emotional
fabric of a woman was depicted beautifully in Vision. The
character of Kumo in the story and the live character in film
called Meera is the supreme creation of sacrifice seen in
Hindu wife.  Tagore found in the women of his country an
immense wealth–their courage against all odds, their power
of survival under the worst possible conditions and
oppression, their forbearance, their self-sacrifice and
gentleness. It pained him to see such colossal waste of so
much human treasure. Even in cruel actions and base
thoughts, Tagore brings out noble feelings. He tells the
world that Indian women .are highly sacrificing, loving,
obedient, meek, religious and kind. They adore their
husbands, love their children deeply, and give due reverence
and consideration to their in-laws. And it is very much shown
through the character, Kumo. Kumo is a fine representation
of Indian woman and the projection of her sacrifice, love for
her God i e her husband as well as the obedience can be
seen in the story and the film.

Through this projection, Tagore could attack the
patriarchal framework of Indian society. Vision is a harsh
reality of poor plight of a woman who becomes the victim of
male ego.  Kumo’s husband who is actually a medical student
treats her for her eyes at home and never consults any good
specialist. Due to his stubborn aggressive nature Kumo
ultimately loses her eye-sight.    Women in Tagore’s days
were highly exploited by the feudal society. The out-dated,
cruel, feudal customs enhanced the miseries and tortures of
women. Through his stories Tagore pointed out those
injustices. Tagore was never influenced by patriarchal views.
That is why he depicted his heroines as more powerful and
brighter than the spineless men. Tagore not only reveals
the spirituality of his heroines but also shows their keen
practical sense and determination.  In Vision, one can see
the strong spiritual determination of Kumo’s character.
Though she becomes helpless due to her husband’s
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dominance and suffering with the consequences of that,
Kumo firmly proclaims her womanhood in her
domestics.Tagore’s stories confirm the fact that he believed
in the progress of women and in their emancipation from
feudal bondage. He also believed that, given equal rights
and opportunities, they might occupy their rightful place in
society side by side with men. Taking these views into
consideration one can call Tagore a feminist writer.

When one analyses the Bengali women’s fate, as
depicted in Tagore’s stories, he/she can find two kinds of
intellectuals in Bengal society who played central roles in
the stories. The first category of intelligentsia wanted to
preserve feudal customs for their personal gains. In Vision
too Kumo’s husband is a bright medical student and a
successful doctor. They amassed wealth by exploiting the
helpless poor. Some of them even held important positions
like judge. The second category did not involve directly in
the exploitation of women, but their passive attitude did not
lessen the burden of Bengali women.Tagore brought out
the pathos of woman caused by various situations in the
house. Tagore treated these problems and created examples
of womanhood who remained immortal in the minds of the
readers.

Educational Perception of Comparing Film and Fiction:

Comparing film adaptations with their literary sources
can enhance students’ ability to analyze, think, and critique
the writing, imagery, and tone of a literary work. Differences
between the movie and the written work can be used to
explicate various literary devices. Film versions of a literary
work will assist teachers in making powerful interpretation
of fiction. Before showing the film, one can think about to
point the students’ attention toward any issues that you
want them to think about as they watch the movie. This
could be the use of a motif or other literary device or changes
in theme. Many of the discussions can be easily adapted to
be given to students before they watch the film, the
discussion to be held, and the assignment completed after
the movie is over.

A film can be segmented, or chunked, and shown
before or after the corresponding segment is read by
students studying the novel, story or play on which the
movie is based. Have students keep up with the reading so
that the timing is accurate and the events in the film do not
get ahead of their presentation in the written work.Used
appropriately, movies based on novels or short stories can
supplement units based on the written original, enhance
students’ interest in analyzing the written work, and
motivate classes to excel in completing assignments that

teach the skills required. Filmed versions of plays supply
the same benefits and often provide an experience that is
close to viewing a live performance.

Studying a cinematic adaptation of a literary work will
show students how words are converted to visual media
and allow a comparison of the written original to the
cinematic version, permitting teachers to highlight the
techniques of both film and the written word in telling a
story. Presenting a filmed adaptation with high production
values will demonstrate that movies can be an art form which
communicates differently, but no less importantly, than the
written word. Moreover, when used as a reward for having
read a novel, a filmed adaptation can demonstrate that novel-
length works of fiction usually contain a wealth of detail,
information, and subplot that cannot be included in a movie.
For all of these reasons, filmed adaptations of novels, short
stories, or plays, are excellent resources for lessons requiring
students to learn and exercise the analytical and writing
skills.

Conclusion:

To the summing up it can be said that the comparison
of short story and film leads to better understanding and
interpretation of the written text. The film version adds beauty
and aesthetic pleasure through the visual and moving effect
to the perception of the text. The technicalities are well
handled and it gives justice to the original text. Through the
film one can analyze the feminine concerns of the author
while the director supports the Indian mental scenario as far
as female folks are concerned. In this regard both the arts
become universal and put forth the poor plight of Indian
woman who is still a puppet in the domestic environment of
patriarchal India. Though with the advent of education and
economic independence women havesucceeded in carving
out some space and identity for her but the position of poor
and uneducated woman has still remained unchanged. The
patriarchal set up still considers them as subordinate and
exploits them. Accepted social norms make woman as a
saintly creature who could sacrifice her being, delete every
trace of herself to play her assigned role to perfection with
no hope of appreciation or reward. Hence woman has to
fight against the prevalent social and religious structures to
regain her space and position in the society.
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Depicting socio-economic issues in Indian Cinema through
the lens of the movie “Gafla”
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Abstract : Today’s cinema is increasingly focussing on realistic issues and matters in an effort to connect with the masses.In
this respect, it plays a major role in portraying certain fundamental socio-economic issues.In doing so, it not only entertains
the masses but also educates them at the same time.This”edutainment” helps them develop an independent opinion, thus
acting as a strong tool forsocio-economic transformation and mass awareness.

This paper traces the growing realism and relevance of Indian Cinema through adeeper analytical study of the film ‘Gafla’.This
film was nominated for and won many awards including the third Cyprus International Film Festival, 2008, ‘Aphrodite
Medallion’ for ‘Best Script’.’Gafla’ tells the small investor and common man all he needs to know about the stock market in
layman’s language.It is a film that was inspired by the Big Bull Harshad Mehta and the stock market scam of 1992 that changed
thousands of lives forever. It shows how an adventure that starts with ambitious intentions finally gets caught up in a crime
web.The filmtraces the main character Subodh’s journey in the stock markets and beyond through the eyes of different people
in his personal and professional life.It takes us deep into the frightening bowels of what goes on in the mysterious world of
those who make and lose money. The movie leaves the viewerenlightened with many lessons of life.

Keywords: Socio-economic issues, Gafla, Stock exchange, Scams

1. Background and introduction

The decade of the 1990s will always be remembered as
the most economically significant and eventful decade for
India. This was the decade that oversaw the making and
implementation of the Liberalization Privatization
Globalization or LPG policy for India.

In sync with the rest of the economy, the capital market
too witnessed massive reforms: emergence of SEBI as the
regulator, entry of new players like private sector mutual
funds, private sector banks and Foreign Institutional
Investors;Euro-issues; free-pricing; new trading practices;
new stock exchanges etc. It also witnessed the new issue or
primary market boom (1991-1995) and bust (1995-2003):

� Primary Market Boom (1991-1995): This growth
spurt in sale of new capital issues was the result of
abolition of the Capital Issues (Control) Act in May
1992, which in turn freed the pricing of issues.

� Primary Market Bust (1995-2003): With reforms and
relaxation or abolition of various rules and regulations,
a number of scams hit the Indian capital market.

This period of boom and bust almost indicated that
reforms and scams go together! These scams that took place
in the secondary market also affected the primary market
adversely as there was a loss of investor confidence. A
slowdown in the economy also acted in concert with these
developments.

Among the scam that hit the capital market in the
1990s, the Harshad Mehta scam was the most severe. It
completely shook the small investor confidence and drove
them away from the market. This scam revealed the
inadequacies and inefficiencies of the Indian capital market
and laid the grounds for further reforms.

2. The storyline of “Gafla”

Gafla is a 2006 film directed by Sameer Hanchate that
seems to be inspired by the Harshad Mehta Scam of
1992.The film “Gafla” begins with the layman’s definition of
a scam: “When an illegal act is practised by a group of
people within the awareness of the governance that not
only encourages, but also nurtures (rather than stops) such
acts, then in Hindi it is called gaphla or ghotala; but on
the streets of Mumbai, it is called Gafla”.

The film’s main character Subodh (VinodSharawat) is
a man with a lot of drive and ambition. A television actor
before, Sharawat perfectly plays his role. He sees the
booming stock market in the early 1990s as his quick ticket
to becoming rich.He does get to grow big but this upward
journey makes him loose some of the people whowere closest
to him. One of them is Vidya (ShrutiUlfat), his love, who
remains outside his professional world while clinging to her
morality. She gives a confident performance. The other
important person is his friend Hari. With the help of Hari
(Brijendra Kala) and C N Shah (SaurabhDubey), he becomes
an investor and starts earning a steady income.Subodh finds
a companion and wife in the form of Maya, a foreign returned
finance expert who looks at things objectively with ethics in
the back seat. Also, he has a disciple in the form of Aakash,
who admires his guts and vision and follows his style.

Subodh’s brilliance and hard work in the stock market
makes him successful. Yet he finds himself at the mercy of
the big players in the stock market, the bulls and bears.Faced
with a choice of either following a secondary career,
dominated by big players or becoming a big player himself,
he opts for the latter. But, viewing him as an outsider, the
other big players feel that he shouldn’t have become the
biggest player of all. For Subodh, the success comes too
fast. He doesn’t pause to strengthen his base of political
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and institutional support or learning the tricks of the trade
thoroughly before rising further. So, when things go wrong,
Subodh is crucified for doing the same fraud that everybody
was anyway openly doing at that time. And as per the big
players, his crucification was necessary to restore the
confidence of the small investors in the market…..only so
that they could trick them into investing and losing yet
again!

The film has two songs, penned by the ‘Jab We
Met’lyricsist,IrshadKamil . The songs appear in the
beginning and towards the end and hence do not hamper
the mood or pace of the film.

3. The socio-economic messages/ lessons from Gafla

The film is poignant with multiple messages for the
common man and small investor alike who often tend to
think that “The biggest risk in life... is not taking one”. Some
of these lessons are:

1) It brings out the universal truth that stock markets do
not produce wealth, but merely redistribute
wealth…..often from the small to large investors.

2) The small investor has to be alert and cautiously enter
and exit the stock market, even if he/she has a trusted
broker or has invested in a mutual fund.

3) The stock market is cruel and objective. When it
rewards, it rewards big. But when it punishes, it
punishes really bad!

4. The impact and critique of Gafla

Gafla has been filmed on actual locations and that
adds to its authenticity [cinematography: AnshulChobey].
Even the symbolic big banyan tree in front of the Town Hall
of Bombay, where trading used to take place in the 19th

century, is featured as a hot meeting spot for the brokers.
The movie shows a lot of instances from Harshad Mehta’s
life: like selling his house to his boss to repay dues, starting
a company, a 400 Crore Indian Bank scam etc. There is also
a likeness of the character of Aakash to Ketan Parekh, whose
scam was to again rock the Indian Stock Market a few years
later.

While the film eventually won many awards, it initially
did not make much of an impact on the masses. Those who
were in the knowhow of the background scenario (like the
one of the authors who viewed it in 2006 itself!) were highly
impacted by the multiple messages of the movie and wanted

more investors, academicians and students to view it. But
the movie disappeared in no time from the halls………..only
to reappear on the media windows after winning international
acclaim.

Although the film is interesting till the last scene, there
are very few scenes which manage to create an impact.The
answer as to why the film did not make a significant impact
is actually pretty simple:

1) In the 2006 India, there was not much of a market for
such realistic edutainment type of films. Though
Director Sameer Hanchate chose a novel subject, a
subject like this caters to a niche audience, a thin
section of conscious and aware moviegoers.

2) If at least the promotion process was well executed,the
movie could have fetched few more audiences.

3) Secondly, the cast was a rather an infamous one.

4) Another problem with GAFLA is that it comes across
more as a biography of a scamsterrather than a film
that makes a statement against the big players of the
stock market.

5) The plotline initially unravels at a very lethargic pace
making the viewer lose interest. Even later when the
pace quickens, the impact of a couple of well executed
sequences is somehow lost in between some other
drama.

5. Conclusion

On the whole, Gafla is a well-made film. It gives you a
wonderful insight into the world of shares and stocks and
impresses to a great extent. Those who are in this field will
definitely enjoy this film! The film is evergreen and available
for viewing online.
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(Not so) Jolly LLB
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Abstract: Jolly LLB is a 2013 Bollywood movie. Claiming to be a ‘courtroom drama’, the movie received rave reviews and
won the National Film Award for Best Feature Film in Hindi. The movie tried capturing the essence of the functioning of the
court system in India by portraying the delays, the lack of infrastructure, and the obvious struggle of various law graduates in
the country and the stereotype drama of how proceedings are conducted.

The plot of the movie revolves around a hit-and-run case, inspired by the 1999 Sanjeev Nanda incident.  Jagdish Tyagi, known
as “Jolly”, files a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) against the acquittal of the prime accused in a hit-and-run case, praying for
re-investigation. Though the idea seems novel, the movie makers blatantly chose to ignore the basic legal concepts of PIL,
around which the movie evolves.

The basics of a PIL are that, it is against the State and can only be filed under the Constitution before the High Court’s under
Article 226 & 227 and before the Supreme Court under Article 32. It can also be filed in a Court of Magistrate under section
133 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. In this movie, the PIL is filed in the District and Sessions Court, Delhi and against an
individual, where the State seems to be missing as a party.

This paper analyses the concept of PIL as against how it is portrayed in the movie. It also discusses how in admissibility of
the PIL could have been a strong defense and how the movie could have truly been a ‘courtroom drama’ by not sticking to the
stereo type “Order! Order!”

Keywords: court room, PIL, hit and run car.

Introduction

Indian cinema has proved to be the best medium after
railways to help Indians connect with each other. Movies in
India, across various languages, have touched upon a
plethora of subjects: ranging from the society as a whole,
with its issues to its most basic unit, a family. Movies have
discussed politics, mythology, fiction, love and romance.
And then movies touched upon the subject of law.

While there are many movies with a court room scene
dropped in here and there, few Indian movies actually revolve
around a legal scenario. Damini, with the famous “tareekh
petareekh” dialogue by Sunny Deol that inspired generations
of aspiring lawyers and actors. Aitraaz, revolved around a
twisted plot of sexual harassment by a woman on a man. No
One Killed Jessica was another brilliantly made movie which
described the controversial Jessica Lal murder case.

OMG-Oh My God! questioned the blind faith of people
in god-men and cleverly blended in, the issue of a common
clause in insurance contracts “Act of God”. Recently, the
Marathi movie Court won international accolades for
portraying the sensitive issue of abetment of suicide.

Jolly LLB (“Movie”) is a 2013 Indian “Bollywood”
movie. Claiming to be a ‘courtroom drama’, the Movie
received rave reviews and won the National Film Award for
Best Feature Film in Hindi.The plot revolves around a hit-
and-run case, inspired by the 1999 Sanjeev Nanda incident.
JagdishTyagi, popularly known as “Jolly”, files a Public
Interest Litigation (“PIL”) against the acquittal of the prime
accused in a hit-and-run case, praying for re-investigation.

The Movie tried capturing the essence of the
functioning of the Indian court system by portraying delays,

lack of infrastructure, the obvious struggle of thousands of
law graduates in the country and the stereotype saga of
how proceedings are conducted.

Though the idea seems novel, the makers of the Movie
blatantly chose to ignore the basic legal concepts of PIL,
which forms its central theme.

The expression ‘Public Interest Litigation’ has been
borrowed from American jurisprudence, where it was
designed to provide legal representation to previously
unrepresented groups like the poor, the racial minorities,
unorganised consumers, citizens who were passionate about
environmental issues, etc.

PIL or as described in the Movie as “Jan-hit Yachika”
is litigation permitted by courts at the instance of ‘public
spirited citizens’ for the enforcement of constitutional and
other legal rights of any person or group of persons who,
because of their poverty or other social disadvantages are
unable to approach the courts for relief. Public Interest
Litigation differs from ordinary litigation as there is no
enforcement of rights of one person against another.It is a
collaborative effort that encompasses the petitioner, the court
and the government.

In India, the first PIL was filed in the year 1976 in
Mumbai Kamgar Sabha v. M/s Abdulbhai Faizullabhai
and others. The seed of PIL was sown by Hon’ble Justice
Krishna Iyer through this landmark judgement.

PILs have been filed involving a variety of subject
matter, such as: environmental protection, child welfare,
protection of women at the workplace, corruption in public
life, conditions of prisoners in jails etc.
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A very prominent PIL activist in India, Mr. M.C. Mehta
is a lawyer and a committed environmentalist. Some of the
landmark judgments arising out of PILs filed by him are:

The Oleum Gas Leak Case

The Child Labour Case

The Taj Trapezium Case

Who can file a PIL?

One of the most essential requirements of any court
matter is locus standi. It refers to the right of a person to
invoke the jurisdiction of a court in a said matter. The
traditional rule is that the right to move the Supreme Court
is only available to those whose fundamental rights are
infringed. This rule is considerably relaxed in the case of
PIL.

In S.P. Gupta and others v. Union of India and others
a 7-member Bench of the Supreme Court firmly established
the rule regarding PIL. Speaking for the majority, Justice
Bhagwati stated that any member of the public having
“sufficient interest” can approach the Court for enforcing
constitutional or legal rights of other persons and redressal
of a common grievance. Such “sufficient interest” should
not be vitiated by bad intentionor political motives.

Whether Jolly could file a PIL?

While Jolly could most certainly file a PIL, the question
is whether such a PIL was maintainable. The prime accused
in the hit-and-run case was acquitted by the court on account
of lack of evidence. Jolly, being a member of the public, if
showed sufficient interest in the hit-and-run case, would
have been entitled to relief under the PIL. While initially it
seems that the only reason Jolly filed a PIL was to try his
hand at becoming famous, subsequently in the Movie, his
dialogue stating “gareebmazdooronki justice” shows his
sufficient interest in furthering the cause of the poor,
homeless labourers who were sleeping on the footpath that
fateful night of the accident.

The basic proceedings of a PIL always involve
questioning the right of the petitioner in a particular case to
file the PIL, which was not shown in the Movie in any
manner. It would have been interesting to argue Jolly’s
interest in the case, which the star opposition lawyer,
Tejinder Rajpal could have easily disproved.

Where can a PIL be filed?

A PIL is an extension of the writ jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court (article 32) and High Courts (article 226 and
227) under the Constitution of India. This jurisdiction flows
from the maxim: ubi jus ibiremedium:where there is a right,
there is a remedy. Therefore, the writ jurisdiction is exercised

for obtaining a remedy when any fundamental right
guaranteed under Part III of the Constitution is violated.
Since a PIL is filed seeking remedy for the violation of
constitutional and legal rights of disadvantaged sections
of the society, it has to be necessarily filed before the
Supreme Court and the High Courts. A PIL can also be filed
in a Court of Magistrate under section 133 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, for removal of any public nuisance.

Was the PIL correctly filed in the Movie?

The PIL in the Movie is filed in the District and
Sessions Court, Delhi. This court has no jurisdiction
whatsoever to entertain PILs.The Judge hearing the PIL
could have dismissed the petition or instructed Jolly to file
the said PIL in either the High Court of Delhi or the Supreme
Court of India. Further, the opposition “star” advocate could
have easily argued maintainability of the PIL in a court
without jurisdiction to look into matters of violation of
fundamental rights. However, this important aspect of a PIL
was blatantly ignored in the Movie.

The Movie also showcases a PIL filed by an advocate
against Jolly’s client, a doctor in Meerut, for having let his
14 year old son to operate upon a pregnant lady. The PIL
was also filed in a lower court in Meerut. It was admitted
and appropriate remedy was awarded.

The Movie makers may have misinterpreted the
following words of Justice Bhagwati in the Judges Transfer
Case1:

“It is necessary to democratize the judicial remedies,
to remove technical barriers against easy accessibility to
justice and promote public interest litigation, so that large
masses of people belonging to deprived and exploited
sections of humanity may be able to realise and enjoy the
socio-economic rights granted to them.”

It is quite funny that during the course of proceedings
of the PIL, the opposition counsel kept reiterating the
importance of “rules” and “following the procedure” in the
matter of summoning witnesses by giving adequate notice
to the court, the opposition and filing necessary affidavits.
To quote Tejinder Rajpal”rules are rules, you cannot call a
witness just like that”. It is interesting to ponder upon how
the rules of filing a PIL were never questioned.

Who are the parties to a PIL?

Fundamental rights are guaranteed by the Constitution
and are made available to people by the State. The rights
which are given to citizens and non-citizens by way of
fundamental rights in Part III of the Constitution are a
guarantee against State action as distinguished from
violation of such rights from private parties.  Therefore, a

1Supra
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remedy for violation of fundamental rights is necessarily
asked for from the State. Article 12 of the Constitution
defines “the State” as follows:

“In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,
“the State’’ includes the Government and Parliament of
India and the Government and the Legislature of each of
the States and all local or other authorities within the
territory of India or under the control of the Government of
India.” (Necessary emphasis supplied).

The Supreme Court in RamanaDayaram Shetty v. The
International Airport Authority of India2  held that if a body
is an agency or instrumentality of the government it may
be an ‘authority’ within the meaning of Article 12: whether it
is a statutory corporation, a government company or even a
registered society.

Who were the parties to the PIL in the Movie?

The original hit-and-run criminal case was between
the State (of Delhi) and Rahul Dewan. Criminal cases are
always initiated by the State on behalf of the victim against
the accused. The PIL in the Movie was filed praying for re-
investigation of the case and questioning the innocence of
the accused. The State was a necessary party to this PIL
due to two reasons:

State was the party to the original criminal case; State
is always a party in a PIL invoking writ jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court and High Courts

However, the State was never present in the PIL
proceedings in the Movie. The Public Prosecutor was
however present in the criminal proceedings which
concluded due to lack of evidence against the accused.

The District and Sessions Court Judge while
pronouncing the final verdict in the PIL states:

….In PIL no 48693: State v. Rahul Dewan…and so on.

However, ideally, the PIL nomenclature should have
been to the effect:

JagdishTyagi v. State and another: the “another” being
Rahul Dewan.

Yet again, the Movie makers ignored the State as a
party to the PIL which is another essential of PIL.

Certain moments in the Movie bring out important
issues of the legal system and the present scenario of legal
education in India.

A few scenes depict the sad state of affairs of a majority
of law graduates from not very well known colleges of the
country. Scores of fresh graduates set up small “stalls”

outside court premises hoping to rope in clients even for
the smallest matters.  It is hilariously depicted in another
scene where lawyers sitting in the court’s canteen discuss
the spelling of “affidavit” and most of them seem to be
clueless.

Another scene in the Movie describes how a deal is
struck between the parties so as to get the PIL dismissed,
with Rupees Twenty Lakh given to Jolly (Arshad Warsi).
He accepts the money and decides to be part of the deal.
His love-interest, Sandhya (Amrita Rao) questions his
integrity to which he answers that it is his “profession”. To
this she responds: “profession vakalathai, dalaali (touting)
nahi”

The evil opposition counsel TejinderRajpal
(BomanIrani) proves how the ability to use language
effectively is very essential for becoming a successful
litigation lawyer. He dramatizes his speech by stating how if
Rahul Dewan is held guilty, it would be the “darkest hour in
the judicial system of the country”.

On a separate note, it seems that he is not aware about
the Emergency (1975-77) in India.  The most memorable
dialogue by him is “yeh court hai, yahaan kuch bhi jaldi
nahi hota hai”.

The best character in the Movie is probably that of
the Judge who heard the PIL, played by Saurabh Shukla. In
spite of ignoring major irregularities in the PIL, he has some
impeccable attributes of a Judge and delivers dialogues with
a punch, such as “Kanoon andha hota hai, Judge nahi!” He
was awarded the National Film Award for Best Supporting
Actor for this performance.

Arshad Warsi, in his closing statements has a very
powerful dialogue as a reply to the opposition’s statement:

“Footpath sonekeliyenahihota, sahibaathai. Lekin
footpath gaadichalanekeliyebhinahihota.”

These dialogues, depict the legal spirit which is truly
commendable, in spite of the glaring technical mistakes in
the Movie.

The Movie touched upon certain other legal issues:

Copyright infringement case:

Two music composers, fight over the originality of
their respective compositions and allege each other to have
“stolen” their “original” tunes in the District and Sessions
Court, Delhi. Though the Movie leaves this question open
ended, under the Indian Copyright Act, relief for
infringement includes civil remedies such as injunction,
damages etc.3

2AIR 1979 SC 1628
3Section 55, Indian Copyright Act, 1957
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Contempt of Court:

In the course of the PIL proceedings, the Judge
touches upon the issue of contempt of court when the
opposition counsel objects to the Judge’s decision to
present a witness without prior notice. Under the Contempt
of Courts Act, any willful disobedience of any process of
the court amounts to a civil contempt and the High Court
has power to punish for contempt of subordinate courts.4

“Bar Council of India”:

The opposition counsel in a fit of rage against the
Judge who asked him “to sit down” and “let him do his
work” states that he would go to the Bar Council. The

powers of the Bar Council and State Bars are constituted
under the Advocates Act, 1961 extend only to look into
matters governing advocates and. Therefore, a lawyer
threatening a judge for disciplinary action under the
Advocates Act is not only baseless, but also amounts to
contempt of court.

Conclusion

The Movie was a brave attempt which garnered critical
and commercial success. However, it failed at portraying
the technicalities of PIL in correct light which is a huge
disappointment. Cinema has a responsibility towards the
people and this Movie could have been the perfect vehicle
for enlightening the Indian public about PIL.

4Section 10, Contempt of Courts Act, 1971
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Hindi Films, Cosmopolitanism and Democratization of Culture

 Asst. Prof. Dr. Biraj Mehta Rathi
Department of Philosophy, Wilson College, Girgaum

Abstract: This paper explores the discourse of cosmopolitanism through the cinematic lens of Hindi films.  It explores the
philosophical position of the Vedic world view; the philosophy of vasudevkutumbhakam1 and its legacy in Vivekananda,
Gandhi, Tagore and Aurobindo through its appropriation and representation in Hindi films.  By analyzing the films that exhibit
traces of elusive cosmopolitan aspirations the paper seeks to analyze its relevance to the process of democratization. It also
draws a comparison with Kantian version of cosmopolitanism and makes a case for the latter, as a more inclusive approach in
its understanding of the ‘other’. The paper is divided into three sections, the first examines the Indian philosophical position
of cosmopolitanism, the second section explores the same through its representation in Hindi films and the final section makes
a case of failure of films in the process of democratization of culture as it lacks the Kantian spirit of true inclusive cosmopolitan
imagination that takes ‘other/the foreign’ not the ‘the self/ the nation’ as the basis of inclusive politics.

Key words: Nationalism, Cosmopolitanism, Democratization

Introduction:

 The Nation and the World: Philosophical
Perspectives

The dominant cosmopolitan philosophical
perspectives have been influenced by the doctrine of
vasudhaivakutumbhakam, Sanskrit phrase that means that
the world is one family. It is a philosophy emanating from a
spiritual understanding that the whole of humanity is made
up of one cosmic energy Brahman. Dharma is an organizing
principle that applies to human beings in their interaction
with the cosmos. The understanding of dharma is closely
bound to the concept of rta and rna. Rta is the universal
principle of law (of righteousness), order, harmony truth
and the regulative moral principle of universe.  The concept
of rna, is the duties and obligations one has towards ones
ancestors, sages and Gods. It indicates the recognition of
ones indebtness to the powers of past. The concept of
dharma includes the notions of rta (universal cosmic order)
and rna (indebtness) as well as notion of one’s well being in
harmony with the cosmic order (Baindur: 2015, 149-151).
This version of world view has its legacy in the philosophy
of thinkers like Vivekananda, Gandhi and Tagore. The impact
of the British rule, bourgeois economy and modern western
culture produced an ‘awakening’ among the Indian activists
and intellectuals of the nineteenth and twentieth century.
Indian cultural, social and political ideologies challenged
the exploitative British rule which was result of narrow,
selfish and imperialist nationalism.

Inspired by the philosophy of vasudhaivakutumbakam,
he proposed a world order based on principles of humanism
and universal religion. Inspite of being critical of superstition
and dogmatism that has enslaved India, Vivekananda
believed that India can offer the world a very important
message of universal religion through the philosophy of

Vedanta. Universal religion2 respects every religion as an
aspiration towards a unity, which could incorporate all
theistic understanding as well as an idea of universal
existence or ultimate unity. Thus, this is the ideal of universal
religion harmoniously balances all aspects of existence
namely religion, philosophy, emotion, work and mysticism
(1999, Vol III, 250-251)

Like Vivekananda, Gandhi too believed that the west
was steeped in materialism, lacked morality and religion.
According to Gandhi, has the capacity to arouse a critical
spirit that allows human beings to cultivate a sense of
morality and sincere love towards truth. Gandhi thus
proposed a unity of principles of religions as the basis of
world fellowship and world order. His internationalism
involved integrating beliefs of truth and non violence with
day to day existence, building tolerance through non
violence and respecting the unity in diversity of world
culture and democracy. Gandhi’s philosophy offered a
reconciliation of truth as a metaphysical spiritual concept
(God, beauty) with truth force (Satyagraha, method of
peaceful and non-violent action) and Gandhi revered it as
model for future peaceful world. Yet, both Vivekanada and
Gandhi rejected the west as a civilization based on
materialism and immorality.

Yet, Tagore and Aurobindo were critical of the mindless
rejection of the West and uncritical protection and revival
of tradition (Vivekananda and Gandhi). According to Tagore,
intellectual slavery was the worst form of subjugation and
freedom from it was to be achieved through a cultural
cosmopolitanism; a symbiosis of east and west to be
achieved through  inter- civilization alliance. Like Tagore,
Aurobindo too proposed an internationalism based on the
unity of peculiarities of each nation’s political, cultural, social
and economic freedom determined by the laws of dharma.

2 Universal religion is that which opens itself to every individual, it considers religion a matter of ones own personal beliefs, thus by
individualizing it, one is able to universalize it. The spirit of universal religion consists in recognizing that there may be various and different
ways of approaching the same religious object, thus positive acceptance(not merely tolerance) is essential to its nature(Lal 43-46).
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According to Aurobindo, those who imagine a world nation
forget that uniformity is not the principle of life, the
underlying cosmic diversity; is the principle that each
individual and each group has to grow according to its own
svadharma and nature. The unity of human race lies in
natural associations of free individual. Thus, according to
Aurobindo, any world unity must in its nature be a complex
unity based on a diversity and that diversity must be based
on free self determination3 (1998 53-60, 67).

To summarize, the philosophical perspectives of
freedom, peace and world order that dominated 19th century
Indian thought was based on principles of spirituality and
morality (the notion of dharma) prescribed in the Vedic
Indian tradition. Philosophers like Vivekananda,
Gandhi,Tagore and Aurobindo reinterpreted the ideals to
advocate a world Vivekananda proposed universal religion,
Gandhi proposed principles of ahimsa and ‘unity in
diversity’, Tagore proposed a cosmopolitanism achieved
through an east west symbiosis, and Aurobindo advocated
a natural, progressive evolution of an ideal of human unity.
Hindi cinema was responsive to these multiple impulses as
well as cultivated its own cosmopolitan aspiration of the
nation and its relation with the world. The following section
explains the same.

The Nation and the World: Bombay Hindi Films and
its Imagination of the world and ‘the other’

Given the colonial context, Hindi cinema since its
inception has been responsive to nationalist discourses.
According to Benedict Anderson, imagining the nation is a
process of homogenization (1994, 36). The process of
‘othering’ thus becomes integral to imagining the nation
state, as emotional attachment and loyalty to the imagined
homogenous culture can only be achieved vis a vis the
‘other’. The concept of ‘other’ is articulated and reinforced
through mediums like films.(Ranganathan: 2010, 41) Inspired
by the Vedic Hindu philosophy of freedom and emancipation,
the cinematic imagination developed a simplistic imagination
of the world and ‘the foreigner/the other’.

Hindi cinema up to the 1990s stereotyped the
patriarchal, Hindu traditionalism as the ideal of humanity
while the world and the ‘other’ remained a counter example
of goodness and virtue, the non- Indian world (particularly
the west) was stereotyped as symbolic of power and
oppression, Pre independence films like N. R. Acharya’s
Bandhan (1940), Gyan Mukherjee’s Kismet (1940), Homi
Wadia’s Jai Bharat (1941) aroused nationalist aspirations
with patriotic song lyrics. Post independence historical films
like G.D. Kapoor’s Azadi Ki Rah Par (1948), S. Ram Sharma’s
Shaheed(1948), Ramesh Saigal’s Samadhi (1950),
PhaniMajumdar’s Aandolan (1951), Hemen Gupta’s Anand

Math (1952), R.S. Chaudhari’s Jallianwala Baug Ki Jyoti
(1953), Sohrab Modi’s Jhansi Ki Rani (1956), Kittoor ,
Satyajit Ray’s Shartanj Ke Khiladi (1978), Biopics like
Manoj Kumar’s Shaheed (1965), Kranti (1981), Richard
Attenborough Gandhi (1982) highlighted the atrocities of
the British and glorified the freedom struggle against the
British. The west was stereotyped as symbolic of greed,
lust and depravity while the nation stood for love piety and
honour. Manoj Kumar’s Purabaur Paschim (1970), best
illustrates this version nationalism that celebrates patriotism
as vigorous support of one’s own country and
unquestionable integrity. The lyrics of the song “Bharat
KaRehne wala Hoon…Bharat Ki Baat Batata Hoon”
summarize the patriotism and its approach towards the
west.It celebrates India’s contribution to the world of
science, culture and civilization.The theme of ‘rootless’,
expatriate Indian as a counter example of acceptable moral
behaviour and living example of inappropriateness was
popular and adopted by a number of films like Manoj Kumar’s
Upkar (1967) Mahesh Bhatt’s Naam (1986) Dev Anand’s
Desh Pardesh (1978) Rishi Kappor’s Aa Ab Laut  Chalein
(1999) and Vipul Amrutlal Shah’s Namaste London(2007).
Thus, spaces outside the nation appear as morally and
spiritually depraved. It was a site which conveyed loss of
roots and corruption of Indian values once Indians lived
abroad.

Yet, the sixties also had films like Promod
Charkravarthy’s Love in Tokyo(1966), Shakti Samanta’s An
Evening in Paris(1967), Pachhi’s Around the World in Eight
Dollars(1967) that depicted Indians roaming around foreign
locations for leisure. However, the overseas Indians in these
films are also portrayed as depraved or outsiders or
individuals whose Indian identity is dubious (example, . It
was only later that mass migrations redefined the sense of
national belonging (Therwath: 2010). Raj Kapoor’s
Sangam(1964 ) set a trend of foreign locales in Hindi cinema
followed by Yash Chopra’s films like Silsila(1981),
Faasle(1985), Chandni(1989) that popularized foreign
locales, yet, most of the locations or the foreigners in the
films added little narrative value. Yet, Raj Kapoor’s
Sangam(1964) is important as it provides it created a new
identity of a true Indian through the character of Sundar(Raj
Kapoor). His explorations of the world (because of the war)
and his romantic world travels makes him a moral agent
capable of restoring the national homogeneity , fulfilled
through Gopal’s(Rajendra Kumar) suicide and final union
with his wife. Sundar’s homecoming after the war makes him
a moral agent that can bring order by domesticating the
‘other’ (in this case Radha) into tradition and Indian culture.
This theme was later repeated in Ashutosh Gowarikar’s film
Swadesh(2004).

3Aurobindo proposed that this diversity among human groups or the freedom of different notions should be realized in the different
aspects of culture such as language, literature and art.
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Thus stereotype is reversed and its legacy is seen in
the films of the last two decades. The NRI (Non-Resident
Indian) became the epitome of Indianness and embodied
the capitalist, patriachral, northern, Hindu consumerist
modernity. The choice of foreign location in Yash Chopra’s
Lamhe(1991), set a trend of locations abroad becoming a
prudent choice for explorations of unique love stories, late
explored in films like Karan Johar’sKabhi Alvida na
Kehna(2006), that makes a case for seeking love beyond
marriage and Siddhartha Anand’sSalaam Namaste(2005),
that explores the aspiration of motherhood outside wedlock
in a positive way.  SoorajBharjatia’sMaine PyarKiya(1989)
and Aditya Chopra’s Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge(1995)
depicted the male protagonist bred abroad but Indian by
heart as they respect the “purity” of Indian women and will
not marry her without her father’s consent. “This change
was meant to cater to a lucrative niche market and reflected
an uneasy transition period. In addition, the on screen NRI
role models were seen as an instrument of Western modernity
in India and of India’s recognition as an international power
in the West.”(Therwath: 2010)

Lastly, a simplistic version of ‘other’ was also
articulated in a version of aggressive nationalism that
screened extreme xenophobic in its relation with the
neighboring states, especially Pakistan. The sixties also saw
the first war films, Chetan Anand’sHaqeeqat(1964), K.A.
Abbas Saat Hindustani(1969), other films like
DevAnand’sPrem Pujari(1970), Ramanand Sagar’s Lalkar
(1972), Manoj Kumar’sUpkar(1967) and Raj Khosle’sDo
Raaste(1969)4 illustrate the same. With the rise of right wing
politics in 1990s, films with jingoistic content like J.P.Datta’s
Border(1997) and LOC: Kargil(2003), Farhan Akhtar’s
Lakshya(2004) depicting violation of country’s borders
while films like Mani Ratnam’s Roja (1992),Gulzar’s
Maachis(1996) John Matthew Matthan’s
Sarfarosh(1999)became popular.  Trapped in conventional
philosophical discourses of assimilation and integration,
Hindi films have failed in the process of democratization of
culture, yet one recognizes moments that attempt to break
the stereotype and fulfill the aspiration of inclusive world
politics and peace. The next section is an elaboration of the
same (Buddha: 2008).

Hindi  films and it’s Cosmopolitan Imagination

The failure to cultivate a genuine cosmopolitan
aspiration can be attributed to ideology of assimilation and
integration prescribed by philosophy of universal religion,
unity in diversity and east west symbiosis discussed in the
first section. Hindi films are instrumental in circulating the
same; subscribing to the binary between the self and the
‘other’, they either prescribe assimilation (like Vivekananda)
or integration of  the other (Gandhi’s unity in diversity

approach) or domesticating the other (through a east west
symbiosis approach of Tagore and Aurobindo)  In assuming
the self as the basis of ethics, politics and freedom, their
world views and cosmopolitan imaginations are not inclusive
enough as it does not to justice to the cosmopolitan
aspiration (prescribed by Immanuel Kant) of unconditional
hospitality towards ‘the other’. This is best illustrated
through the film Chetan Anand’s film Guide. The guide,
Raju (Dev Anand) can be read as symbolic of the Indian
nation imagined as the spiritual guide for the rest of the
world. Raju is not only a literal guide to the tourists flocking
the princely kingdom (Udaipur) but also a practical and moral
guide for Rosie (Waheeda Rehman) and spiritual guide
thousands of miracle seeking villagers. Thus, the film very
effectively illustrates the cosmopolitan vision of India as a
spiritual guide for the rest of the world. It legitimizes the role
of religion in the age of rationalism, faith in miracles and
holy men, the nature of soul and mind body dualism
(Chakravarthy: 1966 47-52). The film exposes the weakness
of a cosmopolitan aspiration that sets faith and belief as the
foundation of the collective socio political experience. It
illustrates the weakness of politics that reduces all conflict
resolution to an internalized realm rather than explored in
social terms such as class, caste, gender, thus reinforcing
all forms exclusions (Chakravarthy: 1966 47-52). The film
exposes the weakness of a cosmopolitan aspiration that
fails to acknowledge unconditional hospitality and duty
towards ‘the other’ (not the self and nation) as the basis of
genuine inclusive politics proposed by thinkers like
Immanuel Kant.

An inclusive cosmopolitan state for Kant is that in
which one strives to attain perpetual peace. In his essay on
Perpetual Peace Kant discusses a cosmopolitan framework
where a stranger in any part has the right to not be treated
with hostility if he/she conducts himself/herself in a peaceful
way. The Kantian spirit of cosmopolitanism spells out human
interdependence and the consequences of one’s behavior
towards ‘others’. Based on a version of deontological
morality, Kant politics is closely related to morality as it
deals with what one ought to do in social and political
context. For Kant, moral and political duties towards oneself
but duties towards ‘others’; their performance is obligatory
and this forms the basis of politics (Reiss: 1970, 18-19).

While most Hindi films may have failed to recognize
this (primarily because of its commitment to box office
success and the idea that it has to faithfully reflect “reality”),
there are instances that challenge the conventional
discourses and spell out the Kantian promise of peace in a
genuinely inclusive cosmopolitan world. films like V.
Shantaram’sDrKotnis Ki Amar Kahani(1946) and Mohan
Kumar’s Aman(1967)extend the idea of national duty as

4Upkar and Do Raaste allegorized the history of partition of the country by dealing with estrangement between brothers in families. This
period made a beginning of dichotomizing Muslims as good and bad.
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duty towards others (neighbours).Dr. Kotnis(V. Shantaram)
is shown responding to the nationalist call of Jawaharlal
Nehru to help China who has been attacked by
Japan5andDr.Gautamdas(Rajendra Kumar) in Aman(1967)
relocates himself from England to India, and India to Japan
to help the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasakhi These
moments evoke the idea of Kantian cosmopolitan and world
peace, pacifism is evoked through anti colonial and
nationalist aspirations that extend itself to duty towards
others. Yet, absolute pacifism can only be attained through
the ethics of political hospitality.It entails the right of the
stranger to reside by virtue of their right to communal
possessions of earth’s surface. (Kant: 1970, 105-106). Shyam
Benegal’sfilm Mammo(1994) illustrates the same through
the figure of an aged woman migrant and her struggle with
oppressive political priorities that defeat humanitarian
considerations.

Mammois the story of a Muslim Pakistani woman
separated from her maternal family during partition and her
attempts to relocate herself with her sister and nephew in
Mumbai after the death of her husband and getting cheated
by her brother in law. Mammo(Farida Jala) endures repeated
humiliation of deportation for being a Pakistani, ultimately
she devices her own solution of living in Mumbai with her
sister and nephew that she believes is the only family she
has. Rejecting the laws of the state and structures of
belonging drawn up by national identities, she fakes her
own death and declares herself humorously as nonexistent
and a spectre that the arm of law cannot imprison.(Allen
Bhaskar: 2009, 96). The film is significant for a number of
reasons. It challenges not only conventional discourses on
authority of borders, but also several genders, religious and
cultural stereotypes surrounding the figure of a migrant.
The film challenges the conventional idea of a migrant as a
passive being, in need for help and assistance, it highlights
the fact that despite being victims of violence, possess the
capacity to take charge of situations and positively
contribute to the society if provided with reasonable
opportunities or justice(Martin: 2008, 126).  Mammo’s
unconventional ways of transforming knowledge to the
younger generation, her honesty about cheated of her
inheritance by her brother in law, confronting her domestic
helper’s husband for his abusive behavior are illustrations
of the same. The film thus poses a challenge to national
policies that offer resistance or rehabilitation, resettlement,
integration and assimilation adopt to strengthen their
economic development.

The film also breaks the gender stereotype of women
being producers, transmitters and reproducers of national
collectives and culture6 reinforced in a film like J.P.Dutta’s
Refugee(2000). Nazneen(Karrena Kapoor) of Refugee, is a
young, beautiful and eventually gives birth to the refugee’s
child,  Mammois an aged lady with no children of her own,
thus, the centrality of women protagonist’s perspective

(who is “unproductive” in the conventional sense)
challenges the stereotypes mentioned above. The film also
breaks the religious stereotype as it illustrates Muslims not
as perpetrators of violence, neither does it present a bleak
hope for the community in Indian democracy (like Garam
Hawa(1973) and film Salim Langde Pe Mat Ro(1989) )
rather, Mammo’s struggle illustrates a resistance to violent
politics and the positive role that the Muslims play in nation
building (Allen Bhaskar: 2009,99)

Conclusion:

To conclude, even though most Hindi films have been
simplistic in their imagination of the world and the other,
(because of its relationship with box office success and
ascribing to philosophies of vasudheva kutum bhakam),
the medium has also exhibited the potential to challenge the
same by addressing a version of morality based on the ‘other’
not ‘the self’ (illustrated through an analysis of the film
Mammo). In doing so it can be read as illustrating the Kantian
aspiration of cosmopolitanism and world peace understood
as unconditional hospitality towards the stranger or the
‘other’.
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Cinematic Time and Space:A study on science narratives of the New
Generation Bollywood Films
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Abstract: “Censorship reflects a society’s lack of confidence in itself.” Potter Stewart (former US Supreme Court Judge).In
the context of analyzing the controversial films banned in India, randomly films from the last seven decades are selected. It
has been coded for implements of violence, censorship, content, poster designing, explicit material, anti-religion, bloodshed,
terror, nudity and homosexuality. Hypothesis being assumed that recently released films would be more violent than those
released earlier. The present study revealed that films released since 1990 had a greater element of violence as compared to
others.Furthermore, the intensity of gore increased in recently released movies.

Impact of technology on us, society and the world is greatly increasing with the constantly changing forms of
communication.The freedom of speech and expression has been characterised as “the very life of civil liberty” in the
Constituent Assembly Debates. The freedom of the press, while not recognized as a separate freedom under Fundamental
Rights, is folded into the freedom of speech and expression.The Supreme Court has described this freedom as the “ark of the
covenant of democracy”. The freedom of the press serves the larger purpose of the right of the people to be informed of a
broad spectrum of facts, views and opinions. A vital component of a functioning democracy provides us with a platform
where audience can easily access the information, ideas and exchange their thoughts and views. Thus, “the survival and
flowering of Indian democracy owes a great deal to the freedom and vigor of our press.” Indian Cinema, now a days keeps on
trying new things and does not hesitate on making films on mature subjects and liberal themes which are not highly
appreciated and very welcomed by the audience and Censor Board. These experiments lead to controversies which make or
mar one’s career.  To this end, the Consultation Paper raises some select concerns, and poses a set of questions that will help
foster a larger public debate amongst audience and the citizenry to shape the approach which should be adopted in tackling
these issues.

Keywords: sci-fi films, genres, trend, science fiction

Introduction:

Having accomplished an inspirational and successful
100 years of an entertaining and enlightening journey,
Bollywood is moving ahead with an open door for more
filmic experiments and experiences. Bollywood weaves the
extraordinary fantasy of romance drama and its surreal
dimension makes it an unsurpassed global entertainment
medium. Particularly in this decade, Bollywood has
effectively crossed borders with innovative ideas, higher
production value and endowed artists (Brown, 2013). Time
travels in Indian film narratives now necessitate an imperative
academic admission to understand the convergence of plots.
Apart from the most familiar and influential element of song
and dance, narrative structure of Bollywood films also hold
immense possibilities of flashbacks as an inevitable linkage
to narration of time. Furthermore, these flashbacks have
taken the role of a mere retrospection of bygone days to a
peep into one’s pervious birth as in films like Kabhi Khushi
Kabhi Gham (2001) and Om Shanti Om (2007) respectively.
Apparently, this strategy gives more opportunities to play
with time and space and it interweaves romance and drama,
creating its own genre of science fiction. India is the country
rich with classic mythological writings and great epics where
the parallel and heavenly worlds form the basis of evil, good
and liberation has influenced Indian films to a great extent
that started adapting it to the fantasies of love, life and
leisure. This pattern of influence can be seen in all classical,
traditional and modern art forms of India.

From the epic narratives of the early filming era, Indian
cinema has travelled through the decades of ‘romantic hero-
heroine love saga’ to a ‘socially conscious super heroes
locking horns with the evils’. The themes of modern
Bollywood convey a complex set of time narrations that
have displayed a new technique of ‘flash-forward’ (as an
alternative to flashback) where time travels to a future period
and the story spans over several decades in past and future.
Film like Dangerous Ishhq (2012), Teri Meri Kahani (2012),
Love Story 2050(2008), Aa Dekhen Zara (2009), Kal Kissne
Dekha (2009) collectively holds the concept of time travel
as a way to fruition of love and affection. Nevertheless,
unlike the Hollywood version of sci-fi films where extra-
terrestrial forms the creation of imagination, Bollywood films
stick to their own feature of romantic drama to move towards
the concept of science and time-travel concepts. This can
also be correlated to the emergence of a middle class Indian
family at home and abroad, who wish to escape from the
day–to-day tribulations of life with the hold of the ‘fantastic’
Bollywood and its new concept of fast-forward that takes
them to a dream-like, worry-free world.

While one of the concerns of this paper is to identify
time-travels as an obvious sub-genre of science fiction in
Bollywood, the major part of the paper concentrates on
establishing the fact of the hold of Genre Theory. This
perspective focuses on the time-travel concept that comes
within the typical attribute of Bollywood where emotion
and sentiments play the driving force of travelling back and
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forth, and where valorisation of science finds a back seat
when it comes to the celebration of love and life.

Major Genres of Bollywood

At the context of time travel study, it is significant to
know the major genres of Bollywood. Ahmed (1992), Prasad
(1998), Saari (2000) and Virdi (2003) noted different genres
of Bollywood in their work. Out of this Anil Saari (2000)
describes that popular Hindi cinema genres are mainly
influenced by two worlds: the Euro-American world and the
world of the vigorous traditions of Indian folk theatre (p.3).
The genres of Bollywood can also notes chronologically.
The change in political and social scenario has a direct
impact on film industry.  Genres however result from a
combination of film industry, marketing strategies, audience
expectation, film criticism and academic analysis (Ganti, 2004,
p.139).

The narrative structure of Bollywood is highly
influenced by the epics like Mahabharatha and Ramayana.
The structure of epic narratives are interspersed with sub
plots and flashbacks. The conventional Bollywood trails
the same techniques of a side story, back-story and
metafiction. The music, dance, struggle, romance and family
complexity is thusakin to its epic counterpart. The
Hollywood and Japanese films have also tremendously
influenced the creation of Bollywood genres. Bollywood
does not encompass all of Indian cinema, contributing only
about 20% of the total film output of India, which is the
largest in the world and which predates Bollywood (Ganti,
2004, p.3). But genres of other Indian films follow same rules
as in Bollywood. Action, romance, comedy and melodrama
(drama) are governing genres of popular Bollywood. It also
named as masala genres remarking a mixture of all above.
The period of pre and post independence era carried films
of royal customs, urban dreams, social satires and few
surrealistic films. It was during this period that Hindi film
industry put it roots down in Mumbai, the erstwhile Bombay.

The time- space continuum in film grabbed the
attention of the audience after the success of Mr India
(1987). Mr India is iconic science fiction in Bollywood which
was directed by Shekhar Kapur under the production of
Boney Kapoor. Anil Kapoor, Sridevi and Amiresh Puri acted
in the film and it was praised for its songs and dance. It also
marked the capability of Bollywood to maintain the scientific
and romantic features simultaneously.

The post 1990’s was dominated with love stories and
family drama and the main opponent of Bollywood was the
increasing numbers of television sets. Consequently,
Bollywood managed to bring out a formula which included
participation of television space in film. The new millennium
films of Bollywood are actual trials of our understanding
which we look much deeper on further readings.

Defining New Generation Bollywood

After witnessing various genres and patterns of films,
a new generation of film makers and films hit Bollywood.
Indian films as a whole were in path new wave in early 1950s.
There were alike movement of reformation in Indian cinema
when the studio – star system were flourishing. Kuhn and
Guy (2012) trace origins of an independent nation cinema in
1952 outside the commercial mainstream (p.225). The first
Bombay International Film Festival introduced Italian Neo-
realism to India, with de Sica’s Bicycle Thieves including
Bimal Roy and Satyajit Ray, latter being dubbed as father of
Indian parallel cinema.

Later on, the development of film society movement
influenced from French new wave, the formation of Films
Division of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (later,
NFDC, National Film Development Corporation) to support
non-commercial feature filmmaking. The Films Division grew
into one of the world’s largest documentary producers,
sponsoring thousands of films and legislating their
compulsory exhibition in cinemas across India. The
prominent Indian filmmakers, Ray and Mrinal Sen made
documentaries for the Films Division and features sponsored
by the NFDC (p.225).

The critical interest on diasporas and national cultural
studies paved the way for the academic interventions into
the Indian cinema. Bollywood also had given its space for
diasporic life and thus it grabbed the interest of the audience
at home and those living abroad. The film combinations
with Sharakh Khan and Karan Johar were focusing on non-
Indian residences.  Indian films that portray the diasporic
life depict the intricacies of disporic life which include their
nostalgic reminiscences of their motherland, their
estrangement from the loved ones and an intense longing
to return to India. The pre-colonial pure Indian space is
often deconstructed in these films and desire to embrace
the oxidental culture is evident in these films. Bollywood
films largely influenced the fashion statement of Indians
and Indian diaspora. However the cultural and thematic
exchange between Bollywood and other regional cinema of
India can be traced out.

The new generation of Bollywood can be defined not
only on the basis of genres and themes it handle; also the
production, promotion and reception of the film. New
generation Bollywood merely tried to redefine and reconstruct
the patriotic, nationhood and fantasy of India. Over the years,
these themes have been used in many films, but its treatment,
just like the evolving Indian society, has also changed
immensely. This changed can be distinguished as new
generation of Bollywood; to be not confused it is totally
different from the new wave that Ray and Sen bought out.

The 2001 film Dil Chahta Hai directed by Farhan
Akhtar opened the door to a new generation Bollywood
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films. Dil Chahta Hai portrays contemporary Indian youth
as cosmopolitan and independent than the youth portrayed
in the films of the previous decade. The lifestyle depicted in
this film is purely urban and hence it received a lukewarm
response from its rural audience. (Gulzar, Nihalani, Chatterjee,
2003, p. 128). Later on there was a significant change in the
settings of the Bollywood films and it catered the interest of
its rural audience too. The new generation Bollywood films
maintain a balance between tradition and experimentation
and that is one of the reasons for its widespread popularity
and acceptance.

The reason for the emerging a new generation of
Bollywood are quite similar to other regional language films
of India. The previous generations of Bollywood outputs
were larger than life. The acceptance and reception of films
were turned to worshiping and devoting. But later, audience
needed something more than the same old story (Bhandari,
2011). The new generation of Bollywood films are not just
by age of filmmakers or the actors who associated with the
film. But we can note down few features that led to a new
generation trend in Bollywood:

a.     The increase of multiplex halls and thus creating a
culture for audience with global perceptive.

b.  The involvement of digital technology in filmmaking
and post -processing made entry to talents easy
other than complex analogue technology in
filmmaking. It helps filmmaker to do experiment
by keeping budget the same.

c. The actors and technical crew are becoming more
professionals rather a star or just a celebrity. The
film personals work and look on cinema in series
manner and they started to be recognized in an
international level.

d. The online promotion which makes the publicity
of cinema much easier and audience could interact
with filmmakers and share their ideas which in
turn would help them to get closer with their
intended audience.

There are also a notable number of new generation
fantasy films which dexterously combine the time travel and
space manipulation with traditional flavours of the past.
However, this manipulation makes new generation
Bollywood stand apart from its global counterparts. The
films directed, written and produced by younger generations
are trying to locate the confused youth of India and the new
wave films portray the reality of the current social scenario
in India. The ideas of new generation Bollywood deviates
from the previous era films which were based on expectation
rather reality.

The films like Jab We Met (2007), Dostana (2008),
Race (2008), Love Aaj Kal (2009), Cocktail (2012) are

few notable films of this category. These films are a step
above the romantic comedy. These films had their own
politics and judgment on society, lust, love, family and
relationships. The USP of these films are cool looks,
contemporary streams and music. But the success and
failures of these cases, the relevance of formula (new
generation) is being bought to question (Bose, 2006, p.48).
The cases of science films deal with time travel and space
recreation often falls under fantasy, horror and superficial
themes. The market value of these films is also under
question which is proportional to the star value and quality
of the films.

Reminiscent to Hollywood, these films are also highly
technical with animation, special effects and graphic
communications. The characteristics and governing qualities
of new generation Bollywood is still a way to go for
understanding. But for investigating time travel features, it is
important to know above described features of new generation
Bollywood. The further allocation of this study lies on
analysing the films which put into words complex narrative
structures of scientific and human fantasy of romance.

Science narratives of Bollywood

It is relevant in the study now to define the “science
narrative” for a better understanding of the concept. The
science fiction films normally revolve around imaginative,
futuristic or extra terrestrial plots. The science film genres
are mostly holds nerve of fantasy, scientific explanation to a
phenomenon and time – space shift or travel. Science fiction
film is a film genre which emphasizes actual, extrapolative,
or speculative science and the empirical method, interacting
in a social context with the lesser emphasized, but still present,
transcendentalism of magic and religion, in an attempt to
reconcile man with the unknown (Sobchack, 1987, p.63).

But understanding on Bollywood science narratives
with Sobchack’s explanation for American or Hollywood
films will not satisfactory for our understanding. Unlike
Hollywood, Bollywood takes quotidian family dramas and
imbues them with spectacular tales of love amidst the
pageantry of choreographed dance pieces; Hollywood goes
to the supernatural and futurism. It’s a sign that longing for
mystery is universal, but the taste for science fiction and
fantasy is cultural (Folch, 2013). The Indian cultural
background renders uniqueness to Bollywood’s fantasy
genre, and thus differentiates itself from its western
counterpart. Films in general play a significant role in
upholding the culture and Bollywood instilled Indian youth
to dream.

Mr. India (1987) is still an iconic reference for science
narratives of Bollywood. Anil Kapoor played the Indian
superhero and it was directed by Shekhar Kapur. Sridevi
played role of Seema aka Miss hawa Hawai as superhero’s
romantic interest and Amrish Puri in one of his best-known roles
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as the antagonist Mogambo. The film follows good-evil clash
narrative which apparently dates back to Indian epics. But the
film got its interest for its glamour of female lead, songs and
dance. Indian media and critics praised the film for its iconic
fashion (Gulabani, 2012 and The Changing Faces Of Sridevi,
2012). Even the film had theme of science fiction to deliver, director
Shekhar Kapur used song- dance sequence formula which was
a beginning of Bollywood’s own time genre. There were also
other superheroes for Bollywood. Hrithik Roshan in Krish (2006),
Rajnikanth in Robot (2011, originally Endhiran in Tamil) and
Shahrukh Khan in Ra.One (2012) are new generation Indian
superheroes who hold on their secret power.  They are like
western superheroes that fight against evil. Indian films are
characterised by the inevitable presence of female cast who sings
and dances with the protagonist. Other than empirical science
films, Bollywood’s experiments extend on familial ties,
expectations and dreams of common man. Bollywood is no
exception in highlighting the difference between proletarian class
and that of the mainstream society. The rise of angry young men
in 1970’s accounted for this difference.

The concepts of personification, reincarnation and rebirth
were some common methods in Bollywood. To add on, the
purpose of rebirth and reincarnation is to deal up with revenge
or to reclaim lost love. The scientific or empirical logic goes
blind often in narrative; which cope up with audience
imagination adjustments. With the support of religious and
supernatural interpretation provides answers to all those logical
questions which arrases in the narrativesurge.Neel Kamal
(1968), Karz (1980) ,Prem(1995), KaranArjun (1995), Hameshaa
(1997), Om Shanti Om (2007), Kal Kissne Dekha.. (2007), Love
Story 2050 (2008), Aa Dekhe Zara (2009), Action Replayy
(2010), Dangerous Ishq (2012), Teri Meri Kahani (2012) are
mentionable films with the above mentioned concepts of
personification, reincarnation and rebirth.

Om Shanti Om is most notable rebirth Bollywood film
among new generation films. This film saw the concept of re
birth and plots of revenge in the backdrop of Bollywood
industry. The film has story of a junior artist of 1970’s who
reborn into a wealthy superstar and eventually become a
super star now. The dreams and desire of Om Prakash Makhija
(Shahrukh Khan as junior artist in 1970’s) to become a star
and to lead a celebrity life is reclaimed through his new life
as (Om Kapoor) by rebirth. Here mother of Om Prakash
Makhija haunts the life of Om Kapoor and thus make him to
search his past life. Om Shanti Om is romantic comedy and
revenge and also mocks the “masala-lic .” Bollywood
sarcastically mocks Shahrukh Khan’s own stereotyped roles
and films. The film also had a hand for common man and his
everyday life. A special mention must be made for the film’s
excellent dialogue which so cleverly incorporates
Bollywood’s oldest clichés into these characters’ everyday
parlance (Masand, 2007).

The films Kal Kissne Dekha.. (2007), Love Story 2050
(2008), Aa Dekhe Zara (2009) and Action Replayy (2010)

holds narration of time travel and intuitions. Kal Kissne
Dekha.. and Aa Dekhe Zara revolve around  the theme of
mind travel to future but Love Story 2050 and Action Replayy
depict physical time travel. Aa Dekhe Zara, Love Story 2050
and Action Replayy were science fictions in which mediums
of time travels are camera for former and time machine for
latter. In Action Replayy Bunty (Aditya Roy Kapoor) uses
time machine to travel back to his parents (played by Akshay
Kumar and AishwaryaRai) adulthoods. The purpose of visits
in Action Replayy  for son is to change circumstances of
their adulthood that will make them love each other and
avoid misunderstanding prevailed within them now.
Whereas, Aa Dekhe Zara, Kal Kissne Dekha.. and Love
Story 2050 are social drama in which romance and friendship
hold an upper hand.

Dangerous Ishq and Teri Meri Kahani are romantic
suspense films that  compare the love of Indian youth in
different generations. Both films portray different
generations to explore the love, fantasy, desire, lust and
dream. Both films experiment time shift in recitation with
usual traditions and conventions of Bollywood. Here Devitt
(2008) studies on genre theory are notable where it focuses
on acceptance of new genres and its attributes – context,
text, situation and their mutuality.

Apart from these “science” narratives of  Bollywood,
horror films got its own stand but it used erotic or comic
prop up on screen but not significant with time – space
organization. To sum up the observation, the features that
distinguish the current Bollywood scientific romance can
be listed down as follows:

a.  High dramatic scenes; most often with melodrama and
complex narrative twists.

b. A sturdy difference and clash between evil and good.
Most often, the evil side will be more powerful and
ability of good to retain its charm forms a narration.

c. Use of romance and comic or both together which
control the central theme of the film and science comes
under sub plot of the film. I.e., the use of science gratifies
the needs of other world.

d. Strong family relationship that represent most often
aspirations and reverie of middle class Indian family.

The new generation Bollywood by now divulged its
own science narrative genre by these films. The analysis of
these films more closing by inspecting the pattern and text
will come versatile in bringing out a concluding idea of
Bollywood’s own time romantic science fiction. Here, the
emotions and sentiments that stand ahead of science and
fantasy could be traced by close examination.

Bollywood’s own time genre

Bollywood new generation narratives uphold its
tradition with the new technology and ideology zests. Family,
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social commitments and personal drives still make senses
of Bollywood audience. A remark of family bonding and
representation of common man can be visible in script,
dialogue and mise-en-scene. The film success is however
depending on box office performance and thus producers
and directors reproduce cultural icon repeatedly. The
narratives of Bollywood rely on fate and journey of hero
(mostly for a social cause). In narrative forms like epic, the
form of classical Sanskrit drama, the hero’s fate is linked to
that of the community; in romance the hero follows a “heroic
or chivalric code:, while in the novel, the protagonist’s
choices are “his own” (Mukherjee, 1986).

To make sense of discussion, where the emotion and
sentiments play a huge role in science narratives, it is
important to swot up the text and pattern of those Bollywood
films above mentioned. All the films, as we saw are highly
dramatic and contain layers of romance and family bonding.
In the scenes of Om Shanti Om where Om Kapoor
(superstar) recollects his previous life at his (Om Prakash
Makhija, junior artist at Bollywood) old house, the mother –
son sentiments had worked out. Mother used to persuade
him to become lead actor and the words of mother comes to
mind of Om Kapoor as reverberation:  “My heart says you
will surely become hero; its heart of one mother” And there
is another dialogue from mother which paves inspiration
and this dialogue is repeated by mother herself in both time
(both birth of Om):” It is said that if you determine to achieve
something from your heart; the whole universe will come to
help you to meet your wish true” The wish of Om Prakash
Makhija was to become super star and to marry actress
Shantipriya. But when he dies his wish also dies. But as the
tenet of narrative, he is reincarnated as Om Kapoor to
superstar family; ultimately turns superstar. And he wins
heart of another Shanthi (who resembles Shantipriya). Here
the empirical science does not have anything to do with the
narration. The realism of the narrative sets within the
narrative boundary. The dialogue Picture abhi baki hai
(The film is not yet over/ There is more to come) by Om
Prakash Makhija gives a clue about the rebirth.

The dialogue of Teri Meri Kahani is also packed with
romantic emotions. Hence, the story is about romance
between tow in three different generations, the dialogue
also designed as such. The first generation is set at 1920’s
in India where most of the dialogues arepoetic which brings
out a vintage feel to older generations. The next generation
comes in backdrop of 1970’s where Bollywood is becoming
part and parcel of Bombay. Here, a love bud between a
common man and actress and it is treated with comical
notions. The song, dance in this film sequence resembled
to that of the Bollywood era of 1970s. The last generation is
from 2012 where the most of communication is with
interactive media of mobile and internet. The confusion,
bewilderment and sacrifice of generations were showcased
in narrative as time shifts.

The film Action Replayy sets as back to the future
genre which the mutual understanding and forbearance of
relationships makes out the theme. Here time travel plays a
tool for fulfilling a son’s wish to change his parents past so
that they will love in future too. Here, the emotion goes to
even deeper comic plane while showcasing his parent’s
adulthood according to his fancy.

The Bollywood fashioned its own time travel genre
amid of entertainment and prefacing common man in centre.
Bollywood always surrounded Indian audience to make
them think and dream. The portrayal of science narrative by
its own style, there is no stand for empirical thoughts as
Bollywood ever stood for its ultimate endeavour –
entertainment.
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Controversies and Films Banned in India

Malvika Sagar, Assistant Professor, Amity School of Communication
Amity University Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow Campus

Abstract: “Censorship reflects a society’s lack of confidence in itself.” Potter Stewart (former US Supreme Court Judge). In
the context of analyzing the controversial films banned in India, randomly films from the last seven decades are selected. It has
been coded for implements of violence, censorship, content, poster designing, explicit material, anti-religion, bloodshed, terror,
nudity and homosexuality. The hypothesis being assumed that recently released films would be more violent than those
released earlier. The present study revealed that films released since 1990 had a greater element of violence as compared to
others. Furthermore, the intensity of gore increased in recently released movies.

Impact of technology on society and the world is greatly increased with the constantly changing forms of communication. The
freedom of speech and expression has been characterized as “the very life of civil liberty” in the Constituent Assembly
Debates. The freedom of the press, while not recognised as a separate freedom under Fundamental Rights, is folded into the
freedom of speech and expression. The Supreme Court has described this freedom as the “ark of the covenant of democracy”.
The freedom of the press serves the larger purpose of the right of the people to be informed of a broad spectrum of facts, views
and opinions. A vital component of a functioning democracy provides us with a platform where the audience can easily access
the information, ideas and exchange their thoughts and views. Thus, “The survival and flowering of Indian democracy owes a
great deal to the freedom and vigour of our press.” Indian Cinema, now a days keeps on trying new things and does not hesitate
on making films on mature subjects and liberal themes which are not highly appreciated and very welcomed by the audience
and Censor Board. These experiments lead to controversies which make or mar one’s career.  To this end, the Consultation
Paper raises some select concerns, and poses a set of questions that will help foster a larger public debate amongst the audience
and the citizenry to shape the approach which should be adopted in tackling these issues.

Keywords: Fundamental Rights, censorship, Constituent Assembly, Constitution

Introduction:

Hindi Film Industry, widely known as Bollywood is
the largest contributor to the revenue generation sector in
the country being followed by South Indian movie industry
and other language cinema industries like Gujarati, Marathi,
Bengali, Kannada Telugu, Punjabi, Malayalam and Bhojpuri.
Overall Film production being around 1000 per year
(approx.), adds to the country’s filmed entertainment industry
as the largest in the world. Its theatrical admissions around
3 billion, continues to be small in size in terms of revenue,
reasonably because of low ticket realisation and occupancy
levels. Films play a prominent role of communication tool
and a medium of entertainment in India. It has been estimated
that approximately 23 million Indians watch a film daily in
theatres.

Film Federation of India being the apex body of film
industry in India aims to popularise and promote the cinema.
India’s vibrant media and entertainment (M&E) industry
provides diverse range of content markets in the country
which sometimes leads to controversies.

The greater part of the country’s urban consumption
is from non-metro cities (the tier 2 and tier 3 towns) and
consist of provincial markets with distinct cultures,
languages and content preferences.

Criticism on the basis of adult content has now days
become a trend in film produced and show-casted in the
country. Films being the greatest communication tool which
influence the mind of the viewer are often opposed through
demonstrations and protests seeking a ban on them due to

the content being something unusual and sticking in the
minds of the consumer. Sometimes the film depicts explicit
materials in terms of poster designing, anti-religion,
bloodshed, terror, nudity and homosexuality as per the
viewer’s reviews. Censorship can be coined as the term when
the public communication, ideas and information circulation
within the society is suppressed or controlled. Article 19(1)
of Constitution of India, guarantees:  “The freedom of speech
and Expression” but it can be curbed only when if it is
considered objectionable, harmful, or necessary to maintain
communal harmony. All around the world Censorship has
been used by the governments as a powerful tool as a
propaganda for religious arguments as well as other
techniques and arguments to support for their efforts in
curbing the freedom of speech and expression through audio
visual medium. Many governments provide for certain
limited protection against censorship. It is always necessary
to balance conflicting rights in order to determine what can
and cannot be censored.

India offers its residents an agreeable deception of
opportunity and majority rule government in view of
uniformity and freedom. Yet, a closer review of this face
worth uncovers numerous appalling truths. This article
endeavour to highlight a 68-year-old society of suppression,
restriction and treacheries dispensed to the essential
privileges of Freedom Of Speech and Expression in this
nation. This piece tries to analyse and break down and
dismember India’s wild Censorship of Films.The open
deliberation about control in India, which have been broadly
covering throughout the most recent couple of months,
comprises of two noteworthy concerns – one from the
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perspective of the specialists/inventors who request a stage
with the expectation of complimentary expression unto
themselves; and the other from the reliably specific types of
shock which appear to be saved for India’s own particular
meaning of political rightness. With regards to challenges
and fuss for control in India be that as it may, no other area
gets as substantial investigation as the world’s biggest film
industry. This paper takes a trek back in time so it could join
the past, present and eventual fate of this level headed
discussion.

History and Law

While the United States’ comprehensive First
Amendment states ’Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances,’ no
such freedom is accessible to Indians, a strange actuality
on the off chance that you consider the perspectives of
Indians on social liberties in the pre-autonomy period.

In the event that we are to completely comprehend
the degree and reason behind film oversight in India, we
need to comprehend the recorded and institutional bolster
gave to checking opportunity of expression in India.The
Indian Constituent Assembly For Drafting The Constitution
The Indian freedom battle was a blend of conservatives and
radicals but then, an issue which found agreement among
them among all of them was the maintaining of social equality.
The Moderates bolstered Extremist Bal Gangadhar Rao
Tilak’s entitlement to compose and talk what he felt. The
1931 Karachi Convention of the Congress had passed a
determination on Fundamental Rights – an a portion of which
was the ensured right of free articulation of sentiment
through discourse and press. Be that as it may, the story
changes while drafting of the Indian Constitution.

The Constituent Assembly was shaped to banter about
the drafting of the Indian Constitution and to help the
Assembly, a few sub-boards of trustees handling diverse
subjects were framed. The Fundamental Rights
Subcommittee was broadly in understanding over rule put
something aside for one predicament the degree to which
singular opportunity could be permitted to be yielded to
guarantee the wellbeing and security of the State. The
Constitution was being drafted at a tumultuous time in the
historical backdrop ofthe new conceived country as common
mobs and political turmoil were far reaching, a truth which
may have added to the administrators at last receiving a
confinement to the Freedom of Speech.

While the Constitution went ahead to at last embrace
the questionable Article 19 (2) which went ahead to express
that the right to speak freely and expression should not
influence “the operation of any existing law, in so far as it

relates to, or prevent the State from making any law on matters
concerning libel, slander, defamation, contempt of court,
any matter offending decency and morality, or undermines
the security of or tends to overthrow, the State”, there were
numerous voices which restricted the encroaching of the
singular’s basic rights.

Mahboob Ali Baig , an individual from the Assembly,
firmly challenged the selection of the article by contrasting
it with Nazi Germany.”This means the citizens could only
enjoy those rights which the legislature would give them,
permit them from time to time. That cuts at the very root of
Fundamental Rights and the Fundamental Rights cease to
be fundamental ,” said Baig, an announcement whichis
shockingly important even today. Two years after the Indian
Constitution became effective, the Parliament passed the
Cinematograph Act of 1952. The Act was established to
accommodate the confirmation of movies for presentation
and for directing their display. In brief,the law offered the
empowering so as to accompany procurements the Central
Government to constitute a Censor Board comprising of 12-
25 individuals, with the end goal of authorising movies for
open show. After examination of a film, the Board either
authorises the film for limited or unlimited open presentation;
or coordinates to do vital adjustments; or decline to endorse
the film for open show. Yet, the most basic piece of the
demonstration lies in its connection to Article 19.

Segment 5 B(1) of the demonstration is in concurrence
with Article 19 (2) by expressing ‘a film shall not be certified
for public exhibition if, in the opinion of the authority
competent to grant the certificate, the film or any part of it is
against the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of
India] the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign
States, public order, decency or morality, or involves
defamation or contempt of court or is likely to incite the
commission of any offence’. Moreover, the Section 5 B(2)
goes ahead to enable the Central government to issue rules
as it considers fit to direct the Board with respects Section
5B (1). Accordingly, the Central Government holds colossal
force in choosing the substance which is “suitable” for the
normal Indian group of onlookers.

The Assault

On the off chance that one is to specify the whole
bewildering history of institutionally endorsed oversight or
the banning of motion pictures in India, the errand would be
psyche numbingly excruciating essentially because of the
sheer length of the rundown of films. This gets further
exacerbated by the extra weight gave by political and social
gatherings who authorise an ‘informal boycott’ on substance
they esteem to be hostile or in disagreement with their
convictions. How about we talk real cases when political or
religious talk endeavoured to choose the artistic substance
Indian crowds ought to watch.
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We set an early tone for pedantic and unmistakably
mindful control with bans or defer in arrival of motion pictures
which depicted mutual savagery or dubious themes, for
example, a Muslim family amid the segment in Garam Hawa
or an investigation of the explanations behind Nathuram
Godse’s death of Mahatma Gandhi Gokul Shankar. While
the British Colonial guideline was resolved in stifling any
voice of restriction even as motion pictures, for example,
Bhakta Vidur (1921) and Tamil film Thyag Bhoomi (1939), it
seems freed Indians were not to be saved from such tyrant
close-mindedness either.

The standard of Indira Gandhi and the consequent
Emergency stays a standout amongst the most vigorously
edited and meagrely reported occasion of Indian History
and normally, movies were not saved either. Gulzar’s Aandhi
(1975) was banned amid the crisis after its discharge because
of its likeness with the life of Indira Gandhi and was just
discharged later with a telecast on Doordarshan under the
Janata Party, in this way transforming into a political trick.
Be that as it may, the unforeseen development with ‘Kissa
Kursi Ka’ remain the highlight of the decade.

1977 Emergency, Muffled,India film control

Touted as India’s first political farce about Sanjay
Gandhi’s energy, the Shabana Azmi starrer was denied a
Censor Board declaration and when the Emergency was
proclaimed in 1975, the expert print and negatives of the
motion picture were appropriated by Congress Workers from
the CBFC Office and blazed. Sanjay Gandhi and his
associates were discovered blameworthy of the wrongdoing
and Mr Gandhi even served a month in prison for the
wrongdoing. Normally, a thorough oversight inside and
outside the domain of the law has subsequent to end up a
staple practice.

The feedback or depiction of political pioneers on reel
regularly got overwhelming investigation and restriction, be it
from the death of Rajiv Gandhi or a Satyajit Ray narrative about
Sikkim before its consideration to the Indian Union. In any
case, the latest broadly talked about case of oversight spins
around the condition of Gujarat and the 2002 Gujarat Riots.

More than 22 short movies and documentaries were
made in the three years taking after the Godhra Riots and
every one of them confronted firm resistance or the like.
The Central Board declined to ensure movies like Chand
Bujh Gaya as they managed the Gujarat riots while
documentaries like globally acclaimed Final Solution and
Aakrosh were deferred or rejected an edit endorsement until
intercession from the legal. In any case, the most well known
instance of banning in connection to Gujarat is identified
with Aamir Khan for reasons which are difficult to process
at first sight.

The on-screen character voiced his backing for the
Narmada Bachao Andolan and campaigned for the

restoration of those influenced by the undertaking. The
Youth Wing of the State BJP arranged a restriction on Rang
De Basanti (a film which was said to have been cleared
strictly when being given the thumbs up by the Defence
Ministry and Chiefs) and even requested a prohibition on
Fanaa with dangers to vandalisetheatres screening the
motion picture. In this way, two motion pictures which were
cleared by the CBFC were not appeared in the State of Gujarat
at the season of discharge because of crooked political
weight.

The years of concealment and banning has now made
a society where government officials, as well as socio-social
influencers feel qualified for voice their resistance as well as
wreck inventive expression. The Shiv Sena had famously
got Deepa Mehta’s Fire expelled from theatres as they
restricted the lesbian relationship in the motion picture or
debilitated the arrival of My Name Is Khan because of
Shahrukh Khan’s comments for incorporating Pakistani
players in the IPL. The weight of the Right Wing gatherings
constrained Deepa Mehta to move the shooting of her
motion picture “Water” to Sri Lanka. In the event that the
challenges against Haider and PK appeared to need teeth,
the VHP’s most recent require a restriction on Kamal Hasan’s
Uttama Villian will abandon you significantly more
confounded. VHP have taken offence to the trailer of the
motion picture which demonstrates the Demon
Hiranyakashyapu debating with his Son Prahlad to love
him as God and not Vishnu. Thankfully, the court as of late
declined to enthral any request against the motion picture.

Legal To The Rescue? Maybe To A Certain Extent…

The Indian Judiciary has been commended lately for
its rejection of Section 66A and additionally the release of
incredible petitions, for example, those which tried to
announce Taj as a Shiva Temple. The confidence in the
Indian Judiciary gets re-insisted to a sure degree once we
take the stand concerning their endeavours in safeguarding
Indian artistic uprightness.

In a 1989 case on the Tamil motion picture ‘Mineral
Oru Gramathile’ (In One Village), the Supreme Court had
passed an imperative judgment by over-decision the Madras
High Court’s repudiation of the film’s ‘U’certification. The
film evaluated the reservation framework which was depicted
as being unjustifiable to Brahmins and dreading an
unpredictable response to the motion picture in the State,
the High Court had ruled against the motion picture. The
Supreme Court held the makers right to utilise movies as
method for television his message and in addition conveying
an exceedingly vital judgment which is by all accounts failing
to attract anyone’s attention of our focal and state
government-”It is the duty of the State to protect the freedom
of expression since it is a liberty guaranteed against the
State. The State cannot plead its inability to handle the
hostile audience problem. “
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Veteran Documentary Filmmaker Anand Patwardhan
constantly discovered comfort by swinging to the legal when
the current true to life mechanical assembly neglected to
bolster his work. He recorded arguments against
Doordarshan when they declined to show his
documentaries-In Memory Of Friends and Ram Ke Naam.
He likewise tested the recommended cuts of the Film
Certification Appellate Tribunal for his motion picture War
and Peace.

While there are numerous cases of Indian courts
supporting opportunity of expression in movies through
honest to goodness and regularly paltry cases, the Supreme
Court had passed an early judgment where they noticed
that movies must be dealt with independently from different
types of craftsmanship and expression in light of the fact
that a film is ‘ready to blend up feelings more profoundly
than whatever other result of workmanship’. There are
additionally stray cases where by all appearances silly bodies
of evidence against a performing artist/on-screen character’s
film publications are even acknowledged by judges. A MP
judge in-fact guided the police to record an argument against
Aamir Khan for his PK notice.

CBFC Can Be Reformed, But What About Their Attitude?

The subject of film oversight in India is an extensive
contention because of the fluctuating results looked for by
the partners included the movie producers, government and
the gathering of people, however everybody ends up in
assertion around one issue-the present film confirmation
design in the nation must change. The obsolete and silly
“cuts” and “beeps” which are made render the whole practice
of films excess and an age-wise division of motion pictures,
for example, ’12 And Above’ and ’15 And Above’ is a
pressing need of great importance to guarantee imagination
and amusement for all age gatherings of the nation. The film
society has over and again clamoured for a board which
does not enjoy good policing and Rakesh Sharma, narrative
producer of Final Solution, has looked for that the Censor
Board ought to be reconstituted to just rate motion pictures.
The procedure and law can be changed however shouldn’t
something be said about the disposition? We must be
reminded that we live in a nation where even adult films are
vigorously edited from the quieting of a joke in The Wolf Of
Wall Street which said ‘all nuns are lesbians’ to the banning
of 50 Shades Of Gray in the wake of requesting extensive
cuts for a motion picture which was unmistakably gone for
adult gatherings of people. In the event that these
confinements outrage one as a film gathering of people, one
ought to be considerably more concerned when the
periphery gatherings or governments attempt to authorise
their pre-imagined plan on movies with a dynamic meaning
of goodness and tastes.

A brief outline of India’s issue with control of movies
can be exemplified in two essential attitudinal obstacles –
apprehension and an absence of ‘put your cash where your
mouth is’. As was pointed out in the first place of the article,
trepidation has incited Indian legislators and lawmakers to
boycott or control motion pictures which did not meet with
the prominent general feeling. A “guardian” state of mind
which has been received by the Indian government through
its laws and rules is out and out a dormant tyranny about
something which ought to be the most reduced need in a
creating nation where people in general needs to spend
their Friday night. The odd and hazardous reducing of
documentaries like Ram Ke Naam and Final Solution flags
that for a long time the Indian Government and top
associations have been inflexible to spare us from the very
thing our National Emblem maintains – the Truth.

Conclusion:

Finally, comes our absence of a business society,
which basically does not esteem craftsmanship enough to
pay or battle for it. We are one of the biggest buyers of
unlawful downloads and deluges, somewhat upheld by our
bygone oversight which helps such conduct additionally
on account of a less complex idea – it’s free. While we are
the biggest film industry on the planet, the everlastingly
dissent bound residential gathering of people is never
enthused about comprehension a straightforward idea –
craftsmanship makes due on support. Any individual or
gathering has the privilege to challenge against what they
see is in repudiate of their qualities however in the event
that they really need to hurt a craftsman or the workmanship
where it harms, they ought to decline to pay or subscribe to
their work. Sadly for these dissenters (and luckily for the
specialists), their challenges and at times savage kickback
just advance the denounced fill in as is clear from the
humongous accumulations of PK.

While a disposition change in our administration and
overall population may be a long haul handle, a critical
change of the CBFC board is principal. The drive to change
the confirmation ages and also getting producers and
industry voices accountable for the Board is a fundamental
change which should be put into impact at the earliest
opportunity. We can then gradually begin recognising so
as to push the envelope of adequacy that we have an Indian
open which is develop enough to handle truth and fiction,
while understanding the contrast between the two. When
we have acknowledged that, we can then get free ourselves
of the “boycott” society which has rapidly made us a giggling
and pitiable stock in the entire world because of the
persevering feedback of such state of mind. The main thing
India’s restriction reflects is the thing that Oscar Wilde
summed up a century ago.
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Marathi Cinema ‘Taani’- A Treasury of Inspiration

Praful  Pandit Bhosale, Assistant Professor Department of English
Joshi-Bedekar College Thane

Abstract: Relations are very important in our life. Everyone has to act, perform duties and responsibilities accordingly.When
a film is made to show it,to give a message to masses, it becomes inevitable to touch to heart of the people.Story of the film
Taani‘ is written by Gayatri Kolte in such way that it will win the hearts of public. A movie is made under the banner of V.Patke
films.Sanjeev Kolte is in a role of Director,lyricist,screenpaly and dialogue-writer. Pravin Kunwar has scored the music where
one melodious song is sung by Ketki Mategaonkar who is in a lead role of Taani. We all are followers of any of god-goddesses
or any supernatural power we believe and worship it.We have unending desires,wants to be fulfilled with where we pray to
God.A plot revolves around father-daughter and social problems,causes are discussed,tried to solve.Sketch of the pecularity
of particular caste,region is known as “Vharadis“ from Nagpur,people from countryside where their etiquettes,culture,mentality
of people is drawn on the screen. For the first time,not only in Marathi cinema but in the history of Indian Cinema,a character
Shankar played by versatile actor Arun Nalawade is the highlight of this film.It‘s a custom of that community to make a vow
in front of God. He also makes it provided Taani gets through the examination of 10th std,he would dance in a attire of Tiger.He
fulfills it. For this special get-up and effects, Nana Misal was called for giving effective treatment and justification to the role
is given Arun Nalawade. Since it‘s a story of community of viaages of Nagpurians,it is shot there only.It starts with
curiosity,excitement and joy and ends with sad moment,part. Other caste includes Dr.Vilas Ujawane, Devendra Dodke,Geeta
Kolte and many more.Also we have Dr.Girish Oak and Ila Bhate in a special appearence. Very soon take a glimpse of it. BY
RASRAJ

Keywords:  inspiring, determination, hardship, challenge

Introduction:

“ SHE ROSE ABOVE HER GRIM FINANCIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES, OVERCAME ALL SORTS OF ODDS
AND DEFIED STEREOTYPES TO TOP EXAMS, GETS
INTO INDIAN ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES! HERE IS
HER INCREDIBLE STORY: OF UNRELENTING STRUGGLE
AND HARD WORK. BE READY TO BE INSPIRED.”

 We all have our setbacks, our sorrows and
misfortunes. They are part of the substance of living and
none of us can escape them. We must make up our mind to
the prospect of sustaining a certain measure of pain and
trouble in our passage through life. We cannot walk through
life on mountain peaks. There are rivers and valleys along
the way and some are deep and treacherous, some a cruel
challenge to human endurance. But courage conquers all
things and down through the centuries poets and
philosophers have been telling us so in a fascinating variety
of ways. If we are interested in seeing an inspirational story
showcasing the strength of the human spirit and one’s will
power to never quit then look no further. The inspirational
cinema ‘Taani’ managed to persevere until her finally won-
hard-earned success. ‘The things courage can do’. This
paper is highlighting one of the most inspiring Marathi
cinema Taani as a treasury of inspiration for the aspirants
of UPSC exam. Inspiration comes from a variety of sources,
but cinemas can be particularly powerful for youths. Many
cinemas have a specific aim to persuade viewers to think a
certain way. Marathi cinema may have seen too many lows,
but it is indeed the time to say with the ‘Taani’ that it has
bounced back. The zeal and enthusiasm is much evident
from the kind of films the industry is churning out.

The important of study is for all aspirants who aim to
clear India’s top competitive exam IAS in particular, nothing

can be as greatly inspiring as success story of Marathi
cinema ‘Taani’. Taani cinema teaches us how to set bigger-
than-usual goals and have dead determination to fight back
tough times while daring to accomplish our dreams.

 The objective of the paper into study the central idea
of the cinema that is ‘Poverty cannot be a hurdle if one has
determination and is willing work hard’

For the present research paper Secondary Resources
are used.

 This movie emphasized various combinations of the
following; knowledge, understanding, experiences,
discretion and intuitive understanding, along with a capacity
to apply these qualities well towards findings solutions to
problems. Taani is a story of a cycle rikshawwala, who has
a daughter, Taani. He and his wife work real hard for their
daughter’s education. By days Taani who realizes and knows
her parents hardship, so as a support she also shuttles
between houses, doing household chores to keep her family
afloat. She scrubs floors, washes utensils and clothes- her
day passes by in a haze, with college classes in between.
She studies late into the night, sitting at the entrance of her
house and reading in the orange of the lantern lamp and
how she fulfill her dream to become IAS officer as she has
the courage to chase her dream. Despite seeing a great deal
of hardship of her parents, Taani did not give up and went
on with determination and support from her family and
school Principal. It was they who gave her dream and
prodded her to appear for IAS. Taani despite not having
studied in a sophisticated environment, proving that poverty
can never be an obstruction in the way of success if you are
dedicated to your dreams.

 When a film is made to show it to give a message to
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masses, it becomes inevitable to touch to heart of the people.
The story of the film Taani is written by Gayatri Kolte in
such way that it will win the hearts of public especially
UPSC aspirants. It is not necessary that the biopics on the
lives of great personalities only inspired youth. If the script
is strong then the characters like Taani, presented through
the film, can also inspires today’s youth. Taani movie sired
a revolution, a revolution for rejuvenation. We can place it
among the plethora of great works of the industry. It echoes
hard work, confidence and soul searching quest the Taani
embarks upon. The film leaves a great impact of magical
optimism on the viewers psyche. A tete-a-tete with traditions
that change the life of a child. She gains the wealth of
knowledge, abundant experience along the way as much as
she enjoys this uncalled for adventure.

 The film teaches lessons of life with each step this
girl takes. Although transient different hues of human nature
become lucid with this film. What makes it more appealing is
the story which is based on a realistic stupendous hardship
and the undying spirit of the girl makes the tale endearing.
The film promises to deliver an awe-inspiring social message
to youth. It is all about fulfilling the unfulfilled wishes of a
family. Someone takes decision to prepare for UPSC’s exam.
It is a sign of an extraordinary act of valor. A small decision
without any guaranty for success is itself a courageous act.
The efforts one take during these years are not the wastage.
Taani symbolizes ‘UPSC aspirants must be warriors not
worriers’. There is a famous quote ‘It is not work that kills
man, it is worry, worry is rust upon the blade’. In day to day
life or in regard to your attempt at cracking an UPSC
examination, you will gauge the veracity of this quote. The
moral of the film ‘Taani’ for youth is many people spend a
lot of time focused on and worried about things that might
happen or could happen, yet hardly ever do. All they need
is to come up with an alternative approach, if they continue
with the earlier approach, it might bade ill for them in future,
because such fruitless pattern of behavior will never let
them succeed in their efforts. On the other hand there are
people who consciously avoid brooding over such things
which might never take place. They do not attach any
importance to the negative outcome of their accounts for
their positive behavior which every work calls for.

 “If you do not dream big, you cannot achieve success.”

There is nothing in this world which can compare with
success and fulfillment. Success and fulfillment fill one with
fresh hope that is necessary for embarking on new mission.
Taani story is inspiring for UPSC aspirant not because she
doesn’t lose heart but also because she comes from a very
poor background. She lives in a poor house and worked
odd jobs even as a maid to realize her dream of becoming an
IAS. The sheer hard work and inspiration from Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar has helped Taani, a cycle rickshaw puller’s
daughter cracked the tough civil services exam. Cinema
shows she couldn’t have done it without the rock solid

support of her extended family and her Guru.

Taani says:

“ I am proud to be a cycle rickshaw puller’s daughter.
I owe my success to my parents. Despite meagre     resources,
my father provided the best facilities to me.”

The most inspirational utterance for IAS aspirants to
tackle their economical problem while preparing for IAS.

  Taani has grown up with cruel taunts like however
much you study, you will still be a house maid like your
mother. Taani has only one dream to become an officer to
the Indian Administrative Service. When news broke to her
family that she is among the list of successful candidates in
her first attempt at the exam. It is the turn of her family
members, neighbours and relatives to weep with unbridled
joy which is realistic picture of our society. Taani’s result
day is the happiest day of this hard worker, self determined
person who encourages others to achieve their goals. She
got a warm welcome at her village and is extremely fascinated
by the response of villagers who garlanded her, bust crackers
and played music on her arrival, everyone wished her. The
scene played very pivotal role, to motivate the aspirants of
UPSC examination, in which the aspirants replace themselves
with the character of Taani and fells the touch of success.

  Conclusion: We can conclude that Taani has acquired
a very respectable place in the Marathi film. industryThe
contribution to meaningful cinema as a inspirational cinema
is immense. Taani, the Marathi cinema encapsulates IAS
toppers success tips, that reading habit, planned preparation
and effective time management are crucial for clearing
competitive examination in general and civil services
examinations in particular. The interview scene gives us the
inevitable aspect of IAS aspirant that the clarity in thought
is important because most of the questions would be opinion
based. Above all empathy is most vital for a government
servant to provide better solutions to problems of common
man, while giving IAS interview aspirants should concentrate
on aptitude, reasoning and English and gives thought

“Only real men accept the challenge. They have the
courage and urge for their success, they can go for any
level to achieve it. If your intention is right then nothing can
stop you from achieving success. This is a law of universe
that every civil services aspirant must know.”
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Abstract: Politics and films have been in the narrative of Indian cinema since the beginning of century; political themes,
political roles and political issues were exemplified through lead roles of politicians, enactment of scenes, songs and exposure
of social issues of high prices,feudalism, corruption and other political issues. Along the lines of political films and enactment
of political roles, films became a platform for film actors to play active role in politics and finally use their screen popularity
to become politicians. Actors in the last few decades are prominent political leaders, campaigners and members of cabinets.
This dynamic within the framework of the politics of South India researchers argue that in Indian cinema the “screen-
constructed popular image of the star” facilitates “politicisability”. The move has not only been among the actors, where
political parties seek out actors for campaigning and electoral participation, but at present, producers, singers, writers, artists,
photographers and film directors are also commissioned to produce election films and record songs. Popular music, songs and
dances in political campaign films have become part of the electioneering and marketing of politicians. In this study through
a theoretical background of popular culture and an analysis of literature of politics and films, we examine the role of film artists
in politics, popular election films and songs, that have expanded the levels of traditional and new media campaigning in India,
and this further exemplifies the future of the political cultural system and economy of Indian cinema.

Keywords: corruption, political campaigns, popular culture

Introduction

Politics and films have been inextricably linked in India,
as political roles and political issues are exemplified through
lead roles of politicians in films, enactment of scenes, songs
and exposure of social issues of high prices, corruption,
feudalism, and raising other political problems (Dickey,
1993;Gopal and Moorti, 2008; Karan, 2009; Massey and
Massey, 1976). Further, research on Indian cinema has
focused on the content, narratives, modernization, and in
recent years on globalization, hybridization, extensive
marketing, soft power and the popularity of Indian cinema
among the large Indian diaspora (Hunt, 2012; Pillania, 2008).
Films have also become a means of promoting India’s cultural
ethos to the world as soft power. Soft power, a term coined
by Joseph Nye (2004) explains how countries have used
social, cultural and economic indicators rather than the
military powers to spread their popularity among the world.
In India films have been widely discussed as India’s soft
power (Schaefer & Karan, 2013; Tharoor, 2006; Thussu 2013).
The nexus between film and politics extends further as
political parties in India frequently use film culture and media
to promote themselves during elections and to increase
political socialization, particular among the youth.

Several movie stars have brought glamour to political
campaigns, drawing on their popularity to attract and sway
voters towards a particular political party. Along the lines of
political films and enactment of political roles, films became
a platform for film actors to play active role in politics and
finally use their screen popularity to become politicians.
Rajanayagam (2015) focused this dynamic within the
framework of the politics of South India and argues that in
Indian cinema the “screen-constructed popular image of
the star” facilitates “politicisability” This is especially true

of South Indian states where popular film icons such as N.
T. Rama Rao (NTR) and M. G. Ramachandran (MGR) have
successfully transitioned into larger-than-life political
leaders. Cinema enables the creation and publicizing of these
images of stars, which in turn prove useful in elections to
attract voters. On-screen heroes can also be ascribed “divine
attributes” (Dickey, 1993: 351), a practice evident in the many
temples devoted to cinema stars in South India.

Apart from actors turning politician, popular culture
of music, songs and dances in political campaigning have
become part of the electioneering and marketing of politicians
(Kjorness, 2014, Verma, 2015) just as songs are essential to
marketing of films (Ganti, 2003, Gopal&Sen, 2008; Karan,
2013). Hence, popular film producers, singers, musicians
and lyricists, photographers and film directors are
commissioned to make the political films, compose and
produce election films and record songs. Political songs
and political films utilize the pervasive musical and visual
culture of cinema to spread awareness about candidates,
value systems and agendas. These songs and videos are
broadcast through traditional means such as the radio and
television, and also through newer media such as the
Internet, through social networking sites (SNS). In this study
through a theoretical background of popular culture and an
analysis of literature of politics and films, we examine the
role of film artists in politics, popular election songs and
videos, particularly in the last few elections that have
expanded the levels of traditional and new media
campaigning in India, and this further exemplifies the future
of the political cultural system (Karan, 2009) and economy
of Indian cinema (Chitrapu, 2013).

Literature Review & Theoretical Framework

Politics and film stars have had a long association in
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the Hollywood and Indian film industry. In Hollywood, the
association became more significant after the Second World
War when Ronald Reagan came to power as the Governor
of California in the late 1960s. Ross (2011) stated that apart
from influencing popular culture and selling products, movie
stars also “teach us how to think and act politically” (p. 5).
This is mainly because audiences feel an emotional connect
with film stars and relate to them with an “intimacy they
rarely feel about politicians” (p.5). Hollywood stars have
participated in American politics in two ways: the political
right, which has been involved in holding official positions
and the political left, which has largely influenced activism
and national issues (Ross, 2011). Ross argued that the
political success of Hollywood stars such as Reagan and,
more recently, Arnold Schwarzenegger, is due to the same
reasons that made them popular movie stars – personal charm
and the willingness to put in long hours at honing their craft
(2011, p. 10).

The association is also evident in India with film stars
providing the glitz and glamor to the political system. Jessua
(2015) suggests that the link between politics and film stars
is made possible because the “Indian political system… is
fit to a transfer from a star-fan to a politician-voter
relationship”. He argues that cinema brings together the
heterogeneous population of India, and film stars are able
to transpose this quality into politics. Thus, for potential
politicians the world of cinema is like a harvesting ground,
which generates a readymade electorate. As films are an
integral part of popular culture in India, political parties often
employ film stars to add glamour to their campaigns and
attract more followers by appropriating the stars’ readily
available fan-base. However, apart from their involvement
in political campaigns, many of film stars have turned to a
full-fledged career in politics either during their film careers
or after their retirement from the silver screen.

Politics and Films in India

The close relation between politics and cinema in
India fundamentally rests on the ability of the cinematic star
to carry forward his or her star-persona into the political
sphere .Over the years, several films have used Indian
politics as their subject matter from Leader (1964) to Shanghai
(2012).  Hindi cinema has also focused on the involvement
of the youth in politics through films such as Mere Apne
(1971) and Haasil (2003) and Yuva (2004) and Youngistaan
(2014. Aandhi (1975) and Rajneeti (2010) diverge from the
public facades of politicians and situate them in private
spaces such as their homes.

Dickey (1993) in her extensive work on Indian
cinema argues, “cinema is…well suited to promoting political
leaders” (pg. 340). Dickey mentions that cinema in India is
popular among the “urban and rural poor, who comprise the
great majority of the electorate” (pg. 342) and popular cinema
can be used as an alternate mass medium for star-politicians

to reach out to their voter base. Moreover, she argues, that
the fan base of a star provides a “highly organized” and
“preexisting network of supporters…that can be easily
transformed into a political cadre” (pg. 342). Rajanayagam
(2015) also posits that fans are participatory in this political
process and are not passive viewers who are merely
“mesmerized by the screen constructed star-images” (pg.
xv) and actively accept the stars in their role as politicians.

Therefore, many of film stars have turned to a full-
fledged career in politics after their retirement from the silver
screen as members of parliament, union cabinet or state
chief ministers or state ministers. To mention a few popular
actors of the 1970s and 80s, Vinod Khanna and Shatrughan
Sinha, Sunil Dutt, Govinda, Kiron Kher, Hema Malini,
Amitabh Bachchan and his wife Jaya Bachchan. Although
Bollywood film stars have made inroads into politics, the
association between films and politics is much stronger in
South India. Megastars such as MGR and NTR successfully
transitioned into larger-than-life political leaders and used
their on-screen star power to amass a large number of
followers in the states of Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh
respectively, while other, popular actors of the South include
Ramya, Chiranjeevi and Mohan Babu.

Popular Culture, Film Music and Politics

Popular culture; music and dance forms have always
been an integral part of the Indian ethos. Both are embedded
within the socio-cultural and religious/ devotional aspects of
the country’s milieu. Schoening and Kasper (2012) have
studied the use of music in the context of American political
campaigns and state a number of reasons why music is
popularly used to arouse voter interest and gather support
for candidates during elections. The authors’ central argument
in this book is that the use of music in politics should not be
taken lightly as it has been repeatedly applied within this
domain for its strong emotional appeal and its direct relation
to candidates’ success in election campaigns. Tied in with
this inescapable prevalence of Hindi film music is the fact
that singers and music directors often acquire independent
celebrity status based on their contributions to film music.
Political parties simply harvest this intricate relationship of
film music and popular culture during election campaigns

Morcom (2007), in her detailed analysis of the
Bollywood film songs, emphasizes the communal aspect of
songs. She argues that songs “play an important role in
linking disparate communities in South Asia and the
Diaspora” by “[transcending] local communities” (p. 225).
Both these aspects of the Hindi film song potentially explain
its use in political campaigns as a means of popularizing a
party or a candidate. The songs provide election
campaigners with readily available material that has already
proven to be popular with the masses, has been used as a
marketing tool for its parent film, and is able to bring together
heterogeneous crowds. Thus, Hindi film songs and political
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songs, tuned similar to film songs are primarily included in
election campaigns for their mass appeal and proven
popularity. In India, political songs and videos utilize the
pervasive musical and visual culture of cinema to spread
awareness about candidates, value systems and agendas.
These songs and videos are broadcast through traditional
means such as the radio and television, and also through
newer media such as the Internet. Singers, musicians and
lyricists from the Hindi film industry are often hired to
participate in the making of these songs. The two-fold
purpose of entertainment and information is served by these
songs, which are able to repackage the cultural popularity
of films to serve the interests of political parties in campaigns.

In an early critique of film music, Das Gupta (1981)
discusses the pan-national appeal of film songs. He mentions
that Hindi film songs are part of the background music in India,
and music has become the “opium of the mass audience” (pg.
31). Das Gupta’s views can be used to explain the use of film or
film-related music by political parties. When political campaigns
employ Hindi film celebrities, singers and music directors for
the purpose of publicity they are utilizing cultural artifacts that
have already been circulating in public imagination. The relation
between political campaigns and film music is natural as political
parties exploit a medium that has already proven to be popular
among the masses. Thus, Hindi film songs are primarily included
in election campaigns for their mass appeal and proven
popularity. We study the content of election film songs and
how they are linking the diverse Indian electorate.

Election Campaigning in India – Films, Traditional and
New Media Technologies

Indian elections are grand festive occasions as the
country is decked with election décor; banners, streamers,
symbol displays, graffiti on the walls, huge posters, larger
than life size cutouts of leaders and candidates along with
music and songs playing political and film songs from
loudspeakers. Given the diversity of the country, Indian
elections have used every available form of traditional and
new media to woo and win the audiences. The use of films
for electioneering is not new to the Indian political system.
It dates back to the 1980s when a political film ‘Maa’ on
former Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi depicting her life and
sacrifices emotionally charged the audiences to support her.
The cassette revolution in the 1990s where in films of parties
and candidates were circulated through traveling cinemas
or mobile vans called as Videos on Wheels 1(VOWs). The
films, slickly made with songs, dances and drama served as
both information and entertainment forms that captivated
the audiences (Karan, 2009). Party leaders, symbols, and
policies projected through songs and drama have become

as significant part of the political entertainment culture in
India (Ahuja & Paul,1992; Karan 1997; Manuel,1991)

Since 2004, Indian political parties also started using
the Internet, mobile phones and Social Networking Sites
(SNS) similar to countries around the world (Bentivegna,
2006; Chadwick 2008; Mihdha, 2004;Mohnot,
2009;Tekwani&Shetty, 2007). Karan and Gimeno (2011)
examined how the two main Indian parties used the new
media technologies in the 2004 and 2009 elections to reach
the electorate through websites, SNSs, blogs, phone calls,

hyperlinking and interactivity practices, and stated
that these technologies would steer the future political
discourse of Indian elections

Therefore, given the popularity of film songs and music
delivered through multiple broadcast channels within the
country and the diaspora, and at a time when Bollywood have
also been marked as the emerging soft power (Tharoor,
2006;Thussu, 2013; Schaefer and Karan, 2013), the historical
and cultural nexus between politics and films, we examine
another level of how popular cinema, particularly the
conventions of Hindi film songs are used by political parties in
election campaigns to advertise themselves and their
candidates, which may add to one of the factors of India’s Soft
Power to the world. In order to understand the content of these
political short films or advertisements, we propose the following
research questions in this pilot study of films and politics.

Research Questions

RQ 1: What is the content of political songs of major
national and state political parties in the last two national
and regional elections?

The issues in the election are of prime importance in
any elections. The content of songs was analyzed based on
classifications from previous studies that included
education, agriculture and farmers’ issues, basic food prices,
and amenities such as water and electricity. Women’s safety
was included as the past years saw an increase in the
atrocities against women and it was an important issue that
most parties addressed the issue.

RQ2: To what extent do the election songs profile the
images of the parties, candidates and leaders?

Songs have been primarily used for explaining or
passing along direct or indirect messages of love, romance,
hate or action plots. Political films they have been used to
exemplify the characteristics of the party and leaders, attack
of opposition and persuade the voters. Attack strategies on
opposing candidates and parties are the common force of

1Videos on Wheels were large vans/trucks fitted with large projection screens that were capable of showing political campaign videos
have the potential to reach large audiences in urban and rural areas. They were also used as platforms for election tours and mass
meetings of candidates.
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election campaigning in most democracies (Mattes &
Redraws, 2014) and India has been no exception in their
campaigning. It becomes significant to find out if the films
used attack strategies in the film songs.

RQ. 3: What was the visual and verbal content of the
political films and if they were similar to the song and visual
sequences of Bollywood films?

To establish the nexus between film artists other than
the actors in the production and singing of the political
songs, the names of the singers of the election songs, the
music composer and the producer of the videos were
recorded wherever applicable to determine if any Bollywood
music directors or singers were involved with the making of
the music.

RQ 4. To find out who were the lyricists/composers
producers and music directors of election videos and if they
were from the Indian film industry?

Methods

To answer the research questions, we conducted a
Case study including qualitative and quantitative analysis
(Wimmer & Dominick, 2009) of political videos and the
political songs. To answer the first question, a short
descriptive analysis was done of all the twenty video films
to study the general content of the film, its historical past
and present, the achievements of the party images of the
major leaders, the theme of the songs and the slogans of the
films. Content analysis was used to study and code over 20
categories of the 20 election films of prominent political
parties during the last two elections. Riffe, Lacy and Fico
(2005) describe Content Analysis as a systematic and
replicable study of the various symbols of communications.
These symbols have been assigned numerical values
according to certain measurement rules and the relationship
between these values was treated statistically. The variables
included the themes, the length of the videos, and their
similarity to Indian film songs among others. A coding manual
was created to study the political films. Each political film
was watched several times and the two authors
simultaneously coded all the 20 films and ensured a 100
percent inter coder reliability.

Categorization system and Operational Definitions

The following categories were created and
operationally defined and the films were systematically
coded by placing them in predefined categories. The general
variables included the length of the video and the number
of hits it had received on YouTube. The election films/
advertisements are referred to as ‘political videos’ in the
paper to separate them from full-fledged political commercial
films and advertisements, as some of them went beyond the
advertisements time of four to five minutes. Visuals – The
types of visuals used- the activities of the leaders and

members of the party were recorded, whether the film
represented any visual elements from classical or folk Indian
songs and dances. Background setting used- Urban, rural
or both. Visuals were also coded if the settings were similar
to commercial films. The type of music was classified whether
it was traditional Indian, Western or both. Bollywood songs
and song visualization - Similarity of the visuals to any
Bollywood/film songs, and other similarities between film
songs and visuals were coded. Names of composers, singers
and producers of the songs and videos were recorded
wherever applicable to determine if any film music directors
or singers were involved with the making of the election
film, music and song.

Sample:

The last few elections were taken as a sample for the
pilot study.  An analysis of early political films was taken
and the classification of categories was done. In order to
include the past and recent elections, 20 videos from the
past state and national elections from the years 2009, 2013,
2014 and 2015 were purposely selected. 20 election videos
were purposely selected for the analysis to see the
similarities and differences and set the basis for the extended
study in future.

These videos included national and state political
parties of India, namely, the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP),
Indian National Congress (INC),Aam Aadmi Party (AAP),
and state parties that included Shiv Sena (Maharashtra
state), the All India Anna Dravida Munethra Kazhagam
(AIADMK, Tamil Nadu) and the Janata Dal (JD)(Bihar state).
The videos were obtained from the official channels of the
parties on from YouTube. The length of each of the films,
the year of the election and the number of hits were recorded.

Results

Qualitative Analysis of Political Films

The qualitative analysis revealed that the emphasis
was on projecting the leaders or the potential prime
ministerial candidates, these included BJPs Narendra Modi
and INCs Rahul Gandhi, similar to the presidential style of
campaigning in democracies like UK or US.

The BJP campaigns focused mainly on its prime
ministerial candidate, Narendra Modi, and glorified him as
the harbinger of happiness and prosperity. The BJP videos
alluded to the problems of the previous government and
brought attention to how Narendra Modi would bring
improvement to concerns such as increasing corruption,
price inflation and women’s safety. These campaigns
included slogans and catchphrases such as “Modia ane
wala hai” (Modi is coming), “Achche din aane wale hain”
(Good days are here) and “Main desh nahin mitne doonga”
(I won’t let my country be destroyed) to bring home the
message that Modi and the BJP were the answer to the
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problems that the country is facing.

The Congress party videos divided their focus between
the main candidate - Rahul Gandhi - and the past achievements
of the party. The videos showed the major initiatives that the
party has put forward in the past, and how it has led to the
development and prosperity of the nation. One of the videos
also used the popular Oscar-winning song “Jai ho” in its
campaign to depict the country’s progress under the
leadership of the Congress. In its state election videos the
party highlighted the specific issues that were affecting a
particular state, for example, in Delhi the video dealt with the
issue of women’s safety and empowerment.

The AAP used the strategy of indicating how the nation
has suffered due to corruption and mismanagement of
resources and how AAP would solve these problems if elected
to power. The videos also showed the support of celebrity
film artists such as music composer Vishal Dadlani and actor
Ranveer Shorey who have been associated with the party.
South Indian political parties, such as the AIADMK and TDP,
adopted a perspective that is integral to their regional politics
- the god-like status of their leaders. The videos of both the
parties showed their leaders - Jayalalitha and Chandrababu
Naidu respectively - as demigods.

Overall, the strategy adopted by the parties was to
show an exalted image of both the party and its leader/
highlighted the major issues that have been plaguing the
country and how the party, if elected, would solve these
problems. In the following section, the quantitative analysis
of the political videos is presented.

This section presents the data from the content
analysis of 20 election videos. These comprised of six BJP,
four INC, three AAP, two each of Shiv Sena and TDP, and
one each of AIADMK, Jnata Dal (U) and National Congress
Party. The ad films generally were from 1-2 minutes, but
more than half of the films were between 2-4 minutes, and a

few more than five minutes.

RQ 1: What is the content of political songs of major
national and state political parties in the last two national
and regional elections?

It was found that the majority of the political parties
chose to keep to a traditional theme in their videos.
Traditional symbols in terms of cultural markers such as
costumes and setting, activities such as dance and song,
and other similar visuals were chosen in favor of modern or
westernized depictions. A traditional setting enables the
parties to reach across diverse groups of Indians, even those
who reside in small towns and villages. Most of the parties
included images of both urban and rural locations in order
to show men, women and children and present a more
inclusive image of their party. The parties used different
ways in which to reinforce the image of the party leader/s
and the symbol in the videos. A majority of the videos
focused exclusively on their main candidates. Also, 60 per
cent of the parties used a positive tone, preferring to
concentrate on images of prosperity and happiness rather
than negative images of the country.

Indian political parties also opted to stay away from
directly attacking opposing parties. However, in a third of
the cases the parties did point out the negative factors of
the opposition without directly naming the actual parties.
The image of politicians in all videos was shown in a strongly
positive light, depicting them as high achievers who will
bring or have brought in prosperity to the nation.

RQ. 2: What was the visual content of the political
films and if they were similar to the song and dance
sequences of Bollywood films?

RQ 3. To find out who were the lyricists/composers
producers and music directors of election videos and if they
were from the Bollywood film industry?

Table 1. Bollywood Films Vs Political Films

S. No. Songs similarity with Bollywood YESFrequency Percentage NOFrequency Percentage

1. Tune similarity with Bollywood song 9 45 11 55

2. Music similar to Bollywood song 11 55 9 45

3. Similarity with top Bollywood song 6 30 14 70

S. No. Visual similarity with Bollywood YESFrequency Percentage NOFrequency Percentage

1. Similarity with Bollywood dances 8 40 12 60

2. Films stars 4 20 16 80

3. Bollywood settings 4 20 16 80

S. No. Folk or classical content Frequency Percentage

1 Dances 4 20

2 Songs/ singing 1 5

3 Both 3 15

4 None 12 60

Total 20 100
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Verbal and Visual Similarity with commercial films

The predominant use of film stars and film-related
settings was seen in the videos of parties belonging to South
Indian states – AIADMK in Tamil Nadu and TDP in Andhra
Pradesh. In these videos, film stars were mainly used to
perform main roles in the video and to popularize the party
name and leaders. This observation is bolstered by the
literature available on the nexus between the South Indian
film industry and politics (Dickey, 1993; Rajanayagam, 2015).
More than half the political parties used Bollywood singers
to sing the election video songs indicating the popularity
and prevalence of film music in popular culture. Popular
singers such as Udit Narayan (BJP), Sukhwinder Singh (BJP
and Congress) and Vishal Dadlani (AAP) have given their
voice to the election songs. This shows that political parties
are willing to use the already established popularity of film
culture and film music in society to spread the message of
the party.

Discussion and Conclusion

This study aimed to link politics and popular culture,
particularly the style and tunes of films songs and political
songs that have become part of election campaigning. The
two spheres of politics and film, are intrinsically related,
with the popularity of a cinema star is primarily responsible
for his or her clout as a politician. Similar to how films are
marketed and used to advertise the Indian films, political
films are using the same strategy to advertise and market
political parties and candidates. We found the transitions
of film actors into politics and the role of fans in easing the
process of reel to real images of stars turned politicians.
Though historically, film stars have been associated with
politics, as candidates or campaigners, and political films
continue to be the themes of films, there has been an upsurge
in the close nexus of popular films, use of films artists,
producers and singers for electioneering in the last few
elections.

The use film style of production, the songs and
settings of political videos are of prime importance in the
political socialization of the electorate, particularly the youth
who have so far been indifferent to the political process.
Secondly, the marketing of these videos through the
broadcast media and the internet through You Tube,
websites and social networking sites has increased the reach
and interactive aspect for young and old alike to participate
in the political process through the media and the people
(Film personalities) that they easily identify, relate to and
follow. The success of such videos is yet to be empirically
determined to find out the impact of these videos on the
electorate, which will be significant in finding out if such
videos will be a trend of future elections in India. We also
reviewed Bollywood films as soft power of India, and if
political films would also add to the repertoire of India’s soft
power in projecting itself to the world. While we cannot

conclude this from the present study, we do presume that
these could be a short representation of India in projecting
leaders and parties to the world, particularly to the overseas
market that view India through the lens of films.

In this study we analyzed twenty political videos of
both national and state elections. Election videos were more
like film music videos and resembled the songs and music
similar to popular film songs, but with the traditional themes.
The traditional clips of music and dance were similar to film
songs, but with visuals of prosperity and exemplification of
issues, and attack on opponents. The marketing of the
political films for campaigning was similar to feature films
that are used to popularize the films even before they are
released. Many film producers, singers and musicians were
roped in to compose and produce the political songs.
Political parties are willing to use the already established
popularity of film culture and film music in society to spread
the message of the party. The study has its limitations as
only a small convenient sample was used for this pilot study,
which brought about interesting results. This study will be
in progress as the data is being collected with a bigger
comprehensive sample to study the use of popular culture,
new media and politics and its impact on the electorate.
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Reach of FFSI in Film Society Movement in Maharashtra in period of 2007-2015

Mr. Onkar Patkar
Department of Communication and Journalism

University of Mumbai

Abstract: The reach of FFSI in Film Society Movement in Maharashtra is studied. Federation of Film Societies of India is an
organization which is playing vital role for Film Society Movement in India since 1959.  Maharashtra comes under Western
Zone of FFSI and researcher covered the activities of FFSI Western Zone from 2007-2015. The framework of the research is
quantitative and qualitative in nature wherein content analysis is used. This paper examines the annual reports of FFSI
Western Zone from 2007-2015. Seven Annual Reports and In-depth interviews of various Film Societies from Maharashtra
were analyzed. Many film society activist talks about the Film Society Movement in Maharashtra with reference to history
of Film Society movement of India in Literature Review. The analysis has been done using SWOT analysis technique.

The major conclusions of the study were that Film Society Movement has reached in non metropolitan cities meanwhile Film
Societies several activities had been taken place to sustain this movement meanwhile the number of film societies are increasing
but the medium change of watching films are change due to digital revolution and easy over excess of web membership strength
is dwindling.

Keywords: Film Society Movement, Maharashtra, FFSI, Film Society

 Introduction

History of Indian Films

The history of Indian Cinema goes back to the
nineteenth century. In 1896, the very first films shot by the
Lumiere Brothers were shown in Mumbai (then Bombay).
Father of Indian Cinema, Dadasaheb Phalke released the
first ever full-length feature film ‘Raja Harishchandra’ in 1913.
The silent film was a commercial success. Dadasaheb was
not only the producer but was also the director, writer,
cameraman, editor, make-up artist and art director. Raja
Harischandra was the first-ever Indian film which was
screened in London in 1914

Definition of the film society

A film society is a membership club where people can
watch Private screenings of films which would otherwise
not be shown in mainstream cinemas and they usually They
are, in some places know as Film Clubs and Cine Clubs, and
they usually have an educational aim, introducing new
audiences to different audiovisual works through an
organized and prepared program of screenings.

Film Societies in India

In India, the first film society was formed in Bombay
(now Mumbai) in 1937. The “Amateur Cine Society of India”
was founded by the enterprise of film critic Rudi Laden,
documentary maker Dr. P.V. Pathy, Dereck Jephrys and others.
One of its prime movers was Stanley Jepson, the then Editor
of the ‘Illustrated Weekly of India’ – one of the most
prestigious publications of India brought out by the House
of the ‘Times of India’ Publication. Later in 1942, The
“Bombay Film Society” was formed by the documentary
maker Clement Baptista, K.L. Khadpur and commentator
Samuel Barkley. Although these two societies worked for
long, the leadership required to elevate the subject to a
movement could not be provided by these film societies.
“Bombay Film Society” was registered officially by the

Government in 1943.

Federation of Film Societies of India (FFSI)

The interest in Cinema as a medium or at expression
took credible shape with increasing numbers of film clubs
and societies in different part of countries during the
1950’s.in the year of 1959 in a meeting at residence of the
Secretary of Sahitya Academy- Krishna Kripalani, it was
decided that a central organization should be constructed.
Following this on 13th December 1959 in Delhi , the
Federation of Film Societies of India (henceforth FFSI) was
form combining the film societies of Calcutta (Now Kolkata)
Bombay  (now Mumbai) ,Madras (now Chennai), and
Roorkee. Satyajit Ray was Founder President. There were
three Vice Presidents namely, Ammmu Swamnathan,Robert
Hawkins and S Gopalan B. Both Vijaya Muley and
Chidnanda Dasgupta were the Secretaries while D Pramanik
and Abdul Hasan jointly held Treasure

Literature Review

Following are some quotes of film society movement
collected from distinguished personalities in the field on
the achievements, present status and the future of the
society movement in the country was conducted

According to U. Radhakrishnan Secretary, Federation
of Film Societies of India New Delhi “The movement
produced a few serious and worth film makers. Besides it
gave an avenue for film lovers to see, discuss and write on
good films. Generated awareness about quality films among.”

According to R.K.Pal, former Regional Council
Member FFSI and former Secretary of Chaya,
Vishakhapatnam and Cine Circle, Chilamkur “By providing
an opportunity over the years to view and review film
classics and contemporary films from various countries, Film
society. Movement has created an audience, however small,
receptive to meaningful cinema as an art form in our country,
which had eventually led to institution of annual film awards,
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conduct of film festivals, formation of a financing body, and
establishment of film institute’s and archives.”

According to C. Sitaram Bangalore film journalist “The
film society movement has helped thousands people to get
exposed to good cinema; and also to appreciate it better
through seminars, discussions etc. But for a film society
movement most of us would not have able to see classics
like “Bicycle Thieves” or Pather Panchali. Apart from that,
its great achievement is brining like minded people together.”

Research Design And Methodology

The study is exploratory in nature. Simultaneous
application of quantitative and qualitative methods will be
done. The primary data collected is descriptive in nature.

1 Aim:

� To understand and study Reach of FFSI in Film Society
Movement in Maharashtra.

Objectives

� To understand the nature and structure of various Film
Societies in Maharashtra.

� To find out whether the number of Film Societies have
increased in Maharashtra.

Research Questions:

— RQ1: Has the membership of Film Society
increased over the years?

— RQ2: What are the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of Film Society Movement in
Maharashtra?

Methodology

The researcher has adopted the Quantitative and
Qualitative method for research. The researcher has
conducted Content Analysis of Annual reports of FFSI from
the period of April 2007 to March 2015.

For Content Analysis:

The data was collected using following category
system:

From Annual Reports of FFSI Western Zone 2007-
2015 the researcher analysis Membership, Accounts, Film
Circulation of FFSI Western Zone for Campus Film Societies
in Maharashtra.

Delimitations of the study

The research is delimited to Maharashtra chapter of
FFSI. The findings are based only on the annual reports
available from 2007 to 2015.

Limitations of the study

A. Annual Reports of March 2010- April 2011,
March2011- April 2012 were  not available to analysis of
Activities.

Theoretical and Conceptual Framework

SWOT stands for: Strength, Weakness, Opportunity
and Threat. A SWOT analysis guides to identify strengths
and weaknesses (S-W), as well as broader opportunities and
threats (O-T). Developing a fuller awareness of the situation
helps with both strategic planning and decision-making.

Findings and Observations

Membership

According to the Annual Reports following charts
explains about the Strengths of Impact of Film Society
Movement of Maharashtra from 2007-2015. It mentioned
the membership as well as the numbers of Film Societies
among the Western Zone; Maharashtra comes under the
Western Zone.

Year Number of Film Member Strength

(March-April) Societies

2007-2008 27 6,475

2008-2009 32 8,300

2009-2010 38 9,150

2010-2011 46 10,734

2011-2012 47 12,338

2012-2013 50 8,293

2013-2014 43 6,535

2014-2015 45 6,449
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Film Circulation

FFSI circulate films to Western Region for Film Society
Movement in Maharashtra. These films were provided from
different Consulates and distributors, Following are detail
information of Annual Reports from 2007-2015 about
Circulation of Films for Film Societies for Maharashtra.

Sr. No. Year Country Number of Films

1. 2007-2008 42 Feature 16 Shorts

2. 2008-2009 31 Features 1 Short

3. 2009-2010 38 Features  2 Shorts

4. 2010-2011

5. 2011-2012

6. 2012-2013 France 6

Italy 1

India 4+1 Documentary

Hungary 4 = 15 Features 1

Documentary

7. 2013-2014 India 4

Iran 6

Brazil 4

Australia 3

Spain 3

Germany 1 Documentary

South 3

Africa

Old DVD’ 20= 40 Feature 1

Documentary

In FFSI

Archive

8. 2014-2015 South Africa

Poland

France

Brazil

India

U.S.A.

2014-15 Iran

8. FFSI

Archive 20 = 41 Films

Income and Expenditure of FFSI Western Zone in
Maharashtra.

According to Annual Reports of FFSI Western Zone
in Maharashtra. The researcher took actual numbers of
Income over Expenses and Excess over Expenditure of 2007-
2015. *All figures in Rupees.

Years Income Over Excess Over
Expense Expenditure

2007 - 12,583

2008 9,204.64/- -

2009 14,856.50 -

2010 NA NA

2011 NA NA

2012 NA NA

2013 - 27,909/-

2014 3,714 -

2015 - 1,21,487.96

Film Society Movement helped many film makers to
make  film makers to make quality films:

Many directors like Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen , Basu
Chatterjee, Shyaam Benegal,Govind Nihlani, Amol Palekar
born out of this movement and they started parallel cinema
movement. The directors like Adoor Gopalkrishnan, Girish
Kasarvalli ,Ketan Mehta studied cinema in Film Institutes
and join the movement as an admirer there by Film Society
Movement.

This movement exposed filmmakers of the country to
the world cinema, realistic cinema so they come across many
good films, various themes, different ways  of storytelling
and how people of the world thinks on particular subject.

Effect of Film Society Movements on Film Criticism
and writings on cinema

It created proper understanding of cinema and thereby
created film culture and aware audience which is receptive
to good and artistic cinema. Film Society Movement is for
creating good audience for good cinema. Film Makers
inspired by this ideology to made good film. Film Society
Movement is not for teaching good cinema it is for creating
good aware audience and Film appreciation, because of that
writing on cinema improved by watching several
International film in Film Societies.In Film Societies due to
circulation of world cinema better films has been screened it
helps to critics to improve their references in criticism.

Problems and Obstacles of Film Society Movement in
Maharashtra

In 50 years of Film Society Movement where FFSI
worked for removing obstacles like entertainment tax
censorship exemption negotiating with Government for
facilities. Now DVD’s are taking place of 35mm prints which
make screening of world cinema easy.

Today everybody is involved and engaged with social
media and their personal social media it caused to not make
time for Film Society screenings. Relevance of easy web
access of world cinema like Torrents and YouTube reducing
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members from Film Societies. Membership is compulsory to
watch a film in film society and without censor. Due to
inefficiency support of State Government Film Societies are
facing funding crunch. Pulling on the members and make
them habitual to attend the screening is getting difficult as
people rank this activity very far in the priority list.

What are the Future activities of Film Society Movement
in Maharashtra?

Film Festivals should be arranged at micro level at
micro levels (cluster level) with awards to be given to film
makers judged by members of these societies. This will
encourage the movement. (Bioscope film club) . Membership
must be increased through special drive. Activities such as
workshops, film appreciations courses are necessary for
sustaining Film Society Movement. Discussions on films
and their finer aspects should be the prime focus of the
societies, which is a unique thing which gives us an
outstanding image proving us to be serious film buffs and

more on to academic side of the film as an art form. If we can
incorporate a basic film making along with the appreciation
in the discussion more sensible films will be create

Conclusions

The Researcher  studied annual reports of FFSI of last five
years  i.e (2007/2014) and found that the membership of Film
Societies in Maharashtra increased between 2011 and 2012.

Annual Report of FFSI of Western Zone of 2007 - 2008 Film
Societies of Maharashtra was 27 and membership strength
was 6,475.

The Researcher found that the lowest membership strength
of Film Societies of Maharashtra was March 2013 - April
2014.

 The researcher found that FFSI Western Zone is circulating
short films feature films and documentaries to Film Societies
in Maharashtra. The researcher found that FFSI Western
Zone is circulating films from various countries.

Based on the above discussion the researcher concludes with following chart.

Strength Weakness

1. Reached at non metropolitan cities 1. No Government policies

2. National Film Archive Involved 2. Funding Crunch

3. Film Societies increased 3. Membership decreased

4. Film Criticism improved

5. Film Study group increased

Opportunities Threats

1. DVD’s replaced 35MM easy to screen 1. Digital Revolution

2. Campus Film Societies 2. Web access

3. Change of Medium of watching cinema

4. Over excess of expenditure
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Portrayal of psychological disorders in Indian cinema: A critical analysis of
‘The ornate lock’

Dr. Harini C., Assistant professor, Dept. of Industrial Psychology

S.I.E.S. College of Commerce and Economics

Abstract : A psychological thriller movie revolves around the complicated mental states of the character usually unstable.
Many of such movies try to elicit fear responses in the audience. Psychological thrillers are made in many languages,
ascertaining the fact that it has a wide popularity across languages. The movie ‘The ornate lock’ is a mile stone in the history
of Indian films, especially in the genre of psychological thrillers. The movie was originally released in the language Malayalam
in 1993 as ‘Manichithrathazhu,’ attempted to portray an unusual theme in Indian cinema that time. The movie had won many
awards at the national level, including the best actress award for Shobna who played the central role Ganga. The movie was
widely accepted by the audience and later was remade to five other Indian languages after 10 years of its release. ‘The ornate
lock’ was a trend setter in Indian cinema following that many movies were made in Indian languages in the horror genre with
psychological disorders as the central theme. The movie revolves around the theme of ‘dissociative identity disorder’ of the
central character Ganga and how a psychiatrist Dr. Sunny Joseph successfully treats her and brings her back to normal life.
Dissociative identity disorder (earlier known as multiple personality disorder or split personality disorder) is a mental
disorder characterized by the appearance of at least two distinct personalities in the same individual. It is a controversial
psychological disorder regarding the diagnosis and treatment. Surprisingly, dissociative identity disorder is one of the most
widely portrayed psychological disorders in Indian cinema. This paper examines how the disorder has been portrayed in the
movie and critically analyses if it actually matches with the diagnostic criterion of dissociative identity disorder.

Keywords: psychological thriller movies, psychological disorder, ‘The ornate lock’, dissociative identity disorder.

Introduction

A psychological thriller movie revolves around the
unstable and complicated mental states of its characters. It
consists of elements of drama, mystery and horror. Good
thriller movies are those movies which keep the audience
glued to the seat till the end. There is no dearth of
psychological thrillers in world cinema. In general,
psychological thriller movies revolve around some
psychological disorder of the central character or some
specific psychological phenomenon. It showcases how the
disorder progresses in the person and how he is able to
tackle it usually with the help of some psychiatrist or
psychologist. Many a times, these movies try to portray the
complex interaction of human mind. Some movies try to
explain the disorder in a more scientific way, thereby creating
awareness in the public along with entertainment. Unlike
Hollywood, the number of films produced in the genre of
psychological thrillers in India is very limited. The film “The
ornate lock” can be considered as an early bird in the history
of psychological thrillers in India.

The ornate lock- Crux of the movie

The story of the movie takes place in a village in Kerala.
The central character of the movie is Ganga, a newly married
educated young woman who is fond of history and literature.
She is from Calcutta and comes to stay at an old mansion
which is her husband Nakul’s ancestral home at Kerala. She
has a huge collection of books and was searching for an
ideal room to keep the books. Her husband’s cousin Alli
(who is to marry a college professor cum writer) suggests a
room called thekkini (the southern most room) in the top
floor of the mansion which is considered as a forbidden

(haunted) room. The room has decorated door which is
locked with a talisman. Legend says that the land was once
ruled by an elder member of the family and he brought a
dancer from Tanjore named Nagavalli. She was in love with
a dancer called Ramanathan who used to stay in a house
adjacent to the mansion where the college professor who is
to marry Alli now lives. When the ruler came to know about
it, he got angry and killed Nagavalli. She became a blood
thirsty ghost and tried to kill the ruler on a Durgashtami day.
He escaped by chanting powerful mantras. After performing
magical rituals, pundits were able to lock her spirit in the
forbidden room. Coming to the present, the heroine Ganga
caught hold of the key to open the room and was surprised
to see the room which contains huge portraits of the dancer
and the ruler. She became fascinated about the dancer and
started visiting the room regularly. Around this time, certain
strange events started occurring in the mansion. In one
such instance someone tries to kill Alli, Ganga’s saree caught
fire and somebody tried to poison Ganga’s husband Nakul.
Ganga’s husband suspects Sridevi to be behind all the
troubles. Sridevi is his cousin with who he was to marry and
later his family cancelled the wedding because of certain
problems in her horoscope. Nakul assumes that Sridevi’s
jealousy towards Ganga is making her do such things. He
seeks the help of his friend Dr. Sunny Joseph a psychiatrist
to solve the mystery. Sunny finds that Sridevi doesn’t have
any problem and the actual patient there is Ganga. To find
out the root cause of Ganga’s problems, Dr. Sunny make a
journey to her past. He realizes as a child Ganga was very
sensitive, who was brought up by her grandmother. Her
parents were busy building their career in Calcutta, little
Ganga longs for her parents but they never came to take her.
She got used to the life with her grandmother, her folk tales,
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traditions and customs. When she was appearing for 10th

board exams, she got a letter from her parents saying that
they are intending to take her to Calcutta. Ganga who, by
then was too attached to her grandmother and the village
life didn’t want to go to Calcutta. This precipitates stress in
her and she tears off the answer paper and runs out of the
exam hall like a possessed person. That was the first psychic
attack she had. After going to Calcutta, she took some
treatment and got better. But a possibility of another psychic
disorder remained in her. It takes it head out when she
relocated to her husband’s family mansion. Her constant
visits to the haunted room of the mansion made her fall in
love with the dancer Nagavalli. The sympathy she felt for
her gradually became empathy and she started to feel that
she herself is Nagavalli (alter ego). Similarly she started to
assume that the college professor who is to marry Alli as
Ramanathan, her lover and Nakul as the cruel ruler who
killed her. Ganga who sleeps with Nakul at night, wakes up
and goes to the haunted room and dances and also does
strange things to satisfy her alter ego. Dr. Sunny diagnoses
her with dissociative personality disorder (split personality
disorder) and understands that through her alter ego, Ganga
wants to kill Nakul so that she can marry the college
professor who she thinks as, Ramanathan.  Dr. Sunny who
now realizes that Ganga’s problem is intertwined in her
childhood superstitions cures her using unconventional
methods in psychiatry with the help of a tantric priest. Thus
the movie, comes to a happy ending.

What is Dissociative identity disorder?

Dissociative identity disorder is a rare form of mental
disorder which is characterized by the existence of multiple
personalities in a person (DSM-V). The major symptoms
include a loss of identity, inability to recall what has happened,
beyond normal forgetfulness. In simple terms it is the existence
of several identities in one body. These personalities are not
aware of each other’s existence resulting in terrible confusion
and chaos for the individual. The number of identities existing
in individuals varies, ranging from two or three to hundreds.
The primary identity by which the individual is known is
often very passive and mild whereas the other identities are
generally very aggressive. Though identities comprise of
ordinary people, cases have been reported on animal, mythical
and fictional characters also.

The causes for the disorder are not yet known, but
case studies suggest that most of the patients with this
disorder had experienced physical and sexual abuse during
child hood (Boysen, 2011). In general, this disorder is
associated with trauma (Spiegel, 2010). Any traumatic event
is highly unpleasant, so being in the same identity makes
the person brood over the negative event, thereby
increasing the negativity. In such a case, having an altered
identity helps the person to get over the unpleasant feeling.
To overcome the trauma caused by some unpleasant event

the patient tries to don new identities which will help him to
forget the past and to engage in a new life. According to
diagnostic and statistic manual, for an adult to be diagnosed
with DID, at least two discrete personalities should exist.
Diagnosis is performed by a clinical psychologist or
psychiatrist after thorough evaluation of the patient, through
interviews with near and dear of the patient. Chances of the
patients seeking treatment on their own is relatively less in
this disorder as the symptoms are often not taken seriously.

Portrayal of dissociative identity disorder in the movie
‘The ornate lock’

The movie was made in 1993; it remains afresh in the
minds of audience even after two decades. Especially the
fact that it was remade into many languages is a proof of the
popularity of the movie. Unlike regular horror movies, where
a blood thirsty ghost comes back to take revenge, this movie
tries to explain the strange happenings in the mansion in
the light of a rare psychological disorder- dissociative
identity disorder. The movie was successful in unwinding a
rare disorder in a beautiful story.

As I have already discussed, Ganga was a sensitive
person from childhood. Her longing for parents and the
thoughts that she can’t do anything about it force her to
repress these negative feelings. She slowly dissociates from
these feelings by fixating herself on the folklore and
superstitions of her grandmother’s world. This fixation
gradually develops into an obsession a tendency to
associate herself with others. Thus she develops an alter
ego which remains dormant for a long period and the active
personality develops into a mild character who is book lover.
This alter ego wakes up once again when the situation
becomes conducive. Upon her arrival at her husband’s family
mansion, she was greeted by the folklores and legends of
the place. She eagerly listens to the story of Nagavalli from
Nakul’s aunt. The sad story of Nagavalli triggers her
repressed negative emotions once again, which gradually
brings her alter ego back to the active state (Old Malayalam
cinema, 2013). She started to visit the haunted room
frequently. The life size portraits of Nagavalli and the ruler
who killed her (kept in the haunted room) provided a strong
platform for her to recreate the past of Nagavalli. Every night
she walks out of her room and then her alter ego comes out
with all the vigour. Ganga who gets up in the morning doesn’t
remember anything that happened to her in the previous
night. These two personalities existed in her each unaware
of the other’s existence. They both were opposites; the active
ego of Ganga is a very gentle character whereas the passive
ego of Nagavalli is a very aggressive character as the
description of the disorder says. This disorder is
characterised by mood swings and is beautifully enacted
by Shobna the actress who played the character of Ganga.
This movie also tries to explain how this disorder developed
in Ganga and attributes it to her troublesome childhood.
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Though for the disorder to appear a strong reason is required
such as physical or sexual abuse in childhood, the separation
from parents can be equally traumatic thereby paving way
to the disorder. Thus the movie is successful in developing
a fertile ground for the disorder to appear. Even the first
outbreak of the disorder is in line with the theory of
dissociative disorder. The second outbreak of the disorder
deviates from what the theory says about the disorder.
Usually the disorder is triggered by stressful situations, in
the movie the heroine who is happily married with a doting
husband is unlikely to have a psychic disorder. This is a
major flaw of the movie. Similarly, when the alter ego’s
intention is to kill Nakul, she could have done it on any
night when she was sleeping with him. But in the movie, it
was postponed for creating a powerful climax. Though the
movie is not free from flaws, it could be said that the movie
was successful in portraying a complex mental disorder in a
way common man understands it.

Conclusion

‘The ornate lock’ can be considered as a forerunner in
the genre of psychological thrillers in India. It motivated
many directors in regional languages to experiment with
psychological themes. Despite the flaws, the movie is also
successful in scientifically portraying a disorder which is
commonly understood as spirit possession. As a piece of
art, the name of this cinema is written in golden scripts in
the history of Indian cinema.
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